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The Thinker as a Noble Man (bene natus) and 
Preliminary Remarks on the Medieval Concepts of Nobility* 

ANDREA A. ROBIGLIO 

Ce beau mot, bien trivial mais bien 
énergique: cGaudent bene nati ' 

[Charles Le Maitre de Claville1] 

Abstract 
The late medieval discussion of 'nobility' (= nobilitas, dignitas) defined in 
philosophical terms (as opposed to other social notions like 'aristocracy') , pro- 
duced a large number of writings, many of which are still unedited. Nevertheless, 
modern philosophical historiography (developed throughout the seventeenth 
century and reaching its first apogee with Hegel) has neglected the concep- 
tual debates on nobility. Perhaps having assumed it to be a dead relic of the 
'pre-illuminist' past, historians and philosophers understood 'nobility' as a 
non-philosophical issue and so it still appears in contemporary scholarship. 
The first aim of this essay is to draw attention to this issue by presenting a 
sort of preliminary catalogue of the different types of conceptualizations of 
'mobility'. By exploring the meanings and philosophical employment of the 
expressions 

' bene nasci ' and ' bene natus' this article also reveals a new aspect 
of the Aristotelian notion of magnanimity. 

* This research is a part of a project funded by the Dutch NWO (Grant n° 360-20- 
093). Zénon Kaluza first drew my attention to the questionable translation of "vir bene 
natus" as noble-man, and to Nicolas of Autrecourt's usage of this expression. Pepijn Rutten 
invited me to present these reflections in the International Workshop 'Tradition, Truth, 
Transition' at the University of Nijmegen (Nijmegen: March 4-6, 2004), where Maarten 
Hoenen and Charles Caspers offered helpful suggestions, especially regarding the similar- 
ities between medieval Liturgy and ennobling rituals of the medieval university. The anony- 
mous reader(s) of this Journal drew my attention to some weak points of my first draft 
and made insightful remarks. In addition, Olivier Boulnois, Charles de Miramon and 
Christophe Grellard have helped me in various ways. I express my deep gratitude to all 
of the above. 

1 C. F. N. Le Maitre de Claville, Traité du vrai mérite de l'homme , considéré dans tous les 
âges et dans toutes les conditions: avec des principes d'éducation, propres à former les jeunes à la vertu, 
Paris-Lyon (3rd ed.) 1737, 83: "Une physionomie qui plaît, des yeux qui annoncent de 
l'esprit, d'heureuses dispositions, de la bonté, de la docilité, & le désir d'apprendre, voilà 
le mérite naturel. De-là vient ce beau mot, bien trivial, mais bien énergique, gaudent bene 
nati". Cf. n. 69 below. 

© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2006 Vivarium 44,2-3 
Also available online - www.brill.nl/viv 
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206 ANDREA A. ROBIGLIO 

1. Nobility as a Philosophical Problem with Juridical 
' and Religious Edges 

Nobility is a fundamental concept which shapes the contours of philoso- 
phical discourse, yet one not often examined on its own terms by historians 
of philosophy.2 In Book Three of De consolatione philosophie (P. 6, § 7), 
Boethius claims that 'nobility' does not deserve the attention of philoso- 
phers: it is plain for everyone to see the futility both of the concept of 
nobility and of any attempt to explicate it more precisely [iam vero quam 
sit inane , quam fittile nobilitati 's nomen, quis non videat?). However, the very 
fact that he makes this polemical claim implies that there were others 
who held a different point of view.3 

This essay shall present several medieval conceptions of 'good birth', 
with two aims: demonstrating their essential consistency and clarifying 

2 No major encyclopaedia of philosophy, to my knowledge, has yet included an entry 
on the topic of 'nobility', cf. inter alia : J. Ritter (ed.), Historisches Wörterbuch der Philosophie , 
Basel - Stuttgart 1971 -ff.; The Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy (online at: http://plato. 
stanford.edu). And where it does receive consideration, the concept is treated merely as a 
political or social issue; cf. Ph. Contamine, 'Noblesse', in: C. Gauvard, A. De Libera and 
M. Zink (eds), Dictionnaire du Moyen-Âge , Paris 2004, 990a-992a; W. Conze, Adel, Aristokratie, 
in: O. Brunner, W. Conze and R. Koselleck (eds.), Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe. Historisches 
Lexikon zur politisch-sozialen Sprache in Deutschland, vol. 1 (A-D), Stuttgart 1972, 1-48. Two 
remarkable articles by Aurel Kolnai are the exception that proves the rule: cf. A. Kolnai, 
The concept of hierarchy , in: Philosophy, 46 (1971), 203-21, esp. 219ff., and Id., Dignity, in: 
Philosophy, 51 (1976), 251-71. 3 The question of nobility is one of the most recurring issues in, for example, the writings 
of Ennodius - in connection with the necessary cultivation of the " sancta studia litterarum". 
In the Dictio VIII, written for his nephew Lupicinus, Ennodius uses the idea in a sense 
which is both 'moderate Christian' and close to that of ancient Rome. He employs veg- 
etable metaphors to explain how the training under a good Schoolmaster is the appro- 
priate way to make a well-born tree bear noble fruit. Ennodius, Praefatio dicta Lupicino quando 
in auditorio traditus est Deuterio V S., in: Id., Opera omnia, ed. W. Härtel, Vienna 1882 (CSEL, 6), 
446-50: "Meritum cespitis odore significai et naturae geniům prima visione testatur (. . .) 
vox mundae originis, licet in recessibus, semper auditur (. . .) [nevertheless] feritatis maculam 
non évitât qui non festinat adserere quod meritis novit esse placiturum. (. . .) Nascitur 
exercitii desiderium de fertilitate telluris: vomeribus agendum est". And later the author 
explains that such 'ploughshares' are not but the study of the artes liberales : "Spem solidam 
de tua perfectione concipimus: bonum ingenium doctori optimo mancipamus (. . .) genus 
est singulare laudis in doctoribus discipuli eruditio (. . .) caelum puisât magistři opinio per- 
fectione discipuli". For another interesting use of the idea that being 'well-born' at least 
contributes to the development of 'nobility', see the occurrence of the expression ' bene natus ' 
in Id., Epistularum liber VIII, cap. 33, ed. Härtel 1882, 221. Cf. F. Delle Donne, Teodorico 
'rex genitus ' II concetto di nobiltà di stirpe nel panegirico di Ennodio, in: Invigilata lucernis, 
20 (1998), 73-84. Fine research on the topic, with respect to the anti-aristocratic strand 
in later Scholastic thought, is in A. Murray, Reason and Society in the Middle Ages, Oxford 
1978, esp. part iv: 317-404. 
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their respective positions (§§ 12-13 below). By analyzing the work of a 
succession of medieval thinkers up to Nicholas of Autrecourt, this paper 
will outline the general and agreed sense of the term ' bene natus ' as it was 
understood within medieval scholastic discourse, as well as explore the 
term's use in connection with concepts of intellectual perfection, the pur- 
suit of happiness, and spiritual (namely, Christian) perfection. 

To this end, some preliminary steps are required. First the topic will 
be delimited and the scope of the present work defined in relation to 
other rather isolated scholarly treatments (§ 2).4 

The medieval period had a distinctive concept of nobility, particularly 
in terms of its legal and religious implications (§§ 3-5). As this is different 
from the one generally articulated by ancient thinkers, the understand- 
ing of the ancient legacy of this notion will enrich our understanding of 
its medieval conception (§ 6-7). To that end the various uses of the expres- 
sion bene natus will be analyzed (§ 8) before turning to some canonical 
figures whose self-conscious use of the concept of nobility within a theoretical 
setting illuminates its significance in the medieval context (§§9-10). The 
conception of Nicholas of Autrecourt represents something of a departure 
(§ 11); thus it is with his representation of good birth that this investiga- 
tion will conclude. 

The prominent legal and religious uses of the idea contradict one 
another. As a legal notion, nobility is most closely bound up with the 
maintenance of high social rank in an established order by virtue of blood- 
line - nobilitas non est virtus , the jurists say (cf. § 4 below). The Christian 
concept of nobility, on the other hand, in some ways bears the seeds of 
a transvaluation (cf. § 5 below). That is to say, this Christian element has 
the sense that nobility is not the embodiment of intellectual genius or 
superiority, but is instead derived from both divine grace and the culti- 
vation of moral virtue. In principle, therefore, the potential to acquire it 
is universal. The impetus for this transvaluation is the catholic dimension 
of Christianity; for in Christ there is neither Jew nor Greek, neither slave 
nor master. This was difficult for medieval philosophy and learned theology 

4 Alexander Murray and Alain De Libera are among the rare scholars to have treated 
the topic also in philosophical terms. See A. De Libera, Penser au Moyen Âge , Paris 1991, 
246-98, as well as his references to Ruedi Imbach (374, n. 13) and Luca Bianchi 
(383 n. 20). Murray 1978 (n. 3), 261-63, 270-81. For further development, see also 
A. A. Robiglio, Dante (bene nato' Guido Cavalcanti e Margherita Porete in Par. V, 115' in: 
L'Alighieri, 26 (2005), 45-62. 
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to assimilate, as it seemed, at least on the surface, to undermine their 
dignity as disciplines. 

Another element informing the medieval philosophical theories of nobil- 
ity was a tradition of 'knightly' and courtly nobility. This was indirectly 
connected to the environment of the university - in the form of discourses 
about clerks and masters, as well as about the social rank of scholars 
according to their intellectual dignity. 

These interpretations of the nature of nobility speak to the question 
of whether there exists a structural connection between the exercise and 
teaching of speculative thought, on the one hand, and the nobility of the 
thinker on the other. The conviction that it does exist dates back at least 
to the time of Pythagoras. Though it must be said that relatively few 
authors throughout the centuries have written explicitly about such con- 
nections, this does not imply that they believed such connections did not 
exist. The issue functioned on different levels. On the one hand, a man's 
good birth could be seen as merely one of a number of social and phys- 
ical 'conditions' which fixed his character and influenced his education - 

and thus his inclination to study philosophy. This case should be considered 
an element of human education and is not philosophically problematic. 
However, at another level, the training in and development of higher 
philosophical skills could be viewed as a condition for the attainment of 
human excellence and 'nobility'. In this case, a natural-born philosopher, 
would, ipso facto , be a member of a chosen elite and thus truly noble.5 
From this perspective, the conceptual link between nobility and philoso- 
phy could not be regarded as accidental.6 The problem of this concep- 

5 The issue is thus not merely social qua tale , though a barely received notion of "noble 
birth" as "social prestige" circulated throughout the Middle Ages, informing and inter- 
acting with other aspects of the concept of nobility. The social issue is the one we find 
in University documentation, where it often means "being born of noble parents"; some 
scholars used this "fact of life" to their advantage, for instance, mentioning their noble 
birth in their supplications to the Pope - either direcdy or via another patron. Examples 
of this tendency are documented in W. Courtenay and E. D. Goddard (eds), Rotuli Parisienses: 
Supplications to the Pope fiom the University of Paris , vol. I: 1316-1349 , vol. II: 1352-1378, 
Leiden-Boston-Köln 2002-2004 (see the occurrences of "dign.": e.g. I, 261 and 265). 6 An explicit link between ingenuitas professionis and systematic philosophy had been pre- 
sent in Late Antiquity. Cf. Apuleius, De mundo , prol., ed. C. Moreschini, Leipzig-Stuttgart 
1989, 146: "Sola philosophia suum non despexit ingenium nec indignam se existimavit cui 
divinarum et humanarum rerum disceptatio deferatur, sed conducere ac dicere tam bonas 
artes et eiusmodi operam cum ingenuitate professionis suae credidit et congruere istiusmodi 
curam talibus studiis et moribus" (italics are mine). Ten centuries after, the Italian doctor 
and humanist, Antonio De Ferraris - called II Galateo - (1448-1517), dealt extensively with 
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tual link and the various ways in which certain medieval thinkers attempted 
to elucidate it constitutes the heart of this examination. 

2. A Definition of the Concept of Nobility 

The concept of nobility which concerns this investigation approximates 
an expression of it used in recent literature by Claudio Donati, with some 
alterations. Donati's paradigm of nobility has three elements: (a) a privileged 
"social" status that bears (b) certification by explicit public laws or statutes 

having (c) a scientific and/or historical justification.7 Following this delin- 
eation, Donati tends to deny that there was a clear concept of nobility 
before the Middle Ages. For instance, he holds that ancient Roman patri- 
cians, although they comprised the political elite, did not have juridical 
recognition.8 

the issue. His equation of nobility with rationality gave an essentially Christian conception 
both Stoic and Aristotelian flavours. A. De Ferrariis, Epistola de nobilitate (1495), ed. in: 
D. Colucci, Antonio De Ferraris detto il Galateo , Lecce 1939, 140-41: "Vera rerum differentia 
ea est, quae sumitur a forma, quae dat esse rei; ilia enim in hominibus differentia ratio 
est; in brutis, quae sint singulorum differentiae, ignoramus; a quibus mente et ratione 
separamur. Nobiles igitur recte appellabimus quicumque plus ratione valent, ignobiles, qui 
minus, etiam si sint Craeso locupletiores aut Priamo antiquiores; qui rationi obtemperat, 
hic vere nobilis, immo hic vere homo est; qui minus is nec hominis appellationi dignus; 
ideo dicunt, hominum maximam partem brutali vita vivere. Nobiles igitur sunt qui vere philoso- 
phantur etiamsi inopes" (italics are mine). Philosophical training, according to De Ferraris, 
is but the ' heroica via ' (see also his Eremita , dating from 1496, in E. Garin (ed.), Prosatori 
latini del Quattrocento , Milan-Naples 1952, at 1070). Among De Ferraris's sources were not 
only Aristotelian philosophy and humanistic dialogues of the Renaissance {e.g. Juan de 
Lucena's De vita felici) but also medieval Canon Law. The Glossa (Divitias' by quoting the 
Digest 50.5.8.4, stressed that nobility was equated with both virtue and (at least virtually) 
economic independence: "Vere philosophantes contemnunt pecuniam". Cf. B. Croce, Poeti 
e scrittori del pieno e tardo Rinascimento , vol. I, Bari 1945, 17-35, esp. 21; A. Scaglione, Knights 
at Court: Courtliness, Chivalry & Courtesy from Ottoman Germany to the Italian Renaissance , Berkeley- 
Los Angeles-Oxford 1991, 224. 7 One should note that the notion of 'historical justification' presents different, even con- 
tradictory, connotations according to its use in distinct disciplinary fields. For juridical 
thought it constituted a sort of paradigmatic argument which answered a practical need 
and applied one of Roman law's 'first principles': prius in tempore, potior in iure. On the other 
hand, in an Aristotelian philosophical setting the very same claim was interpreted differendy: 
what always persists reveals itself 'to be' as long as it assimilates itself to what is 'neces- 
sary'. On these grounds the historical argument could have been valid insofar as it was 
able to conform to the 'unhistorical', biological or natural argument. On the concealment 
of one's true historical /family background, Pierre Bourdieu has made interesting sugges- 
tion; cf. P. Bourdieu, La Distinction: critique sociale du jugement, Paris 1979, 78ff. 8 C. Donati, Nobiltà , in: Enciclopedia delle scienze sociali , vol. VI [Moneta-rrezziJ, Rome 
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During the late medieval period, however, a more loose relationship 
between statute and rule prevailed in a number of forms of intellectual 
organization, especially in the case of the humanist scholars. Therefore 
it is more appropriate to consider a paradigm requiring conditions a and c , 
but condition b only in a general sense (that is, I consider the scholarly 
setting, as such, as a juridical frame). Moreover, the notion of 'privilege' 
is used primarily without exclusive reference to persons or, when it does 
have such reference, it is both in terms of his (1) access to the best 
scientific and educational resources available and in terms of his (2) par- 
ticipation in setting the socio-political agenda - by way of being well- 
positioned to establish the hierarchy of learning priorities.9 

3. 'Nobility 
3 in Medieval Thought: A First Glance at Different Traditions 

The question de vera nobilitate , that is to say its nature and thus how it 
might be achieved, characterised various traditions in medieval thought, 
particularly from the thirteenth century onward. Andreas Cappellanus' 
De amore (ca. 1 180) dealt with it extensively; this treatise was the only work 
and Cappellanus the sole author to be explicitly and distinctly cited in 
Tempier's 1277 condemnations, perhaps indicating its substantial influence 
by attempting to stem its tide. The writing 'On true nobility' by the 
Dominican William Peyraut, though less developed, also had a wide 
influence.10 The epistles of the jurist-statesman Pier delle Vigne likewise 
contain points that implicitly recall the keen courtly contention about 
whether nobility was determined by one's lineage or by virtue of one's 
animi probitas - in other words: by good birth or by personal worth. Also 
addressed in Aristotle's writings, this issue provided an ongoing source 
for disputes about similar topics.11 

1996, 235a-246a (with a selected bibliography ennumerating the classic works by N. Elias, 
G. Tabacco, M. L. Bush, and by Donati himself): at 235a. 

9 I consider condition c to be the core philosophical aspect, and intend to develop it 
in a further study on Scholastic Ingenuity. 10 Guillelmus Peraldus, De eruditone principům (ca. 1 265), in: Thomas Aquinas, Opera omnia , 
t. 16, Parma 1865, 395a-396b; cf. Id., Summa de vitiis (1250?), tract. VI 'de superbia', esp. 
cap. 28 (available on-line at: www.unc.edu/~swenzel/superbit.html - consultation: February 
2004). Cf. M. Corti, Le fonti del * Fiore di virtù ' e la teoria della * nobiltà 3 nel Duecento , in: Giornale 
storico della letteratura italiana, 136 (1959), 1-82; Murray 1978 (n. 3), 274-75 and 471. 

11 Petrus de Vinea, Friderici II. Imperatori epistulae , III, 27, ed. J. R. Iselius, Basel 1740, 
432-33: "Vos igitur viri fortes et nobiles, in quos vires & ánimos grata proavorum generositas 
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The late medieval reception of the Liber de causis from John of Wales 
to Heymericus of Campo, for example, saw some unique developments in 
the concept of the 'noble soul' {anima nobilis). According to Heymericus's 
synthetic approach, Neoplatonic philosophical concepts correspond to 
Trinitarian theology and assume different shades of interpretation accord- 
ing to the different 'schools' or traditions of thought.12 

Disputes on the dignity of various languages and styles occurred under 
the auspices of the Trivium, especially grammar and rhetoric.13 

propagavit, de potentiae vestrae felicitate confidite, & honorem nostrum qui vester est, 
claro rum operum affectibus promovete". See also the interesting courtiy dispute De nobil- 
itate generis et probitate animi , dedicated to both "magistris Petro de Vinea et Taddeo de 
Suessa", recently edited by F. Delle Donne, Una disputa sulla nobiltà alla corte di Federico II 
di Svevia, in: Medioevo Romanzo, 23 (1999), 3-20. Another point evocative of this dispute 
might be the Aristotelian quotation of Dante's Banquet , attributed to emperor Frederick II 
(Dante, The Banquet , IV, hi, 6). 12 In his Disputatio de potestate ecclesiastica , Heymericus describes how Platonici and Peripatetici 
understand the Trinitarian production of the Universe differently: "Deus per suum 
verbum, quod est extra ipsum ad modum, quo Plato ponit mentem et Perypatetici ponunt 
intelligencias/1 16v/et cum eius spiritu, qui se habet ut anima mundi secundum Platonem 
vel anima nobilis secundum Perypateticos, fecit universa" (italics are mine). On this text by 
Heymericus, transcribed from the Ms. Trier, Codex Cusanus 106, f. 116, see now 
F. Hamann, Koran und Konziliarismus. Anmerkungen zum Verhältnis von Heymericus de Campo und 
Nikolaus von Kues, in: Vivarium, 43 (2005), 275-91, at 278 n. 3 and 284 n. 36. Heymericus 
presents a parallel development of the notion of 'the noble soul' in his Compendium divino- 
rum, ed. J. K. Korolec, in: Studia Mediewistyczne, 8 (1967), 56-75 and 9 (1968), 3-90. 
The author connects the theme of the noble soul with the Albertist concept of intellec- 
tual divinisation ("deificado"): the anima nobilis allows participation in the highest form of 
life, since it is the "imago intelligentis agentis, habens esse intellectuale, quo efficitur stra- 
mentum intelligentiae" (2nd part, 75); so that "propter perfectionem suae intellectualitatis 
activae dignatur appellari nobilis" (2nd part, 76). At a cosmic level ("caelo autem stellato 
non debetur alia forma quam anima nobilis"), the noble soul is he who refuses to dege- 
nerate into material affairs and attains the true intellectual life (that is to say "vita sim- 
pliciter"): "Dicitur nobilis in comparationem ad animas ignobiles, quae propter earum in 
materiam immersionem dégénérant, non exserentes vitam simpliciter super materiam 
elevatam". (ib.). This synthesis of a viarum concordia amongst distinct traditions of thought 
within a 'Neoplatonic frame' also comes to be a focal point of Nicholas of Cusa's cultural 
agenda. On the theme of the 'noble soul', see also the work of De Libera, esp. De Libera 
1991 (n. 4), 277-78. 13 See for instance, Dante Alighieri, De vulgari eloquentia, II, n, 2-3, ed. P. V. Mengaldo, 
in: Id., Opere minori, Milan-Naples 1979, 148. Cf. F. Salsano, Dignità , in: Enciclopedia dan- 
tesca, t. 2 (Cim-Fo), Rome 19963, 443b. On medieval stylistics, cf. Isidorus of Seville's 
Etymologiae , I, 39, 9; read also Augustinus's De musica, V, 8, ed. Migne, PL 32, 1155: 
"Quales sunt versus duo illi nobilissimi: heroicus et quem iambicum vulgo vocant, etiam 
ipse senarius". 
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In the school, 'nobility' itself also became a crucial tool for disputa- 
tion. Indeed, in the structure of scholastic argumentation, the role played 
by the criteria of excellence is omnipresent, as is evident by the common 
usage of the vocabulary of nobility: hoc est ratione nobilitatisi In logic, more- 
over, since dignity was synonymous with nobility, first principles were also 
called dignitates , because they are the principal cause of knowledge.15 

The question 'on nobility', in fact, became part of a strategy to estab- 
lish a new hierarchy of knowledge, and also, by way of this strategy, to 
endorse a new social order.16 Scholars have pointed out that this 'explosion' 

14 Petrus Johannis Olivi, Quaesüones in II librum Sententiarum , q. 21, ed. Jansen, Quararcchi 
1922, 386. Almost all scholastic authors use the vocabulary of 'nobility' to present their 
'arguments from excellence'; among these were Henry of Ghent, Giles of Rome, Duns 
Scotus (one of whose principles is "quod melius ponitur, ponendum est"), Henry Bate, 
Raymond Lullus, even Peter of John Olivi and William of Ockham. They made particu- 
larly frequent and striking use of this kind of argumentation, and its strong presence seems 
to go hand in hand with a neoplatonic mentality. Authors who often quote the Liber de 
causis , according to my reading, tend to be extremely sensitive to the 'meta-nobility argu- 
ment'; the Dominican John Regina of Naples (early fourteenth century) constitutes a par- 
adigmatic example. According to John, since "numerus binarius est principium divisionis", 
that is to say bad and diabolic, all alternatives or divisions should be reduced to a hier- 
archy so that one of the two is nobler; see F. Johannes de Neapoli, Quaestiones variae Parisiis 
disputatae, ed. D. Gravina, Naples 1618, 377a. The simplicity of the human soul, for instance, 
is demonstrated on the basis of a lack of difference or division among its parts (a sort of 
identity of the indiscernibles ante litteram): "In eodem etiam libro De causis dicitur, quod 
intelligentia est simplex, & non dividitur, & quia una pars eius non est cilia nobilior et 
melior" (ib., 214b). Moreover, such a type of argument has relevant metaphysical appli- 
cations. Olivi (quoted above) argues that: "Quia formae magis competit substantificare 
quam materiae, cum substantificare et per se esse sit nobilissimus actus substantiae" [In II 
Sent., q. 16, ed. Jansen 1922, 299); similarly, he says: "Quod in nobis posse moveri ad 
plura loca vel in eodem loco est nobilitatis et idem est in omnibus habentibus partialem 
situm et locum, quamvis in Deo hoc esset valde ignobile (. . .)" (ib., 313); "Quod forma 
sic absoluta habet actualitatem longe nobiliorem" (ib., 320); "Nobilissimo modo et totalis" 
(ib., 334). Additionally, cf. Averroes, Compendium libri Aristoteli^ De memoria et reminiscentia , 196 
ra 63-64, ed. E. L. Shields, Cambridge (Mass.) 1949, 65; Id., De sompno et vigilia , 201 ra 
18-24, 202 ra 50 and 202 vb 22, ed. Shields 1949, 77, 102 and 116; Id., Commentaňum 
medium in Aristoteli 's De generatone et corruptione libros , I, 21 (158 vb 52) and II, 41 (172 ra 
14), ed. F. H. Fobes, Cambridge (Mass.) 1956, 33-34 and 129-30. Cf. N. Wicki, Die 
Philosophie Philipps des Kanzlers , Freiburg (CH) 2005, 109. Useful material for further research 
can be found in: E. P. Mahoney, II concetto di gerarchia nella tradizione padovana e nel pensiero 
moderno , in: L. Olivieri (ed.), Aristotelismo veneto e scienza moderna. Atti de XXV anno accademico 
del Centro per lo studio della tradizione aristotelica nel Veneto , Padua 1983, vol. 2, 729-41. 15 Cf. Les ' Auctoritates Aristotelis' ed. J. Hamesse, Louvain-Paris 1974, 123 (op. 1, 97). 
But see also other occurrences of the same vocabulary: e.g. 1 1 7 : "Nulla scientia est nobil- 
ior et melior metaphysica"; 118 (op. 1, 43); 128 (op. 1, 157); 174 (op. 6, 2); 176 (op. 6, 
24-25); 187 (op. 6, 150); 231 (op. 11, 2); etc. 16 During the second half of the thirteenth century, the reception and study of the 
Aristotelian corpus in the Faculty of the Arts provided new material for justifying the 
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of the problem of nobility dates from the middle of the thirteenth century.17 
This is supported by the marked increase in the number of philosophi- 
cal texts dealing with the issue during the late Middle Ages, reflecting 
the growing weight placed upon it in both the university and humanist 
traditions. 

The masters of Civil law increasingly discussed the 'concept' of nobil- 
ity, as Bartolo of Sassoferrato did in the fourteenth century, while com- 
menting on the section De dignitatibus of the Roman Codex Juris. 18 Their 
references reveal that there was an 'open library' in which Aristotle's 
Ethics , Aquinas's Summa , the Decretals of Pope Innocentius III (whom they 
call doctor subtilis) belonged to the juridical canon, along with Sacred 
Scripture. They also refer to Dante Alighieri's The Banquet , particularly 
to the fourth and final book which, in addition to being the longest 

excellence of the 'philosopher' - in the sense of his being a follower of Aristotle, as "Peri- 
patetice veritatis sectator". According to Jean de Sécheville, for example, in De principiti 
naturae , prol., ed. R.-M. Giguère, Montréal-Paris 1956, 35-57, the study of nature permits 
a 'new birth' ("Liberalium artium meditationibus consolari, quasi modo geniti"), thus merely 
'death' results from its neglect. Consider the re-reading of Seneca's motto: " Otium cum vita 
sine litteris mors est , hominis vivi sepultura", where 'the Letters' are interpreted as knowl- 
edge of Logic and Natural Sciences according to "ea quae antiqui peripathetici tradidere". 
Averroes's Commentary and Aristotle's Categories form the very same background which is 
implicitly recalled in Boccaccio's novel on Guido Cavalcanti (. Decameron , VI, 9: "A dimostrarci 
che noi e gli altri uomini idioti e non letterati siamo, a comparazione di lui e degli altri 
uomini scienziati, peg gio che uomini morti"). See also Pseudo-John of Sécheville's short 
treatise De excellentia philosophiae' we find it in the same manuscript of De principiis naturae 
(Oxford, Merton College, 292, if. 85r-87v). For a first account of these debates, cf. De 
Libera 1 99 1 (n. 4), ch. vu; Th. Ricklin, Von den 'beatiores philosophy zum (optimus status hominis ' 
Zur Entradikalisierung der radikalen Aristoteliker, in: J. A. Aertsen-A. Speer (eds), Geistesleben im 
13. Jahrhundert, Berlin-New York 2000 (Miscellanea Mediaevalia, 27), 217-30; S. Ebbesen, 
Radulphus Brito: The Last of Great Arts Masters Or : Philosophy and Freedom , ib., 230-51; and the 
solid study of M. Toste, 'Nobiles, optimi viň, philosophť. The Role of the Philosopher in the Political 
Community at the Faculty of Arts in Paris in the Late Thirteenth Century , in: J. F. Meirinhos (ed.), 
Itinéraires de la raison. Études de philosophie médiévale offerts à Maria Cândida Pacheco , Louvain-la- 
Neuve 2005, 269-308. 17 Cf. M. Ascheri, La nobiltà medievale: nella Glossa e in Bartolo di Sassoferrato , in: Id., Diritto 
medievale e moderno. Problemi del processo, della cultura e delle fonti giuridiche , Rimini 1991, 72. 
There is also codicological evidence. Paul Oskar Kristeller, presenting the most oft discussed 
issues in early Renaissance manuscripts (1300-1600), pointed out the importance of nobi- 
lity. Cf. P. O. Kristeller, Quattro lezioni di filologia (con due scritti di L. Lehnus e G. Velli), 
ed. by L. C. Rossi, Venice 2003 (Medioevo europeo-Ritratti, 1), 18; with slight differences 
already published as The Lachmann Method: Merits and Limitations , in: Text. Transactions of 
the Society for Textual Scholarship, 1 (1981), 11-20. 18 Cf. Ascheri 1991 (n. 17), 55-80. See also the excellent study by E. Cortese, Intorno 
agli antichi 'judices' toscani e ai caratterì di un ceto medievale (1981), in: Id., Scritti , ed. by I. Biracchi 
and U. Petronio, vol. I, Spoleto 1999, 747-82. 
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section of the work, is exclusively concerned with the issue of nobility 
and its nature. 

The vocabulary of the university or studia offers further evidence of the 
connection between these discusions on intellectual nobility and the insti- 
tutional setting of philosophical teaching. The word 'bachelor' ( baccalar - 

ins), for instance, derives from the glossary of feudal chivalry, where it 
meant 'a young noble' or 'youngster', a proper candidate for definitive enno- 
blement.19 From the fourteenth century onward, moreover, a new means 
of social mobility was instituted. By means of a twenty year-long period 
of university teaching one could potentially attain noble status for one- 
self and one's descendents. Especially in the Faculty of Law, this became 
a normal and accepted method of social ennoblement.20 

Outside of the University, humanists also contributed notably to the 
debate about the nature of nobility and the means by which true enno- 
blement could be achieved. Coluccio Salutati, for instance, wrote a treatise 
De nobilitate legum et medicine at the end of the fourteenth century. Before 
arguing in favour of the social and political prominence of Law (in chap- 
ter I) Coluccio dealt philosophically with the 'essence' and definition of 

19 See Du Cange's Glossarium mediae et inßmae Latinitatis , ad vocem 'Bacchalari'. Apart 
from money, the 'bachelor' must have all the moral and physical requisites of the knight. 
See also M. Teeuwen, The Vocabulary of Intellectual Life in the Middle Ages, Turnhout 2003 
(Etudes sur le vocabulaire intellectuel du Moyen-Âge, 10), 33-35. 20 Cortese 1991 (n. 18), 780, n. 91. See, for instance, the Epistola o sia Ragionamento by 
Lapo da Casteglionchio the Elder (d. 1381), a summary of juridical doctrine written for 
his son Bernardo. Lapo, Epistola , ed. L. Mehus, Bologne 1753, 29: "Di stirpe di Dottore, 
e specialmente se letto avesse il Dottore di cui si cercasse, o di colui che fosse di lui 
disceso, XX anni, perciocché allora sarebbe Conte, o disceso di Conte". The singular Liber 
figuraram by Convenevole da Prato (1270- ca 1338), made in collaboration with the Bolognese 
inluminator Bartolomeo de' Bartoli and dedicated to King Robert of Naples, depicts a 
knight (probably a portrait of Convenevole himself) who represents the personification of 
the town of Prato (near Florence). The signs of nobility belong to the man of Letters and 
match his having been a teacher of Humanities for a long period. So, the verbal didas- 
calia tells: "Causa jubet quia sic in equo stem, rex, modo sessor/ mili tis armati signi, sum 
namque professor/ pratensis referoque suam sic stando figuram" (italics are mine). Cf. A. Frugoni, 
Studi su Convenevole da Prato , maestro del Petrarca. I. Convenevole da Prato e un libro figurato in onore 
di Roberto d'Angiò , in: Bullettino dell'Istituto Storico Italiano per il Medio Evo e Archivio 
Muratoriano, 81 (1969), 1-32, at 27. Such an accomplished career seems to have con- 
cerned not only individual masters, but also 'schools' and university départements; in this 
sense Carlo Dionisotti could write that: "La nobiltà di stemma e di lignaggio (. . .) erano 
propri a quella stessa data [second half of the 15th Century] della ormai vecchia scuola 
'moderna' di Pavia"; cf. C. Dionisotti, Ermolao Barbaro e la fortuna di Suiseth , in: Medioevo e 
Rinascimento. Studi in onore di Bruno Nardi , Florence 1955, vol. I, 232 n. 11. 
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nobility.21 In such cases a connection clearly emerges between the theme 
of philosophical nobility with the idea of a corporative identity of a group 
of learned men (either Legiste or Artiste). 

These debates about nobility in and outside of the University during 
the late Middle Ages were enmeshed in broader traditions of philosoph- 
ical discussions, two of which can enhance our perspective on the ques- 
tion. The first brings us to Roman Law through the Latin language and 
the historical usage of the term ' nobilitas '. 

4. The Juridical Concept of Nobility 

The Latin term ' nobilis V appeared in the fourth century B.C., and 
derived from the verb ' cognosco , -is, cognõvi , cognitum, -cre' which means 
'to know' or 'to attest', but also 'to express a judgement' or 'to judge 
someone'.22 The meaning of nobilis was essential 'dignity' and renown or 
reputation, not far from the definition of Aristotle's Politics (1 294a2 1): 
"Nobility means ancient wealth and virtue". This conception was retained 
in Marius Victorinus's De definitionibus (known in the Middle Ages as 
Pseudo-Boethius): "Nobility is the virtue of ancestors, and the accou- 
trements of successors".23 

21 C. Salutati, De nobilitate legum et medicine - De verecundia , ed. E. Garin, Florence 1947, 
8-10. For the background of this dispute, apart from the fundamental articles by Eugenio 
Garin and Carlo Dionisotti (below), see now P. Gilli, La noblesse du droit. Débats et contro- 
verses sur la culture juridique et le rôle des juristes dans l'Italie médiévale (XIIe -XVe siècles ), Paris 
2003; cf. also Ch. E. Trinkhaus, Adversity's Noblemen: The Italian Humanists on Happiness , New 
York 1940, 80-120; F. Tateo, La disputa sulla nobiltà , in: Id., Tradizione e realtà dell'Umanesimo 
italiano , Bari 1967, 355-421 (esp. 'L'ufficio del sapiente nella società perfetta', 390-421). 
The work of Dionisotti remains irreplaceable; C. Dionisotti, Filologia umanistica e testi giurìdici 
fia Quattro e Cinquecento , in: La Crìtica del testo. Atti del II Congresso internazionale della Società 
italiana di storia del diritto , t. I, Florence 1971, 189-204. 22 Cf. Donati 1996 (n. 8), 235. 
23 Marius Victorinus, De definitionibus , ed. Th. Stangl, in: Th. Stangl, Tulliana et Marìo- 

Victoriniana, München 1888, 22: "Ut moneat nobilitas est virtus maiorum, apud posteros 
sarcina". We find the very same definition in Isidorus of Seville's Etymologiae , II, 29, 8. In 
the late medieval Latin texts, generally speaking, nobilitas and dignitas are synonyms. On 
the social connotations of nobility in the ancient Roman world, cf. H. Oppermann (ed.), 
Römische Wertbegriffe , Darmstadt 1967, 446-67; D. Schlinkert, cOrdo senatorius und nobilitas'. Die 
Konstitution des Senatsadels in der Spätantike ^ Stuttgart 1996. Everyone remembers the well- 
known speech of the Emperor Claudius, as recorded by Tacitus in his Annals , advocating 
admission of Gallic nobility into the Roman Senate (48 A.D.); since excellence was based 
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Cicero gives us a more intriguing line of enquiry when, in one of his 
Philippus , he wrote: Summa nobilitas est . . . amplissimum sacerdotium .24 At least 
one of the connotations of the term sacerdotium was connected to 'nobility'. 
The sacerdotal elite was a fraction of ancient Roman intellectual aris- 
tocracy, but the fraction which, nevertheless, instituted the 'rules of the 
game5 - that is to say, the foundations of the original Roman Law.25 

Roman Law affected medieval thought deeply. Apart from its influence 
on technical aspects and procedures of both medieval Civil and Canon 
Law, the Roman juridical tradition introduced into medieval thought 
some of its implicit theoretical assumptions. In particular, it introduced 
a tension between two competing models of 'truth': truth as adaequatio rei 
et intellectus but also as adaequatio operis et intelkctus - in other words, a model 
of representation on the one hand (also shared by philosophers) and one 
of procedure on the other.26 

According to Roman Law, as it was understood during the thirteenth 
century, nobility is treated as a juridical concept in commentaries on the 

on seniority and the tradition of the gentes , nobility would have been intrinsically expan- 
sive throughout generations and peoples; an interesting survey is also that of Ch. Badel, 
La noblesse de l'Empire romain , Seyssel (France) 2005, esp. 106-90. The influence of Tacitus, 
during the Middle Ages had been nevertheless indirect: cf. M. Ferrari, Il rilancio dei clas- 
sici e dei Padri , in: G. Cavallo-C. Leonardi-E. Menestò (eds), Lo Spazio letterario del Medioevo, 
1. Il Medioevo Latino , voi. 3, La ricezione del testo , Rome 1995, 441. Murray 1978 (n. 3), 271-72. 24 M. Tullius Cicero, In M. Antoniům orationes Philippicae , 13, 4, ed. P. Fedeli, Leipzig 
1982, 158, 12. 25 Cf. A. Schiavone, Giuristi e nobili nella Roma repubblicana. Il secolo della rivoluzione scientifica 
nel pensiero giuridico antico , Rome-Bari 1992 (2nd ed.), vii: a selected group of persons 
(the sacerdotes ), by means of their responsa , had built a social-casuistic wisdom unparalleled 
among ancient civilizations. Cf. also G. Lepointe, Quintus Mucius Scevola , t. I. Sa vie et son 
oeuvre juridique. Ses doctrines sur le droit pontifical , Paris 1926; G. Dumézil, La Religion romaine 
archaïque: avec une appendice sur la religion des Étrusques , Paris 1974 (2nd ed.); P. Veyne, La 
société romaine (3rd ed.), Paris 2001, v-vi, 247-280 (on the juridical meaning of the Latin 
adjective ' liber alis , V). 26 I cannot develop what I have here assumed. When I say "model of representation" 
I do not refer to modern representational notions; as Jan Aertsen has recendy recalled, 
the "adequatio rei et intellectus"-formula expresses as much an ontological as a represen- 
tional concept of truth. For a better understanding, see Augustine's The City of God , IV, 
ch. 27. See also Schiavone 1992 (n. 25), 73-108 (for the idea of 'double truth', justified 
by the distinction between noblemen and common people, at 105); Dumézil 1974 (n. 22), 
111-15. In this 'juridical' sense, the barbaric medieval ordeal may also have represented 
a sort of test of nobility. See the solid work of F. Patetta, Le ordalie. Studio di storia del diritto 
e scienza del Diritto comparato , Turin 1890, 333-99. 
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section of the Justinian Code : 'On dignities'.27 First of all, dignitas makes a 
man free, since it rescues him from parental power and tutelage (the 
patria potestas). In early Roman law only sacerdotal dignity could do that;28 
the emperor extended this power to other dignities: the Patrice, the Consul, 
etc. The ancient juridical notion of nobility was coupled with the notions 
of freedom, independence and governance. Without entering into detailed 
analysis, let me note some aspects of this juridical meaning of nobility: 
to be free of bondage or tutelage, to be able to choose for oneself, to be 
allowed to inherit, and to have the skill and authority to command others.29 

27 See Codex , Book XII, Tit. i but also Tit. in ('de consulibus') and passim. Cf. Corpus 
Iuris Civilis, Codex Iustinianus , 12, 3, ed. P. Krüger, Berlin 1877, 454a ff. See G. Barni, 
Appunti sui concetti di 'dignitas', ' nobilitas ' 'officium' in Bartolo da Sasso/errato , in: Archivio giuridico 
'Filippo Serafini', 1958, 130-44, esp. 132-36. 28 See Digesta Iusüniani Augusti, 14, 6 ('de senatusconsulto macedoniano'), ed. Th. Mommsen, 
vol. I, Berlin 1870, 43 Iff. Cf. also Institutiones , 1, 4 ('de ingenuis'), ed. P. Krüger, Berlin 
1886, 2. 29 For a detailed commentary of those different aspects, see the bibliography above. One 
could note a linguistic connection between the (predisposition to) nobility and the idea of 
the freeman: "En latin et en grec - Émile Benveniste teaches - l'homme libre, (e)leutheros, 
se définit positivement par son appartenance à une 'croissance', à une 'souche'; (. . .) en 
latin, la désignation des 'enfants' (bien nés) par liberi : naître de bon souche et être libre 
c'est tout un". According to Benveniste, in the Greek-Latin world, legitimacy of birth, free- 
dom, (virtual) nobility, and stock all conjoin. "En Germanie, selon Tacite, la société com- 
prenait des nobiles, des ingenui , des liberti , des servi. Il est clair que nobiles et ingenui , avec 
la distinction de la noblesse et de la naissance, équivalent à liberi; d'autre part les servi font 
groupe avec les liberti , anciens servi. (. . .) Il apparaît ainsi que la notion de 'liberté' se con- 
stitue à partir de la notion socialisée de 'croissance', croissance d'une catégorie sociale, 
développement d'une communauté. Tous ceux qui sont issus de cette 'souche', de ce 'stock1, 
sont pourvus de la qualité de (e)-leutheros. (. . .) Le sens premier (. . .) est celui de l'appar- 
tenance à une souche ethnique désignée par une métaphore de croissance végétale. Cette 
appartenance confère un privilège que l'étranger et l'esclave ne connaissent jamais (. . .). 
Ainsi liber . . . 'de naissance légitime', aboutit à former un terme indépendant, celui de liberi 
'enfants'" (E. Benveniste, Le vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes. 1. Economie, parenté, 
société/ 2. Pouvoir, droit, religion , Paris 1969, vol. 1, ch. 3 'L'homme libre', 321-33; but see 
also vol. 2, ch. 8 'Royauté et noblesse', 85-88). Note that the idea of a stock denoted by means of a "métaphore de croissance végétale" is exemplified by the trees of generations, from Joachim of Flore to modern genealogists, through the arbora iuris of medieval law. 
See, inter alia , Johannes de Legnano's De arbore consanguinátatis , in the ms. Paris, Bibliothèque 
Mazarine, 1434, ff. 109r-115ra (I could only read this ms., while the authoritative one is 
Vat. Lat. 2639, ff. 215-226v). John of Legnano, to whom also a treatise De virtute heroyca is ascribed, became noble for having been teaching over twenty-years long at the University; see J. P. McCall, The Writings of John of Legnano with a List of Manuscripts , in: Traditio, 23 
(1967), 415-37; cf. E. H. Wilkins, The genealogy of the genealogical trees of the ' Genealogia deo- 
rum' in: Modern Philology, 23 (1925), 61-65. 
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5. Aspects of the Religions Conception: How to Be Noble after Adam's Sin 

At least at first glance, nobility seems to be condemned by Christians: 
'aristocracy' is a sin, even if a venial one. Rejecting active politiceli engage- 
ment in favour of 'equality' among peoples, the Christian message stressed 
the relevance of the equality claim. First of all, Adam's sin cancelled any 
either innate or original human excellence; secondly, Jesus Christ's Incar- 
nation opened again to all people the possibility of being elected by God. 
Augustine, in his Tractatns de dominico die octavarum sanctae Paschae , says as 
follows: 

Alloquor itaque vos, unus dies, infantes male nati ex Adam, bene renati in 
Christo (. . .) Simul redempti sumus, unum pretium omnes habemus: fru- 
mentum nostrum est sanctum evangelium. Fratres nos facit de servis, 
qui redimii: coheredes nos unicum fecit. Unus erat, et fratres habere 
dignatus est: noli te oblivisci istam dignationem, carissimi (. . .). Vide te 
quod dico: grana esto te. Palea abundat in area, sed ventura est venti- 
lado, separabitur palea".30 

According to Saint Paul, there should be neither Jew nor Greek, free- 
man nor slave. Christian doctrine seems indeed to reject previous repre- 
sentations of human excellence, but not to renounce the conception of 
'excellence' or nobility as such. The new Christian concept of nobility 
becomes rather its only acceptable, or exclusive form, which is indepen- 

30 Edited by G. Morin, in: Miscellanea Agostiniana , I, Sancii Augustini Sermones post Maurinos 
reperti , Rome 1930, 499-501, at 500 (italics are mine). See also Augustinus, Sermo 182 , 
c. 3, ed. Migne, PL 38, 986: "Fratres, quid est quod renascimus? Si bene nati sumus, 
quid est quod renascimus? Natura quae corrupta fuerat, reparatur; natura quae lapsa 
fuerat, erigitur; natura quae deformis jacebat, gratia reformatur". Eusebius 'Gallicanus', 
Homilia XIV 'De Pascha iii' in : Collectio homiliarumi ed. Fr. Glorie, Turnhout 1970 (GC SL, 
101), 167-68: "Nescio quomodo se inter haec ingenuum dicere audeat, quem tot domini 
in partes suas distrahunt. Quid prodest quod aliquis bene natus est? Quid prodest quod 
liber est in natura, qui servus est in conscientia? Videmus nos extrinsecus generis claritate 
sublimes, intrinsecus mentis infirmitate degeneres; innocentum dominos, et criminum ser- 
vos. (. . .) Sine causa est a foris vel genere vel honore conspicuus, qui non est intus ingenuus " 
(italics are mine). About the transvaluation of 'nobility' through divine Incarnation cf. also 
Thomas de Aquino, De rationibus fidei , 7, ed. H.-F. Dondaine, Rome 1968, b 65b-68a, at 
66a: "Unde Christus - even if he was "homo infinitae dignitatis" - pauperes parentes 
elegit et tarnen virtute perfectos, ne quis de sola carnis nobilitate et parentum divitiis 
glorietur (. . .) absque dignitate vixit, ut homines ab inordinato appetitu honorum revo- 
caret". Jean-Marie Salamito has recently studied the Pelagian struggle also in terms of 
the tension between the Roman-juridical idea of nobility and the 'new' Christian one: cf. 
J.-M. Salamito, Les virtuoses et la multitude. Aspects sociaux de la controverse ente Augustin et les 
pélagiens, Grenoble 2005. 
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dent of earthly power and position. In this Christian conception, 'nobil- 
ity' depends instead upon election (either of a nation or of a man) by 
God: it is a question of divine grace. 

God's choice, according to the Old Testament, is the reason for one's 
excellence of lineage. The Christian reading of the ancient pagan writ- 
ings, at least from the third century A.D., proceeded with caution, assim- 
ilating a yet to be fully-realised universalistic aspect of late Hellenistic 
culture. Thus the true nobleman is the holy man, the saint who follows 
a pattern of conduct set forth in the Gospels, as interpreted by the Church. 
In this sense only Jesus Christ is the principle of nobility, because he is 
the vere sanctus , the very model and source of human holiness. Ambrose 
of Milan, for instance, repeated in his De paradiso (c. 4, 24) that: Non loci , 
non generis nobilitate, sed virtute unusquisque gratiam sibi comparai The claim 
against an established people's specific dignitas was directed also against 
Jewish pretensions to be the unique holy nation. Christian authors, from 
Gregory the Great, went over the subject repeatedly. Their authority 
was integrated into Canon Law. In the Decretum magistři Gratiani (pars Ia, 
D. 40, c. 3) we read: 

Nos, qui presumus, non ex locorum vel generis dignitate, sed morum 
nobilitate innotescere debemus, nec urbium claritate, sed fidei puritate.31 

Only God has the right to make distinctions among men; so that if there 
are differences in dignity they are merely a consequence of divine decree.32 
The two sides of this statement, even if they are completely different in 
practice, mirror one another in theory. In other words, neither social nor 
intellectual aristocracy is an institution peculiar to Christendom. But the 
Christian contextualisation became possible by means of an alternative 
(theological) conception of distinction.33 

31 Decretum Gratiani , I, d. 40, 3, ed. E. L. Richter, Leipzig 1839, 126. Cf. ib., 9, ed. 
Richter, 128 : "Gratia, non locus salvat animam. Item Ambrosius, lib. De paradiso". The 
authoritative work by Henry of Suse 'Hostiensis' (d. 1271) strengthened such opinion. Cf. 
also Badel 2005 (n. 23), 190-99. 32 On this aspect, see the iudicious analysis of Salamito (n. 30), ch. 2. 

33 The idea of Christian nobility was useful, when late medieval authors wished to crit- 
icize the approach of the philosophical schools. Francis Petrarch, for instance, offer us a 
clear example of ambiguity: on the one hand he stresses the ennobling power of knowl- 
edge ("Non meritis (. . .) meorum, neque militaribus aut aulicis artibus, (. . .) sed ingenio 
ac litteris"), while on the other hand dismissing the 'pagan' value of both knowledge and 
culture in contrast with the simplicity of Christian life: "Titulo rusticiore (. . .) meliore ac 
sanctiore, atque ob earn rem etiam nobiliore, contentus sum". Cf. F. Petrarca, De suis ipsius 
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Additionally, the development of medieval liturgy shows a continuous 
interplay with the vocabulary and rituals of chivalry.34 It should be noted 
that at the end of the feudal age we find a newly articulated conception 
of nobility, which still constitutes the semantic referent of our common 
political expression.35 Because of this, the medieval institution of chivalry, 
its development, and relation to Christian doctrine deserve particular 
attention which I cannot give here.36 I will limit myself in the following 
paragraphs (cf. §§ 7-13) to suggesting one element which typifies the 'noble 
thinker' in a university milieu. 

et multorum, ignorantia, III, 37 and 42 (cf. IV, 49), in: Id., Invectives , ed. D. Marsh, Cambridge 
(Mass.)-London 2003, 254 and 258. See also the brilliant essay by O. Boulnois, Scolastique 
et humanisme. Pétrarque et la croisée des ignorances , in: Pétrarque, Mon ignorance et celle de tant 
d'autres ( 1367-1368 % Grenoble 2000, 5-43. 34 The sacrament of confirmation in the Middle Ages meant also 'giving courage': so 
the confirmed Christian becomes a valiant knight. Cf. A. Adam, Das Sakrament der Firmung 
nach Thomas von Aquin, Freiburg 1958 (Freiburger theologische Studien, 73), 68-84; at 84 
the opposition between 'Ehre' and 'Schande': "(. . .) ähnlich wie das militärische Zeichen 
nach der Schlacht den Siegern zum Ruhm". The German Dominican Hugo Ripelinus of 
Strasbourg (d. ca. 1268) also refers to the ' militia spiritualit and the ' clipeus crucis ' when he 
deals with confirmation in his Compendium totius theologiae veritatis (lib. VI, c.. 10/11, ed. 
J. Prüss, Strassbourg 1489). See also the ritual gesture "per alapam", dating from the 13th 
century; cf. Guillelmus Duranti, Rationale divinorum oßciorum, V-VI, ed. A. Davril - T.M. 
Thibodeau, Turnhout 1998 (CC CM, 140A), 433. 35 Marc Bloch, in his La Société fio dale, Paris 1940, maintained that a proper conception 
of 'nobility' (since it had been intrinsically connected with definite ennobling rituals) did 
not appear before the XII century. In recent decades Bloch's account has been deeply 
discussed and revised. Cf. G. Duby, La noblesse dans la France médiévale , in: Id., La société 
chevaleresque. Hommes et structures au Moyen Âge (I), Paris 1988 (2nd ed.), 9-33; Ph. Contamine, 
La noblesse au royaume de France. De Philippe le Bel à Louis XII , Paris 1998 (2nd ed.); M. Aureli, 
The Western Nobility in the Late Middle Ages : A Survey of the Historiography and Some Prospects for 
New Research , in: A J. Duggan (ed.), Nobles and Nobility in Medieval Europe : Concepts, Origins , 
Transformations , Woodbridge 2002, 263-73. The survey by Giovanni Tabacco is still 
fundamental; cf. G. Tabacco, Su nobiltà e cavalleria nel medioevo. Un ritorno a Marc Bloch? ', 
in: Rivista storica italiana, 91 (1979), 5-25. 36 See Scaglione 1991 (n. 6), chs. 1-8. Some details of Scaglione's learned research should 
be revised, thanks to light shed on the subject by Cinzio Violante (on Salimbene de Adam's 
conception of courtesy), Girolamo Arnaldi (on the nobility of Dante), Ernst Benz and oth- 
ers (on the 'true noblemen' of fourteenth-century mystics). Nevertheless Scaglione's survey 
still provides a sufficient basis for my reflections. Cf. C. Violante, La 'Cortesia' clericale e 
borghese nel Duecento , Florence 1994 (Saggi di 'Lettere Italiane', 49); G. Arnaldi, La nobilità 
di Dante e Cacciaguida, ovvero la provvidenzialità della mobilità sociale , in: La Cultura, 41 (2003), 
203- 1 5; A. De Libera, Raison et foi : archeologie d'une crise d'Albert le Grand à Jean Paul II, Paris 
2003, 334-43 and 490-93. Although one-sided, C. S. Jaeger, Ennobling Love: In search of a 
Lost Sensibility , Philadelphia 1999, presents a stimulating perspective from the twelve cen- 
tury. Lastly, the important research of U. Carpi, La nobiltà di Dante , vol. I, Florence 2004, 
esp. 20-84. 
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During the Late Middle Ages the concept of nobility carried various 
connotations, depending upon the context [e.g. juridical or theological) in 
which it occurred. This both enriches and complicates our picture. The 
distinction between clerks and laymen was a fresh development in medieval 
society,37 one which made the status of those who shared characteristics 
of both sides difficult to evaluate a couple of centuries later. This was 
the case with the reception of the ideal of 'chivalry' in the late thirteenth 
century. On the one hand, the twelfth-century knight had a different sta- 
tus than the cleric: he undertook military service and was dependent upon 
the grace of the king (the anoblissement ), in a way analogous to the depen- 
dence of a virtuous Christian upon the grace of God. On the other hand, 
the Latin term miles belonged also to the clerical vocabulary and referred 
to the nobleman insofar as he became a miles Christi and integrated him- 
self into the (lower) aristocracy as a servant of the Ecclesia in hoc mundo 
posita .38 Those knights and the social groups they represented had an ide- 
alised code of conduct, expressed in a collection of texts written for them 
by clerks (Andreas Cappellanus' De amore is one important example)39 and 
in eponymous literature. The importance placed upon 'nobility' in such 
a 'canon' cannot be overemphasized. 

In the context of the urban and higher-education developments of the 
thirteenth century, as has been noted, these documents were read in a 

37 See my review of Dante, la filosofia e i laici , in: L'Alighieri, 44 (2003), 140-45, with ref- 
erence to both Domenico Comparetti and Carlo Dionisotti, to whose works should be 
added Ch. T. Davis, Dante's Italy and other essays , Philadelphia 1984. Among recent contri- 
butions, cf. G. Guldentops-C. Steel, Vernacular Philosophy for the Nobility: 'Li ars d'amour, de 
vertu et de boneuté', an Old French Adaptation of Thomas Aquinas' s Ethics from ca. 1300 , in: Bulletin 
de philosophie de médiévale, 45 (2003), 67-85. 38 In this sense, according to the well known example of medieval military orders, the 
noble knight shares in a form of clerical status. When the French king Philip IV of Valois 
engaged his long-term battle against the Templars, he perhaps calculated in terms of mate- 
rial and political advantage. However, we cannot avoid seeing it also as an opposition 
between two conflicting models of nobility: the already obsolete twelve-century conception 
and the new lay conception, shared by Philip IV's advisors; cf. A. Murray 1978 (n. 3), 
253-55; A. Ghisalberti, Ideali etici e pensiero politico nel 'De recuperatane Terrae sanctae' (1306) 
di Pierre Dubois , in: Veritas [Revista da Pucrs, Porto Alegre], 159 (1995), 643-58. See also, 
on the notion of militia Christi , Chr. Mohrmann, La langue de saint Benoît , in : Ead., Études 
sur le latin des Chrétiens , t. II: Latin chrétien et médiéval , Rome 1961, 325-42, at 337; andj. Flori, 
De la chevalerie fiodale à la chevalerie chrétienne? , in: ' Militia Christi' e Crociata nei secoli XI-XIII. 
Atti della XI Settimana internazionale di studio, Mendola, 1989, Milan 1992, 67-101. 39 Cf. the fine article by F. Colombo, La struttura del 'De Amore' di Andrea Cappellano , in: 
Rivista di filosofia neo-scolastica, 89 (1997), 553-624. Subde is d'A. S. Avalle, Ai luoghi di 
Delizia pieni. Saggio sulla linea italiana del XIII secolo, Milan-Naples 1977, 25-29, 34, and esp. 
38ff.; cf. Murray 1978 (n. 3), 275-77, on Jean de Meung. 
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new light, together with new books, verse poetry, and treatises written 
for laymen.40 And when an Italian layman, Dante Alighieri, wrote a sort 
of philosophical handbook for freeborn men, The Banquet , a striking por- 
tion of it (the entire fourth book) concerned the debate on the nobility 
of man. This long treatise on nobility should not be considered a digres- 
sion on a social issue, as Etienne Gilson did41 and scholars tend still to 
do. Dante's Banquet insists upon a very specific philosophical interpreta- 
tion of nobility, and was understood as such by later commentators: both 
jurists and masters of the Arts faculty.42 This rapidly sketched, let us turn 
back to the Ancient conception of nobility. 

6. Nobility as a 'Network with a History its Philosophical Background and the 
birth of the Ancient ' Schools of Thought ' 

The notion of nobility emerged, though implicitly, at the very beginning 
of the Western Philosophy, since the rise of an autonomous space of 
research entailed the conscience of a specific philosophical ßiog , a 'way 
of Life', defined (and justified) against the others.43 A rigorous interpre- 
tation of nobility was employed by Plato in his stern attack on the Sophists. 
He integrated criticisms of absolute social aristocracy, such as those depicted 
by poets like Lycophron and Euripides, in order to offer a renewed 

40 See the pioneering overview of K. Vossler, Die philosophischen Grundlagen zur süßen neuen 
Stil des Guido Guinicelli , Guido Cavalcanti und Dante Alighieri , Heidelberg 1904, 24-41 ("die 
Adelsfrage"). 41 Cf. É. Gilson's Review of Nardi's Dal 'Convivio' alla ' Commedia ' in: Giornale storico 
della letteratura italiana, 138 (1961), 562-73 at 568. 42 Basic bibliographical references are in: F. Cancelli, Bartolo da Sasso/errato , in: Enciclopedia 
dantesca , t. 1 (A-Cil), 524b-526b; D. Consoli, Nobiltà e nobile , in: ib., t. 4 (N-Sam), 58a-62a; 
the seminal study by C. Dionisotti, Appunti sulla nobiltà , in: Rivista storica italiana, 101 
(1989), 295-316; J.-P. Boyer, La noblesse dans les sermons des Dominicains de Naples (première 
moitié du XIV siècle), in: N. Couplet and J.-M. Matz (eds), La noblesse dans le territoires angevins 
à la fin du Moyen Age. Actes du colloque international organisé par l'Université d'Angers (Angers- Saumur , 
3-6 Juin 1998), Rome 2000, 567-80. Olivi's short treatise Miles armatus (also known as Lo 
cavalier armat) deserves mention; see Carpi 2004 (n. 36), 34. For a rich, well-reasoned 'cat- 
alogue' of the medieval interpretations of nobility, see Jean Gerson's De nobilitate (1423). 
Suggestive, though much elusive, R. Howard Bloch, Etymologies and Genealogies. A Literary 
Anthropology of the French Middle Ages, Chicago 1983, 83-87. 43 Pierre Hadot has repeatedly dreawn the attention to this aspect. Cf. also B. Snell, 
Die Entdeckung des Geistes. Studien zur Entstehung des europäischen Denkens bei den Griechen, Göttingen 
19937, 2 1 9-30 and 314-17 (on the idea of Lebensweg ); R. Joly, Le thème philosophique des gen- 
res de vie dans l'antiquité classique, Bruxelles 1956, 12if.; S. Gastaldi, 'Bios hairetotatos }. Generi di 
vita e felicità in Aristotele, Naples 2003. 
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conception of nobility. It is therefore not surprising that Diogenes Laertius 
included a long treatment of Plato's own nobility in his Vita Platonis 

(III, 88-89).44 
Plato understood the expression 'nobility' to mean human excellence 

in a social, physical, and moral dimension. Such a conception of 'nobility' 
is less a social or political role than a calling or vocation (close to Max 
Weber's idea of Beruf ).45 Moreover, it is less a matter of parental quali- 
ties than of the primordio, virtutis of the originating noble stock. Plato thought 
of noblemen as rulers and governors of the State; those men who have 

right to rule must be philosophers, because the love of wisdom comes 
from afar, from the relation to Solon: 

Very much so, said Critias; for, I may say, he is in fact a philosopher 
[...]. That, my dear Critias - I said - is a gift which your family has 
had a long while back, through your kinship with Solon.*6 

The founder of a house or a lineage is thus introduced as an essential 
character in 'nobility', which is a sort of network originating from and 

referring back to him. 
Thus, Solon is presented as the founder of the family of 'philosophers'. 

Since Solon is also the well-known prince of Greek rulers, according to 
Plato, this same nobility makes possible the fusion of philosophy and polit- 
ical leadership. So, when Plato founded a school of philosophy, the famous 
Athenian Academy, he promoted not only an institute for scientific research 
and higher education but also a way of life, a community of fellows shar- 
ing the same kind of social and political outlook and practices. Among 
many of these philosophers and men of science existed both strong famil- 
ial associations and bonds of friendship. Hence, even if their respective 

44 For the background of Plato's re-construction of 'nobility', cf. A. Capizzi (ed.), I sofisti , 
Florence 1976, v-xxv; R. Laurenti, La concezione della nobiltà nella società greca: filoaristotelici 
e antiaristotelici , in: Aristotele, I Frammenti dei dialoghi , II, Naples 1987 (Filosofi Antichi, 8), 
767-81; M.Vegetti, Quindici lezioni su Platone , Turin 2003 (Piccola Biblioteca Einaudi, N. 
S., 238), 201-14. Still useful is A. Momigliano, Ideali di vita nella sofistica: Ippia e Crizia , in: 
La Cultura, 9 (1930), 321-30, reprinted in: Id., Stona e storiografia antica , Bologne 1987, 63-72 45 Not surprisingly, the reference to Max Weber appears in both Donati's and Salamito's 
works. Cf. Salamito 2005 (n. 30), 18-25, passim , and 340-44. 

46 Plato, Charmides , 155 a, ed. J. Burnet, Oxford 1903: " ànò zrjç lóÀcovoç 
(jvyyeveíaç" . For the medieval reputation of Solon (coupling his 'divina sapienza' with the 
Christian concept of grace) see, for instance, G. Boccaccio, Trattatello in laude di Dante , ed. 
P. G. Ricci, in: V. Branca-A. Balduino-P. G. Ricci (eds), Tutte le opere di Giovanni Boccaccio , 
Milan 1974, 437. 
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theories differed, Plato and Aristotle nonetheless shared a common set of 
questions and philosophical problems, not least of which was nobilitas - a 
problem which was discussed in the ancient schools and destined to have 
a long life.47 

The word 'school', as everyone knows, derives from the Greek oxoXfj , 
which originally denoted leisure or otium. Later it came to refer to the 
kind of occupation peculiar to men who have leisure at their disposal. 
It then came to signify the group of such freeborn men, as well as their 
association for liberal purposes. As it is well known, both Latin and Greek 
derive the meanings of 'trade' or 'business' by means of a negation 
(à-GxoXía, neg-otiurrì). Yet to have leisure without being compelled to work 
in the mechanical arts or commerce was not a universal condition. This 
was a 'distinction' connected to the practice of philosophy from its very 
beginning. 

In his Dialogues , Plato equated having 'leisure' with one of the condi- 
tions for philosophical conversation: "You shall hear - Phaedrus said - if 
you have leisure to walk along and listen".48 In The Laws (VII, 820 c), 
on the other hand, he suggested that dealing with philosophical problems 
would be "a more refined pastime for old men than draughts".49 The 
Platonic academy offered to its members this 'nobler' form of leisure. 
Moreover, their members' love for wisdom ((piXoaoçíá) seems also to have 
beta a dynastic pursuit, that is, the business or speciality of a clan ( yévoç ). 
Each noble family, including the higher levels of its clientèle , shared a sort 
of characteristic hobby, distinctive from that of other families. Philosophy 

47 Cf. C. Natali, Bios Theoretikos. La vita di Aristotele e l'organizzazione della srn scuola , Bologne 
1991, 28 and 45ff.; Laurenti 1987 (n. 44), II, 770-81. Aristotle, dealing with 'the most 
noble kind of Life', relativized the political commitment of the philosopher, which had 
been an essential element in Plato's Republic. Cf. Gastaldi 2003 (n. 43), 19-65. 48 Plato, Phaedrus , 227 b, ed. J. Burnet, Oxford 1901 "[levari eï croi o^oArç npoïôvxi 
áKoveiv". In Aristotle's Politics (VII, 14) we find an interesting opposition between 
axoXrf/ eipr¡vr¡ / xà kccÀxx, on the one hand, and áaxoXía/ Jtóke^ioç/ xà xpil^i^á on the other 
one: e.g. Aristoteles, Politica , VII, 14, 1333a31-33: "Also life as a whole is divided into busi- 
ness and leisure , and war and peace, and our actions are aimed some of them at things 
necessary and useful, others at things nobles (ta Ka Àá)" (transi, by H. Rackham). On the 
difference between Plato's and Aristotle's respective conceptions of 'leisure', cf. F. Solmsen, 
Leisure and Play in Aristotle's Ideal State , in: Id., Kleine Schriften , II, Hildesheim 1968, 1-28, esp. 
15. See also the bibliography appended to Gastaldi's book (n. 43). 49 Plato, Leges , 820 c, ed. J. Burnet, Oxford 1907: "(piXov ikeïv ¿v raïç rovrcov áÇíaioi 
axokái<¿' The particular philosophical problem recalled here by Plato was that of the rela- 
tion of commensurable with incommensurable. 
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could be the hobby of a yévoç , as for other clans it was horse riding. 
Carlo Natali, in his fine account of Aristotle's life, drew attention to this 
point.50 

One of Aristotle's lost dialogues dealt with the conception of nobility. 
Diogenes Laertius records a one-book treatise On nobility ( Uepi evyeveíaç ), 
three fragments of which are extant, as number 15 in his catalogue of 
Aristotle's works.51 Nobility, according to Aristotle, connotes a network 
and refers to a first paradigmatic founder. On one level, this definition 
is clearly the very same as that of the 'philosophical school'. 

Aristotle's conception of nobility is a rather dynamic one, and seems 
to accord with what we read in his other academic works. In Book II 
of Rhetoric (c. 15, 1390b24-27), for instance, dealing with characters' turns 
and qualities, Aristotle teaches that: 

For the generations of men there is a kind of crop as in the fruits of 
the field; sometime, if the race is good, for a certain period men out of 
the common are born in it, and then it deteriorates.52 

For men as well as crops, there are varying yields across the years and 
generations; now and then, where the stock is good, exceptional men are 
produced for a time, and then decadence sets in. The prerequisite of 
'nobility', in this case, primarily refers to heredity. Nevertheless, in the 
very same passage, Aristotle employs another meaning and introduces a 
tension into the traditional idea of nobility. The 'deterioration' of the 
race, in fact, is not only that of a set of material conditions {e.g. the loss 
of goods and privileges), but is foremost a 'degeneration', that is, the dete- 
rioration of the ipsa generis virtus. And, at the same time, Aristotle shows 
how power and goods can be noxious to the virtue of a freeborn man. 
Worst of all, the rich man cannot have either 'measure' or 'common 
sense' (ib., c. 16, 1 39 1 al 7- 1 9). Since the latter two comprise the ethical 

50 Natali 1991 (n. 47), 71-72: "Questa particolare scelta di dedicare la propria vita alla 
filosofia a volte ci appare anche come una questione di yévoç, un affare di famiglia e sem- 
bra rientrare nell'ambito di quelle caratteristiche che costituiscono tratti differenziali tipici 
di una famiglia o di un gruppo di famiglie aristocratiche". Natali believes, for instance, 
that Aristotle entered into the Platonic Academy (also) because of the friendship between 
his fellow Prossenus and the master Plato. 

51 Stobeaus recorded them in his Anthologii libri duo posteriores , c. 29 (On Nobility); cf. 
Aristoteles, Fragmenta selecta , ed. W. D. Ross, Oxford 1955, 57-60: 'On Good Birth'. 

52 Aristoteles, Ars rethorica , ed. W. D. Ross, Oxford 1959, 105 (I use the English trans- 
lation by J. H. Freese). 
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and intellectual characteristics of Aristotle's wise man, we see how, when 
material conditions conflicts with virtue, 'nobility' becomes but a hollow 
shell that cannot endure. 

7. A Particular Distinction: Aristotle and the Philosopher as a Man of Natural 
Ability 

Without discrediting completely the relevance of social conditions, Aristode 
reformulates a concept of nobility that integrates other elements. A certain 
social comfort permitted by fortunate birth defines 'nobility' only if an 
additional element is present. For the preservation of nobility, one requires 
also the capacity to imitate the liberal inclinations of the one's founding 
fathers and to repeat the deeds of the yevoq. 'Common sense', a keen 
intelligence, and a sense of 'measure' are also needed. Such qualities are 
those of the men of good nature (' ayadòç ávr¡p ),53 the one called to be 
a thinker. Consequently, the good thinker becomes a better candidate for 
authentic nobility. Let us see how. 

In the Topics Aristotle explicitly refers to the man of natural ability 
(eîxpvijç). There, the context is stricdy philosophical, without any refer- 
ence to society or forms of government. 

Aristotle asserts that the rules of syllogism can be taught. Nevertheless, 
their proper use in philosophical discussion involves a certain natural skill 
which cannot be learned at school. He writes: 

For training and practice in this kind of argument - one should, in the 
first place, accustom oneself to converting arguments (...). Also to take 
and to have taken in at a glance the results of each of two hypotheses 
is no mean instrument for the cult of knowledge and philosophical wis- 

53 Aristoteles, Topica , VIII, 14, 163a30, ed. W. D. Ross, Oxford 1958. Cf. also ib., 
163b 13- 14. For cognate connotations of the ' bonus vir ' open to use in the Middle Ages, 
see Isidorus of Seville's Etymologiae , X, De vocabulis , b, ed. W. M. Linsday, Oxford 1911: " Beatus dicit quasi bene auctus, scilicet ab habendo quod vellet et nihil pariendo quod nol- 
let. Ille autem vere beatus est qui et habet omnia quae vult bona, et nihil vult male. Ex 
his enim duobus beatus homo efficitur. Bonus a venustate corporis creditur dictus: postea 
et ad animum translatum nomen. Eum autem dicimus bonum cui non převálet malum: 
eumque optimum qui peccat minimum. Benignus est vir sponte ad benefaciendum paratus 
et dulcis adloquio. Non autem multum distat benignus a bono, quia et ipse ad benefa- 
ciendum videtur expositus. Sed in eo diifert quia potest bonus esse et tristior, et bene qui- 
dem facere et praestare quod poscitur, non tarnen suavis esse novit consortio; benignus 
autem sua cunctos novit invitare dulcedine. (...) Brutus , quasi obrutus, quia sensu caret. Est 
enim sine ratione, sine prudentia". 
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dorn; for then it only remains to make a correct choice of one of them. 
For such a process one must possess a certain natural ability, and 
real natural ability consists in being able correctly to choose the true and 
avoid the false. Men of natural ability can do this ; for they judge correctly 
what is best by a correct feeling of love or hatred for what is set before 
them.54 

Boethius translated the Topics into Latin in the sixth century. The Latin 
vir bene natus rendered the Aristotelian expression 'man of natural ability' 
(evcpvrig). It has also been recorded in one of the most widespread Aristotelian 
florilegia: Qui bene nati sunt benefacere pos sunt. 05 

Setting aside the other aspects of this statement, I wish now to exam- 
ine this particular notion of 'well-born'. It seems a worthy investigation 
as, to my knowledge, the medieval usage of it has not yet been analysed. 

8. A Condition of Philosophical Nobility: To Be Well-born ((bene natus') 

When Boethius decided to translate the Greek evcpvrig 56 with the Latin 
bene natus , he used an established expression, more or less equivalent to 
the Latin bonae indolis, boni ingenii or even ingenuus. 

34 Ib., 163a30-164bl5 (I use the English translation by E. S. Forster). 55 Hamesse 1974 (n. 15), 331 (op. 37, 126). Note that, according to some medieval traditions, 
the Stagirite himself had been described as a 'vir bene fortunatus' (and ibenefaciens> ) because 
of both his logical ability and moral continence. Cf. De vita Aristotelů , ed. V. Rose, in: 
V. Rose (ed.), Aristotelů qui ferebantur librorum fragmenta, Leipzig 1886, 442-50: at 447. This 
short biography is recorded also in John of Wales's Compendiloquium, III, 5. Cf. I. Düring, 
Aristotle in the Ancient Biographical Tradition , Göteborg 1957 (Acta Universitatis Gotheburgensis, 
63/2), 142-63 and (on John of Wales) 164-65. See also the Fragment '71 e' (taken from 
John of Salisbury's Policraticus , VII, 6): "Fuerunt qui eum <Aristotilem> Incubi daemonis 
filium crederent propter agilitatem corporis, perspicaciam ingenii et gloriae appetitum" 
(ib., 408). On the theory of "deûm filii degeneres" (distinct from that of 'heroes'); cf. 
M. van der Lugt, Le ver, le demon et la vierge. Les théories médiévales de la génération extraordinaire , 
Paris 2004, 349-50. 56 A further study on the meaning and uses of such expression in both ancient and 
medieval philosophy is in preparation. In the context of this essay, the following texts are 
noteworthy: Plato, Respublica , III, 12, 401 c, and 17, 409 e; Aristoteles, De partibus animal- 
ium , IV, 11, 69 lb 15; Id., Ethica JVicom., Ill, 5, 111 4b8- 1 2 (here evq> via means "being born 
with moral vision") and VI, 13, 1144b34; Id., Rhetorica , II, 14, 1390b28. Cf. Eustratius, 
Super Ethica , VI, 13, ad 1 144b34. See also Alexander of Aphrodisias, Ethical problems , Probi. 
29, trans, by R. W. Sharpies, Ithaca 1989 (Ancient Commentators on Aristode), 76-82; 
Alexander Aphrodisiensis, In VIII libros Topicorum Aristotelis commentatio, ed. Venice 1541, 
f. 102va. Important remarks in M. Vegetti (ed.), Platone, La 1 Repubblica ' voi. 2 (Books II- 
III), Naples 1998 (Elenchos, 28/2), 116-17, esp. n. 93, and the commentary by F. de Luise 
and G. Farinetti, ib., 200-02, esp. n. 13. 
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Ovid, in the Epistulae Heroidum 1 1 ('Canace to her brother Macareus'), 
refers to the vir bene natus as a man of good birth who has (and respects) 
his family tradition.57 In his Res rusticae , Terentius Varro describes a mix- 
ture of natural gift and agricultural talent: 

De solo fundi videndum haec quattuor, quae sit forma, quo in genere 
terrae, quantus, quam per se tutus. Formae vero duo genera sint, una quam 
natura dat, altera quam sationes imponunt; prior, quod alius ager bene 
natus , alius male; posterior, quod alius fundus bene consitus est, alius male.58 

In late antiquity, the expression is equivalent to the Italian "nato con la 
camicia" (also to the French "né avec une cuillère en or dans la bouche", 
and the German "ein Glückskind sein"). We find clear examples of 
this in texts dating from the fourth century. In the interesting Altercatio 
Heracliani laici cum Episcopo Sirrniensi , Bishop Germinus, at the beginning, 
tries to turn Heraclian toward Arianism:59 

57 P. Ovidius Naso, Heroides , XI, 107-12, ed. H. Bornecque, Paris 19912, 69: "Nubite 
felices Parca meliore sorores, /amissae memores sed tarnen este mei !/Quid puer admisit 
tam paucis editus horis ?/Quo laesit facto vix bene natus avum ?/Si potuit meruisse necem, 
meruisse putetur:/a! miser admisso plectitur ille meo (. . Cf. also Q. Horatius Flaccus, 
Epistulae , II, 1, 232-34, ed. D. R. Shackleton Bailey, Leipzig-Stuttgart 1985, 300 (with ref- 
erence to 'Beotian taste' of some aristocrats): "Gratus Alexandro, regi magno, fuit ille/ 
Choerilus, incultis qui versibus et male natis/rettulit acceptos, regale nomisma, Philippos 
[i.e. coins]" iemale natus ' here means "poorly composed" or unseemly). Such a classic mean- 
ing seems to me close to the Renaissance one later employed by Erasmus, for instance, 
in his Institutio Principis Christiani , I ('De nativitate et educatione Principis Christiani'), 6. 

58 T. Varro, Rerum rusticarum libri tres, I, 6, 1, ed. G. Götz, Leipzig 1929 (italics are 
mine). Some occurrences we find in the Corpus priapeorum ('Carmen' 42, 1) refer to the 
same agricultural context. 

59 The edition is still that made available by Carl Paul Caspari: C. P. Caspari, Kirchen- 
historische Anecdota nebst neuen Ausgaben patristischer und kirchlich-mittelalterlicher Schriften , I. Lateinische 
Schuften , Oslo 1883, 131-47; as Caspari acknowledges (at vii), Henry Fynes Clinton had 
first drawn the attention of the scholars to the Altercatio. The topic of 'bona nativitas' 
appears in Ambrosiaster's Quaestiones Veteris et Novi Testamenti C XXVI I, ed. A. Souter, 
Wien-Leipzig 1908 (CSEL, 50), q. 13 (On God's election and rejection) and q. 127 (On 
Adam's sin); at 408 [10-25] we read : "A fidelibus enim et bene agentibus melioratur 
nativitas, ab infidelibus autem et male agentibus deterioratur. Sic enim est nativitas quasi 
arbor quae inseritur, quia, si bono surculo inseritur, melior fiet et bona dicetur, sin vero 
malo surculo inseratur, et deterior erit et non bona, sed mala vocabitur. Ita et nativitati 
si bona accedat doctrina, bonos faciet fructus; si autem mzda, malos faciei fructus. Ita sicut 
necessaria est arbor, ut sit 'ubi' inseratur, ita et necessaria est nativitas, ut sit ubi proficiatur. 
Sed respondetur e contra: 'Si utilis est nativitas, cur renascitur?' Non renascemur, nisi utilis 
esset nativitas. Renasci enim renovari est et qui renovatur instauratur. Non ergo accusai 
renascibilitas nativitatem, sed reformat, et quod reformatur bene ab initio institutum pro- 
batur. Igitur quod renascimur ... ut reddamur ad statum Adae". There are occurrences 
of 'bene nati' also in Ennodius (n. 3), Augustine's Sermones , and Jerome. Commenting the 
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Germinus coepit eum collaudare, dicens: 'Bonum cor habes, et bene natus 
es, et ab infantia tua novimus te ; convertere ad ecclesiam nostrani 
[i.e. 'Arii'].60 

Heraclian rejects this offer and (drawing heavily on Tertullian's Apologeticum) 
professes his faith according the Nicean credo. Germinus's words should 
be understood as a preliminary captatio benevolentiae , in rhetorical terms.61 

That said, in Boethius's words, the Aristotelian text read above ( Topica 
VIII, 14, 1 63b9- 1 6) is translated as follows: 

Et ad cognitionem et secundum philosophiam prudentiam posse con- 
spicere et conspexisse quae utrimque accidit dicere ex hypothesi non 
parvum instrumentum; nam reliquum horum recte eligere alterum. Oportet 
autem ad huiusmodi inesse boni ingenii; et hoc est secundum veritatem 
bonum ingenium, posse bene eligere verum et fugere falsum; quod qui 
nati sunt bene possunt facere bene; nam qui amant et qui odiunt hoc 
quod profertur facile discernunt optimum.62 

In the third treatise of his commentary on Topics , Book VIII, Albert the 
Great observes:63 

Psalm 105, Jerome refers to the 'noble' Joseph "qui in servum venumdatus est", and writes: 
"Bene natus et sanctus vir vendi tur". See Hieronymus Presbyter, Tractatus XL in Psalmis , 
Ps. 104, 17, ed. G. Morin, Turnhout 1958 (CG/SL, 78), 191. Peter of Ravenna already 
stressed the 'ingenuity' of the biblical Joseph, while the Roman Law, approximately in the 
same period, recalled the same case in point and tried to limit its consequences; cf. Novellae 
Constitutiones Valentiniani III, tit. 32, ed. G. Hänel, Bonn 1844, 237-40: "De parentibus, qui 
filios suos per necessitatem distraxerunt et ne ingenui barbaris venumdentur ñeque ad 
transmarine ducantur". More than two centuries later, Eusebius 'Gallicanus' describes the 
"Aegypti tyrannical servi tus", symbol of the slavery of vices, and equates 'bene natus ' with 
being free-born (cf. n. 30 above). 60 Caspari 1883 (n. 59), 135-136 (my italics). 61 Cf. M. Simonetti, Osservazioni suli ' 'Altercato Heracliani cum Germinio', in: Vigiliae Christianae, 
21 (1967), 39-58: on 'bene natus ' at 42, n. 12 
62 Aristoteles Latinus , V 1-3, Topica , ed. L. Minio-Paluello, Bruxelles-Paris 1969, 177, 18-25. 

Boethius's translation of the Topics dates from the beginning of the sixth century and about 
270 manuscripts are extant. Cf. B. G. Dod, Aristoteles latinus , in N. Kretzmann-A. Kenny- 
J. Pinborg (eds), The Cambridge History of Later Mediaeval Philosophy: From Rediscovery of Aristotle 
to the disintegration of Scholasticism 1 100-1600, Cambridge 1982, 45-79: at 75. See also N.J. 
Green-Pedersen, The Tradition of the Topics in the Middle Ages, München Vienna 1984; and 
T. Hunt, Aristotle, Dialectic, and Courtly Literature, in: Viator, 10 (1979), 95-129, at 97-98. 

63 Note that Albert the Great will be one of the main sources for fifteenth-century 
scholastic authors (Heymericus is a paradigmatic case) when they deal with the past 'schools 
of thought'. On this point, apart from the classic works by Messerman and Kaluza, see 
now P. Rutten, ' Secundum processum et mentem Versori s': John Ver sor and His Relation to the Schools 
of Thought Reconsidered, in: Vivarium, 43 (2005), 292-336, esp. 294 n. 6. A textbook printed 
in Cologne in 1494, namely the Reparationes librorum totius naturalis philosophiae, could be 
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Quia qui nati sunt bene , hoc est, quibus bene innatum est, hoc possunt bene 
facere : quia ingenium dicitur intus genitus, et hic est qui subtiles habet 
spiritus et expeditas animales operationes, et bonám radonem collativam.64 

The point is mainly biological: intellectual activity and learning is facili- 
tated by a good physical disposition and well balanced mind-body rela- 
tion (note the reference to the ratio co Ilativa). Additionally, an innate quality 
claim is consonant with the original distinction among free-born and slave- 
born men (according to the reading of Aristotle's Politics). 

Albert also dealt with the concept of 
6 bene natus ' in his influential com- 

mentary on the Nicomachean Ethics , discussing it implicitly in connection 
with the notion of 'heroic virtue'.65 This commentary, in addition to the 
Aristotelian Liber de bona fortuna , is one of the sources for Thomas Aquinas, 

mentioned here; the definition of the nobler and sanior school of thought, the Peripatetic 
one (of which Albert would have been the nobler follower and a sort of re-founder) is 
made by reference to the ancient former founder: "Peripatetici vero, quorum archipater 
Aristoteles" (f. 103r). Moreover, the idea of 'degeneration', employed in similar contexts 
by Albert, shows some connection with the theme of nobility, i.e. the degeneration from 
Peripatetic to Epicurean philosophy (cf. Albert the Great, Liber de natura et origine animae , 
tr. 2, c. 5) would not be possible if the first school had not been nobler than the second. 
On Heymericus, see also Green-Pedersen 1984 (n. 62), 404 (A. 42). 64 Albertus Magnus, Opera omnia, , ed. A. Borgnet, vol. II, Paris 1890, 520-24: at 521a 
(my italics). 65 Cf. Albertus Magnus, Super Ethica commentum et questiones , III, 7, and VII, 1, ed. W. 
Kübel, Münster 1968-87, vol. 1, 173-78, and vol. 2, 514-20. The connection of the 'heroic 
virtue' with the theme of (divine) nobility was already stressed by Robert Grosseteste; cf., 
for instance, Robertus Grosseteste, Epistolae , 124, ed. H. R. Luard, London 1861, 350. Cf. 
J. Rhodes, Poetry Does Theolog)): Chaucer, Grosseteste, and the 'Pearl'-Poet, Notre-Dame 2001, 
43-71, 260-65. It is extremely noteworthy that, in the middle of fourteenth century, the 
'heroic virtue' became a necessary evidence in the Church's canonising processes; cf. A. 
Vauchez, La sainteté en occident aux derniers siècles du Moyen Âge d'après les procès de canonisation 
et les documents hagiographiques , Rome 1988, 607. See the stimulating though insufficient crit- 
icism of P. L. Giovannucci, Genesi e significato di un concetto agiologico: la virtù eroica nell'età mod- 
erna , in: Rivista di storia della Chiesa in Italia, 58 (2004), 433-78, esp. 459-66. Cf. also 
R. Saarinen, 'Virtus heroica '. 'Held' und 'Genie' als Begriffe des christlichen Aristotelismus , in: Archiv 
für Begriffsgeschichte, 33 (1990), 96-114; on Luther: 101-03 (esp. n. 26) and 114 n. 96. 
At 1 0 1 : "Luther will eine Art von Fürstenspiegel schreiben, in dem er unter den 'Göttern' 
des ersten Psalmenverses [A. 82: 'Der höchste Richter'] die Fürsten versteht, zu denen 
Gott spricht". Indeed the Vulgate s words (= Ps. 81, 1: "Deus stetit in synagoga deorum 
in medio autem Deus deiudicat") were translated by Luther as follows: "Gott stehet ynn 
des gemaine Gotes/und ist Richter inter den Göttern". On the post-Renaissance notion 
of 'genius', cf. at 113: "Interessant ist auch, daß bald nach der Reformationszeit neben 
den monarchischen Fürsten auch der intellektuelle Heros, nämlich das Genie, als Beispiel 
der menschlichen Vollkommenheit tritt" (on Giordano Bruno, ib., 113 n. 91). AndJ. M. 
Steadman, Heroic Virtue and the Divine Image in ' Paradise Lost ' in: Journal of the Warburg 
and Courtauld Institutes, 22 (1959), 88-105. 
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who touched on the topic in his Tractatus de ventate fidei (the so-called 
Contra Gentiles ): III, 92.66 

The formula, in any case, gained a specific 'Aristotelian' sense and was 
used especially by the Masters of Arts. Well known, for instance, is the 
dedication of Jacobus de Pistoia's Questio de felicitate to his friend Guido 
Cavalcanti, "one of the world's best logicians":67 

Viro bene nato et a natura dilecto et prae aliis amico carissimo Guidoni 
domini Cavalcantis de Cavalcantibus de Florentia magister Jacobus de 
Pistorio ille quem respicit Euripus salutem et agere sicut debes.68 

To this, other examples taken from university texts could be added.69 

66 Thomas de Aquino, Opera omnia, t. 14/3, Rome 1926, 279-82. Aquinas uses the expres- 
sion 'bene natus ' as equivalent to 'bene fortunatus' referring to 'fortune' rather than to inge- 
nuity. In the same context he speaks of the 'bene naturatus ' man, who has a fine bodily 
complexion. On the 'virtus heroica ' cf. also Petrus de Alvernia's continuation of Aquinas's 
Commentary to Aristode's Politics (III, 12, 4). 67 "Un de' migliori loici che avesse il mondo e ottimo filosofo naturale" (G. Boccaccio, 
Decameron , VI, 9, ed. V. Branca, Milan 1976, 563; cf. ib., at 1342, n. 5). 68 This Questio , discovered by Martin Grabmann in 1931, was first edited by Paul Oskar 
Kristeller in 1955. I use the most recent edition by Irene Zavattero, whose fine com- 
mentary deserves mention. See I. Zavattero, La ' Quaestio de felicitate' di Giacomo da Pistoia: 
un tentativo di interpretazione alla luce di una nuova edizione critica del testo , in: M. Bettetini and 
F. D. Paparella (eds), Le felicità nel Medioevo , Louvain-la-Neuve 2005 (Textes et études du 
Moyen-Âge, 31), 355-409: at 395. On the suicide of Aristotle, evoked by the reference to 
'Euripus', (curiously overlooked by A. Murray, Suicide in the Middle Ages, 2 voll., Oxford 
1 999-2000), see M. de Panizza Lorch, Il suicidio di Aristotele o la demistificazione umanistica del- 
l'intellettuale, in: Lettere Italiane, 43 (1991), 391-405; and Robiglio 2005 (n. 4), 47-50. 69 See, for instance, the fourteenth-century Quadrivium's manuscript: Rome, Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana, Pal. Lat. 1380, f. lOOr (transcribed by Christian Meyer, also on-line 
at: www.lml.badw.de, last consulted on June 2004): "Et est multiplex musica vel multiplex 
proporcio, scilicet musica vel proporcio tocius mundi universalis secundum suas partes uni- 
versales, et est etiam musica vel proporcio humana in qua proporcione elementorum 
hominis consistit vita, et qui habet bonam proporcionem habet bonos mores etiam, et sic 
bene nati gaudent in bona proporcione musice" (italics are mine); cf. L. Schuba, Die Quadriviums- 
Handschriften der 'Codices Palatini Latini' in der Vatikanischen Bibliothek , Wiesbaden 1992, 111. 
Consider also the interesting university collection of miscellaneous texts, including the 
Secretum secretorum, preserved in the Ms. Paris, BnF, lat. 16089, which offers us an eloquent 
example. One of the questions discussed by the Master John Vate (end of the thirteenth 
century) is "Utrum naturaliter scabiosi sint naturaliter latrones". Let us read the answer: 
"Dicendum quod scabies quedam causatur ex húmido superfluo putrefacto se evaporante 
ad partes exteriores et maxime ad capud, ut pueri; et de istis non querit questio. Alia est 
scabies causata magis ex mala naturali complexione hominis, quia generatus est ex malo 
sanguine menstruoso putrefacto et corrupto; et ista scabies durât per totam vitam et male 
potest curari, et maxime sidet in capite, quia capud est quasi caminus [caminum cod.] 
totius corporis et ideo omnes exhalationes interius ad ipsum ascendunt; et tales sunt liben- 
ter latrones quia sunt male nati, et ideo habiles sunt ad malum et inclinativi naturaliter; 
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Furthermore, Marguerite Porete referred - though admittedly in a polem- 
ical context - to being well-born as a condition for becoming completely 
noble.70 Writing Le Mirouer des simples âmes (at the beginning of the four- 
teenth century), she developed an original conception of Christian nobility 
in order to present a paradigm of human excellence.71 At the very begin- 
ning of this text, Marguerite makes reference to Alexander the Great, the 
truly noble king and disciple of the Philosopher. She uses the petrine 
equation of the sacerdotal and the regal, and defines true nobility in a 
way similar to the conception of Peter Olivi, according to which the high- 
est human perfection is merely the ability to offer no resistance to Divine 
action.72 Describing the perfection of a soul inhabited by the Holy Spirit, 
in chapter 100, Marguerite makes 'Amor' speak: 

tamen non est necessarium. Quia vero male possunt conversari inter homines, ideo propter 
defectum sunt latrones" (f.7 4V15; italics are mine). Among the questions that follow, one 
is about "Utrum bonus generat bonum" (f. 75ra: and, according to the sensible 'complexion 
the answer is 'yes'), another about: "Utrum philosophus debeat esse princeps in civitate". 
For a detailed description of the manuscript, see W. Senko, Repertorium Commentariorum Medii 
Aevi in Aristotelem Latinorum quae in bibliothecis publicis Parisiis assewantur (Bibliothèque Nationale, 
Arsenal, Mazarine, Sorbonne, Ste Geneviève ), Warsaw 1982 (Opera Philosophorum Medii Aevi/ 
Textus et studia, 5/1), I, 208-23. Furthermore, cf. B. Hauréau, Le numéro 16089 des manu- 
scripts latins de la Bibliothèque Nationale, in: Notices et extraits des Manuscrits de la Bibliothèque 
Nationale et autres bibliothèques , t. 35, 1st part, Paris 1896, 209-39; M. Grabmann, Die 
Aristoteleskommentare des Heinrich von Brüssel und der Einfluß Alberts des Großen auf die mittelalter- 
liche Aristoteleserklärung, München 1944, 17-28; M. L. Colker, 'De nobilitate animi' in: Mediaeval 
Studies, 23 (1961), 17ff. and 50; E. Randi, * Philosophie de pourceaux 3 e re taumaturghi. Nota su 
un manoscritto parigino, in: Quaderni medievali, 22 (1986), 129-35, esp. 133; J. Agrimi, ' Ingeniosa scientia nature Studi sulla fisiognomica medievale , Florence 2002, 124-25; P. Biller, The 
Measure of Multitude: Population in Medieval Thought , Oxford 2000, 271; Id., The Black in 
Medieval Science: What Significance ?, in: Proceedings of the 5th Annual Gilder Lehrman Center 
International Conference at Yale University (November 7-8, 2003): 'Collective Degradation: 
Slavery and the Construction of Race', 1-16: at 7; available on-line at: www.yale.edu/glc/ 
events/race/Biller.pdf (consulted on January 2005). 70 On the connection between University texts, on the one side, and Porete's Mirouer , 
on the other, see Robiglio 2005 (n. 4), 55-59. 71 I use the Latin version of Porete's Speculum which the censorial Commission (and 
maybe Godefroy of Fontaines as well) had under their eyes, edited by P. Verdeyen, 
Turnhout 1986 (CC CM, 69). A fine introduction is that by Romana Guarnieri, now in: 
R. Guarnieri, Donne e Chiesa, tra mistica e istituzioni (secoli XIII-XV), Rome 2004 (Storia e 
Letteratura, 218), eh. 3, 239ff. See also the remarks by J. M. Robinson, Nobility and anni- 
hilation in Marguerite Porete's Mirror of simple souls ' Albany, NY 2001, 1-25 and 1 1 1-24, esp. 13 
(on Hildegard of Bingen) and 111, n. 2. 

72 See, among others, the following text by Olivi, In II Sent. q. 16, ed. Jansen 1922 
(n. 14), 311-12: "Haec est summa perfectio naturae intellectualis: quod est Dei singula- 
riter capax et in hoc, secundum Augustinum, est eius singularis imago (...)". The whole 
Speculum develops a polyphony on the concept of 'nobility', as Guarnieri had first remarked. 
While in the first half of the work it is Amor who explicitly refers to 'nobility', later it is 
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Qui est de tali genere, est optime natus. Isti enim sunt gentes regales. Ipsi 
habent corda excellenter generosa et magnae attemptationis. Ipsi enim 
non possent facere aliquod opus parvi valoris, nec incipere aliquid cuius 
terminům et complementum non attingerent.73 

The polemical use of the expression and the use of 'optime' in the place 
of 'bene'' testify both to the familiarity of the reference and the transfiguration 
of this interpretation. 

The innate ability to understand and to use the tools of logic seems 
no longer to be the necessary condition of nobility. Marguerite's anti- 
intellectualistic and polemical use of the expression is nevertheless a sign 
of how established its meaning had become. 

The following three cases will illustrate this. 

9. Boethius of Dacia (second half of the thirteenth century ) 

In his Commentary on the Topics , Boethius does not refer to the vir bene natus , 
even if many signs of it are evident in his approach. The first words of 
the Proemium are for honourable men, that is to say, the first philosophers: 

mainly the 'Soul' {Anima) who speaks about and defines it; see the following passages of 
the Speculum : I, 17; XIII, 72; XIX, 28; XXII, 12; XXXVI, 1-20; LXXXVI, 30ff.; 
XCI, 1; XCIX, 1; GUI, 24ff.; CXVIII, 19ff., 80; CXX, 1; CXXI, 16. Cf. G. Cary, 
Alexander The Great in Medieval Theology , in: Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 
17 (1954), 98-114; M. Gosman, Le ' Roman d'Alexandre ' et les 'juvenes'. Une approche socio- 
historique , in: Neophilologus, 66 (1982), 328-39; also, though not developed, Id., Alexandre 
le Grand et le statut de la noblesse ou le plaidoyer pour la permanence. Prolégomènes à l'histoire d'une 
légende , in: M. Gosman and J. van Os (eds), 'Non nova sed nove'. Mélanges de civilisation médié- 
vale offerts à W. Noomen , Groningen 1984, 81-93. Lastly cf. C. Gaullier-Bougassas, Alexandre 
and Aristotle in the French Alexander Romances , in D. Maddox-S. Sturm Maddoz (eds), The 
Medieval French Alexander , New York 2002, 57-73. 73 C, 7-12, ed. Verdeyen 1986 (n. 71), 275. On ' optime natus ' see M. Tullius Cicero, De 
finibus bonorum et malorum , V, 56-57, ed. L. D. Reynolds, Oxford 1998, 201-02: "Cumque 
non habeant ingenuas ex doctrina oblectationes, <inertissimos homines videmus> circuios 
aliquos et sessiunculas consectari (...). Itaque ut quisque optime natus institutusque est, esse 
omnino nolit in vita si gerendis negotiis orbatus possit paratissimis vesci voluptatibus. Nam 
aut privajtim aliquid gerere malunt, aut qui altiore animo sunt, capessunt rem publicam 
honoribus imperiisque adipiscendis, aut totos se ad studia doctrinae conferunt. Qua in vita 
tantum abest ut voluptates consectentur, etiam curas sollicitudines vigilias perferunt opti- 
maque parte hominis, quae in nobis divina ducenda est, ingeni et mentis acie fruuntur 
nec voluptatem requirentes nec fugientes laborem" (italics are mine). Marguerite deals with 
the ' optime nata soul' also at chapters LH, 1, and LXX, 48; at LII, 1-3, 9-10, ed. Verdeyen 
1986 (n. 71): "O optime nata, dicit Amor, huic pretiosae margaritae, bene sitis in solo 
libero manerio, in quod nullus intrat nisi sit de genere vestro legitimus. (...) Non tarnen per 
attingentiam intellectus amoris, sed per attingentiam sui ultra amoris". 
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Cum honorandi viň videlicet patres nostri reverendi primi philosophantes 
res temporales contemnentes et vitam suam in studio sapientiae 
ponentes ...74 

The expression 
' honorandi is significant for us. It evokes here the idea of 

a 'professional' philosopher, as Boethius later explains that the honorabiks 
scientiae are Ethics, Physics and Mathematics,75 which allow the thinker 
to attain the 'divine science' quae per altíssimas rerum causas procedit et de sub- 
stantiis separatis perscrutatur. Even if the Topics presents a less rigorous 
approach (the topice scire is distinct from and weaker than demonstrare ), it 
still requires ingenuity and the full use of human reason, since rarissimi 
enim sunt , quorum discretio passione non impeditur .76 

Furthermore, in Book III, at question 20, Boethius asks whether or 
not the thinker would seek glory (i utrum gloria sit appetendo), which, for him, 
is the equivalent of honour.11 The opportunity to seek glory - Boethius 
argues - is justified for two reasons: first, due to a Peripatetic principle, 
according to which every learned man ought to look for noble things, 
and secondly, out of a socio-political commitment, according to which 
the philosopher as a superior and noble man should be a model for com- 
mon people who stimulates them toward achievement of their duties, i.e. 
their virtuous life: 

Gloria est principium actuum nobilium et studiosorum. Qui ergo appétit 
actus nobiles, appétit gloriam. Sed quilibet studiosus debet appetere actus 
nobiles. (...) Inferiores enim in humanis superioribus tenentur honorem 
et gloriam impendere, et cum solvunt, quod tenentur, complent opus suae 
virtu tis. 78 

74 Boethius Dacus, Quaestiones super librum Topicorum , proem., ed. N. J. Green-Pedersen 
and J. Pinborg, in: Id .¡Opera, VI/1, Kopenhagen 1976, 3. The tone of this passage evokes 
the Glose 'Divitias' (n. 6). On the Philosopher as "vir honorandus", see Ricklin 2000 
(n. 16), 228. 75 Ib., 3 [5-7, 12]. 76 Ib., 10 [179-1801. 77 Carlo Dionisotti has rightly recalled the huge role played later, during the sixteenth 
century, by the notion of 'honour'; cf. Dionisotti 1989 (n. 42), 296. Fundamental remarks 
also in Cortese 1999 (n. 18), 776. Even remaining limited to the commentaries on Aristotle's 
Nicomachean Ethics , we find a sea of examples for such a phenomenon. Consider, for instance, 
the Jesuit teaching on moral philosophy : "The discussion of honor and whether happiness 
is to be found in it" occupied a position of new relevance. Cf. D.A. Lines, Aristotle's ' Ethics 3 
in the Italian Renaissance (ca. 1300-1650). The Universities and the problem of Moral Education , 
Leiden-Boston-Köln 2002, 325-83, esp. 370-73. 78 Green-Pedersen and Pinborg 1976 (n. 74), 195 [16-18, 29-31]. 
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Here Boethius draws a picture of the thinker as a man from the upper 
classes, committed (though passively) to his community, mastering his pas- 
sions (his discretio is never overridden by passions), who seeks glory by 
seeking philosophical truth in the natural sciences, ethics and astrology. 

Those elements are not denied when Boethius treats the 'man of natural 
ability'. The passage stands at the beginning of the treatise On dreams. Let 
us glance at this for a moment. 

There are three goods available to man: natural, moral, and intellec- 
tual. The supreme natural good is the preservation of the individual and 
continuation of the species. Powers of nutrition and growth are ordered 
to achieve these goods. Man also pursues 'political happiness' by means 
of moral action. This achieved, the ultimate intellectual good possible for 
man is then perfect knowledge and contemplation of truth. The intellec- 
tual delight which accompanies contemplation is a part of this most per- 
fect good, since it serves to sustain contemplation (this point recalls the 
Quaestiones in librum Topicorum , VI, q. 25). This tripartite division of goods 
and human faculties explicates (some of) the different approaches to life 
found among men. Some are mainly concerned with carnal pleasure, 
others with political activity, and a chosen few with the pure contem- 
plation of truth; that is to say, with the dispassionate study of nature: 

Et quia virtus naturaliter inclinatur in suum bonum et suum delectabile, 
ex hoc contingit, quod quidam homines contemplativi bene nati ad scientias ex 
parte corporis sui et animae nec impediti ab eis propter curas exteriores inci- 
piunt profunde perscrutari de eo quod cogitant admirantes ob defectum 
causae, sicut quidam nuper vehementer admirantes, quomodo homini 
per somnium potest fieri praecognitio eventuum futurorum, de quibus 
numquam cogitavit, rogabant instanter, ut eis scriberem, quid per som- 
nium sciri possit et quomodo.79 

Being bene natus seems to be a necessary condition for the achievement 
of higher philosophical contemplation, even if it is not identical with being 
a contemplativus. The explicit reference to the body is a sign of the middle 

79 Boethius Dacus, De sompniis, ed. N.J. Green-Pedersen, in: Id., Opera , VI/2, Kopenhagen 
1976, 381-91, at 382 [30-37] (italics are mine). John Wippel has translated "vir bene natus 
ad scientias" as follows: "man well fitted for the sciences"; cf. Boethius of Dacia, On the 
supreme good- On the eternity of the world - On dreams. Translation and Introduction by J. F. 
Wippel, Toronto 1987, 68-69. See also G. Fioravanti, La 'scientia sompnialis ' di Boezio di 
Dacia , in: Atti della Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, II. Classe di Scienze Morali, 
Storiche e Filologiche, 101 (1966-67), 329-69, at 335. 
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state of bene nasci , as a natural bodily gift which can dispose men to fur- 
ther intellectual achievements. The higher states, however, involve the 
previous degrees; because thinkers who reach the higher degrees of con- 
templation must be bene nati ad scientias ex parte corporis sui et animae . The 
'sciences' referred to here are the 'honourable' ones: ethics and natural 
science above all. Nevertheless, the skilful scholar in these fields must also 
master the basic disciplines, including grammar and logic. 

If my interpretation is correct, we could say that the vir bene natus stands 
to contemplations as the bachelor to the master, as the honestus et bonus vir 
to the tided nobleman. In other words, according to Boethius of Dacia, 
the expression bene natus indicates the good rational and emotional dis- 
position of a man, but at the same time presents him as a (necessary) 
link in a chain of human philosophical perfection. Being bene natus is the 
first rung on the ladder leading to nobility of the mind. 

10. John Buridan (ca. 1300-ca. 1360) 

John Buridan refers to bene natus while commenting Aristotle's Ethics , Book 7. 80 

In the second question he asks whether heroic virtue belongs to the 'sen- 
sibility': utrum virtus heroica sit in appetitu sensitivo . 

At first sight, it seems so. Indeed, according to Aristotle and his com- 
mentators (Eustratius is quoted) there are three hierarchical levels of the 
same mastery of the body: continence and both human and heroic virtue. 
To reach human perfection, that is to say felicitas , the mortification of 
lower passions is required. But such control of the emotions, to be nat- 
ural, cannot be exerted from the outside. The virtue required to mortify 
(inordinate) passions, namely, heroic virtue, must be in the same 'subject' 
as that to which the passions belong: 

80 I use Quaestiones Joannis Buridani super decern libros Ethicorum Aristotelis ad Mcomachum , Paris 
1513 [repr. Frankfurt 1968], if. cxLva-cxLir' The part of the text I deal with is also avail- 
able online, digitally transcribed by Fabienne Pironet, at 
http://mapageweb.umontreal.ca/pironetf (last consulted on February 2004). In the secondary 
literature I have found nothing on this particular topic apart from a fine footnote by 
Christophe Grellard (quoted at n. 90 below). Cf. C. Grellard, Amour de soi, amour du prochain. 
Nicolas d'Autrécourt, Jean Buridan et l'idée d'une morale laïque (autour de l'article condamné n° 66), 
in: P.J.J. M. Bakker (ed.), Chemins de la pensée médiévale. Études offertes à ̂ m°n Kaluza , Turnhout 
2002, 215-51, esp. 240. 
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Virtus mortificans passiones debet poni in subiecto ilio in quo passiones 
innatae sunt fieri; sed ipsae innatae sunt fieri in appetitu sensitivo; ideo 
etc.81 

The argument against this opinion is taken from the very meaning of 
heroic virtue, which is identified as 'divine' and ought to belong to the 
superior part of the soul: not to the appetite but the intellect: 

Oppositum arguitur: quia virtus heroica vocatur divina eo quod per earn 
homo maxime assimilatur diis; ergo heroica ponenda est in parte supe- 
riori. [. . .] Etiam videtur quod heroica sit ilia virtus in cuius opere 
consistit humana felicitas, sed secundum illam virtutem melior est vita 
quam secundum hominem. Habens enim earn, non secundum quod 
homo est, sic vivit secundum quod in eo divinum aliquid existit, ut dicit 
Aristoteles in decimo 'Ethicorurri'. 

Then Buridan sums up the different conceptions of heroic virtue,82 before 
presenting his own point of view. Here he introduces the notion of bene natus : 

Ego autem puto, secundum ea quae dixi in ultima quaestione primi libri, 
si per virtutem heroicam debeamus intelligere virtutem ad cuius perfec- 
tionem non possunt naturaliter attingere nisi bene nati , prout diximus in 
alia quaestione, quod virtus heroica ponenda sit et in appetitu sensitivo, 
tam/b/concupiscibili quam irascibili, et in appetitu intellectivo, et in 
intellectu practico et in intellectu speculativo. In omni enim appetitu 
nostro virtus moralis ponenda est, in omni parte intellectus virtus intel- 
lectualis, ut apparuit in primo libro et in sexto. 

81 lb, f. CXLV. 
82 "Multi ponunt istam virtutem heroicam in appetitu sensitivo propter rationes factas, 

sed non in appetitu concupiscibili sed in irascibili propter eius arduitatem. [2] Alii autem, 
propter rationes ad oppositum adductas, ponunt earn in volúntate". The third case Buridan 
records is interesting: "Et alii dicunt earn esse sapientiam in cuius opere dicunt humanam 
felicitatem consistere" (ib., f. cxlv). Cf. below n. 98. William of Ockham seemed to hold 
the opposite point of view. According to him, the concept of heroic virtue determines itself 
formally (viz. through the act of will), for the sake of God's honour, against all natural 
inclination. See Guillelmus de Ockham, Principium Bibliae sive quaestio de connexione virtutum , 
ed. J. C. Wey, in: Id, Quaestiones variae , St. Bonaventure, NY 1984 (Opera theologica, 8), 
336-37 and 354-55. At 336 [163-64] we read that "Actus imperativus formaliter (...) est 
generativus virtutis heroicae", and at 354 [323-29]: "Iustitia in quinto gradu, prout est vir- 
tus heroica perfecta in uno christiano, qui talem actum imperarei propter honorem Dei, 
non compati tur secum aliquod vitium nec defectum culpabilem propter eandem causam. 
Tarnen virtus heroica alicuius philosophi bene compatitur <secum> aliquod vitium, quia 
illae sunt alterius speciei, quia una habet Deum pro obiecto, alia non". 
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This said, Buridan then tries to reconcile the excellence of heroic virtue 
with the fact of its belonging to the 'lower' appetites. For, according to 
him it does not belong to a higher part of the soul, but does belong to 
a 'nobler subject', a more excellent man (Carlyle would say 'the Hero'), 
whose soul must be open to higher achievements: 

Quo concesso, rationabile est dicere quod vir bene natus ad talem gradům 
virtutis in appetitu sensitivo pervenire potest ad quem alii non pervenirent 
et, per consequens, etiam in intellectu et volúntate, propter in ipso 
sensum et appetitum sensitivům magis esse subiectos naturaliter intel- 
lectui et voluntati et in eis melius ministrare. 

The well-born man should naturally be self-controlled. This said, Buridan 
continues and refers to Aristotle's treatment of Hector, the Homeric hero 
who possessed such heroic virtue. 

So, as far as I see, the virtus heroica , according to Buridan, is the com- 
mon virtue of the noblest man, rather than the most noble virtue of the 
common man. As such it belongs to him as a whole, even if it refers 
mainly to the part due to which a man is the most noble: the intellect 
in full possession of itself: 

In vita autem contemplativa virtus heroica dicta principaliter est ipsa 
sapientia vel illa virtus in cuius opere consistit felicitas contemplativa, 
propter quam Commentator in prologo suo quo praemissit libro Physicorum 
dixit de Aristotele quod talem virtutem esse in individuo uno miraculo- 
sum et extraneum existit et quod si haec dispositio in homine reperitur, 
dignius foret esse divinus quam humanus.83 

In the same way, the indignity of man affects all parts of his being: both 
his body and the parts of his soul. This is what characterizes the bestia- 
lita^ ř, which is the final topic of the question. From the remarks in this 
section some elements may be gathered together which will help us to 
understand what is requisite to being bene natus . 

First of all, a good bodily complexion; meaning the absence of any 
disease of the bodily humours.84 In this sense the bene natus must be a 

83 Ib. Cf. Averroes, In Physicam , ed. Venice 1562, vol. 4, f. 5r. Some stimulating 
suggestions are now gathered in A. De Libera, Métaphysique et noêtique. Albert le Grand , 
Paris 2005 (Problèmes et controverses). 84 Buridan, Questiones in Ethicam, ed. Paris 1513, cxlv: "Alii amittunt usum rationis propter 
aegritudinem, ut qui maniaci efficiuntur vel mente alienati (...) nec talis bestiali tas est habi- 
tus moralis, sed est dispositio naturalis vel causalis existens subiective in organo sensus vel 
appetitus sensitivi". 
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man (vir), rather than a woman (; mulier ).85 Secondly, he must possess 
an innate, well-formed faculty of the imagination, which is to say a well- 
balanced sensibility, with the right connection between body and the 
sensitive operations of the soul.86 Finally, he must have right moral con- 
duct, according to reason which rejects vices and produces good habits. 

This third condition of right conduct, even if it does not oppose the 
others, represents an important addition (not always admitted by other 
Masters of Arts) which relativizes the biological conditions. The right con- 
duct requirement, in any case, indicates a strong intellectualistic approach 
by means of which the contraposition between sapiens and vulgus excludes 
any anti-intellectualistic solution (as we read, for instance, in Marguerite 
Pore te or, later and differently, Petrarch and Gerson). 

11. Nicholas of Autrecourt (ca. 1295-1369) 

In the prologue to his main philosophical work, the so-called Exigit ordo 
executionis ,87 Nicholas speaks of the well-born man. Arguing for a sort of 
scepticism about sensible knowledge, against the useless study of tradi- 
tional logic, and in favour of a philosophical knowledge apt to support 
ethical commitment, Nicholas writes: 

Cum etiam apparuit quod homines modicum debent adhaerere appar- 
entibus naturalibus, apud me hoc venit judicium quod, si hoc cognos- 
cerent bene nati communitatis politicae, converterent se ad res morís et 
adhaererent firmiter legi sacrae.88 

85 Women often have diseases, especially when they are gravid, "propter infectum esse 
appetitum a fumis ex retentis menstruis ascendentibus". The connection between the dis- 
cussion on female complexion, on the one side, and the courdy dispute "An mulier sit 
nobilis" (belonging to the most general one: "Quid est mulier?"), on the other side, is 
largely developed by Giovanni Boccaccio, in the same period; cf. Giovanni Boccaccio, 
Corbaccio or ' The Labyrinth of Love' ed. A. K. Cassell, Binghamton, N.Y. 1 993 2. See also 
the brilliant note by A. K. Cassell, 7/ Corbaccio' and the Secundus Tradition , in: Comparative 
Literature, 25 (1974), 352-60. 86 Ib.: "Quidam enim a nativitate carent usu rationis propter orbitatem seu defectum 
virtu tis ymaginativae vel cogitativae". 87 I use the edition of the text established by J. R. O'Donnell, Nicholas of Autrecourt , in: 
Mediaeval Studies, 1 (1939), 179-280. On Nicholas, see Z. Kaluza, Nicolas d'Autrécourt. Ami 
de la vérité , in: Histoire littéraire de la France , t. 42/1, Paris 1995, 22-43. 88 Nicolaus de Utricuria, Exigit ordo , Prima Pars Primi Prologi, ed. O'Donnell 1939 
(n. 87), 181 [36-41]. A second occurence stresses the logical competence of the natural 
born philosopher, at 184 [7-11]: "<Non> remanens in superficie, sed quasi penetrans ipsas 
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Here, the 'well-born' men represent the civil elite, rather than philosophers, 
even if they are public pupils for instruction in philosophy. The restric- 
tion of meaning (the specification communitatis politicai ) probably explains 
this reference to politicali context. The well-born men of the community 
are those who learn philosophy in order to become governors and min- 
isters of the Res publica. The fact that they also have to study logic is 
noteworthy. 

In the Articuli condemnati (first half of 1 346), we find an even more inter- 
esting occurrence of the expression 

6 bene natus' At n. 55 the censors recall 
that Master Nicholas sponsored a course on Aristotle's Politics dealing with 
the subject of justice.89 In one of the questions, he had said that there 
were cases in which robbery would be permitted. The example Nicholas 
gave is the following: Imagine a young student, well fitted for the sciences, 
meeting a master offering to teach him all the principles of knowledge 
and asking him for payment of fees in a short time. If the student can- 
not obtain that money except by theft or deception, then he may morally 
steal or defraud the money. The student is justified by the philosophical 
principle that one must do what is honest to the present moment. To 
learn about the structure of created being is definitively good in the eyes 
of God; ergo , etc.: 

Ponatur quod sit aliquis iuvenis bene natus , qui inveniat aliquem, qui in 
brevi velit ipsum instruere in omni scientia speculativa, que potest haberi 
de rebus creatis, et non velit facere nisi ille iuvenis det sibi centum libras, 
quas ille iuvenis habere non potest nisi per furtum. Dixit [Nicholas], 
quod ilio casu furtum erat licitum illi iuveni, quod probat sic: Quod est 
amabile Deo, est faciendum. Sed quod iste iuvenis acquirat suam per- 
fectionem in predictis, est amabile Deo. Et non potest per alium modum 
[fieri], ut dictum est, quam per furtum, ergo furtum est faciendum.90 

res perceptivus causarum, ille est recti judicii; nam apparet quod talis potest pervenire usque 
ad conceptos proprios in quibus continetur Veritas quaesiti. In hoc considèrent bene nati ad 
judicandum a qualibus processerunt intellectibus doctrine hominum" (italics are mine). The 
bene nati represent the heroes of human knowledge. 89 "Quicunque voluerit audire librum Politicorum Aristotelis una cum quibusdam questionibus, 
in quibus disceptatur de iusto et iniusto, per quas ... poterat novas leges condere, conditas, 
si que sint corrigenda, corrigere (...)". Cf. Nicholas of Autrecourt, Proclamatio presumptuosa, 
art. 56, ed. by L. M. de Rijk, in: Ch. Grellard (ed.), Nicolas d'Autrécourt, Correspondance - 
Articles condamnés , Paris 2001 (Sic et Non), 150. 90 Art. 56, in: Grellard 2001 (n. 89), 150; cf. ib., 181-82 n. 140: "(...) L'homme bene 
natus est donc celui qui possède l'habilité (deinotica) et la prudence ( phronesis ), ainsi que les 
bonnes moeurs". 
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Such teaching was condemned as heretical {hereticum quoad determinationerri). 
The position held by Nicholas seems quite radical in its consequences. 
In any case, for his argument to work, the young freeborn and skilful 
student must be in a necessary relation with his own perfection, that is 
to say, to arrive at 'speculative' competence about created being through 
philosophical studies. Such connection presupposes that the young man 
has all the predispositions needed to achieve the task; these are the same 
dispositions required by heroic virtue according to John Buridan, apart 
from ethical commitment. 

That said, Nicholas's account of intellectual nobility does not match 
other aspects of the notion we have seen in others, for instance, in Boethius 
of Dacia. The nature of the text we have at our disposal (the Articuli is 
a list compiled by ecclesiastical censors, not a systematic work by Nicholas) 
leave us without a conclusive answer. However, let us note some partic- 
ulars. First, there is an explicit reference to both lack of money and the 
need for it; this reference sounds bizarre, since according to the common 
medieval idea of nobility (in this respect a clerical idea, but nevertheless 
also accepted by laymen): vere philosophantes contemnunt pecuniam. Secondly, 
this common doctrine tended to punish nobles and freemen more severely, 
since great dignity means great responsibility and, as Bartolo of Sassoferrato 
says, magis puniuntur nobiles quam ignobiles .91 Thirdly, considering that such 
a young man 'of natural ability' seems to be isolated from the context 
of social hierarchy; this promising iuvenis , indeed, is hardly a link in an 
intellectual chain of wise men; he pays his master and in brevi learns all 
the theoretical knowledge he wishes; he shows no commitment, for instance, 
to the teaching of other young freeborn men. Perhaps this last reflection 
seems hasty; however another article could confirm my reading. 

In article n. 23 Nicholas breaks with the fundamental logic of the notion 
of nobility, in denying the possibility of maintaining the superiority or 
excellence of one being to another: Non potest evidenter ostendi nobilitas unius 
rei super aliam?2 No one, having grown up in the chools, had ever dared 

91 Even if, on the other hand, noblemen cannot be punished like common people "eisdem 
poenis"; cf. Ascheri 1991 (n. 17), 79. 92 Grellard 2001 (n. 89), 138. The art. 24 recalls a cognate idea: "(. . .) Quacunque re 
demonstrata nullus seit evidenter, quin ipsa excedat in nobilitate omnes alias-Revoco 
tamquam falsum, hereticum et blasfemum". At n. 25 Nicholas denies the equivalence of 
God with the ens nobilissimum. One could note, however, that the point of view according 
to which all entities are alike should be seen in the context of Nicholas's atomism: this is 
an ontological point and has little to do with the debates about both intellectual nobility 
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to say that. Once again, Nicholas reveals himself as a nonconformist thinker, 
rejecting the scholastic idea of nobility (even if keeping one of its significant 
key expressions in use), but he does not substitute for it any 'mystical' 
alternative notion. In his time, he set himself outside the neo-peripatetic 
as well as the ecclesiastic networks; and he probably paid for this with 
his rupture with the schools. 

12. Nobilities of the Medieval Mind: a Provisional Account 

At the close of this first engagement with a heterogeneous set of theo- 
logical and philosophical texts of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, 
we can summarize some different conceptualisations of 'nobility': 

a. The political concept: It was developed primarily by jurists and 
probably has its most influential champion in Bartolo of Sassoferrato. 
In this sense, the notion of nobility must be connected to that of a 
(particular) community and cannot exist without being certified by 
explicit public laws or statutes.93 Any 'ontological' nobility of sin- 
gular individuals94 is rejected as unacceptable within a Christian 
framework, so that the notion only functions in a political context. 
Moreover, nobility, as such, does not require virtue, but only princely 
recognition. It represents the medieval equivalent of a legal-positivist 
concept of nobility, according to which there is no privileged or 
'natural' status prior to, or independent of a defined juridical status. 

b. The philosophical 'peripatetic' concept: Dante sets forth in Book IV 
of The Banquet , and even if it permits various interpretations, such 
a notion admits, to some degree, an ontological hierarchy of the 
human being grounded in the use of 'philosophical' reason, con- 
necting nobility with intellectual virtue. Moreover, the conceptuali- 
sation of emotions and human sensualitas plays a vital role: one of 

and the excellence of philosophical profession. Here I limit myself to stress a possible anal- 
ogy between different fields of application of the notion of 'nobility'. I am aware, in other 
words, of a possible one-sideness of my reading, under the light shed by J. R. Weinberg, 
Nicolaus of Autrecourt. A Study in 14th Century Thought , New York 19692, 149-62 and 237-38; 
and by Ch. Grellard, Croire et savoir. Les principes de la connaissance selon Nicolas d'Autrécourt , 
Paris 2005, 29-38 ("Le statut de la spéculation"), esp. 33, n. 1. 

93 Cf. G. Salvemini, La dignità cavalleresca nel Comune di Firenze e altri scritti , ed. by E. 
Sestan, Milan (2nd ed.) 1972, 99ff. and Carpi 2004 (n. 36), 258-59. 94 The ontological hierarchy of beings, i.e. the scale of different species, is of course 
maintained. 
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the conditions for becoming a noble thinker, in fact, is to be well- 
born; that is to say, to have a better mind-body configuration which 
facilitates the control of passions.95 This article explored aspects of 
the philosophical notion, albeit from a narrow perspective, following 
some interpretations of the peripatetic formula ' vir bene natus' 

c. The radical Christian concept of nobility, according to which a man 
is a true noble-man sola gratia : It refers to ancient sources (such as 
the Stoic tripartite division of beatitude and the Gnostic taxonomy 
of pneumatic, psychic and material men), but is engaged for polem- 
ical purposes with the other competing notions (< a and b). In some 
cases (e.g. Marguerite Porete) the reformulation and criticism of the 
'peripatetic' sense (b) seems to me explicit and indubitable. Some 
conservative theologians, such as Jean Gerson, at the beginning of 
the fifteenth century, seemed to have shared such a 'mystical' notion 
of nobility, useful for contrasting and correcting the 'independence' 
of the Schools.96 

d. The onto-logical notion of 'nobility' (I would call it 'meta-nobility'): 
Even if this has not been directly treated in this article,97 it must 
be mentioned here. For, in the use of arguments, one of the common 
scholastic strategies, up to the time of Leibniz, was to 'decide' for 

95 The medieval concept of sensualitas (both as 'sensibility' and 'sensuality') still deserves 
accurate study. Some reflections on this topic may be found in my paper 'Sensualitas' 
d'Abélard à Albert le Grand , presented at the international Conference "De l'âme animale à 
l'animal machine: théories des fonctions sensorielles et émotives de XIIème au XVIIème 
siècles", organised by the Centre of excellence 'History of Mind' ( Departement of Systematic 
Theology, University of Helsinki) in collaboration with the French E.H.E.S.S. (Institut 
Finlandais, Paris, November 15-16, 2004). The article will appear soon (granted James 4, 15). 
On the theme of the 'noble passion of love' ("amor heroicus"), see M. F. Wack, Lovesickness 
in the Middle Ages. The ' Viaticum 9 and Its Commentaries , Philadelphia 1990, 51-73 and 276-81. 
Some of the characteristics recalled still today, to justify the 'sexuality' of nobility, are sur- 
prisingly similar; cf. e.g. D. Quint, Passioni nobili: l'aristocrazia e la storia del romanzo , in: Annali 
della Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, Series IV, 5 (2000), 601-20. 96 Gerson used c, but tempered it with the juridical interpretation a. Cf. J. Gerson, De 
nobilitate , ed. P. Glorieux, in: Id., Oeuvres complètes , vol. 9, Paris 1973, 476-99, at 476: 
"Quoniam non est nobilitas sine principátu quodam". This treatise opens with a quota- 
tion of the Gospel (Lk 19, 12): "A certain nobleman went into a far country to receive 
for himself a kingdom, and to return". This is the very same beginning as Meister Eckhart's 
Von dem edeln menschen. Cf. De Libera 2003 (n. 36), 336. A less developed example of a 
mixed interpretation (this time of b and c), is asserted by Henry de Villena (d. 1434). Cf. 
P. M. Cátedra, ' Exégesis- Ciencia~ Literatura. La Exposición del salmo 'Quoniam videbo' de Emrique 
de Villena. , Madrid 1985, 104-07 [324-33, 359-95] and 117 [597-6021. 97 See nn. 14 and 15 above. 
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the nobler conclusion. Examples of such argumentation follow the 
principle that, given two elements, either one is less noble and depen- 
dent upon the other (nobler) element, or both are dependent upon 
a third element that is nobler than both {ubi duo, unus ab altero , etc.). 

Apart from point d (which deserves a separate and detailed treatment on 
both logical and metaphysical niveau ), we can easily see that each con- 
cept of nobility entails a tendency toward the dialectical rejection of the 
(two) others. Two of those notions, a and c , could co-exist under certain 
conditions. But the relation between them and b must be exclusive. 

Indeed, we assist those efforts which tend to blend the first three con- 
cepts (a, b and c) into different steps of a unique 'historical5 idea of excel- 
lence. The value of having a good educational training and belonging to 
a 'good' community could temper the radicalism of c. According to such 
a conception, which I call the moderate Christian concept of nobility, 
divine grace ordinarie acts through history and by mean of historical medi- 
ation (for instance, through the teaching of noble theological schools). 
Nevertheless, the irenic reading was a practical tendency in philosophy 
rather than an actual conception. 

Moreover, each idea (again, apart from d) becomes an expression of a 
characteristic social and institutional network, the members of which are 
recruited or undergo formation in part because they share a particular 
and exclusive ideal of human excellence. In a more specific sense, each 
'School of thought' tended to represent, more or less implicitly, a par- 
ticular kind of nobility; each had a shared common language, a common 
set of references and a privileged 

' 
bibliothèque imaginaire' The expres- 

sion ' vir bene natus' as we have seen, also became a sort of shibboleth of 
a philosophical neo-Aristotelian network that, in recent years, has been well- 
researched from other perspectives.98 Such a shibboleth, incidentally, reveals 
as well some elements of the paradigm of the 'Philosopher Gentleman', 
one which was to have a long life in modern Europe's courtly society." 

98 Luca Bianchi and Gianfranco Fioravanti have illustrated this aspect well. See, for 
both a perspective and a selected bibliography, L. Bianchi, Felicità intellettuale, ' ascetismo ' 
e 'arabismo': nota sul 'De summo bono 3 di Boezio di Dacia , in: Bettetini and Paparella 2005 (n. 68), 
13-34. 
99 For background, the classical works by Norbert Elias are still the required references 

(in particular his study of the historical process of 'educating the emotions'). Cf. also 
A.A. Robiglio, Between Language and Likemindedness : Some Aspects of the Concept of 'conversatio 
civilis3 from Aquinas to Guazzo , in: L. Nauta (ed.), Language and Cultural Change: Aspects of the 
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13. The Meaning of 
c Well- born Man y 

(vir bene natus) and the Importance of 
Having Been Studied in One ! Noble ' School 

Summing up: the man bene natus will be of good birth, from 'honest'100 
(if not rich) parents; he will be physically fit, without any major bodily 
defects; he will be good-natured, will possess natural intelligence, ability, 
and talents which may be developed during his early education 'under a 
good master'. Thanks to his having studied in a prestigious school,101 he 

Study and Use of Language in the Later Middle Ages and the Renaissance , Leuven 2006, 113-32. 
A stimulating reading is still J. Huizinga, Geschonden Wereld. Een beschouwing over de /cansen 
op herstel van onze beschaving (1943-1945), in: Id., Verzamelde Werken , VII, Haarlem 1950, 
477-606, esp. 483-84 and 575-78. Additionally, the quotation taken from Charles Le Maitre 
(n. 1) is related to a meaning of 'bene natus ' that was open to still richer use; in the same 
sense I could quote other English and French seventeenth- and eighteenth-century authors. 
In the British universities, proud of their ancient traditions as well as of their jargon, there 
are interesting uses of the expression ' bene natus ' ('well-born' or 'born to gladness'), employed 
to signify the young undergraduate student apt for further achievements and for a bril- 
liant career. An example might be the Oxford commonplace, according to which matric- 
ulae must be well dressed, bene nati et módíce dočti. Henry Duff Traill, in his witty biography 
of Lawrence Sterne, still employed late-medieval scholastic distinctions: on the one hand, 
when dealing with the good bodily disposition which included a certain light-heartness and 
generosity of character, Traill used the expression 'good-naturated'; on the other hand, he 
used the Latin expression bene natus when referring to the School's training under 'an able 
master' and the appartenance to a cultural established elite. Describing Sterne's own entry 
into the University, Traill comments: "The selection of Jesus College was a natural one: 
Sterne's great-grandfather, later Archbishop, had been its Master, and had founded schol- 
arships there, to one of which the young sizar was, a year after his admission, elected. 
No inference can, of course, be drawn from this as to Sterne's proficiency, or even indus- 
try, in his academic studies: it is scarcely more than a testimony to the fact of decent and 
regular behaviour. He was bene natus, in the sense of being related to the right man, the 
founder" (H. D. Traill, Sterne, London 1882, 14). 100 The sense of the Latin word "honestum" had a wide web of connotations I cannot 
study here. For the Renaissance debate concerning the use of ' honestum' in the Latin trans- 
lations of Aristotle's Ethics, cf. A. Birkenmajer, Der Streit des Alfonso von Cartagena mit Leonardo 
Bruni Aretino, in Id., Etudes d'histoire des sciences et de la philosophie du Moyen Age, Wroclaw- 
Warswa-Kraków 1970 (Studia Copernicana, 1) 405-86, esp. 452-54. See also the bibliog- 
raphy appended to P. Cherchi, L'onestade e l'onesto raccontare del 'Decameron', Fiesole 2004. A 
further hint for clarifying the relation between "nasci" and "bene nasci" could be found 
in an analogy taken from logic: cf. A. Grondeux, Le ' Grecismus 3 d'Evrard de Béthune à travers 
ses gloses entre grammaire positive et grammaire spéculative du XIIIe et XIVe siècle, Turhout 2000, 
176-78 (on the distinction "esse'V'bene esse") and the second Prologue, 497-51 1; look at 499: 
"de esse philosophie naturalis" [76-77] vs. "de bene esse naturalis philosophie" [78-80]; 
and again at 507 [285-91]. 101 A prestigious Academy must have a prestigious founder (like Aristode or, later in 
the fifteenth century, Plato) as well as a long tradition of teaching referring to him: these 
are two prerequisites for the nobility of a school. An explicit (though isolated) reflection 
on the nobility of a school of thought can be found in Dionisotti 1955 (n. 20). 
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will have gained competence in logic, a sound knowledge of Aristotle's 
works, and will have learned the natural sciences in order to be able to 

explain natural phenomena, both per causas and per effectus. This having 
been done, he will become ipso facto a member of the intellectual elite 
and, as such, his behaviour will always be 'measured by Reason' (even 
if interpretations of the meaning of 'reason' and 'measure' may be 

disputed). 
Moreover, attending a school in which higher 'scientific' training is 

offered and illustrious masters teach, becomes a condition of the Bildung 
of a man 'born to gladness'; correspondingly, the nobility of the school 
is also established by its having bene nati students. 

In the course of the fifteenth century, nonetheless, the University grad- 
ually lost its monopoly on such higher education. The idea of a 'school 
of thought' as independent from political authority and nevertheless 

deserving the academic reputation for offering the most noble knowledge, 
loses its appeal and (to some extent) its historical reality.102 The true 'nobil- 

ity of wisdom' left the Peripatetic school, when scholars resituated Aristotle 
in a more varied landscape by presenting him in complete (and now also 

original Greek) editions, instead of the anonymous company of barbaric 

gothic florilegia. 
While Dante boasted the authority of having attended 'the schools of 

the philosophers' (and, according to an ancient biographical tradition, he 
had travelled to Paris, because it was the mother of scholastic wisdom), 
Petrarch (though he first thought of being a 'laureate' in Paris) preferred 
to go to Rome, beneath its laurels sub Imperatoris umbra , far from any aca- 
demic milieu. This evolution has been illustrated in some of Carlo Dionisotti's 
studies: in courtly society (and an eminent centre of this world was the 
Roman Curia) the theme of the nobility of the thinker did not lose its 

importance, but it did change its nature and references. 'Honour' and 

102 The non-scholastic idea of 'school of thought', generally speaking, is indebted to 
Humanist pedagogical thought. I presented a narrow case-study of this, with reference to 
the University of Pavia during the mid-fifteenth century, in my paper Pour la lecture de V 
4 Encomium sancti Thome Aquinatis ' de Lorenzo Valla (Rome: le 7 mars 1457), presented at the 
International Conference Tarameters of Intellectual Change from 1370 to 1500' (Leuven, 
June 17-20, 2003); cf. the review by K. Emery jr., in: Bulletin de philosophie médiévale, 
45 (2003), 246-47. This shift, of course, had different dates and colourations according to 
different countries and people. In Germany, for instance, the imperial foundation of the 
universities must be considered also with reference to the framing of something as a 
'national' elite. 
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'glory' became its prominent aspects, and the main ennobling powers 
Prince and Pope - powers against whom the two Renaissance paradigms 
of nobility were formed, in the figures of the Courtier and the Cardinal. 
So John of Lucena, in the fifteenth century, could write: luego los cardenales 
son los beatos. 

Freiburg im Breisgau 
Philosophisches Seminar 
Albert-Ludwigs- Universität 
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Does the Habit Make the Nun? 
A Case Study of Heloise's Influence on Abelard' s Ethical Philosophy 

BROOKE HEIDENREICH FINDLEY 

Abstract 
A careful reading of Heloise's letters reveals both her contribution to Abelarďs 
ethical thought and the differences between her ethical concerns and his. In 
her letters, Heloise focuses on the innate moral qualities of the inner person 
or animus. Hypocrisy - the misrepresentation of the inner person through false 
outer appearance, exemplified by the potentially deceitful religious habit or 
habitus - is a matter of great moral concern to her. When Abelard responds 
to Heloise's ideas, first in his letters to her and later in his Collationes and 
Scito te ipsum , he turns the discussion away from her original interests. He 
transforms her metaphor of the habitus as false appearance into a discussion 
of another type of habitus , the habitual process of acquiring virtue, and inte- 
grates her focus on the animus into his developing ideas about sin as inten- 
tion. Examining the differences between Heloise's ethical thought and Abelard's 
allows us to appreciate the distinct contributions of both. 

Recent scholarship has begun to recognize Heloise, not only for her 

impressive literary talent, but for her philosophical contribution, particu- 
larly in the area of ethics. Increasingly, scholars are realizing that the 
famous letters addressed by Heloise to Abelard can also be read as an 
ethical treatise. Andrea Nye has shown how "[Heloise's] views on love, 
religious devotion, and language [present] an alternative to philosophic 
method as it is conceived by Abelard."1 Constant Mews has examined 
Heloise's ethical thought on love, inner disposition and intentionality and 
concluded, not only that Heloise's ethical philosophy is significantly different 
from Abelard's, but that her influence on him in this area was "decisive."2 

1 Andrea Nye, A Woman's Thought or a Man's Discipline? The Letters of Abelard and Heloise , 
in: Hypatia, 7.3 (1992), 1-22, esp. 1. 2 Constant Mews, The Lost Love Letters of Heloise and Abelard , New York 1999, 135. For 
overviews of Heloise's ethics, see 116-17, 131-35 and 138-39. See also Mews, Philosophical 
Themes in the Epistolae Duorum Amantium , in: Bonnie Wheeler (ed.), Listening to Heloise: the Voice 
of a Twelfth-Century Woman , New York 2000, 35-52. 

© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2006 Vivarium 44,2-3 
Also available online - www.brill.nl/viv 
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When he turned to writing ethical works late in life, Mews argues: "Abelard 
came closer to acknowledging [Heloise's] concerns, without ever explic- 
itly acknowledging her contribution."3 

This article takes as its subject one specific case in which Heloise's 
influence on Abelard's ethical thought is apparent: a debate between the 
famous couple over the nature and ethical implications of hypocrisy, 
loosely organized around the image of the habitus , or nun's habit. This 
debate begins in the couple's well-known exchange of letters, but it does 
not end there. Abelard continues to reflect on it in two ethical works 
that were most likely written after the letter exchange: his Collationes (or 
Dialogue of a Philosopher with a Jew and a Christian ), and Scito te ipsum (or 
Ethics). 4 Yet the question as Abelard treats it in these works moves away 
from Heloise's original concerns. What begins as Heloise's discussion of 
sincerity and hypocrisy, of inner self and outer covering, ultimately becomes 
Abelard's examination of intention, consent and the struggle for virtue. 

The habitus debate provides a striking example of the phenomenon for 
which Mews has argued: Heloise did indeed have a profound, frequently 
unacknowledged influence on Abelard's ethical thought. As the following 
discussion will show, passages of his ethical philosophy can be traced 
directly to concerns raised in her letters. However, the habitus debate also 
highlights some significant differences between Heloise's ethical preoccu- 
pations and Abelard's. While the ethical problems that Abelard takes up 
are manifestly inspired by Heloise, his treatment of them remains uniquely 
his own. Examining such points of disjunction permits us to continue the 
process that scholars like Mews and Nye have begun: to separate Heloise's 
philosophy from Abelard's in order to appreciate, not only her influence 
on her famous husband, but the value of her thought in its own right. 

3 Mews 1999, 172. 4 Dating Abelard's works is a difficult issue that will be treated in more detail below, 
note 46. The letters are typically dated around 1133, soon after the Historia calamitatimi 
(1132). The Collationes are controversial in date, but I accept Allen's arguments that they 
probably date from after the letter exchange with Heloise. See Julie A. Allen, On the Dating 
of Abailard's Dialogus: A Reply to Mews , in: Vivarium, 36 (1998), 135-51. Payer also dates 
the Collationes from sometime between 1 136-39. See Pierre J. Payer, A Dialogue of a Philosopher 
with a Jew and a Christian , Toronto 1979, 6-8. The Scito te ipsum seems to have been in circu- 
lation among Abelard's disciples by 1 139. See D.E. Luscombe, Peter Abelard's Ethics , Oxford 
1971, XXX. 
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I. Heloise Raises the Question 

Heloise devotes her first two letters to Abelard - her so-called "personal 
letters" - to an examination of her own guilt and innocence, both in her 
former state as Abelard's lover and in her present state as an outwardly 
successful abbess. Her concern is, continually, with the interrogation of 
her own sincerity. What proves that her love for Abelard was selfless and 
purely motivated? What, on the other hand, were the motivations for her 
religious conversion, and what are the ethical implications of her appar- 
ent success in the religious life? Heloise emerges from these letters as a 
self-identified "sincere hypocrite": the sincerity of her love for Abelard is 
inextricably tied up with her religious hypocrisy, and her apparent con- 
version is false precisely because her love for Abelard is true. That she 
has taken the veil out of love for Abelard and following his command- 
ment stands as proof both of the selflessness of her love for him and the 
hypocrisy of her outward commitment to God.5 

Throughout her interrogation of sincerity and hypocrisy, Heloise insists 
on the primacy of the inner self, or animus (mind, soul).6 For Heloise, the 
inner self represents the core essence of the person, and hypocrisy con- 
sists in seeking to conceal that inner self. Hence, she interrogates the 
nature of her love for Abelard by asking "quem animum in te semper habuerim"1 
(what affections I always had towards you; or, literally, what soul I always 
had in you); and demonstrates her continued desire for him by describ- 
ing the erotic memories that " nostro infixa sunt animo "8 (are fixed in my 
soul). The primacy of the inner self for Heloise forms part of a larger 
system of contrasts that she sets up between inside and outside, the inner 

person and external appearance, the spiritual and the corporeal. These 

5 Heloise, Epistola 1 , ed. Eric Hicks, La Vie et les Epistres Pierres Abaelart et Heloys sa Fame , 
Paris-Genève 1991, 52, 67. All references to the Latin text of the Epistolae of Heloise and 
Abelard will be from the Hicks edition; English translations of the letters will be my own. 

6 Latin distinguishes between the animus (the rational soul, mind or conscience; also used 
to refer to the passions or the heart) and the anima (the spirit or life, literally the breath). 
See Oxford Latin Dictionary , ed. P.G.W. Glare, Oxford 1982, 132, 134-35. Heloise consis- 
tently uses the term animus to refer to what I have termed the inner self; she specifically 
places the animus in opposition to those parts of the individual that she considers to be 
exterior. I have translated animus as soul or mind. 

7 Heloise, Eto. 1, 51. 
8 Heloise, Ep. 2, 66. 
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opposing concepts are apparent in the following passage, in which Heloise 
dramatically accuses herself of hypocrisy: 

Castam me predicant, qui non deprehendunt ypocritam; munditiam car- 
nis conferunt in virtu tem: cum non sit corporis sed animi virtus, aliq- 
uid laudis apud homines habens, nichil apud Deum mereor, qui cordis 
et renum probator est et in abscondito videt.9 

People declare me to be chaste, who do not perceive [that I am] a hyp- 
ocrite. They ascribe purity of the flesh to virtue, but since virtue is not 
of the body but of the soul [ animus ], I have some praise from men but 
do not deserve any from God, who is the judge of heart and entrails 
and sees what is hidden. 

In proclaiming that "virtue is not of the body but of the soul," Heloise 
opposes the physical to the spiritual, and what is manifest to "what is 
hidden" - specifically, what is inside the body (the "heart and entrails"). 

Heloise employs the image that will particularly spark Abelard's inter- 
est, that of the habit, as just one component of this system of oppositions. 
In her first letter, she uses the habit as a metonymy of external appearance, 
placing it in parallel with the body and opposing it to the inner self: 

Ad tuam statim jussionem tam habitům ipsa quam animum immutarem, 
ut te tam corporis mei quam animi unicum possessorem ostenderem.10 

Immediately at your command I myself changed my habit and my mind 
[ animus ] alike, that I might show you to be the sole possessor of my 
body and mind alike. 

Although Heloise here suggests a harmonious correspondence between 
her external and internal aspects, in her second letter she instead employs 
the religious habit as a metaphor of her own hypocrisy, using it to refer 
to the purely outward aspects of her conversion: 

Tua me ad religionis habitům jussio, non divina traxit dilectio. . . . Diu 
te, sicut et muitos, simulado mea fefellit, ut religioni deputares ypochrisim.11 
Your command brought me to the religious habit, not divine love. . . . 
For a long time, my feigning deceived you as it did many others, so 
that you took hypocrisy for religion. 

9 Heloise, Ep. 2, 67. 10 Heloise, Et). 1, 49. 
11 Heloise, Ep. 2, 67. 
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Heloise's reference to her nun's habit is closely followed by a reference 
to hypocrisy as a form of simulating (simulatio). Her choice of word sug- 
gests a link between the religious habit and the adoption of a deceitful 
appearance, since simulatio has a visual connotation.12 In the lines that 
follow, she develops these connections further, challenging Abelard to rec- 
ognize her hypocrisy by looking beyond her habitus (which might be read 
here not only as "clothing," but as "appearance") to her "internal disease": 

Nemo medicina peri tus interiorem morbum ex exterioris habitus inspec- 
tione dijudicat. Nulla quicquid meriti apud Deum optinent, que repro- 
bis eque ut electis communia sunt. Hec autem ea sunt que exterius 
aguntur, que nulli sanctorum tam studiose peragunt quantum ypochrite.13 
No one experienced in medicine judges an internal disease by an inspec- 
tion of external habit [clothing/ appearance] . Those things that the repro- 
bates and the elect have in common do not gain any merit in God's 
eyes. Those are certainly the things that are done outwardly, which none 
of the saints perform as fervently as the hypocrites. 

Here, Heloise links the external appearance or habit with the outward 
works that have gained her the praise of many, including Abelard. Neither 
her actions nor her dress, she argues, should be taken as representative 
of her internal state. 

Heloise's imagery of hypocrisy as a contrast between internal self and 
external appearance or actions is familiar to us today, and it also speaks 
to a rich medieval tradition. In particular, the association between hypocrisy 
and clothing as concealing covering goes back long before Heloise. In his 
homily on the Sermon on the Mount, Augustine termed hypocrites "wolves 
in sheep's clothing," and the association between this biblical image and 
the figure of the hypocrite quickly attained proverbial status.14 Already, 

12 Heloise's use of the term simulatio may also be a nod to Gregory's discussion of the 
simulator , as he calls the figure of the hypocrite in his Moralia in lob. According to Gregory, 
the simulator has an "inordinate and obsessive love of praise"; similarly, Heloise recognizes 
that her own thirst for Abelard's praise has led her to perform hypocritically religious 
actions. See Frederic Amory, Whited Sepulchres: The Semantic History of Hypocrisy to the High 
Middle Ages, in: Recherches de Théologie ancienne et médiévale, 53 (1986), 5-39, esp. 25-30. 
Gregory, like Heloise, also associates the hypocrite with clothing: the hypocrite's clothing 
is double, like the mixed wool and linen forbidden in Deuteronomy, Amory 1986, 26. 13 Heloise, Ep. 2, 68. 14 Augustine, De sermone Domini in monte , ed. Almut Mutzenbecher, Turnholt 1967 (Corpus 
Christianorum, Series Latina, 35), 132. Matthew 7:15 already contains the image of the 
wolf in sheep's clothing, used to describe "false prophets," but to my knowledge Augustine 
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in the Carolingian satire De Hypocritis , Theodulfus uses the phrase to refer 
specifically to the hypocritical monks who are the butt of his criticism: 
"A loose hood covers the head, an ulterior motive the mind,/ Uncarded 
wool the limbs, sheep's clothing the wolf. / The cloak outside is double 
[lined], the heart within two-faced."15 Sartorial hypocrisy among monks 
and nuns was also a favorite topic of many of Heloise's contemporaries: 
Peter Damian, St. Bernard, John of Salisbury, and Guibert of Nogent all 
spilled ink on the subject.16 And, well after Heloise, such 13th century 
writers as Jean de Meun and Rutebeuf would re-use Augustine's image 
as they elaborated on the tradition, again and again employing the reli- 
gious habit as a metaphor for religious hypocrisy.17 

For Heloise in these two letters, the metaphor of the habit functions 
primarily as a rhetorical tool: it allows her to locate the self in an interior 
space, independent of its exterior covering.18 The importance that Heloise 
assigns to the animus , and the recurring images of interiority that she asso- 
ciates with it, place her squarely within the traditions of Roman Stoicism19 

is the first to associate the metaphor specifically with hypocrites, thus validating a direct 
link between clothing and hypocrisy. 15 Quoted in Amory 1986 (n. 12), 31. 16 Amory 1986, 31-33. 17 The hypocritical monk Faux Semblant, who exploits his religious habit as a deceit- 
ful disguise, all the while insisting that "the habit does not make the monk," plays an 
important part in Jean de Meun's Roman de la Rose. Faux Semblant's discussion of sarto- 
rial hypocrisy contains a specific reference to the "wolf in sheep's clothing." See Jean de 
Meun, Le Roman de la Rose , 11. 11127-11139, ed. Armand Strubel, Paris 1992, 594. Jean's 
concern with hypocrisy owes a debt to the poems of Rutebeuf. Jean's reference to the 
wolf in sheep's clothing echoes Rutebeuf's discussion of hypocritical clothing in his Discorde 
de l'Université et des Jacobins. See Rutebeuf, Discorde de l'Université et des Jacobins , 11. 41-56, 
Oeuvres complètes , eds. Edmond Farai and Julia Bastin, Paris 1959, t. 1, 240-41. See also 
Strubel 1992, 595 n. 1. Jean takes the name Faux Semblant from Rutebeuf's Complainte 
de Guillaume de Saint Amour , 11. 78-86, Bastin and Farai eds. 1959, t. 1, 261-62. See also 
Strubel 1992, 585 n. 2. 

18 Heloise's interest in the inner self may extend to her other, less examined writings. 
Mews 1999, 131-34, has shown that a rhetoric of interiority or "inner disposition" plays 
a key part, not only in Heloise's better-known letters but in an earlier, anonymous letter 
collection that Mews believes should be attributed to Abelard and Heloise. 

19 As Gretchen Reydam-Schils explains, even though the Stoic tradition in general views 
body and soul as "closely interwoven," "in the Roman Stoics the emphasis on interiority 
is striking." Reydam-Schils, The Roman Stoics: Self, Responsibility, and Affection , Chicago 2005, 
35. Scholars have noted Abelard's affinities with the Stoics, most importantly in his devel- 
opment of an ethics based on consent and intention. See Calvin Normore, Abelard's Stoicism 
and its Consequences , in: Steven K. Strange and Jack Zupko (eds), Stoicism: Traditions and 
Transformations , Cambridge 2004, 132-47; Peter King, Abelard's Intentionalist Ethics , in: The 
Modern Schoolman, 72 (1995), 228-31; Gerard Verbeke, The Presence of Stoicism in Medieval 
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and Augustinián dualism.20 By contrast, Abelard's reply to Heloise will 
be informed by an Aristotelian universe, in which the term "habit" stands 
at the center of a rich array of associations that go far beyond its link 
to deceitful appearance. The Aristotelian importance of the term may 
explain why, when Abelard takes on the questions of sincerity and hypocrisy 
that Heloise has posed, he does so almost exclusively through a discus- 
sion of the habit, making what was for her one metaphor among many 
into the primary focus of his argument.21 

II. Abelarďs Reply: Two Black Brides 

In his reply to Heloise's second letter, Abelard returns twice to the image 
of the religious habit that she has invoked: first, in his discussion of the 
"black bride" of the Song of Songs as a figure of the nun; second, in his 
retelling of an anecdote from his and Heloise's past concerning Heloise's 
own habitus . 

The "black bride," or Ethiopian beloved of the Song of Songs, had 
since Origen been taken to be a figure of the bride of Christ.22 Abelard 
reads her specifically as a figure of the nun, noting in particular that her 

Thought , Washington, D.G. 1983, 51-53; and John Marenbon and Giovanni Orlandi (ed. 
and trans.), Collationes , Oxford 2001, Iii. However, the primacy of the animus for Heloise 
has no exact parallel in Abelard, as I will show in more detail below. 

20 On Augustine's understanding of interiority and of the duality between body and 
soul - sometimes termed "Augustinián dualism" - see Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self: The 
Making of the Modern Identity , Cambridge 1989, 127-42. Abelard's ethical thought is mani- 
fesdy influenced by Augustine's doctrine that sin originates in the inner person, specifically 
in the will. See L.M. de Rijk, Peter Abälard: Meister und Opfer des Scharfsinns , in: Rudolf 
Thomas (ed.), Petrus Abaelardus: Person , Werk und Wirkung. , Trier 1980, 125-38, esp. 137. 21 In Abelard's introduction of an Aristotelian context into the debate, we also see what 
might be termed the beginnings of an Abelardian fusion between the Aristotelian and Stoic 
traditions. The ethical system that Abelard begins to develop here is precisely what Matthias 
Lutz-Bachmann has termed Abelard's "ethics of a modified Stoicism" - modified, significantly, 
by the addition of "the Aristotelian concept of habit as an acquired disposition of human 
mind." Lutz-Bachmann, Modem Aspects of Peter Abelard's Philosophical Ethics , in: The Modern 
Schoolman, 72 (1995), 201-11, esp. 207. 22 The locus classicus for this is Origen's commentary on the Song of Songs, cited by 
Abelard, Ep. 2, 71. All references to the Latin text of the Epistolae of Heloise and Abelard 
will be from Eric Hicks, La Vie et les Epistres Pierres Abaelart et Heloys sa Fame , Paris-Genève 
1991. English translations will be my own. For a different analysis of the "black bride" 
passage, see Peggy Kamuf, Fictions of Feminine Desire , Lincoln 1982, 27-32. While Kamuf's 
analysis has a different purpose than mine, because she does not treat the letters specifically 
as a philosophical debate, she identifies similar themes. "The analogy [between Heloise 
and the black bride] can function to displace Heloise's hypocrisy because it appears to 
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blackness is similar to the blackness of the nun's " exterior habitus ."23 Abelard 
takes this analogy between the habit and the bride's black flesh as a point 
of departure for an extended redirecting of the interior/exterior images 
that for Heloise function as metaphors of hypocrisy: 

Habet autem Ethyopissa exteriorem in carne nigredinem, et quantum 
ad exteriora pertinet, ceteris apparet feminis deformior; cum non sit 
tamen in interioribus dispar, sed in plerisque etiam formosior atque can- 
didior, sicut in ossibus seu dentibus. Quorum videlicet dentium candor 
in ipso etiam commendatur sponso, cum dicitur: "et dentes eius lacte 
candidiores." Nigra itaque in exterioribus, sed formosa in interioribus 
est, quia in hac vita crebris adversitatum tribulationibus corporaliter 
afflicta, quasi in carne nigrescit exterius.24 

The Ethiopian woman has a black exterior on her flesh, and in all that 
concerns her exterior she appears uglier than other women. Still, she is 
not different from them in interior things, but in many things she is 
even more beautiful and whiter, as in her bones or her teeth. Whiteness 
of teeth is commended in the bridegroom himself, when it is said "and 
his teeth are whiter than milk." Thus, she is black in exterior things, 
but beautiful in interior things. Because in this life she is afflicted cor- 
poreally with frequent tribulations of adversities, it is as if the exterior 
of her flesh darkens. 

The analogy that Abelard draws between the nun's habit and the Ethiopian 
woman's flesh has the immediate effect of eliding clothing with flesh, a 
covering that can easily be removed with the exterior surface of the 
body itself. This is indicative of an important difference between what 
exterior appearance signifies for Heloise and what it signifies for Abelard. 
While Heloise considers exteriors to be superficial and potentially deceit- 
ful, for Abelard the bride's exterior is an aspect of her identity as a whole. 
Her external blackness does not conceal or contradict her internal white- 
ness; rather, each complements the other and together they form a com- 
plete entity. 

Abelard's discussion of the bride's anima , or spirit, further illustrates the 
harmony between her interior and exterior. Not only is the bride's anima 

sanction - even sanctify - the contradiction of appearances. Moreover, this sanction is tied 
not only to the reduction of the interiority of her desire but also to its reappropriation 
within a noncontradictory masculine space," Kamuf 1982, 30. 23 Abelard, Ep. 2, 71. 24 Abelard, Ep. 2, 72. 
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inseparable from her flesh, but her flesh is the outward expression of 
her anima : 

Ossa quippe, que interiora sunt exteriori carne circumdata, et ipsius car- 
nis quam gerunt vel sustentant, robur ac fortitudo sunt, bene animam 
exprimunt, que carnem ipsam cui inest vivificat, sustentât, movet atque 
regit, atque ei omnem valitudinem ministrat.25 

The bones, that are within and surrounded by exterior flesh 'exteriori 
carné], and are the core and strength of that very flesh that they bear 
or sustain, express the spirit [anima], which brings to life, sustains, moves 
and rules the flesh itself in which it is contained, and furnishes all its 
vigor to it. 

For Abelard, anima and flesh form a unified, working system: the anima 
has the power to influence and govern the flesh, while the flesh in turn 
expresses the "vigor" of the anima. This passage may be read as a direct 
response to Heloise's polarization of her corpus and animus. In response to 
Heloise's discussion of the animus (mind or inner self), Abelard invokes 
the anima (the life force animating the flesh), suggesting by his very ter- 
minology the degree to which body and soul are inseparable. 

Thus, Abelard revisits Heloise's metaphors of interior and exterior, 
black and white, soul and body, but he does so in order to form a new 
system, one emphasizing harmony and unity over polarization. In this 
system, the interior is not necessarily equated with truthfulness, nor the 
exterior with hypocrisy. In fact, the black bride's exterior qualities are 
the ones that Abelard links to truth when he says: 

Sic vero earn sol verus décolorât, quia celestis amor sponsi earn sic humiliât.26 

Thus surely the true sun discolors her, because thus the celestial love of 
her bridegroom makes her humble. 

The bride's black flesh owes its color to the "true sun" (sol verus). In 
other words, God (frequendy referred to by both Abelard and Heloise as 
Veritas ) is responsible for her appearance, and leaves a mark on her body 
that expresses the humility that is in her soul. In the same way, the nuns' 
habit is revelatory of their true nature, as the word "vere" (truly) in the 
following passage indicates: 

25 Abelard, Ep. 2, 72. 26 Abelard, Ep. 2, 72. 
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Ipse quippe cultus exterior nigrorum aut vilium indumentorum, instar 
lugubris habitus bonarum viduarum mortuos quos dilexerant viros plan- 
gentium, vos in hoc mundo . . . vere viduas et desolatas ostendit.27 

Indeed this exterior attire of black or vile clothing, a semblance of the 
mourning habit of good widows lamenting their dead husbands whom 
they loved, shows you to be truly widowed and forsaken in this world 
(emphasis mine). 

Marking the importance of clothing in this passage, Abelard uses three 
different words to designate it: "cultus" " indumentum " and " habitus ." 
Significantly, 

" cultus " can mean not only an outfit or toilette (specifically, 
any aspect of the appearance that is cultivated) but a cult, religion or 
way of life.28 Through his choice of words, Abelard emphasizes the 
fact that the nuns' holy way of life {cultus) is summed up by their cloth- 
ing [cultus). 

In the above passages, Abelard responds to Heloise's use of the habi- 
tus metaphor by emphasizing that the clothing (or flesh) of the nun (or 
black bride) need not be symbolic of hypocrisy. However, when Abelard 
discusses the nun's habit again later in the same letter, he does use it to 
explore the implications of a deceitful exterior. It is at this point that he 
tells an anecdote, taken from his and Heloise's own past, in which another 
"black bride" figures: Heloise herself: 

Nosti etiam, quando te gravidam in meam transmisi patriam, sacro te 
habitu indu tam monialem te finxisse, et tali simulatione tue quam nunc 
habes religioni irreverenter illusisse. Unde etiam pensa quam conve- 
nienter ad hanc te religionem divina justifia - immo gratia - traxerit 
nolentem, cui verità non es illudere, volens ut in ipso luas habitu quod 
in ipsum deliquisti, et simulationis mendacio ipsa rei Veritas remedium 
prestet, et falsitatem emendet.29 

You know that when I sent you to my homeland pregnant you disguised 
yourself as a nun dressed in a sacred habit, and irreverently mocked 
with such a simulation the religion that you now have. Now think how 
suitably divine justice, or rather grace, has dragged you all unwilling to 
this religious life, which you did not fear to mock, wishing that you 
shine forth in that same habit against which you transgressed, and that 

27 Abelard, Ep. 2, 71. 28 See Glare 1982 (n. 6), 467. 29 Abelard, Ep. 2, 79. 
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the truth itself of the thing furnish a remedy for the lie of the pretense, 
and emend the falsehood. 

Although, at the beginning of this passage, Heloise's habit is a deceitful 
covering serving to conceal truth, it turns out in the end that the habit 
has actually reshaped truth. God supplies a remedy for false representa- 
tion, not by changing the representation so that it will reflect reality more 
accurately, but by changing reality so that the representation will become, 
at least in retrospect, true. The "pretense" ( simulation echoing Heloise's use 
of the word in a similar context)30 becomes "the truth itself of the thing" 
(; ipsa rei ventas). While Heloise believes that appearance ought to conform 
to an inner reality, Abelard sets out to show her how reality can and 
does conform to appearance. In hindsight, Heloise's disguise functions, 
not as a lying sign, but as a prophetic act - the sartorial equivalent of 
a performative statement, perhaps. The habit has, quite literally, made 
the nun. 

The implications of Abelard's anecdote are especially rich because the 
Latin word habitus evokes so many layers of meaning within the Aristotelian 
tradition as Abelard knew it. As Abelard himself puts it in his Dialéctica: 
" habitus autem vocabulum multiplicem significationem apud philosophos habuiť (the 
word habitus has had many meanings for philosophers).31 Habitus is one 
of the terms used in the Latin version of Aristode's Categories : it describes 
a settled state, less easily altered than a "disposition" (< iispositio ).32 To a 

logician like Abelard, therefore, it has a very specific use as a technical 
term. However, "habit" also has ethical connotations of which Abelard 
was equally aware. According to a tradition originating with Aristotle, 
and which Abelard knew through Boethius' commentary on Aristode's 

Categories , virtue is a habit acquired through doing good.33 Abelard cites 

30 Heloise, Ep. 2, 67; see above pp. 251-52. 31 Peter Abelard, Dialéctica , ed. L.M. De Rijk, Assen 1956, 109. Translation mine. 
32 Aristotle, Categories and De Interpretationen trans. J.L. Ackrill, Oxford 1963, 24. See also 

Marenbon and Orlandi 2001 (n. 19), 128, n. 98. 
33 For clarity, it is important to understand that Abelard knew the definition of virtue 

as a habit from Boethius' commentary on the Categories , and not from Aristotle's Mcomachean 
Ethics. We now consider the Nicomachean Ethics to be the locus classicus for the idea that 
virtue can be acquired through habituation, but this text was not yet translated into Latin 
and was therefore unavailable to Abelard. Scholars of Greek will want to note that the 
multiple meanings of habitus in the Latin Aristotle result from something of a confusion in 
translation - a confusion of which Abelard would of course have been unaware. In the 
Nicomachean Ethics , Aristotle calls virtue a habit [Greek ethos] . See Aristotle, Nicomachean 
Ethics , trans, and ed. Roger Crisp, New York 2000, 23. However, in the Categories , Aristode 
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this definition in his Sic et Non , and will later discuss it in more detail in 
his ethical works.34 If virtue is a habit acquired through the practice of 
virtuous actions, it is all the more symbolically apt that becoming a nun 
for Heloise should have resulted from the practice of wearing the nun's 
habit, even if disrespectfully. In this anecdote turned philosophical para- 
ble, we see Heloise in the process of acquiring the "habit of the habit," 
so to speak. In this way, Abelard' s exploration of the symbolic possibili- 
ties of the habitus also serves as a direct response to Heloise's contention 
that "virtue is not of the body but of the soul," insofar as it refocuses 
the discussion on Aristotelian ideas about the habitual process of acquir- 
ing virtue. 

In a sense, Abelard's anecdote sidesteps the issue of Heloise's hypocrisy 
altogether, portraying her instead as caught up in a grander scheme in 
which God's design takes precedence over her own motivations. Nevertheless, 
Abelard does not entirely ignore the question of hypocrisy: he also refers 
to and condemns hypocrites in his letter. Significantly, however, he bases 
his condemnation on a different understanding of hypocrisy, one centered 
not around falsehood but around "disrespect." Abelard does not refer to 
hypocrites as hiding their true nature under a deceitful habit, but as "dis- 
respecting" that habit. Condemning those who, "sicut ypocrite" (behaving 
like hypocrites), disregard the commandment to pray in private and instead 
make a public spectacle of their prayers, Abelard says: 

Cuius quidem consilii - immo precepti divini - muitos huius habitus nos- 
tri contemptores adhuc graviter sustinemus.35 

We still endure with difficulty the many who hold in contempt this coun- 
sel - or rather divine precept - and this habit of ours. 

Abelard refers to hypocrites as disregarders, or holders-in-contempt [con- 
temptores) of the habit. Instead of being a concealing covering over their 

instead uses a term that might be translated as "settled state" [Greek hexis]; he opposed 
this to a temporary condition [Greek diathesis , Latin dispositif. See Marenbon and Orlandi 
2001 (n. 19), 128, n. 98. The Latin tradition renders both ethos and hexis as habitus. Habitus 
is further related to habere (having), another term of importance in the Categories, making 
the word into a particularly rich site of disparate Aristotelian associations that are specific 
to the Latin tradition. 

34 Peter Abelard, Sic et Non , 144, ed. Blanche Boyer and Richard McKeon, Chicago 
1976-77, 497-98. On virtue as a habit in Abelard's later ethical works, see below. 

35 Abelard, Ep. 2, 74. 
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true nature, the habit is a sign that they have not yet learned to respect. 
Although Abelard is not referring to any wrongdoing of Heloise's in this 
passage, there is still an analogy to be drawn here. In recounting the 
story of Heloise's disguise in a nun's habit, Abelard seems less concerned 
with the false external appearance that she cultivates than with the dis- 
respect that her choice of costume implies. He does not mention the exter- 
nal/internal dichotomy at all, but he refers twice to the fact that Heloise 
"mocked" {illudere) the habit through her misuse of it. Like the individuals 
to whom Abelard refers in the above passage, Heloise was a hypocrite 
because she "held the habit in contempt," not because she used it as a 
covering to conceal her true nature.36 

Kamuf has claimed of this letter: "[Abelard's] counter-portrait [of the 
black bride] [. . .] eradicates the charge of hypocrisy even as it preserves 
its formal structure. [. . .] It is not the structure of hypocrisy which is 
converted but the value placed on it."37 I agree that Abelard has effectively 
emptied Heloise's original inside /outside contrasts of their negative value, 
preserving the structure of her metaphors while imagining new meanings 
for them. However, I would take issue with Kamuf by emphasizing that 
Abelard has not ceased to condemn hypocrites - he has only moved the 
label "hypocrisy" aside, away from what has become an essentially unre- 
lated discussion of clothing and the habitual process of acquiring virtue. 
Hypocrisy now refers to disrespect or mockery, not to any contrast between 
exterior self and interior appearance. Indeed, hypocrisy as Heloise con- 
ceives of it, the covering over of the inner self with a false exterior, can- 
not exist according to Abelard. Instead, he considers the exterior, even 
if it is initially incompatible with truthfulness, to be an aspect of the self 
rather than a disguising covering over the self (flesh rather than cloth- 

ing, as it were). In this way, he rejects Heloise's idea of the self as an 
interior essence that remains untouched by the mere "externals" of body, 
clothing and insincere actions. 

36 John Marenbon argues that in the Scito te ipsum Abelard defines all sin as, at base, 
"contempt of God." Marenbon, The Philosophy of Peter Abelard , Cambridge 1997, 265-66. 
This would imply that his condemnation of contempt here is not specific to hypocrisy, 
substantiating my belief that he is not particularly interested in hypocrisy at all. 

37 Kamuf 1982 (n. 22), 29. 
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III. Heloise Empties her Metaphors 

In her third letter, rather than continuing to engage Abelard on a per- 
sonal level by writing to him about her love, past and present, Heloise 
begins to engage him on a professional level by asking him to establish 
a rule for her and her nuns. Yet even as she makes this profound change 
in subject matter she continues to refer to the habitus that has become a 
bone of contention between herself and Abelard. In so doing, she estab- 
lishes a philosophical and ethical continuity between her "personal" let- 
ters and this, the first of the so-called "letters of direction." 

Early in her letter, Heloise says that she would like a rule "[qui] ex 
integro nostre conversionis statum habitumque describa ť (that describes the state 
and habit of our conversion in its entirety).38 "The habit of our conver- 
sion" is an enigmatic phrase. Habitus can also mean "nature," and, for 
the purposes of a literal reading, that seems the best way to understand 
it here. Nevertheless, given Heloise's earlier use of the habit as a symbol 
of the purely outward aspects of conversion, her demand sounds contentious. 

In the lines that follow, Heloise makes it clear that she uses the word 
habitus here, with what seems to be an ironic disingenuousness, in its most 
literal sense. She justifies her request for a rule by pointing out that the 
Benedictine rule is not well suited for women. In order to prove her 
point, she begins with the example of clothing. Following are the very 
first questions that she asks Abelard about the Benedictine rule, just a 
few lines after her request that he write them a rule describing the "habit 
of their conversion": 

Quid ad feminas quod de cucullis, femoralibus et scapularibus ibi scrip- 
tum est? Quid denique ad ipsas de tunicis aut de laneis ad carnem indu- 
mentis, cum earum humoris superflui menstrue purgationes hec omnino 
réfugiant?39 

How does what is written there about cowls, breeches and scapulars 
apply to women? And how what is written about tunics or woolens worn 
next to the flesh, since their monthly purgations of superfluous humor 
are entirely averse to these things? 

Once again, Heloise takes up the issue of the habitus , but this time her 
discussion remains on a literal level. Instead of tackling the philosophical 

38 Heloise, Ep. 3, 89. 39 Heloise, Ep. 3, 89. 
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questions that both she and Abelard raised earlier, she descends into the 
nitty-gritty, and even biological, questions that arise when the word habi- 
tus is understood as simply referring to prescribed religious clothing - 

more particularly, religious clothing in its relationship to the female body. 
While tantalizing, her reference comes as a non sequitur in the philo- 
sophical debate that she originally sparked with Abelard. 

The way in which Heloise is at once redirecting and continuing the 
debate, just as she redirects and continues the correspondence, does not 
become clear until later in her letter, when yet another allusion to the 
habitus arises. Once again, the reference is a seemingly disingenuous one: 
this time, because the discussion of the habitus is not in Heloise's own 
words, but contained within an extended quote from Augustine. Yet 
Augustine's message turns out to be Heloise's own. In this passage, as 
Heloise tells us, Augustine distinguishes "inter virtutem et virtutis exhibitionem" 
(between virtue and the exhibition of virtue), saying: 

Continentia non corporis, sed anime virtus est. Virtutes autem animi ali- 
quando in corpore manifestantur, aliquando in habitu latent.40 

Continence is a virtue, not of the body but of the soul. Now virtues of 
the soul are sometimes manifested in the body, and sometimes hide in 
the habit. 

It is surely no coincidence that the passage of Augustine that Heloise 
cites here is also the source of her self-accusation of hypocrisy in her sec- 
ond letter. Heloise now calls her reader's attention to the fact that she 
was echoing Augustine (" continentia non corporis , sed anime virtus esť) when 
she insisted, in her second letter, 

" non [est] corporis sed animi virtus ," with 
specific reference to her own lack of continence.41 Merely by inserting 
this citation into her third letter, Heloise uses Augustine's authority to 
back up her original point, implicitly reclaiming her status as "sincere 
hypocrite" and throwing doubt on Abelard's conflicting understanding of 
the habitus as a sartorial act. 

As Heloise's quotation of Augustine continues, however, it becomes 
clear that Augustine's use of the term habitus is quite different from either 
Abelard's or Heloise's. While Heloise used the term to refer to outward 
and potentially deceitful appearance, Augustine uses it here in one of its 

40 Heloise, Ep. 3, 101. 41 Heloise, Ep. 2, 67. 
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alternate meanings: "nature" or "mode of existence." Thus, he explains 
"how virtue may exist in habit even if it does not in works" (" quomodo sit 
virtus in habitu , etiamsi non sit in opere") ,4 2 by using John the Baptist's absti- 
nence from food and drink as an example of "virtue in works," and 
Christ's lack of abstinence from food and drink as an example of "virtue 
in habit." Similarly, he says: 

Non est impar meritum continentie in Johanne qui nullas expertus est 
nuptias, et in Abraham qui filios generavit. . . . Sed continentiam Johannes 
et in opere, Abraham vero in solo habitu habebat.43 

The merit of continence is not unequal in John, who knew no wedlock, 
and in Abraham, who begat sons. . . . But John's continence is in works, 
and Abraham's only in habit. 

What Augustine means by "habit" in these passages, then, is effectively 
the opposite of what Heloise meant by "habit" in her first two letters. 
There, Heloise used the metaphor of habit as disguising covering to refer 
to the hypocritical appearance of virtue; here, Augustine uses the same 
word, under an alternate meaning, to refer to the essential nature from 
which virtuous deeds spring. By including this quote from Augustine in 
her letter, then, Heloise not only reveals the authoritative source of her 
original statement about virtue's not belonging to the body but to the 
soul; she also displays the extent to which this statement functions 
independently of metaphors such as that of the habit. Her earlier insis- 
tence on the split between appearance and reality parallels Augustine's 
division between "works" and "habit" (nature), yet her usage of termi- 
nology is opposite to Augustine's. Kamuf has noted Heloise's penchant 
for breaking down oppositions, and here, in her skilled hands, we see the 
term at the heart of her debate with Abelard being transformed into its 
own antonym.44 

Through her two seemingly disingenuous references to habit, Heloise 
in fact makes a particularly astute rhetorical move. Earlier, Abelard pre- 
served the superficial structures of her metaphors of clothing as covering 

42 Heloise, Ep. 3, 101. 43 Heloise, Et. 3, 102. 
44 Kamuf 1982 (n. 22), 44, argues that Heloise's letters stage a "breakdown of the struc- 

ture of opposition." As she demonstrates, Heloise frequently builds arguments or creates 
metaphors around opposing pairs of concepts, only to destabilize or destroy the putative 
differences on which these oppositions are based. 
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and inside versus outside, even as he changed their meanings to the detri- 
ment of Heloise's original point. Here, Heloise does the opposite: she dis- 
mantles her original habitus metaphor, while simultaneously repeating the 
substance of the argument in which she exploited it. Not acts, but the 
nature of the person, are what determines virtue, she (and, as it turns 
out, Augustine) insist. This is true whether or not the image of the habi- 
tus is employed to elucidate the problem: in this letter, Heloise repeat- 
edly mentions the habitus but pointedly does not employ it as a metaphor 
in her argument. In this way, she pulls the rug out from under Abelard's 

artistically and philosophically subtle manipulation of the word "habitus" 

effectively putting a stop to his refiguring of her metaphors. The real 

question here, Heloise seems to say, is an ethical one: its substance is 
what is important, not the images with which she has illustrated it, and 
which she can deconstruct just as easily as she has constructed them. 

In drawing an implicit distinction between the substance of an argu- 
ment and the metaphors that facilitate its expression, Heloise is of course 

creating another even more effective metaphor. Subtly, she seems to imply 
that by pursuing images rather than substance, the letter rather than the 

spirit, Abelard has in a sense been guilty of his own brand of rhetorical 

hypocrisy. By contrast, Heloise continues to focus relentlessly on her orig- 
inal question. It is possible to read this entire letter as a further inquiry 
into "the difference between virtue and the appearance of virtue," between 
the essence of a person and her acts. That this inquiry has been trans- 

planted from the personal realm of Heloise's own experience into the 

theological realm of what constitutes an appropriate rule for nuns does 
not make it any the less piercing. 

By invoking Augustine as an authority, Heloise acknowledges her strong 
affinities with Augustinián dualism: she, like Augustine, insists on draw- 

ing a distinction between a "virtue of mind" and a "virtue of works." 
Her ethical focus, as we have seen, is on the inner essence of the per- 
son, not on that person's outwards acts. Such views might seem to recall 
an ethics of intention, or what we have now come to call "Abelardian 
ethics."45 However, as I will argue below, there remain significant differences 

45 Indeed, de Rijk has shown that Abelard's ethical thought may be understood as a 
reworking of the Augustinián doctrine: Abelard's identification of sin with the moment of 
consent parallels Augustine's location of sin in the will. De Rijk 1980 (n. 20), 137. 
Nevertheless, as I will argue below, it is important to distinguish between Heloise's focus 
on the inner self or essence (perhaps closer to Augustine's "will") and Abelard's pinpointing 
of a moment of inner action ("consent") that can be identified as sin. 
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between Heloise's ideas here and the ideas that Abelard will eventually 
put forward in his works of ethical philosophy. 

IV. Continuations of the Debate: The Collationes and the Scito te ipsum 

At this point, Heloise's voice falls silent on the subject of habit and 
hypocrisy. However, in Abelard's two major ethical works, the Collationes 
and the Scito te ipsum , we can see him continuing to work through the 
ideas that Heloise has raised in her letters - persistently, as it seems, seek- 
ing out satisfactory answers with which to respond to her challenges.46 
The following passage of the Collationes acquires a new depth when it is 
read as a continuation of the habitus debate, and a reply to Heloise's self- 
accusations of concupiscence and hypocrisy. 

Virtus, inquiunt, est habitus animi optimus. . . . Est igitur habitus qual- 
itas rei non naturaliter insita, sed studio ac deliberatione conquista et 
difficile mobilis. Unde hanc quam naturalem in quibusdam castitatem 
nominant ex corporis videlicet frigiditate vel aliqua complexione nature, 
que nullam umquam concupiscentie pugnam sustinet de qua triumphet, 
nec meritum obtinet, nequaquam virtutibus connumeramus. . . . Ubi 
quippe non est aliqua repugnantie pugna, non est superantis virtutis 
corona, iuxta illud etiam magni vestii philosophi: 'Non coronabitur quis 
nisi legittime certaverit.'47 

"Virtue," they say, "is an excellent habit of the mind." . . . For habit is 
a quality of a thing not present in it by nature, but acquired by striv- 
ing and deliberation, and which is difficult to alter. So the chastity which 
they call natural in some people, resulting from frigidity of the body or 

46 It will be clear that my discussion here and in section V is based on my belief that 
the Collationes were composed after Abelard's exchange of letters with Heloise. Scholars have 
had difficulty agreeing on a date for the Collationes , with Mews in particular proposing a 
date as early as the mid- 1120s. See Constant Mews, On Dating the Works of Peter Abelard , 
in: Archives d'histoire doctrinale et littéraire du Moyen Age, 52 (1985), 104-126. However, 
in his more recent work Mews leans towards a date in the early 1 1 30s. See Mews, Abelard 
and Heloise , Oxford 2005, 176. Countering Mews' 1985 article, Allen has argued for a later 
date. In particular, she makes the case that the definition of sin in the Collationes repre- 
sents a progression in thinking from the Commentaria in Romanos , so that the Collationes must 
have been written after the Commentaria. See Allen 1998 (n. 4), 148. The Commentaria has 
in turn been shown to date from after Abelard's Epistle VII to Heloise. See E.M.Buytaert, 
Petri Abaelardi Opera Theologica I, Corpus Christianorum continuado medievalis 11, Turnholt 
1969, 36. As I argue here, this particular passage of the Collationes makes sense as a response 
to issues raised in Heloise's letters. 

47 Peter Abelard, Collationes , ed. Marenbon and Orlandi, Oxford 2001 (n. 19), 128-30. 
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from some constitution of nature, which does not have to struggle against 
concupiscence over which it might triumph and which does not obtain 
merit, we in no wise reckon among the virtues. . . . Indeed, where there 
is no fight against opposition there is no crown for a conquering virtue, 
even according to the statement of your great philosopher: "He is not 
crowned unless he has competed according to the rules."48 

Abelard begins his discussion of virtue by citing Boethius' definition of 
virtue as a habit, and explaining that habits are acquired qualities difficult 
to alter. These are ideas, ultimately deriving from Boethius' commentary 
on Aristotle, that Abelard has already discussed in his Sic et Non*9 New 
and striking here, however, are both Abelard's emphasis on "striving and 
deliberation" as a means to acquiring virtue, and his choice of the exam- 

ple of chastity and concupiscence. According to Marenbon and Orlandi, 
the idea that the habit of virtue must be acquired through application 
and hard work does not appear in Aristotle or Boethius, but is original 
with Abelard.50 Yet this is an idea that never appears in Abelard's dis- 
cussion of virtue as a habit in the Sic et Mn , suggesting that it may have 
been conceived later, perhaps as a way of replying to Heloise. Indeed, 
Abelard's references to "striving" and to "the fight for the crown" specifically 
recall his injunctions to Heloise in his second letter, where he encour- 

ages her to win virtue by striving against her own desires: 

cui enim superest pugna, superest et corona, quia 'non coronabitur nisi 
qui legitime certaverit.'51 

For whom the fight remains, the crown also remains, because "he is not 
crowned who has not competed according to the rules." 

Abelard's choice of concupiscence as an example also seems tailored to 
Heloise 's complaints about her inability to be "displeased" by erotic mem- 
ories of herself and Abelard.52 Indeed, in this passage of the Collationes , 
Abelard almost seems to be backhandedly praising Heloise, implying that 
she has proved she is not "frigid." Finally, a slight change that Abelard 

48 Trans. Payer 1979 (n. 4), 109. 49 See also Marenbon 1997 (n. 36), 284, for a discussion of Abelard's combination of 
Boethius and Aristotle here. 

50 Marenbon and Orlandi 2001 (n. 19), 129 n. 98; Marenbon 1997 (n. 36), 285. 
51 Abelard, Ep. 2, 86. 52 Heloise, Ep. 2, 66. 
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makes to Boethius' wording may perhaps be a nod to Heloise. While 
Boethius' commentary as quoted in the Sic et non referred to virtue as 
" mentis habitus optimus" here Abelard calls virtue a " habitus animi Optimus ."53 
Heloise's passionate insistence that virtue proceeds from the animus may 
be in his thoughts here. It would seem that, as he writes the Collationes , 
Abelard has not ceased to reflect on the ethical questions that Heloise 
has posed, nor has he ceased to defend her cause and praise her as vir- 
tuous, even as she herself claims to be sinful. However, despite his sym- 
pathetic attention to some of Heloise's concerns, Abelard continues to 
direct the conversation away from her original focus on hypocrisy as con- 
cealment of the self. Heloise's concealing habit is here transformed into 
the "habit of virtue"; the possibility of falsehood and deceit never enters 
into a discussion that instead focuses on the struggle to conquer inborn 
inclinations through good actions. 

In the Scito te ipsum , Abelard continues to develop the issues that he 
outlines in this paragraph of the Collationes . He devotes several pages to 
proving that concupiscence in and of itself does not constitute a sin,54 
once again quoting the Biblical passage about the struggle and the crown 
to demonstrate that striving against a bad inclination leads to virtue.55 
However, his most satisfactory answer to the problem of Heloise's claim 
of persistent concupiscence comes when he introduces the idea of consent. 

Non itaque concupiscere mulierem sed concupiscentiae consentire peccatum 
est, nec voluntas concubitus sed voluntatis consensus dampnabilis est.56 

Sin is not lusting for a woman but consenting to lust; the consent of 
the will is damnable but not the will for intercourse.57 

The "consent of the will" is perhaps the crucial component of Abelard's 
eventual solution to the problem that Heloise has posed him: lust in and 
of itself is not a sin, as long as our will does not consent to it but continues 
to struggle against it. Alongside "intention," "consent" comes to form a 

53 Abelard, Sic et Non 144, p. 498. 54 Abelard, Scito te ipsum , ed. D.E. Luscombe, Oxford 1971, 11-15, 41-45. 55 Abelard, Scito te ipsum, 13. 
56 Abelard, Scito te ipsum , 14. 57 Trans. Luscombe 1971 (n. 4), 15. Interestingly, Luscombe points out that this is a 

change in thinking from the Epistola , 15, n. 2. On the progression of Abelard's thinking 
towards the notion of "consent" - a term that does not appear before the Scito te ipsum - 
see Marenbon 1997 (n. 36), 259-60. 
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lynchpin of Abelarďs ethical system.58 De Rijk has demonstrated that 
Abelarďs identification of sin as consent is in part a reworking of Augustine's 
doctrine that sin originates in the will. According to de Rijk, Abelarďs 
originality with respect to Augustine is to distinguish carefully between 
desire and consent, thus clarifying Augustine's concept of the "will."59 
Indeed, here we see Abelard combining Augustinián voluntas with his own 
consensus. In revisiting Augustine, Abelard is also to some extent revisit- 
ing Heloise: we have already seen how Heloise inscribes her ethics within 
the Augustinián tradition. 

While I concur with de Rijk's observations, I believe that where Abelarďs 
ethics differ crucially from both Augustine's and Heloise's is in Abelarďs 
focus on sin as a moment of action , albeit mental action, rather than on 
the innate good or bad qualities of the animus (Heloise) or the voluntas 
(Augustine). Like Heloise, Abelard believes that outward actions in and 
of themselves are indifferent. However, unlike Heloise, he does not attempt 
to measure the moral qualities of the inner person as a whole, but rather 
to pinpoint a moment of mental action that can be identified as a sin. 
As Marenbon has shown, "intention" for Abelard bears a direct relation 
to action: "intentions [. . .] are sinful only in relation to a definitely 
intended (although perhaps prevented) action."60 Furthermore, as Abelard 
himself specifies, "consent" is a moment of mental action that can be 
pinpointed: 

Tunc vero consentimus ei quod non licet, cum nos ab eius perpetra- 
tione nequaquam retrahimus parati penitus, si daretur facultas, illud 
perficere.61 

The time when we consent to what is unlawful is in fact when we in 
no way draw back from its accomplishment and are inwardly ready, if 
given the chance, to do it.62 

58 See Lutz-Bachmann 1995 (n. 21), 208-09. 59 De Rijk 1980 (n. 20), 137: „Abälards Grundthese, die Sünde sei der Konsens, ist im 
Grunde genommen eine weitere, scharfsinnige Ausarbeitung des augustinischen Standpunktes 
(„der Wille sei das Prinzip des Handelns; die Sünde bestehe also im Willen"), den u. a. 
die Schule Anselms von Lâon schon vertreten hatte. Abälards Beitrag zur ursprünglichen 
Lehre war es, des weiteren zwischen Verlangen (Begierde) und Zustimmung zu unter- 
scheiden". 

60 Marenbon 1997 (n. 36), 256. 61 Abelard, Scito te ipsum, 14. 
62 Trans. Luscombe 1971 (n. 4), 15. Similarly, Marenbon 1997 (n. 36), 262 describes 
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Although Abelard internalizes the moment of sin, he is still concerned 
with identifying it as a moment, an act rather than an essence as it were. 

Perhaps this is why Heloise's concern with the nature of the inner self and 
the possibility of hypocrisy seems to hold only a limited interest for him. 

Andrea Nye sums up this difference succinctly when she explains 
that virtue for Heloise depends on who an individual really is; for 
Abelard, on how an individual acts by force of will on who he is. As she 

puts it: 

Heloise's virtue does not require the heroic act of will of Abelard's dual- 
ist metaphysics. In Abelard's ethics, the inner evil of appetite is eradi- 
cable, desirable even, so that the rational mastery of the soul over vice 
can be exercised. Virtue can never be a "natural habit" because such 
a thing is impossible. Heloise's virtue requires not willpower but a change 
of heart.63 

Nye's insight, though based on her reading of the letter collection alone, 
is fully applicable to the larger corpus of Abelard's ethical writings. The 

key difference between the term animus as Heloise uses it, and terms such 
as intentio and consensus as Abelard uses them, has all too often been over- 
looked. The concluding section of this essay will take a closer look at a 

particular textual moment in Heloise's letters: one that serves to demon- 
strate both the importance that she places on the animus , and the extent 
to which critical reception of her thought may have tended either to 
efface that focus, or to mistakenly attribute it to Abelard. This textual 
moment also indicates just how far we may need to reassess Heloise's 

thought as separate from, although unquestionably influential to, the philo- 
sophical system known as "Abelardian ethics." 

V. "Abelardian" or "Heloisian" Ethics? 

In one of the more famous passages of her first letter, Heloise draws a 
distinction between actions and the spirit in which they are accomplished, 
in order to weigh her own guilt and innocence in the outcome of the 
disastrous love affair: 

consent as "a mental act preceding and prompting the performance of the outward 
sinful act". 

63 Nye 1992 (n. 1), 11. 
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Que plurimum nocens, plurimum - ut nosti - sum innocens: non enim 
rei effectus, sed efficientis affectus in crimine est, nec que fiunt, sed quo 
animo fiunt, equitas pensât.64 
I who was harmful in many things was also, as you know, innocent in 
many things. Crime is not in the doing of the thing, but the state of 
mind [affectus] of the doing, and justice thinks not of what is done, but 
in what spirit 'quo animo] it is done. 

Heloise reiterates this idea using similar wording in her third letter: 

Non itaque magnopere que fiunt, sed quo animo fiant pensandum est, 
si illi piacere studemus, qui 'cordis et renum probator est' et 'in abscon- 
dito videt.'65 

Thus, we should not think of what is done, but in what spirit it is done, 
if we strive to please him who 'is the inspector of heart and entrails' 
and 'sees what is concealed.' 

This second passage repeats a pair of Biblical quotations that Heloise 
used earlier in her self-accusation of hypocrisy.66 At all three of these 
points, Heloise's focus is on the inner person, represented by the animus , 
whom God is able to judge through his investigation of the "heart," 
"entrails" and "what is concealed." It is the state of the animus that allows 
us to assign guilt or innocence. Heloise's words are striking and succinct 
in their expression of a fundamental aspect of her ethical thought, but 
they also contain an echo of one of her favorite authors. She draws her 
turn of phrase from Augustine's De sermone Domini in monte , a text that is 
also very concerned with the problem of hypocrisy: 

Non ergo quid quisque faciat, sed quo animo faciat, considerandum est.67 

Therefore not what someone does, but in what spirit he does it, should 
be considered. 

The parallel between Heloise's words and Augustine's does not mitigate 
her originality, but instead marks the philosophical tradition within which 

64 Heloise, Ep. 1, 51. 65 Heloise, Ep. 3, 103. 66 Heloise, Ep. 2, 67; quoted above p. 252. 67 Augustine, De sermone Domini in monte , ed. Mutzenbecher (n. 14), 137; translation mine. 
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she places herself. As we have already seen, it is typical of Heloise to 
reformulate statements from authorities and incorporate them seamlessly 
into her text. 

This is one of the more frequently quoted passages of Heloise's letters. 
Yet, ironically, commentators on her words have tended to term them 
an expression of Abelarďs "ethics of intention," and even to imply that 
Heloise is borrowing an idea of Abelard's in order to apply it to her own 
case.68 However, before we assume that Heloise's thought is derivative of 
Abelard's here, we should stop to consider two things. First, Heloise never 
uses the word "intention" (; intentio ), a term typical of Abelardian ethics; 
instead, she speaks about the soul or inner self and the emotions or state 
of mind (animus, affectus). Her focus is not on the intention that leads one 
to perform a specific deed, but on a certain state of being: a crucial 
difference, as I have argued. Second, although Abelard was already con- 
sidering the problem of intention before this letter was written, only those 
works demonstrably written after this letter show the influence of this pas- 
sage, with its focus on the animus. 

Already, in works dating from the mid- 1120s, before his correspon- 
dence with Heloise, Abelard is in the process of thinking through an eth- 
ical distinction between works (opera) and their source in the thought 
(cogitatio) or intention (i intentio ).69 In the Sic et Non , he states: " omnia opera 
vel bona vel mala a cogitatone procedunt ."70 And, in the Theo logia Christiana , he 
says: 

" tota qualitas operum secundum intentionis radičem accipienda sit"71 While 
these statements clearly lay the framework for some of the ideas that he 
will develop more fully in the Scito te ipsum , they are not directly related 
to Heloise's statement about the primacy of the animus. However, four 
different works by Abelard, all of which probably postdate Heloise's let- 
ter, do contain echoes of her words. In the course of these passages, 

68 See Etienne Gilson, Héloïse et Abélard, Paris 1938, 105-07; J.T. Mückle, The Personal 
Letters Between Abelard and Heloise , in: Mediaeval Studies, 15 (1953), 47-94, esp. 55-56; and 
Betty Radice, The Letters of Abelard and Heloise , New York 1974, 18, 115 n. 2. However, 
Nye 1992 (n. 1), 9 and 19 n. 15, recognizes that this is an entirely unfounded assump- 
tion. 

69 Indeed, Marenbon has shown that the focus on "intentional ethics" was not in fact 
original with Abelard, although his development of it was more complete than that of his 
contemporaries: instead, "Abelard's views . . . are the continuation and development of a 
long tradition," Marenbon 1997 (n. 36), 252. 70 Abelard, Sic et Non 142, p. 492. 71 Peter Abelard, Theologia Christiana , V, 49, Petri Abaelardi Opera Theologica II, ed. E.M. 
Buytaert, Turnholt 1969 (Corpus Christianorum, Continuatio Mediaevalis, 12), 369. 
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Abelard develops Heloise's thought, and crucially fuses it with his own 
by adding the term "intention" [intentio], thus changing the focus of her 
original idea slightly. Following are the relevant passages, given (to the 
best of scholarly dating ability) in chronological order.72 

Nec tam quod fiat, quam quod quomodo vel quo animo fiat, pensan- 
dum est.73 

We should think not so much of what is done as of the way or spirit 
[animus] in which it is done. 

Hoc quidem est examen verae iustitiae, ubi cuncta quae fiunt secundum 
intentionem pensantur magis quam secundum operum quali tatem. Quae 
quidem opera Judaei magis quam intentionem attendebant, cum nunc 
Christiani naturali suscitata justifia non tam attendant quae fiunt quam 
quo animo fiant.74 

This is the consideration of true justice, in which all that is done is 
thought of according to the intention rather than according to the qual- 
ity of the deed. Indeed, the Jews are more attentive to deeds than to 
the intention, while justice invented by Christian nature attends less to 
what is done than to the spirit [animus] in which it is done. 

Et nulla, credo, sunt instrumenta, vel quecumque usibus nostris sunt 
commodata, quibus pro intentionum qualitate tam male uti non pos- 
simus quam bene; ad quod scilicet nichil refert quid fiat sed quo animo 
fiat.75 

And, I believe, there are no instruments or anything suitable for our 
use which we are not able to use both evilly and well through the qual- 
ity of our intention. In this, what is done is not what matters, but in 
what mind [animus] it is done.76 

Non enim quae fiunt, sed quo animo fiant pensât Deus, nec in opere 
sed in intentione meritum operantis vel laus consistit. . . . Quis etiam 
electorum in his quae ad opera pertinent ypocritis potest adequali?77 

72 On the dating of the Collationes, see note 46 above. 
73 Peter Abelard, Rule for Religious Women, ed. T.P. McLaughlin, in: Mediaeval Studies, 

18 (1956), 241-92, esp. 265. Translation mine. 
74 Peter Abelard, Commentarla in epistolam Pauli ad Romanos , Petri Abaelardi Opera Theofogica 

I, ed. E.M.Buytaert, Turnholt 1969 (Corpus Christianorum, Continuatio Mediaevalis 12), 
65. Translation mine. 

75 Abelard, Collationes , 210. 76 Trans. Payer 1979 (n. 4), 161. 77 Abelard, Scito te ipsum , 28. 
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For God thinks not of what is done but in what mind it may be done, 
and the merit or glory of the doer lies in the intention, not the deed. . . . 
Moreover, in respect of works, who among the elect can be compared 
with hypocrites?78 

Deus vero solus qui non tam quae fiunt, quam quo animo fiant adten- 
dit, veraciter in intentione nostra reatum pensât et vero iudicio culpam 
examinat. Unde et probator cordis et renum dici tur et in abscondito 
videre.79 

Indeed God alone, who considers not so much what is done as in what 
mind it may be done, truly considers the guilt in our intention and 
examines the fault in a true trial. Whence he is said to be both the 
prover of the heart and the reins and to see in the dark.80 

Abelard's earliest reiteration of Heloise's words occurs in his "Rule for 
nuns," a text that stands as a direct reply to her letters. There, his words 
are essentially a quotation of hers.81 In later works, however, he echoes 
her words in conjunction with his own thinking on intention, making "the 
spirit in which something is done" appear to be another way of express- 
ing "intention." The last two passages cited here, both from the Scito te 
ipsum , seem to acknowledge Heloise's contribution more directly, since 
they combine her statement with further echoes of her letters. In the first 
of these passages, Abelard draws a connection between Heloise's state- 
ment and her condemnation of hypocrites who, as she describes them in 
her second letter, energetically pursue good deeds without possessing inner 
virtue.82 In the second, Abelard cites Heloise's statement alongside a pair 
of Biblical quotations that she uses twice in a similar context,83 creating 
an especially striking echo. At both of these points, Abelard also moves 
his discussion closer to Heloise's concerns: hypocrisy, concealment and 
the hidden self revealed to God. 

In sum, here we see Abelard taking an arresting phrase coined by 
Heloise via Augustine, and reusing it as a way of both clarifying his own 

78 Trans. Luscombe 1971 (n. 4), 29. 79 Abelard, Scito te ipsum , 40. 80 Trans. Luscombe 1971 (n. 4), 41. 81 A close look at both Augustine's wording and Heloise's clearly shows that Abelard 
is not merely echoing the Augustine passage independently of Heloise, but is specifically 
reusing her wording: for example, Abelard repeats Heloise's "pensandum est" rather than 
Augustine's "considerandum est." 

82 Heloise, Ep. 2, 68. 83 Heloise, Ep. 2, 67, and Ep. 3, 103. 
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thinking and building productive links between his ideas and hers. However, 
reading Abelard's reworkings without being aware of the original context 
of Heloise's statement may tend to obscure the key difference between 
Abelard's pinpointing of moments of mental action, and Heloise's striv- 
ing to uncover a particular state of mind - between the moment of con- 
sensus to a crime and the qffectus accompanying the doing of that crime, 
as it were. Yet this distinction is crucial to understanding the difference 
between Abelardian and Heloisian ethics. 

Previous scholarship has not only failed to acknowledge this difference, 
it has even failed to recognize Heloise's famous statement as her own. It 
is especially painful to see Mückle, faced with this very collection of related 
passages, attempting to attribute the original thought in Heloise's letters 
to Abelard, speculating that "Heloise had likely heard Abelard speak of 
this doctrine more than once" and that "we cannot rule out the possi- 
bility that the common source [of this idea] is Abelard's mind."84 Instead, 
the sequence of passages and the progression of thought that they dis- 
play clearly points to Heloise's original authorship of a striking statement, 
and Abelard's reworking of it over the course of the last decade of his 
life to fit with ethical ideas that he was already developing. 

We may seem to have come a long way from the debate over habit 
with which we started. However, the common thread lies in Heloise's 
belief that any ethical discussion must begin by uncovering the true nature 
of the inner self. Virtue for her proceeds from an interior identity - one 
over which an individual may not have complete control, for she seems 
to believe her own animus , at least, to be unchangeable by any amount 
of struggle. Concomitantly, sin as she understands it has its root in false- 
hood or hypocrisy, taken as a lack of correspondence between the inner 
self and an individual's outer appearance or actions. 

In his multiple reuses of Heloise's statement about the animus , as in 
his transformation of her metaphor of the habitus , Abelard shows himself 
to be more interested in her imagery and turns of phrase than in her 
underlying ideas about the inner self. While this demonstrates his cre- 
ativity in effecting intelligent and artful reworkings of his source, it 
has also tended to obscure the specificity of Heloise's thought. Abelard's 
development of a comprehensive system of intentional ethics, based in 

part on a fusion between Stoic and Aristotelian systems, remains uniquely 

84 Mückle 1953 (n. 68), 55, 56. 
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his. However, Heloise deserves recognition in her own right for her explo- 
ration of the ethical implications of interior subjectivity.85 

Memphis , TN 
Rhodes College 

85 The interiority of the self is frequently - and, I believe, mistakenly - taken as a char- 
acteristically modern notion. See, for example, Taylor, who frames his study of interior 
subjectivity in Western thought as a history of the development of "modern identity," 1989 
(n. 20), 3. However, the Stoic and Augustinián traditions provide strong evidence that, 
even in Antiquity, some thinkers did locate the self in an interior space. Heloise is thus 
not original for her ideas of interiority per se, but for her particular development of those 
ideas in an ethical context. 
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Conceptions of Happiness and Human Destiny 
in the Late Thirteenth Century 

P.S. EARDLEY 

Abstract 
Medieval theories of ethics tended on the whole to regard self-perfection as 
the goal of human life. However there was profound disagreement, particularly 
in the late thirteenth century, over how exactly this was to be understood. 
Intellectualists such as Aquinas famously argued that human perfection lay 
primarily in coming to know the essence of God in the next life. Voluntarists 
such as the Franciscan John Peckham, by contrast, argued that ultimate per- 
fection was to be achieved in patria through the act of loving God. The pre- 
sent article argues that Giles of Rome and Henry of Ghent defended a 
different sort of voluntarism with respect to the final destiny of human beings. 
Rather than claiming that the goal of human life lay in the perfection of the 
self, they argued instead that ultimate union with God was to be achieved 
mystically through an act of self-transcendence, which occurred through ecstasy 
or quasi-deification. 

It is commonplace to associate medieval conceptions of ethics with ancient 
conceptions as being broadly eudaimonistic in nature.1 This association 
is justified to the extent that the majority of Christian thinkers from 

Augustine to Aquinas tended to agree with such predecessors as Plato 
and Aristotle that the goal of human life was happiness or self-perfection. 
They also shared with the ancients the notion that happiness, insofar as 
it was an activity, had to involve the perfection or actualization of what 
was best in human nature. Accordingly, they very often concluded that 
it must lie in the operation of reason. Of course, Christian thinkers often 

disagreed with their pagan predecessors as to the appropriate object of 

1 Cf. V. Bourke, History of Ethics , 2 vols., New York 1970, I, 10-11; B. Kent, The Moral 
Lifei in: A.S. McGrade (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Medieval Philosophy, Cambridge 2003, 
232; D. Langston, Conscience and Other Virtues. From Bonaventure to Maclntyre , University Park, 
PA. 2001, 2; and S. MacDonald, Late Medieval Ethics , in: L. Becker and C. Becker (eds), 
A History of Western Ethics , 2nd edition. New York 2003, 54-56. 
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happiness, along with the question of whether it could be achieved in 
the present life. Still, in their common belief that the purpose of ethics 
lay in discovering what it is good to be , they distinguished themselves from 
modern ethical theories such as Kantianism and Utilitarianism, which 
regard the goal of ethics as the discovery of what it is right to do.2 Hence 
the common label of eudaimonistic as attached to ancient and medieval 
moral philosophy, in contrast to their more modern successors. 

A particularly prominent example of this accepted picture is Georg 
Wieland's chapter on medieval theories of happiness in The Cambridge 
History of Later Medieval Philosophy. According to Wieland, Christian thinkers 
both agreed with Aristotle and disagreed with him over how to under- 
stand the goal of human life. They shared with Aristotle the view that 
happiness had to consist in "the perfection of human nature, <that is, 
of> the actualisation of possibilities inherent in man."3 They disagreed 
with him, however, over the question of whether happiness could be 
achieved in via. Aristotle clearly thought that it could by means of moral 
and intellectual excellence, while for the Christian thinkers of the mid- 
dle ages the present life was too filled with vicissitudes, its goods simply 
too open to fortune and abuse. True happiness, in the Christian tradi- 
tion, was therefore necessarily reserved for the life to come.4 

Wieland's characterization is accurate to a degree, but it fails fully to 
capture the richness, complexity and diversity of later-thirteenth century 
views on the final destiny of human beings. In this paper, then, I want 
to challenge Wieland's blanket assertion that for the Christian theologians 
of the medieval period human happiness lay in the full actualization or 
perfection of the self. On Wieland's account, medieval thinkers believed 
that the goal of human life was self-perfection, which would be achieved 
in the next life in union with God, either through contemplating the 
divine essence in the beatific vision, or through loving God.5 And 
while the textual evidence supports this interpretation for perhaps the 
majority of medieval thinkers, two of the most prominent theologians of 
the late-thirteenth century, Henry of Ghent (d. 1293) and Giles of Rome 

2 Bourke, History of Ethics , I: 10. 3 G. Wieland, Happiness: The Perfection of Man , in: N. Kretzmann, A. Kenny, J. Pinborg 
(eds), The Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy , Cambridge 1982, 673. See also 
Wieland's more extensive study on the subject, Ethica - scientia practica. Die Anfange der 
philosophischen Ethik im 13. Jahrhundert , Münster Westfalen 1981. 

4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid., 673-83. 
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(1243/7-1316), departed from this conception by defending a radically 
unorthodox account of human destiny. Rather than understanding the 
final end of human beings to lie in self-perfection, they argued that the 
true destiny of human beings lay in a certain transcendence of the self to 
be achieved through a type of deification or excstasy. In this, they directly 
challenged the teachings of Thomas Aquinas and others on the question 
of happiness and the final goal of human beings. In establishing this 
claim, it will also become apparent that Giles of Rome, at least in his 
mature works, was more closely allied to the voluntarism of Henry of 
Ghent than to the intellectualism of Thomas Aquinas than has previously 
been supposed.6 

The Will vs. The Intellect 

The majority of medieval thinkers agreed with Aristode that happiness, 
insofar as it was an activity, could only be achieved by the highest or 
best of human powers {EN 1098a29-31).7 Voluntarists such as John Peckham 
(ca. 1225-1292), Aquinas's Franciscan contemporary, argued that the will 
was the highest ( altissima ) power in the soul; accordingly, on Peckham's 
account, beatitude consists primarily in an act of love.8 Intellectualists, by 

6 The traditionell interpretation of Giles was that he was an intellectualist in the thomistic 
tradition. For this interpretation, see J. de Blic, Uintellectmlism morale chez deux aristotéliciens 
de la fin du XIIIe siècle , in: Miscellanea moralia in honorem eximii Domini Arthur Janssen , 2 vols., 
Louvain 1948, I: 45-76; S.D. Dumont, 7 Ime, Contradiction and Freedom of the Will in the 
Late Thirteenth Century, in: Documeni e studi sulla tradizione filosofica medievale, 3 (1992), 
578-79; J.B. Korolec, Free Will and Free Choice , in: The Cambridge History of Later Medieval 
Philosophy , 629-41; and O. Lottin, Psychologie et morale aux XIIe et XIIIe siècles , 6 vols., Louvain- 
Gembloux 1942-1960, I, 315-18. However, there is textual evidence to support the view 
that Giles defended a more voluntaristic picture of human action, at least in his mature 
works. See P.S. Eardley, Thomas Aquinas and Giles of Rome on the Will , in: The Review of 
Metaphysics, 56 (2003), 835-62 and The Foundations of Freedom in Later Medieval Philosophy. 
Giles of Rome and his Contemporaries , in: Journal of the History of Philosophy (forthcoming). 7 See, for example, Aquinas's Summa theologiae (= ST) I-II, q. 3, a. 5, corp.: ". . . si beat- 
itudo hominis est operario, oportet quod sit optima operatio hominis. Optima autem oper- 
ario hominis est quae est optimae potentiae respectu optimi obiecti. Optima autem potentia 
est intellectus, cuius obiectum optimum est bonum divinum, quod quidem non est obiec- 
tum practici intellectus, sed speculativi." 8 John Peckham, Quodlibet (= Quod), I, q. 5, in: Ioannis Pecham Quodlibeta quatuor , ed. 
F. Delorme and G. Etzkorn, Grottaferrata 1989, 16: "Dico quod beatitudo consistit prin- 
cipalius in actu voluntatis . . . Primo dico considerando proportionem meriti et praemii. 
Certum est enim quod praecipue meritum pro sui perfectione, et etiam praemium - nisi 
caritas cadit a perfectione. Unde Augustinus, XII Super Genesim : 'Una ibi et tota virtus est 
amare quod videas, et summa felicitas est habere quod amas.' Si igitur tota virtus est ibi 
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contrast, claimed that the intellect was the highest power in the soul and 
that true happiness had therefore to consist in the beatific vision. Related 
to the question of human happiness, then, is the question of whether the 
will or the intellect is the higher power of the soul. Aquinas is probably 
the best-known representative of the intellectualist position. He was also 
the focal point of later voluntaristic reactions such as that of Henry 
and Giles.9 

In the Summa theologiae Thomas famously addresses the question of 
whether the will is a "higher" ( altior ) power than the intellect.10 Later 
thinkers will ask whether it is "greater" ( superior ), "nobler" (; nobilior ), or "more 
perfect" ( perfectior).u Whatever the terminology, at issue was whether 
the intellect is dependent on, and therefore subordinate to the will, or 
vice versa. 

In addressing this question Aquinas draws a distinction between that 
which is absolutely higher {simpliciter) and that which is higher in a qualified 
sense (. secundum quid). He defines the former as taken in itself, and the lat- 
ter in relation to something else.12 This distinction permits him to show 
that, although the intellect must be considered, in the final analysis, as 
the intrinsically higher power, the will also has nobility. 

According to Aquinas the intellect is the higher potency without 
qualification because its object is simpler and more abstract than that of 
the will. That is, since the object of the will is the desirable thing itself, 

amare, ergo tota beatitudo et felicitas est ibi amare quia felicitas est virtus consummata." 
Ibid., q. 6 (ed. Etzkorn, XXV), 19: "Ad sextum dicendum per interemptionem, quia vol- 
untas est altissima et finis animae absentis a sensu usque ad summum animae." 

9 On Henry's voluntarism and general theories of the will, see R. Macken, Heinrich von 
Gent im Gespräch mit sdnen Zeitgenossen über die menschliche Freiheit , in: Franziskanische Studien 
59 (1977), 125-82 and La doctrine de S. Thomas concernant la volonté et les critiques d'Henri de 
Gand , in: Tommaso d'Aquino nella storia del pensiero , Naples 1976, 84-91. For general studies 
on the debates between voluntarists and intellectualists in the late-thirteenth century, see 
B. Kent, Virtues of the Will. The Transformation of Ethics in the Late Thirteenth Century , Washington, 
D.C. 1995; Lottin, Psychologie et morale , vol. I and F.-X. Putallaz, Insolente liberté. Controverses 
et condamnations au XIIIe siècle, Friboure 1995. 

10 Aquinas, ST I, q. 82, a. 3: "Utrum voluntas sit altior potentia quam intellectus." 11 Cf. Henry of Ghent, Quod. I, q. 14, in: Henrici de Gandavo Opera Omnia , Leuven 
1979-, vol. V, ed. R. Macken, 83; Godfrey of Fontaines, Quod. VI, q. 10, in:, Les Quodlibets 
cinq , six et sept de Godefioid de Fontaines , ed. M. de Wulf and J. Hofïmans, Louvain 1914, 
vol. III, 182. 12 Aquinas, ST I, q. 82, a. 3, corp.: "Respondeo dicendum quod eminentia alicuius ad 
alterum potest attendi dupliciter: uno modo, simpliciter; alio modo, secundum quid. 
Consideratur autem aliquid tale simpliciter, prout est secundum seipsum tale; secundum 
quid autem, prout dicitur tale secundum respectum ad alterum." 
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which is a composite of matter and form, while that of the intellect is 

only the form or ratio of the desirable thing, it follows that the latter is 
more simple and abstract than the former. Since the more abstract or 
detached from matter a thing is, the higher it is, it stands to reason that 
the object of the intellect is higher without qualification than that of the 
will. Now according to Aquinas, the nature of a potency is determined 
by the manner in which it is related to its object. Thus, if the object of 
the intellect is higher than that of the will, it follows that the intellect 
itself will possess a nobler nature than that of the will.13 

Although Aquinas clearly endorses an intellectualist position on this 

question, he is prepared to concede that in some instances the will is 

higher than the intellect. Adverting to Aristode, he admits that the objects 
of the will, good and bad, are in things, while the objects of the intel- 
lect, truth and error, are in the mind. From this it follows that when an 

object is higher than the soul and therefore incapable of being under- 
stood as fully as it is capable of being loved, it is better to love such an 

object than to know it. Material objects, on the other hand, are lower 
than the immaterial soul. It is therefore better, so Thomas thinks, to know 
such objects than to love them. Although the will may be nobler in rela- 
tion to certain objects such as God, Aquinas nonetheless insists that the 
intellect is unqualifiedly the nobler of the two potencies.14 

13 Ibid.: "Si ergo intellectus et voluntas considerentur secundum se, sic intellectus emi- 
nentior invenitur. Et hoc apparet ex comparatione obiectorum ad invicem. Obiectum enim 
intellectus est simplicius et magis absolutum quam obiectum voluntatis; nam obiectum intel- 
lectus est ipsa ratio boni appetibilis; bonům autem appetibile, cuius ratio est in intellectu, 
est obiectum voluntatis. Quanto autem aliquid est simplicius et abstractius, tanto secun- 
dum se est nobilius et altius. Et ideo obiectum intellectus est altius quam obiectum vol- 
untatis. Cum ergo propria ratio potentiae sit secundum ordinem ad obiectum, sequitur 
quod secundum se et simpliciter intellectus sit altior et nobilior volúntate." 

14 Ibid.: "Secundum quid autem, et per comparationem ad alterum, voluntas invenitur 
interdum altior intellectu; ex eo scilicet quod obiectum voluntatis in altiori re invenitur 
quam obiectum intellectus. Sicut si dicerem auditum esse secundum quid nobiliorem visu, 
inquantum res aliqua cuius est sonus, nobilior est aliqua re cuius est color, quamvis color 
sit nobilior et simplicior sono. Ut enim supra dictum est, actio intellectus consistit in hoc 
quod ratio rei intellectae est in intelligente; actus vero voluntatis perficitur ex eo quod vol- 
untas inclinatur ad ipsam rem prout in se est. Et ideo Philosophus dicit, in VI Metaph., 
quod bonum et malum, quae sunt obiecta voluntatis, sunt in rebus; verum et falsum, quae 
sunt obiecta intellectus, sunt in mente. Quando igitur res in qua est bonum, est nobilior 
ipsa anima, in qua est ratio intellecta; per comparationem ad talem rem, voluntas est altior 
intellectu. Quando vero res in qua est bonum, est infra animam; tunc etiam in compa- 
ratione ad talem rem, intellectus est altior volúntate. Unde melior est amor Dei quam 
cognitio; e contrario autem melior est cognitio rerum corporalium quam amor. Simpliciter 
tarnen intellectus est nobilior quam voluntas." 
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Notice that Aquinas's claims for the superiority of the intellect are con- 
sistent with the notion that the will is inferior because it relies on the 
intellect for its determination.15 Indeed, such superiority as Aquinas assigns 
to the intellect will in turn provide the foundation, as we shall see, for 
his claim that true happiness consists principally in an act of the ratio- 
nal potency.16 

As with several of his other theories, Thomas's view of the primacy of 
the intellect was first challenged by Henry of Ghent. Disputed in 1276, 
two years after Aquinas's death, Henry's first Quodlibet contains a sustained 
defense of the claim that the will is a superior potency to the intellect.17 
Given that prior to Aquinas there is no evidence of such a question being 
discussed, it is reasonable to suppose that Henry's disputation is a direct 
response to his Dominican predecessor.18 However, whereas Aquinas based 
his claim that the intellect is nobler than the will on the superiority of 
its object alone, Henry bases his conclusion not only on an investigation 
of their respective objects, but also of their acts and habits as well. This 
is because, so Henry thinks, "the power whose habit, act and object are 
superior to the habit act and object of another is without qualification 
superior to that other power."19 

First, according to Henry, the habit of the will, charity (caritas), is supe- 
rior to the habit of the intellect, wisdom (. sapientia ), because through char- 
ity we arrive at a love of God and neighbour. Henry does not explain, 
on philosophical grounds, why love of God should be superior to the wis- 
dom through which we contemplate God and "things eternal."20 Because 

15 Ibid., ad 2: "Dicendum quod illud quod est prius generatione et tempore, est imper- 
fectius; quia in uno eodemque potentia tempore praecedit actum, et imperfectio perfec- 
tionem. Sed illud quod est prius simpliciter et secundum naturae ordinem, est perfectius; 
sic enim actus est prior potentia. Et hoc modo intellectus est prior volúntate, sicut motivům 
mobili, et activum passivo; bonům enim intellectum movet voluntatem." 

16 Aquinas, ST I-II, q. 3, a. 6, corp. 17 For discussions of this Quodlibet , cf. Macken 1976 (above, n. 9), 84-91; and R. Macken, 
La volonté humaine, faculté plus élevée que l'intelligence selon Henri de Gand , in: Recherches de 
Théologie ancienne et médiévale, 42 (1975), 5-51. 18 Kent 1995 (n. 9), 102. 19 Henry of Ghent, Quod. I, q. 14, in: vol. V, ed. Macken, 86: "Et dicendum est sim- 
pliciter quod illa potentia praeminet alteri, cuius habitus, actus et obiectum praeminet 
habitui, actui et obiecto alterius." 

20 Ibid., 84-85: "Et patet assumptum quoniam proprius habitus voluntatis quo fertur in 
bonum actu veri amoris, est habitus caritatis, quo secundum Augustinum per se diligimus 
Deum et proximum in Deo et propter Deum. Habitus autem supremus intellectus est sapi- 
entia, qua Deum et aeterna speculamur secundum Augustinum XIVo De Trinitate. Quantum 
autem praeminet habitus caritatis omni habitu sapientiali et cognitivo, bene exprimit 
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this was a standard claim, Henry simply asserts it, citing as his evidence 
the authority of Augustine and St. Paul. 

Having compared intellect and will with respect to their habits, Henry 
proceeds to explain how it is that the act of the will, which is to love, 
is superior to that of the intellect, which is to know. He argues that will- 

ing is superior to knowing both in comparison to their respective acts 
and insofar as they perfect their subjects.21 Central to his view that the 
act of the will is superior to that of the intellect is the claim that the will 
is the commanding power, or motive force within the soul. From Walter 
of Bruges (fl. 1267-1269) he inherits the notion that the will is the "uni- 
versal and first mover in the whole kingdom of the soul."22 From Aristode, 
he derives the view that whatever moves is nobler than that which under- 
goes motion.23 It is worth pointing out that Aquinas had employed the 
same text from the De anima as evidence for the superiority of the intellect .24 
Given Henry's use of this identical text in defense of the voluntarist posi- 
tion, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that Henry is taking direct aim 
at Thomas here. 

In comparing the act of the will with that of the intellect insofar as 

they perfect the subjects in which they inhere, Henry employs an argu- 
ment which he derives from Dionysius Areopagite, and which Giles of 
Rome will subsequently make a focal point of his own theory. Because 
the will is inclined toward the object as it exists in reality, it transforms 
{transformat) itself into the object willed. The intellect, on the other hand, 
merely apprehends a likeness of the reality that is known. That is, by the 
act of loving the will is perfected by becoming like the object itself, whereas 
in knowing the intellect is perfected by a mere representation of the thing. 
As regards objects such as God, it is clearly better, according to Henry, 

Apostolus cum cum dicit la <ad> Corinthios, XIIIo: Si Unguis hominum loquar et angelorum, 
caritatem autem non habeam , etc." 21 Ibid., , 85: "Quantum autem supereminet actus voluntatis qui est velie sive diligere, 
actui intellectus qui est scire sive cognoscere, patet ex duplici comparatione: primo ex com- 
paratione unius actus ad alterum, secundo ex comparatione utriusque ad suum subiectum 
perficiendum per obiectum." 

22 Ibid., 85: "Voluntas autem est universalis et primus motor in toto regno animae, 
et superior, et primus movens omnia alia ad finem suum, ut infra videbitur." The metaphor 
for the will as a ruler over the "kingdom" of the soul was a common voluntarist metaphor 
used to illustrate the will's ability to command the other powers of the soul. Cf. R. Teske, 
The Will as Ruler over the Powers of the Soul. Uses and Sources of an Image in the Thirteenth Century , 
in: Vivarium, 32 (1994), 62-71. 23 Ibid. For Aristode's text, see De anima III, 5, 430a 18- 19. 

24 Aquinas, ST I, q. 82, a. 3, ad. 2. 
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to become like God as He is in Himself than merely to possess a like- 
ness of Him in accordance with our mode of knowing.25 Aquinas, recall, 
had argued similarly. Where an object is higher than the soul, it is bet- 
ter to love such an object; where it is lower, it is better to know it. 
However according to Aquinas this relation entails that the will is only 
higher in a certain respect (. secundum quid). Henry turns the tables against 
Aquinas. He implies that on Aquinas's own reasoning, if the will is higher 
with respect to its act of loving God, this entails that it must be higher, 
not secundum quid , but rather simpliciter. This is because the nobilty of a 
power is judged absolutely according to the absolutely highest object.26 
When God is the object, then, the act of loving such an object must be 
considered higher than the act of knowing it.27 

Finally, as to the relative superiority of their objects, Henry maintains 
that the good in general is superior to the true. He bases this argument 
on the notion that the object of the will, the good without qualification, 
encompasses and includes the object of the intellect. On this account, the 
true is reducible to a relative sort of goodness, the good of the intellect. 
Furthermore, the true is merely a particular good that serves happiness, 
which is the object of the will. The object of the intellect, on Henry's 
account, is therefore subordinate to that of the will.28 

25 Henry of Ghent, Quod. I, 14, in: vol. V, ed. Macken, 86-87: "Ex secunda compara- 
tone similiter patet intentum, quoniam actione voluntatis perficitur voluntas ipsa re dilecta 
ut in se habet esse, quia voluntas actione sua inclinatur in ipsam rem, actione autem intel- 
lects perficitur ipse intellectus ipsa re intellecta ut habet esse in intellectu, quia intellec- 
ts actione sua trahit in se ipsam rem intellectam, voluntas autem actione sua transfert se 
in ipsum volitum propter se ut eo fruatur, et per hoc, ut dicit Dionysius 4o capitulo De 
divinis nominibus, intellectus actione sua assimilai se rei intellectae, voluntas vero trans- 
format se in ipsum volitum. Cum ergo multo perfectius et altius est transforman in ipsum 
bonum ut in se est secundum suam naturam, quam assimilali ipsi vero ut est in intelli- 
gente per modum intelligentis, . . . multo perfectior ergo et altior est operario voluntatis 
quam intellectus, quanto melior est amor et dilectio Dei quam cognitio eius." 

26 Ibid., 87: "Etsi enim respectu eorum quae sunt infra animam contingit e converso 
quod intellectus actio sit altior volúntate, quia altior et nobilior est in anima cognitio rerum 
corporalium quam earum amor, hoc facit secundum quid intellectum esse nobiliorem vol- 
úntate, primus autem respectus et comparatio facit voluntatem esse superiorem simpliciter 
quia primum bonum et primum verum sunt per se et prima obiecta voluntatis et intel- 
lectus, et alia respectu illorum secundario et secundum quid . . 27 Ibid., 88: . . simpliciter et absolute melior iudicandus est actus voluntatis quam intel- 
lectus, cum respectu sui primi obiecti simpliciter melior est ilio." 

28 Ibid.: "Quod autem obiectum voluntatis supereminet obiecto intellectus, patet, quia 
obiectum voluntatis quod est bonum simpliciter, habet rationem finis simpliciter et ultimi 
finis, obiectum autem intellectus quod est verum, habet rationem boni alicuius ut intel- 
lectus, et ita ut finis sub fine et ordinatum ad aliud ut ad ultimum finem." 
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Although Giles of Rome, unlike Aquinas and Henry, supplies no ex 

professo treatment of whether the will as such is higher than the intellect, 
the superiority of the former is asserted in his Quodlibet III, question 18. 
In the course of discussing whether beatitude consists in an act of the 
will or the intellect Giles claims that the will is nobler than the intellect 
since the will moves the intellect by commanding {imperando) it. The intel- 
lect, on the other hand, merely [solum) moves the will by "showing" (< osten - 

derido) it the end. The will is therefore the higher (altior) power, according 
to Giles, because it commands the other potencies of the soul.29 Henry 
of Ghent had employed an identical argument in support of the view 
that the act of the will is better than that of the intellect since the will 
is the ruler of the kingdom of the soul. 

The superiority of the will is further implied in Giles's Quodlibet V, 
question 5, which addresses whether the rational creature is united to 
God more through the act of loving or the act of knowing.30 Here Giles 
does not specifically address the issue of the relative superiority between 
intellect and will. Still, his view of the matter can be inferred from his 
answer to the question, in which he treats the relative perfection of the 
acts of intellect and will. 

Now while it is true that Giles is not concerned here to settle the ques- 
tion of which power is higher, he nonetheless shows little hesitation in 

adjudicating which act, love or knowledge, achieves union with God in 
the "better and greater" ( potior et maior) way. That love unites us more 
to God than knowing is asserted immediately, and is mainly grounded 
in the two standard authorities: Dionysius Areopagite and Hugh of 
St. Victor. Relying on chapter four of the De divinis nominibus , which asserts 
that love is a unitive force, Giles explains how the love of God achieves 

greater union with God for the agent than does intellection. 

29 Giles of Rome, Quod. Ill, q. 18, in: Aegidii Columnae Romani Quodlibets , ed. P. de 
Coninck, Louvain 1646; repr. Frankfurt am Main 1966, 193: . . dicendum quod intel- 
lects nec dirigat nec moveat voluntatem imperando, sed solum ei finem ostendendo. Sed 
voluntas movet intellectum imperando, et omnia nostra opera sunt subiecta voluntad et 
eius imperio. Ideo ex hoc non habetur quod intellectus sit altior potentia quam voluntas, 
imo magis est e contrario." See also, P.S. Eardley, Thomas Aquinas and Giles of Rome on the 
Will , in: The Review of Metaphysics 56 (2003), 835-62 and The Foundations of Freedom in 
Later Medieval Philosophy: Giles of Rome and His Contemporaries , in: Journal of the History of 
Philosophy (forthcoming). 30 Giles of Rome, Quod. V, q. 5, in: ed. De Coninck, 276: "Utrum creatura rationalis 
magis uniatur Deo per amare, quam intelligere." 
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Intellection is inferior to loving because it merely perfects the intellect. 
Love, by contrast, perfects the entire agent, or "lover" (amans), since it 
transforms him into the beloved object itself. When the intellect "desires" 
(i mit) the presence of the intelligible object this is for the sake of its own 
perfection.31 This is not true of love, for "the lover, such as he is, does 
not will the presence of the beloved only on account of love itself, but 
indeed for the sake of the beloved thing itself, to which, as far as he is 
able, he wills to join himself."32 Giles goes so far as to add approvingly 
that love, when it has God as its object, permits a sort of self-transcen- 
dence to occur, for "divine love, which is to say the love by which we 
love God, causes extasy (extasim), that is, places lovers beyond themselves."33 

Giles marshals two further arguments to support the position that 
union through loving is better than union through knowing. First, if it 
is true that even in heaven we will know God as he is in us, but will 
love him as he is in himself, it follows that union to God through intel- 
lection will occur in a merely human manner. Union through loving, 
however, will occur in a divine one. Because it is better to be united to 
God as he is in himself rather than as he is in us, i.e., as a mere like- 
ness, it is necessary to conclude that union through love is better than 
union through knowing.34 

Giles's second argument relies on the standard distinction between pri- 
ority in origin versus priority in perfection. It asserts that while the inform- 
ing principle may be temporally prior to the formed object, it is often 

31 Ibid., 277: "Si ergo intellectus, secundum quod huiusmodi, vult praesentiam intelli- 
gibilis, hoc est propter ipsam intellectionem, ut quia forte non potest id intelligere plene 
nisi per praesentiam eius." 

32 Ibid.: ". . . sed amans, secundum quod huiusmodi, non vult praesentiam amati solum 
propter ipsum amorem, enim vero propter ipsam rem amatam cui, quantum potest, vult 
se coniungere; imo, secundum quod huiusmodi quantum posset, vellet seipsam in ipsam 
transformare. Ideoque est quod unire et transformare amori approprientur, ut patet per 
Dionysium, 4. cap. De divinis nominibus, recitante verba Hierochea, 'quod omnis amor 
est quaedam virtus unitiva' ..." 

33 Ibid.: "Divinus ergo amor, id est amor quo diligimus Deum, est faciens extasim, id 
est ponens amantes extra seipsos, non permittens eos amare sive ipsos amantes esse sui 
ipsorum, sed facit eos esse amantes amatorum, id est, rerum amatarum." 

34 Ibid., 278: "Nam si Deus etiam in patria intelligetur secundum quod erit in nobis, 
et diligetur a nobis ut est in seipso, consequens est quod per intelligere uniemur Deo 
secundum quod erit in nobis, et secundum modum nostrum, sed per diligere uniemur ei 
ut est in seipso, et secundum modum divinum. Et quia unio ad Deum secundum modum 
divinum est multo potior et maior quam unio ad ipsum secundum modum nostrum, con- 
sequens est quod unio per amorem erit potior et maior quam unio per intelligere." 
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the case that the latter is prior in perfection. For instance, although the 
seed is prior to the flower in origin, the flower itself has priority in per- 
fection. This principle applies equally to the relation between knowing 
and loving. Giles, like all thinkers of the period, voluntarist and intellec- 
tualist alike, concedes that we must know an object before we can love 
it. Accordingly, the act of the intellect must be considered prior in origin. 
However, union through knowing is merely inchoate; it achieves perfec- 
tion, according to Giles, only once the known object is loved. On Giles's 
account, then, union through love is more perfect, since it has priority 
in perfection.35 

Giles of Rome's solution to whether rational agents are united to God 
more through the act of loving than through knowing exhibits unmistakable 
affinity with, and possibly even reliance on Henry of Ghent, particularly 
his conclusion that loving is better than knowing since it unites us more 

closely to God. On the other hand, Quodlibet V, question 5, also shows 
several differences. For one thing, in this Quodlibet Giles focuses exclu- 

sively on the acts of the will and the intellect; for another, his concern 
is strictly with the relation of these acts to God. Henry, by contrast, had 

compared the will and the intellect in terms not only of their acts, but 
of their habits and objects as well. Moreover, Henry did not restrict his 

investigation to the relation of the respective acts to God, but also com- 

pared them in relation to one another. 
The foregoing, of course, are relatively minor differences. The crucial 

point is Giles's defense of the idea that love, which is an act of the will, 
unites the rational creature to God more closely than knowledge, which 
is an act of the intellect. Implied in this argument is the notion that the 
will is superior to the intellect, a claim that Giles had made explicidy, as 
we saw, in Quodlibet III, question 18. 

35 Ibid.: "Nam ea quae sunt priora origine sunt posteriora perfectione. Unde et Aug. 
12. Conf. Distinguit inter prius origine et prius electione. Nam origine et tempore flos 
praecedit fructum, electione vero fructus florem. Sic etiam secundum eumdem ibidem et 
in pluribus aliis locis, etsi non tempore, saltem origine, semper informe praecedit formá- 
tům; nulli tamen dubium quod electione et perfectione formátům praecedit informe. Eo 
ergo ipso quod secundum modum intelligendi et amandi nostrum, unum praecedat aliud 
hoc est, quod intelligere origine praecedit amare, quia bonum apprehensum est obiectum 
voluntatis, ut dicitur in 3. De anima. Consequens est quod unio per amorem sit potior et 
perfection Utroque ergo modo uniemur rei per intelligere et amare, sed huiusmodi unio 
in intelligendo inchoatur, sed in amore consummatur; origine praecedit unio per intel- 
ligere, sed perfectione praecedit unio per amare. Potior est ergo unio per amorem, quam 
per intelligere, sicut consummatum est potius quam inchoatum." 
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The Scope and Nature of Happiness 

Does happiness consist, then, in an act of the intellect or an act of the 
will? Does it consist chiefly or essentially in the contemplation of the 
divine essence, or in the love of God? Intellectualists such as Aquinas 
claimed that the final end for humans consisted essentially in the beatific 
vision, although they acknowledged God's role as the object of beatitude. 
Voluntarists typically argued, as we've indicated, that love of God was 
the final end of rational agents. John Peckham, for example, argued this, 
as we saw above.36 Richard of Middleton (ca. 1249-1300), another promi- 
nent voluntarist of the period, took a more measured approach. Although 
Richard stresses the priority of the will in human action, happiness for 
him nonetheless consists in a certain cooperation between the will and 
the intellect.37 Whatever one's emphasis, most theologians of the period, 
as Wieland has correctly noted, followed Aristotle in stressing self-perfection 
as the final destiny of human beings.38 That is, they located happiness 
primarily in human activity, whether of the intellect, the will, or a com- 
bination of the two. 

Henry of Ghent and Giles of Rome, at least in the latter's mature 
works, stand out by their lack of willingness to "baptize" Aristotle on the 
question of the final destiny of human beings. Instead, they looked to the 
older, mystical tradition of Dionysius Areopagite as a primary source. 
That is, rather than stressing self-perfection as the final end of human 
beings, they stressed self-transcendence or exstacy. Accordingly, they located 
happiness primarily in God, who is the object of the will and the intel- 
lect. As we shall see presently, although Giles ultimately endorses Henry's 
view of the final destiny of human beings in the mature Quodlibetal Questions , 
the influence of Aquinas is undeniable. To appreciate the reasons for 
which Giles incorporates the thomistic view into his own form of volun- 
tarism, it is necessary to turn to Thomas's and Henry's theories first. 

36 See note 8 above. 
37 Richard of Middleton, Sent. IV, d. 49, a. 1, q. 6, in: Super quatuor libros Sententiarum, 

4 vols., Brescia 1591 [repr. Frankfurt am Main 1963], vol. IV, 652: "Videtur mihi dicen- 
dum quod beatitudo consistit in actu intellectus et voluntatis simul, cuius ratio est quia 
esse beatitudinis vitae humanae consistit in perfecta unione animae rationalis cum Deo. 
Haec autem unio includit animae unionem cum Deo secundum omnem sui potentiam . . . 
<id> est intellectus et voluntas." On Richard's voluntarism, see Kent 1995 (n. 9), 138-40. 38 See note 3 above. 
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On Aquinas's account, beatitudo is the universal end or "perfect good 
that wholly brings desire to rest."39 It is also the object of the will. Because 
the object of the will is universal, it cannot be completely satisfied with 
any created good since such objects are by definition limited. Such an 
account, of course, necessarily excludes goods such as pleasure, wealth, 
power and honors from being identified with the fined end, for if some 
good is really to bring desire to rest, it must be infinite. Aquinas identifies 
such an object with God.40 

Having associated the source of human happiness with God, who is 
obviously outside of the created soul, what then does Thomas make of 
Aristotle's claim that happiness (eúôaijiovíoc) is an activity of the soul? For 
Aristode, the source of human happiness is not some external good; rather, 
it is associated with an internal operation of the soul {EN 1098a 16- 18). 
Indeed, Aristode explicitly dismissed the notion that happiness can be 
external to the soul in rejecting the Platonic identification of happiness 
with the subsistent Form of the Good {EN 1096b31-34). Aquinas is aware 
of the discrepancy between his account of happiness and Aristotle's, and 
takes pains to ensure that he does not entirely deviate from the latter. 
Accordingly, he distinguishes between happiness as "created" and happi- 
ness as "uncreated," a distinction he inherited from William of Auxerre 
{ca. 1 140/50- 1 23 1).41 

39 Aquinas, ST I-II, q. 2, a. 8, corp. For Aquinas's understanding of beatitude, see, 
among other treatment's D. Bradley, Aquinas on the Twofold Human Good. Reason and Human 
Happiness in Aquinas's Moral Science , Washington, D.C. 1997, 369-423; A. Celano, The Concept 
of Worldly Beatitude in the Writings of Thomas Aquinas , in: Journal of the History of Philosophy, 
25 (1987), 215-26; and A. Kenny, Aquinas on Aristotelian Happinessi in: S. MacDonald and 
E. Stump (eds), Aquinas's Moral Theory. Essay's in Honour of Norman Kretzmann , Cornell 1998, 
15-27. 

40 Ibid.: "Respondeo dicendum quod impossibile est beatitudinem hominis esse in aliquo 
bono creato. Beatitudo enim est bonum perfectum, quod totaliter quietat appetitum; alio- 
quin non esset ultimus finis, si adhuc restaret aliquid appetendum. Obiectum autem vol- 
untatis, quae est appetitus humanus, est universale bonum; sicut obiectum intellectus est 
universale verum. Ex quo patet quod nihil potest quietare voluntatem hominis, nisi bonum 
universale. Quod non invenitur in aliquo creato, sed solum in Deo, quia omnis creatura 
habet bonitatem participatam. Unde solus Deus voluntatem hominis implere potest; secun- 
dum quod dicitur in Psalmo Cil: 'Qui replet in bonis desiderium' etc. In solo igitur Deo 
beatitudo hominis consistit." 

41 William of Auxerre, Summa aurea , III, tr. 20, in: Magistři Guillelmi Altissiodorensis Summa 
aurea , ed. J. Ribailler, Rome 1980-87, 663: "Tamen dicimus quod cum dicitur 'Deus dilig- 
itur quia bonus,' haec dictio 'bonus' praeter divinam essentiam, quam signât, connotat 
aliquid creatum, scilicet suavitatem vel dilectionem vel beatitudinem creatam, quae est 
finis quo quiescitur in Deo; Deus autem est finis in quo quiescitur." Cf. also Wieland 1981 
(n. 3), 675. 
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Now according to Aquinas, the term "end" {finis) has a twofold 
signification. It can represent either the external object toward which the 
rational agent is striving, or it can signify the possession of the appetible 
object. In the first sense, the final end refers to God, the infinite object 
that fulfills all human aspirations. In the second sense, it signifies an activ- 
ity of the human soul. Insofar as the final end represents God as the 
source of happiness, it is uncreated. Insofar as it signifies the subjective 
attainment of God, however, it refers to human, and therefore created 
activity.42 In identifying the source of happiness with God as an uncre- 
ated object, Aquinas remains true to the Christian theological tradition; 
in associating created happiness with an activity of the soul, on the other 
hand, Aquinas is faithful to Aristotle. 

Having seen that uncreated happiness consists in God who is the objec- 
tive end of rational beings, and having established that created happiness 
is an activity of the soul, Aquinas proceeds to address the question of 
whether the latter consists essentially (essentialiter) in an act of the will or 
the intellect. He concludes that uncreated happiness consists essentially 
in an act of the intellect.43 

Now it is impossible, on Thomas's account, that beatitude consist in 
an act of the will. Happiness is defined as the attainment of the ultimate 
end. Will, however, is merely an inclination towards the ultimate end 
when it is absent, and an enjoyment of it when present. That is, in rela- 
tion to the final end the will acts in one of two ways: it is either merely 
an inclination toward perfection, or a delight in perfection once achieved. 
In neither case does it comprise perfection itself, and therefore cannot 
constitute happiness.44 

42 Aquinas, ST I-II, q. 3, a. 1, corp.: ". . .finis dicitur dupliciter. Uno modo, ipsa res 
quam cupimus adipisci, sicut avaro est finis pecunia. Alio modo, ipsa adeptio vel posses- 
sio, seu usus aut fruitio eius rei quae desideratur; sicut si dicatur quod possessio pecuniae 
est finis avari, et frui re voluptuosa est finis intemperati. Primo ergo modo, ultimus hominis 
finis est bonum increatum, scilicet Deus, qui solus sua infinita bonitate potest voluntatem 
hominis perfecte implere. Secundo autem modo, ultimus finis hominis est creatum aliquid 
in ipso existens, quod nihil est aliud quam adeptio vel fruitio finis ultimi. Ultimus autem 
finis vocatur beatitudo. Si ergo beatitudo hominis consideretur quantum ad causam vel 
obiectum, sic est aliquid increatum; si autem consideretur quantum ad ipsam essentiam 
beatitudinis, sic est aliquid creatum." 

43 Ibid., q. 3, a. 4, corp. 44 Ibid.,: "Dico ergo quod quantum ad id quod est essentialiter ipsa beatitudo, impos- 
sibile est quod consistât in actu voluntatis. Manifestum est enim ex praemissis quod beat- 
itudo est consecutio finis ultimi. Consecutio autem finis non consistit in ipso actu voluntatis. 
Voluntas autem fertur in finem et absentem, cum ipsum desiderat; et praesentem, cum in 
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It would be inaccurate to conclude from this that Aquinas entirely 
excludes the will from the activity of created happiness. He acknowledges 
that once the intellect attains the essence of God in the beatific vision, 
the glorified soul will experience what he calls delight (< dekctatio ).45 Aquinas 
even acknowledges that such an act of the will accompanies the beatific 
vision.46 Still, he is emphatic in rejecting the notion that the will can play 
an essential role in happiness. Instead, he assigns it merely an accidental, 
secondary role.47 Created happiness for Aquinas, then, essentially consists 
in the beatific vision, which is an act of the intellect. Only when ratio- 
nal creatures know the essence of God will their desires come to rest and 
their intellects be fully perfected.48 

In his Summa quaestìonum ordinarium (1275-93) Henry of Ghent challenged 
the thomistic understanding of beatitude. He took issue with Aquinas on 
two counts: (1) for claiming that happiness consists, at least pardy, in 

ipso requiescens delectatur. Manifestum est autem quod ipsum desiderium finis non est 
consecutio finis, sed est motum ad finem. Delectado autem advenit voluntad ex hoc quod 
finis est praesens; non autem e converso ex hoc aliquid fit praesens, quia voluntas delec- 
tatur in ipso. Oportet igitur aliquid aliud esse quam actum voluntatis, per quod fit finis 
ipse praesens voluntati . . . Sic igitur essentia beatitudinis in actu intellectus consistit ..." 

45 For an extensive study of medieval theories of the beatific vision, Aquinas's included, 
cf. Christian Trottmann's La vision béatifique des disputes scolastiques à sa définition par Benoît XII , 
Rome 1995. 

46 Aquinas, ST I-II, q. 4, a. 1, corp.: "Respondeo dicendum quadrupliciter aliquid requir- 
itur ad aliud. Uno modo, sicut praeambulum vel praeparatorium ad ipsum, sicut disci- 
plina requiritur ad scientiam. Alio modo, sicut perficiens aliquid, sicut anima requiritur ad 
vitam corporis. Tertio modo, sicut coadiuvans extrinsecus, sicut anima requiritur ad aliq- 
uid agendum. Quarto modo, sicut aliquid concomitans, ut si dicamus quod calor requiritur 
ad ignem. Et hoc modo delectatio requiritur ad beatitudinem. Delectado enim causatur 
ex hoc quod appetitus requiescit in bono adepto. Unde cum beatitudo nihil aliud sit quam 
adeptio summi boni, non potest esse beatitudo sine delectatione concomitante." 

47 Ibid., q. 4, a. 2, corp.: "Sed si quis diligenter consideret, ex necessitate oportet quod 
operatio intellectus, quae est visio, sit potior delectatione. Delectatio enim consistit in 
quadam quietatione voluntatis. Quod autem voluntas in aliquo quietatur, non est nisi 
propter bonitatem eius in quo quietatur. Si ergo voluntas quietatur in aliqua operatione, 
ex bonitate operationis procedit quietatio voluntatis. Nec voluntas quaerit bonum propter 
quietationem: sic enim ipse actus voluntatis esset finis, quod est contra praemissa. Sed ideo 
quaerit quod quietetur in operatione, quia operatio est bonum eius. Unde manifestum est 
quod principalius bonum est ipsa operatio in qua quietatur voluntas, quam quietatio vol- 
untatis in ipso." 48 Ibid., q. 3, a. 8, corp.: "Si igitur intellectus humanus, cognoscens essentiam alicuius 
effectus creati, non cognoscat de Deo nisi an est; nondum perfectio eius attingit simpliciter 
ad causam primam, sed remanet ei adhuc naturale desiderium inquirendi causam. Unde 
nondum est perfecte beatus. Ad perfectam igitur beatitudinem requiritur quod intellectus 
pertingat ad ipsam essentiam primae causae. Et sic perfectionem suam habebit per unionem 
ad Deum sicut ad obiectum, in quo solo beatitudo hominis consistit ..." 
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human activity, and (2) for excluding the will from the attainment of 
beatitude by assigning it a merely accidental role.49 

Henry of Ghent is first and foremost opposed to the thomistic impli- 
cation that man can contribute to his own salvation.50 He accordingly 
rejects the claim that happiness consists essentially in an activity of the 
soul, intellectual or otherwise. He suggests that while it is understandable 
that happiness should be denominated as an activity by some, this is 
nonetheless inaccurate. On Henry's view, it is not the act of the intellect 
or even that of the will that constitutes the happiness of the blessed; 
rather, it is God, who is the ultimate end. The source of beatitude there- 
fore consists principally ( pňncipaliter ), so Henry thinks, in the object of the 
will and the intellect rather than in any of their acts.51 

Recall that Thomas, like Henry, had associated the source of beati- 
tude with God. However, Aquinas also attempted to remain true to 
Aristotle's claim that happiness consisted in an activity of the soul, specifically 
in the perfection of the intellect. Thomas therefore posited a twofold 

aspect to the final end: God, who is the object of the will, and the human 

subjective response to this object, or the beatific vision. He termed these 
two aspects created and uncreated happiness, respectively. 

Henry of Ghent resists such an incorporation of Aristotle into Christian 

conceptions of beatitude. To claim that happiness consists in an activity 
of the soul, for Henry, is to argue that acts can be equivalent to ends. 

Henry here adopts the argument that Aquinas had used to exclude the 
act of the will from constituting beatitude and, as it were, turns it against 
him. That is, while Thomas had exluded the act of the will from comprising 
happiness on the grounds that it is merely a means toward the end, 

49 For discussions of Henry's theory of beatitude, see A. Celano, Act of the Intellect or Act 
of the Will. The Critical Reception of Aristotle's Idea of Human Perfection in the 13th and Early 
14th Centuries , in: Archives d'Histoire Doctrinale et Littéraire du Moyen Age, 57 (1990), 
103-09; and J. Rovira Belloso, La vision de Dios según Enrique de Gante , Barcelona 1960, 1 13-53. 

50 Celano 1990, 108. 51 Henry of Ghent, Summa quaestionum ordinarium (= SQO), a. 49, q. 5, in: Henricus a 
Gandavo, Summa Quaestionum Ordinariarum , ed. Badius, Paris 1520 [repr. St. Bonaventure, 
N.Y., 1953], fol. 37rO-P: "Quare quamvis in proposito aliquid potest denominali beatus 
et ab operatione qua tendit in finem et ab ipso fine quem adipiscitur illa operatione, quia 
tarnen a fine principaliter denominatur beatus tamquam ab ilio quod principaliter inten- 
dit, et ab operatione tamquam ab ilio quod intendit propter finem et ita secundario, 
inquantum scilicet ipso finis adipiscitur - quia si praescribatur finis a substantia actionis, 
non propter illam posset dici beatus - cum quaeritur absolute quid sit illud a quo iste dic- 
itur beatus, etsi quoque modo bene dicitur quod sit operario eius quod tendit in finem, 
melius tarnen dicitur quod sit ipse finis sive operationis obiectum." 
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Henry argues that by this reasoning the act of the intellect must also be 
excluded from comprising beatitude.52 Both the act of love and the act 
of knowing are interior ends toward the exterior end that is God. For 
Henry, they are "ends under an end," {fines sub fine) or means toward the 
ultimate end of being united with God.53 The question now becomes, for 
Henry, which act accomplishes such a goal most efficaciously. Put otherwise, 
assuming that our end is God, which instrumental activity will get us 
closest to union with the divine: the act of loving, or the act of knowing? 

Unsurprisingly Henry concludes that it is an act of the will that unites 
the rational soul more closely to God than an act of the intellect. He 
offers three reasons for this. First, the will is the more active potency, for 
while it transfers itself to the object "by means of its own action" {sua 
actione sdpsam transfer eî)^ the intellect can only elicit an act of understand- 
ing once it has passively received the form of the object.54 Second, the 
intellect merely unites itself to God as if to an assimilating form. The 
will, by contrast, unites itself to God as to an "end" {finis) and a "good" 
{bonum) through an act of love. Because love has the power to transform 

52 Ibid., fol. 37rP: "Sic ergo operatio sive intellectus sive voluntatis non potest esse 
ultimus finis eius secundum quod praecise sumitur, ut ideo nullo modo potest in ipsa prin- 
cipaliter consistere beatitudo, ut aperte iam patebit." Ibid., in: ed. Badius, fol. 40vG: "Eo 
ipso quod beatitudo est finis ultimus et primum obiectum voluntatis et intellectus et per 
hoc principium omnium actionum et operationum quae in beatitudine sunt tamquam 
quaedam ordinata in finem, igitur neque actus intellectus neque actus voluntatis possunt 
esse essentialis beatitudo quae debet esse finis ultimus beatus nec pertinet ad ipsam ut 
obiectum intellectum aut volitum in quo consistit. Nec tamen sequitur ex hoc quod non 
pertinet ad ipsam ut actus eius, per quem attingit finem ilium ut obiectum beatificans. 
Vanum est ergo quod aliqui nituntur excludere actum voluntatis a beatitudine, quia non 
potest esse primum volitum. Eadem enim ratione excluditur actus intellectus, quia nec 
potest esse primum intellectum aut volitum." 

53 Ibid., a. 49, q. 6, in: ed. Badius, fol. 40vH: "Non possunt esse fines ultimi ... Si 
ergo in ipsis consistât aliqua ratio beatitudinis oportet ut ilia sit tamquam finis sub fine. 
Actio autem vel operatio, non est sicut finis sub fine nisi quia est sicut finis interior con- 
tingens exteriori vel secundum rem, vel secundum rationem, primum propter beatitudinem 
creaturarum, secundum propter beatitudinem Dei." 

54 Ibid., fol. 42rO-P: "Finis ille seipsum facit in intellectum creatum ... et per hoc quod 
finis sub ratione veri existit in intellectu, ipse intellectus, quasi unum existens ex intellectu 
in intelligibili, elicit actum intelligendi ex intellectu per intelligibile tamquam per formale 
principium existens in eo, ut ordine quodam rationis quasi primo existit illud in intellectu 
sicut forma et quasi secundo elicitur ex intellectu actus intelligendi . . . Econverso autem 
contingit in actione voluntatis. Voluntas enim primo allecta sua actione seipsam transfert 
in ipsum obiectum sibi praesens, primo in intellectu, et per actum suum facit quod illud 
idem sit sibi praesens secundo, verius quam sit sibi aut intellectui praesens in intellectu, 
et verius existens in ipsa volúntate quam in ipso intellectu maxime sub ratione finis 
beatifican tis, ut iam patebit." 
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and convert the lover into the beloved, such an act unites us more closely 
to God, who is our end, than that of the intellect.55 Finally, a thing is 
perfected more, according to Henry, when it possesses its object under the 
aspect of the good than when it does so it under the aspect of the true.56 

Central to Henry's insistence that the will unites us to God more nearly 
than the intellect is Dionysius Areopagite's idea that "love, whether divine 
or angelic, intellectual, animal or natural, is a certain unitive and con- 
tinuative power."57 Perfect beatitude, in a subjective sense, consists in the 
will, by its own act of love, converting itself to the known good. After 
this initial act of desire, a "nobler" and "more perfect" act of the will is 
engendered by which the will impresses ( imprimit ) itself on the end, 
"immerses itself in it, adheres to it, and enjoys it."58 For Henry of Ghent, 
the act of love, and particularly what he calls "divine exstatic love" (< exsta - 

ticus divinus amor), allows the lover to become, as it were, the beloved.59 
When God is the object of such love Henry argues that the agent becomes 
God-like through a certain participation. He follows Dionysius Areopagite 
in refering to such a process as "deification" (deificatici).60 

55 Ibid., fol. 42rP: "Ex quo sequitur secunda differentia: quod licet illud ultimum uniatur 
quodammodo intellectui et pertingat intellectus ad ipsum, atque ipsum adipiscatur, licet 
non actione sua, sed ipso seipso illabendo intellectui creato vel naturaliter in divino intel- 
lect existendo perfectius tarnen illud adipiscitur voluntas sua operatione, et unitur eidem 
ilio cooperante, quam intellectui uniat seipsum; quia intellectui non unitur seipso nisi ut 
forma quaedam intellectus non inhaerens, sed expressa in ipso, et assimilans quodammodo 
sibi intellectum, secundum quod intellectus secundum actum est intellecta secundum 
actum . . . Voluntas autem unit se illi, non ut formae assimilanti, sed ut fini et bono, quasi 
sese, vi amoris, per actum suum, in illud quasi transubstantiando, sive transformando et 
convertendo. Amor enim sive actus amoris, qui est actus voluntatis, vim quamdam con- 
versivam habet amantis in amatum . . ." 

56 Ibid., fol. 42rP: "Ex quo sequitur tertia differentia, quod magis perficiatur res actione 
voluntatis qua habet bonum ultimum sibi obiectum sub ratione boni et finis quam actione 
intellectus qua habet ipsum obiectum sub ratione veri et formae." 

57 Henry of Ghent, SQO, a. 46, q. 3, in: Henricus de Gandavo , Opera Omnia. Summa 
Quaestionum Ordinariarum, art. xxxi-xxxiv, ed. L. Hödl, Leuven 1991, 145. 58 Henry of Ghent, SQO , a. 49, q. 6, in: ed. Badius, fol. 43rS: "Ex ipso tamquam ex 
bono cognito emanat actus amatorius in volúntate: quo, iam cessante desiderio, convertit 
se in ipsum altero actu voluntatis perfection et nobiliori, quo se fini imprimit, et immer- 
git atque inhaeret et ipso fruitur. In quo perfectio beatitudinis consistit." 

59 Henry of Ghent, SQO , a. 46, q. 4, in: ed. Hödl, 154: "Est autem exstaticus divinus 
amor, non sinens seipsos esse amantes sed amandorum, ut scilicet amans non maneat ipse 
amans, sed fiat quodammodo ipse amatus secundum quod declarai per illud quod dicit Paulus: 
'Vivo ego; iam non ego, vivet autem in me Christus,' dicens: Ut vere amator et mente 
excedens sic inquit Deo, non ipsam sui vivens sed amati vitam ut nimis dilectissimam." 

60 Henry of Ghent, SQO , a. 49, q. 6, in: ed. Badius, fol. 42vQj "Unde propter illam 
identitatem cum fine ultimo qui Deus est, tamquam in quo consistit perfectio beatitudinis, 
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The careful reader will notice that at root there is a very different 
understanding of human destiny for Henry than for Thomas. For Thomas 
the goal of human life is the perfection of the self by means of the intel- 
lect. For Henry, by contrast, the goal is not the perfection of the self but 
a sort of (< quodammodo ) transference of the self into God, which occurs by 
an autonomous conversion of the will.61 

Henry understands the final end for rational agents, then, to consist 
principally in God. The acts of the will and the intellect certainly con- 
tribute to beatitude, but they do not constitute it, for they are merely 
means toward union with God, which is the end toward which rational 
agents are striving. There is, then, a sort of hierarchy with respect to 
beatitude. At the summit is God, in union with whom beatitude essen- 
tially consists. After this follow acts of the will and the intellect, the for- 
mer of which is nobler than the latter because the act of love joins the 
rational agent to God more nearly than the act of knowledge by trans- 
forming the lover into the beloved.62 Aquinas, by contrast, sees no such 
hierarchy: both God and the intellect are essential partners in the final 
end for man. But the chief point to bear in mind is that, unlike Thomas 
for whom the final end consists in perfection of the self, for Henry the 
final end is characterized by an immersion of the self in God by means 
of love. 

Giles of Rome's understanding of the will's contribution to beatitude 
evolved over the course of his career. In his early commentary on the 

dicit Boetius quod omnis beatus est Deus, et hoc per essentiam deitatis, licet participa- 
tive . . . Quod bene exprimit Dionysius cum dicit De eccl. hier. I, 3: 'Deificatio est ad Deum 
sicut est possibile assimilado et unido.' " 

61 Ibid., a. 48, q. 2, in: ed. Badius, fol. 30vL: "Magis autem perficitur voluntas in 
Deo actu suo transferendo se in ipsum, quam recipiendo ipsum in se, eo quod transfer- 
endo se in Deum sub ratione boni per actum voluntatis, convertitur quodammodo in ipsum 
secundum quod habet esse in ipsum." Celano makes the observation that the goal, for 
Henry, is an overcoming of human nature rather than self-perfection. Cf. Celano 1990 
(n. 49), 109. 62 Ibid., in: ed. Badius, fol. 30vL-M: "Amor enim, qui est ratio volendi, est virtus con- 
versiva et unitiva transformans amantem in amatum . . . Recipiendo autem in se Deum 
sub ratione veri per actum intellectus, assimilatur quodammodo intellectus intellecto secun- 
dum quod habet intellectum esse in ipso intelligente. Notitia enim quae est ratio intelli- 
gendi, non est nisi virtus assimilativa. Maius autem et noblius est converti in deum et fieri 
unum quodammodo cum ipso secundum quod habet esse in seipso quam assimilali quo- 
dammodo ipsi secundum quod est intelligente. Idcirco dicendum est quod simpliciter in 
volente quocumque et intelligente deum nobilior et principalior est voluntas et actus volendi 
quam intellectus et actus intelligendi. Et sic propter idem dicendum est quod simpliciter 
et absolute principalior est voluntas seu actus volendi quam intellectus seu actus intelligendi." 
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Sentences , for instance, he maintains that beatitude consists in an act of 
the will, thus evidently siding with voluntarists such as John Peckham 
against Aquinas. In the later Quodlibetal Questions , on the other hand, he 
presents a theory that, although it ultimately resembles Henry of Ghent's, 
nonetheless takes certain principles from Aquinas. 

The first of Giles's discussions on the will's contribution to beatitude 
can be found in his commentary on book IV of the Sentences , the reportatio 
of which has been dated by Concetta Luna to 1269.63 Here Giles rehearses 
what he takes to be the intellectualist position, or the position of the 
"philosophers" ( philosophi ), and defines himself in opposition to it. 

He explains that beatitude has a double component: one that is out- 
side of the self, and one that is within. The first is identified with God, 
and the second with an act of the blessed by which we are united to 
God. The trouble with the "philosophers" ( philosophi ) is that they limited 
their investigations about the final end for man to natural phenomena. 
They excluded God from their theories and so could not identify him as 
the object of beatitude. Accordingly, they mistakenly believed that beat- 
itude had to consist in the perfection of something natural, concluding 
that this had to be an act of the intellect. In contrast to the philosophers, 
however, the blessed are joined ( coniunguntur ) to the essence of God and 
as such know that beatitude consists in Him.64 

Against the intellectualists, Giles argues that if beatitude is identified 
with the operation by which we are most nearly joined to God, then we 
must conclude that this is achieved in an act of the will rather than the 
intellect. His conclusion is grounded in the standard voluntarist argument 
that was inspired by Dionysius Areopagite and later employed extensively 

63 C. Luna, La lecture de Gilles de Rome sur le quatrième livre des sentences. Les extraits du CLM. 
8005 , in: Recherches de Théologie ancienne et médiévale, 57 (1990), 183-255, esp. 203. 

64 Giles of Rome, Sent. IV, d. 49, q. 24, in: Luna 1990 (n. 63), 250: "Duplex est beat- 
itudo: quaedam est extra, et hoc est finale obiectum, quod est summum bonum, scilicet 
deus. Alia est beatitudo que consistit in actu beati, quo unitur illi summo bono. Et quia 
philosophi non viderunt illud summum bonum per essentiam, ideo non posuerunt beati- 
tudinem in eo, sed solum in aliquo actu intelligendi, quia intelligere naturale hominis non 
se extendit ad essentiam divinanti, sed ad effectus divinos. Et quia nullum intelligibile nat- 
uraliter a nobis est ita perfectum sicut actus intelligendi illius, propter hoc non posuerunt 
beatitudinem in aliqua re extra, sed solum in intelligere intellectus, tamquam in eo qod 
per se desideratur, et in velie intelligere, tamquam in illud quod coniungit nos in actum 
intelligendi. Sed beati, qui certi sunt de aliqua meliori re, scilicet divina essentia, cui coni- 
unguntur, quam sciunt habere omnem modum beatitudinis et cui possibile est hominem 
uniri, ponunt principaliter beatitudinem suam per comparationem ad divinam essentiam, 
ita quod deus est beatitudo hominis." 
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by Henry of Ghent. The argument asserts that whereas the act of know- 
ing merely receives the intelligible species of the object according to the 
limited mode of a rational agent, an active motion of the soul towards 
the object characterizes the act of willing.65 That is, while intellection is 
characterized by the passive reception of a representation of the object, 
the act of love actively extends toward the object itself. But the chief 
point to bear in the mind is that, through love, the agent is transformed 
into the beloved object for, as Giles puts it, "in knowing, God is in the 
blessed soul, <but> in willing, the blessed soul is in God."66 According 
to Giles, then, the mode of union that occurs through love is more per- 
fect than that which occurs through intellection. 

Finally, Giles advances an argument that we have already encountered 
in Henry of Ghent. It is grounded in the identification of beatitude defined 
as the "end" or the "good" rather than as, for example, the "true." It 
asserts that since the highest good is the end of all things, the act that 
unites us to such an object under the aspect of an "end" is that in which 
beatitude consists. Like Henry, Giles argues that such an act accrues to 
the will. The intellect, by contrast, apprehends objects, God included, 
under the aspect of the true. Beatitude must therefore consist, subjectively 
speaking, in an act of the will rather than the intellect.67 

The foregoing discussion serves to underscore Giles's firm commitment 
to the primacy of the will and its principal role in beatitude. That it 
differs in certain crucial respects from Henry's discussion should come as 
no surprise given that the reportado of Book IV of Giles's commentary on 
the Sentences predates Henry's Summa quaestionum ordinariarum by well over 

65 Ibid.: ". . . intelligere est motus rei ad animam, ita quod intelligere est per recep- 
tionem intelligibilis in anima. Et quia omne quod recipitur, recipitur per modum recipi- 
entis, ideo intelligere divinam essentiam <fit> secundum modum recipientis anime. Sed 
velie est motus anime ad rem, qui transformat amantem in amatum et ponit amantem in 
amato." 

66 Ibid.: "Et sic patet quod coniungit animam beatam deo secundum modum divinum, 
non secundum <modum> anime beate, ita quod <in> intelligendo deus est in anima 
beata, in volendo anima beata est in deo. Et hoc est magis bonum et maior perfectio 
quam primům. Propter hoc dicendum quod consistit in actu voluntatis." 

67 Ibid., 250-51: ". . . beatitudo nostra attendenda est per comparationem ad beatitudinem 
extra, scilicet ad summum bonum, quod est finis omnium, non sic beatitudo philosopho- 
rum, sed solum actu anime. Ex hiis patet quod beatitudo debet consistere in ilio actu qui 
magis nos unit illi fini sub ratione qua finis. Hoc autem est actus voluntatis, quia intel- 
lectus respicit in deum in eo quod verum, sed voluntas inclinatur ad deum ut bonum et 
ut finis, quia proprium obiectum est ratio boni sive finis. Propter hoc beatitudo magis con- 
sistit in actu voluntatis." 
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ten years.68 But perhaps the most striking difference between the two 
works is Giles's conclusion that beatitude consists, at least partially, in an 
act of the will. Henry, recall, claims that beatitude consists primarily in 
God, and that the acts of the will and the intellect are merely means to 
beatitude or to union with God. He accordingly argues for a hierarchy 
involving the uncreated object of the will, i.e. God, and the created acts 
of the soul, of which the will is higher than the intellect since it unites us 
more closely to our end. No such hierarchy of means and ends is endorsed 
by Giles in the commentary on the Sentences. In that work Giles merely 
posits God as the object of beatitude, and the will's love for God as the 
subjective response to this object, both of which are equal partners in 
the achievement of beatitude. In this respect Giles resembles Thomas 
Aquinas, although, in line with the voluntarists of the period, he subsi- 
tutes the act of love for the act of intellection. 

Still, Giles's commentary on the Sentences is not entirely at odds with 
Henry of Ghent's discussion of beatitude in article 49 of the latter's Summa. 
The most obvious similarity is the vital role played by the Dionysian 
understanding of love as a transformative power. It is perhaps this aspect 
more than any other that represents the most significant departure from 

Aquinas, or indeed from any theory that associates the final end for ratio- 
nal agents with self-perfection rather than with a transference of the self 
into God. 

In the Quodlibetal Questions Giles draws substantially closer to Henry of 
Ghent's understanding of beatitude, athough elements of his account are 
almost certainly drawn from Aquinas. The most striking feature of Quodlibet 
III, question 18 is Giles's rejection of his earlier conclusion that beati- 
tude consists in an act of the will. Beatitude is now "nothing other than 
that towards which the will tends as its final cause (finaliter)."69 On this 
account, the will cannot incline toward its own act; rather, it must tend 
toward that which has the character of an "end." Accordingly, beatitude 
must principally consist in the object of the will rather than its act.70 

68 Henry's Summa was composed between 1277 and 1293. According to Gomez Caffarena, 
article 49 can be dated to Christmas 1282. Cf. J. Gómez Caffarena, Ser participado y der 
subsistente en la metafisica de Enrique de Gante , Rome 1958, 270. 69 Giles of Rome, Quod. III, q. 18, in: ed. De Coninck, 187: "... sciendum quod nihil 
aliud sit beatitudo quam illud in quod finaliter voluntas tendit ..." 

70 Ibid.: ". . . beatitudo sit magis in ipso obiecto voluntatis quam in actu quia ratio finis 
magis est in obiecto voluntatis quam in actu. Ex hoc etiam apparet quod omnino princi- 
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Although Giles locates beatitude principally in the object of the will, 
this does not prevent him from recognizing that there is also a subjec- 
tive element to happiness. For this reason he distinguishes between beat- 
itude as a final cause and beatitude as a formal cause.71 As a final cause, 
beatitude can be considered either without qualification {finaliter simpliciter ), 
or in a certain genus [finaliter in aliquo certo generi). As a final cause with- 
out qualification beatitude consists, as we have seen, in God who is our 
"repose" (< quies ), a claim Giles derives from Augustine. Beatitude consid- 
ered as a final cause in a certain genus, however, consists in the vision 
of God {visio Dei). The explanation for this is that the will cannot tend 
to its own act as an object directly, but can only do so reflexively. As 
such, the highest object to which it can tend in the created order (in 
genere creaturarum) is the visio Dei , which is an act of the intellect.72 The 
will, then, is able to tend finaliter to two things: God as the "uncreated 
good" {bonum increatum ), and the vision of God as a good in the genus of 
created things.73 

Now as regards the subjective element of beatitude, beatitudo formaliter , Giles 
understands this to be an act of the will. As with beatitude finaliter , beat- 
itude formaliter is considered in a twofold way: (1) without qualification, 
and (2) in a certain genus. Beatitude in the first sense is identified as an 
act of the will tending directly to God, in the second it is associated 

paliter beatitudo non possit esse in actu voluntatis quia voluntas principaliter non tendit 
in actum suum, sed principaliter tendit in aliud." 

71 Ibid.: ". . . distinguemus de beatitudine finaliter et de beatitudine formaliter, ut sem- 
per beatitudo finaliter sit voluntatis obiectum et beatitudo formaliter sit voluntatis actus, 
per quem voluntas formaliter tendit in obiectum." 

72 Ibid., 188: "Dicemus etiam quod beatitudo finaliter possit esse dupliciter: vel finaliter 
simpliciter vel finaliter in aliquo certo genere. Finaliter simpliciter est in ipso Deo, quia 
ipse Deus tamquam summum bonum est principalis finis noster et est illud in quo con- 
stat consummate quies nostra, iuxta illud Augustini I. Confess, circa principium: 'Ad te nos 
feristi Domine et inquietum est cor nostrum, donec requiescat in te.' In ipso ergo Deo 
erit ultima quies cordis nostri. Propter quod ipse Deus est illud, in quo finaliter stat beat- 
itudo nostra. Finaliter tamen, non simpliciter, sed in certo genere stat beatitudo nostra in 
visione Dei . . . nam in genere creaturarum potissimum bonum vel ponimus actum intel- 
lectus, vel actum voluntatis. Ipse autem actus nostrae voluntatis non est proprie obiectum 
eius. Infra Deum ergo non ponimus obiectum voluntatis in quod directe tendat nisi visionem 
Dei, quia in nihil aliud maius potest voluntas directe tendere quam in visionem Dei. In 
actum autem suum voluntas directe numquam tendit, sed semper per reflexionem." 

73 Ibid.: "Et sic damus duo in quibus est beatitudo finaliter iuxta duo obiecta volun- 
tatis in qua potest directe tendere: unum in quo est beatitudo finaliter simpliciter ut bonum 
increatum, videlicet, ipsum Deum; et unum in quo beatitudo est finaliter in certo genere 
ut visionem Dei." 
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with an act of the will that tends, not to God Himself, but to the vision 
of God.74 

Despite Giles's claim that beatitude consists in some way in the vision 
of God, it is worth bearing in mind that he places a rather strict qualification 
on this claim. Specifically, he maintains that happiness is only found in 
the vision of God to the extent that such an act of the intellect is asso- 
ciated with the will. The explanation for this is that felicity is the object 
of the will rather than the intellect and therefore must be identified with 
the former faculty if it is to count as as a form of beatitude.75 Accordingly, 
he precludes the intellect from having an intrinsic role to play in happi- 
ness, attributing to it a merely ancilliary one, for "felicity is nothing other 
than the object of the will or an act of the will."76 

Giles, then, recognizes four types of beatitude: (1) God, (2) an act of 
the will tending to God, (3) the vision of God, and (4) an act of the will 
tending toward the vision of God.77 How precisely are we to interpret 
this taxonomy? In positing four types of beatitude, does Giles mean to 
say that rational agents have four different ends? In point of fact, Giles 
thinks that rational agents have only one principal and final end, and 
that is God himself. The vision of God, though a final cause, is merely 
the object of the will in the created order; it is an "end under the end" 
[finis sub fine ).78 Indeed, even the acts of the will are merely means toward 
the goal of being united with God.79 

74 Ibid.: "Sic oportet dare duo in quibus sit beati tudo formaliter: unum in quo beati- 
tudo sit formaliter simpliciter et aliud quod sit formaliter beatitudo in certo genere. Damus 
autem duplicem actum voluntatis: unum per quem formaliter tendit in Deum tamquam 
in obiectum voluntatis finale simpliciter, et alium per quem tendit formaliter in visionem 
Dei, tamquam in obiectum finale eius, non simpliciter, sed in certo genere. Actus ergo 
voluntatis formaliter coniungens nos Deo, qui est noster finis simpliciter, erit beatitudo for- 
maliter simpliciter. Sed actus voluntatis per quem voluntas tendit in visionem Dei, non 
tamquam in finem simpliciter sed tamquam finem in certo genere, est beatitudo formaliter 
non simpliciter, sed in certo genere." 75 Ibid.: "Visio ergo potest esse beatitudo modo quo dictum est, non quia est aliquid 
intellectus nec quia est ad intellectum pertinens, sed quia est obiectum voluntatis. ... Si 
ergo felicitas habet rationem finis et finis rationem boni, et sit voluntatis in bonum ten- 
dere, solum per comparationem ad voluntatem, nullo autem modo per comparationem ad 
intellectum secundum se est accipienda felicitas." 

76 Ibid.: "Nihil aliud est ergo felicitas, nisi voluntatis obiectum, vel voluntatis actus ..." 
77 Ibid., 190: "Possumus autem, si velimus, assignare quatuor felicitates se habentes per 

ordinem: videlicet ipsum Deum; actum voluntatis per quem tendimus in Deum; visionem 
Dei; et actum voluntatis per quem tendimus in huiusmodi visionem." 

78 Ibid., 189. 79 Ibid.: "Hoc etiam idem patet: nam si visio est beatitudo, hoc est prout est obiectum 
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Although the will and the intellect, then, are merely means toward 
union with God, it may still be asked whether one act unites us to God 
more closely than the other. Given the voluntarist framework of this 
Quodlibet , it is not surprising to find Giles endorsing the claim that it is 
the will's act that joins us to God more closely than the intellect's. The 
vision of God merely joins us to God mediately {mediate). The explana- 
tion for this is that any act of the intellect, no matter how exalted, is 
merely the object of the will as a created good. The will's act, however, 
is able to surpass any created good - the vision of God included - and 
tend immediately toward God himself, who is, of course, uncreated.80 
Moreover it is Giles's view, as we established in the previous section, that 
the will is a nobler power than the intellect. It is united to God as he 
is in himself, while the intellect is united to God merely as he exists in 
the intellect.81 

Based on the foregoing discussion, it is safe to conclude that Giles's 
presentation of beatitude in the Quodlibets represents a species to volun- 
tarism. The discussion acquires additional significance however, once it 
is recognized that the particular form of voluntarism being advanced bears 
a striking resembance to that of Henry of Ghent. For one thing, Giles 
establishes, as we have seen, a hierarchy of "created beatitudes" (< beati - 

tudines creatas) under the final end, much as Henry did. These created 
beatitudes are means toward God, in whom beatitude essentially consists. 
Not all of these grades of beatitude are equal, however, for some unite 
the rational agent to God more closely than others. Thus, as Giles explains, 
"amongst created beatitudes the most principal will be beatitude as an 

voluntatis et prout est finis, non autem finis simpliciter, sed est finis sub fine; unde est finis 
ordinatus ad alium finem, id est, ad Deum. Hoc ergo modo erit in visione felicitas prout 
voluntas per actum suum tendit in visionem Dei et per visionem Dei tendit in Deum. 
Numquam autem sic voluntas coniungitur Deo prout per actum suum tendit in visionem, 
et per visionem tendit in Deum sicut per act suum immediate tendit in Deum." 

80 Ibid.: "Si visio ergo sit felicitas, hoc est prout voluntas per visione tendit in Deum, 
scilicet prout per earn voluntas coniungitur Deo mediate. Sed ipse actus voluntatis est felic- 
itas prout per huiusmodi actum voluntas tendit in Deum immediate. Ideo huiusmodi actus 
voluntatis principalius est felicitas, quia immediate nos coniungit Deo ut in eo felicitatem 
ponimus quam actus intellectus." Ibid., 191-92. "Visio ergo est tota merces creata, sed est 
alia merces multo excellentior: ut ipse Deus, in eo autem est principalius beatitudo quod 
magis coniungit voluntatem ipsi principali mercedi, sive ipsi Deo." 

81 Ibid., 190: "Credimus enim quod plus et nobiliori modo coniungatur voluntas Deo 
per suum actum quam per actum intellectus, quia per suum actum coniungitur voluntas 
Deo ut Deus est aliquid in se, sed intellectus per suum actum coniungitur Deo ut est aliq- 
uid in nobis ..." 
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act of the will tending to God, because through such an act the will is 
more immediately united to God. Afterward there will be beatitude in 
the vision of God itself, and finally there will be felicity in an act of the 
will to the extent that it tends to the vision of God."82 But perhaps the 
most obvious and significant similarity to Henry of Ghent is the claim 
that, although beatitude is achieved by means of the intellect and the 
will, it does not consist in the act of either. Rather, beatitude consists prin- 
cipally in the object of the will: God himself. 

What does Giles's theory owe, if anything, to Aquinas? Recall that 
Thomas, in order to reconcile Aristotle with the Christian theological tra- 
dition, had drawn a distinction between happiness as a created good and 
happiness as an uncreated one. The former he identified with the attain- 
ment or vision of God, and the latter with God himself. Giles adopts this 
distinction as his starting point. The created good or the vision of God 
Giles designates as the final cause of the will in a certain genus (finaliter 
in certo genere ). Happiness as an uncreated good, or God himself, on the 
other hand, is termed the final cause of the will without qualification 
(finaliter simpliciter). 

Now although Aquinas maintains that happiness consists essentially in 
the beatific vision, which is an act of the intellect, he rejects the notion 
that happiness is the object of the intellect.83 Rather, it is the object of the 
will.84 To Giles's mind, such a claim demonstrates that happiness must 
always be understood in reference to the will.85 He accordingly develops 
Aquinas's distinction between God and the visio Dei as the final causes of 
the will by introducing the further distinction between the will's act as it 
tends to God himself and its act as it tends to the vision of God. Both 
acts are formal causes of the will: the first is the formal cause of the will 
without qualification (formaliter simpliciter) and the second its formal cause 
in a certain genus (formaliter in certo genere). Giles ranks these created beat- 

82 Ibid., 191: "Ergo inter beatitudines creatas principalior erit beatitudo actus voluntatis 
tendens in Deum quia per huiusmodi actum immediatius voluntas coniungitur Deo. Postea 
erit beatitudo in ipsa visione Dei, ultimo autem erit felicitas in actu voluntatis prout ten- 
dit in visionem Dei." 

83 Aquinas, ST I-II, q. 3, a. 4, corp. 84 Ibid., ad 2. 
85 Giles of Rome, Quod. Ill, q. 18, in: ed. De Coninck, 188: "Si ergo felicitas habet 

rationem finis et finis rationem boni et sit voluntatis in bonum tendere, solum per com- 
paratonem ad voluntatem, nullo autem modo per comparationem ad intellectum secun- 
dum se est accipienda felicitas." 
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itudes - i.e. the will's act of tending to God, the vision of God, and 
the will's act of tending to the vision of God - according to the degree 
to which they are capable of uniting the rational creature to God. He 
concludes, recall, that will's act of tending to God himself is nobler than 
the intellect's act of the visio Dei in the achievement of beatitude because 
it joins us to God as he is in himself rather than merely as he is in us, 
which is all that the visio Dei achieves.86 Giles therefore develops Aquinas's 
position in the direction of Henry of Ghent. 

In the final analysis, Giles of Rome departs from Aquinas because he 
thinks, as Henry does, that Thomas's intellectualist argument does not 
ultimately achieve what it sets out to. Aquinas's position, as Giles reports 
it in his reply to an objection, purports to show that the intellect is higher 
than the will because its nobility is intrinsic to it, that is, "because in 
knowing there is a motion of things to the soul."87 The will's nobility, 
by contrast, is relative to its object. Now although Aquinas regards the 
intellect as the nobler power simpliciter , he thinks that in regard to 
divine things the will is higher since it is better to love God than to know 
him. Relative to things that are beneath the soul, however, it is better 
to know than to love since "the cognition of natural things is more noble 
than the things themselves."88 According to Giles, Thomas position does 
not demonstrate that the intellect is higher; rather, it shows the opposite. 
That is, if the will is higher with respect to God as its object, then as 
far as beatitude is concerned, willing must be considered more noble than 

86 See note 81 above. 
87 Giles of Rome, Quod. Ill, q. 18, in: ed. De Coninck, 193: "Dato tarnen quod intel- 

lects esset altior potentia quam voluntas, adhuc non haberetur intentum, nam ponentes 
intellectum esse altiorem potentiam dicunt quod intellectus sit alitor potentia si considere- 
tur in se et nobilior nam nobilitas intellectus est ex hoc quod habeat in se quia intelli- 
gendo est motus rerum ad animam. Nobilitas vero voluntatis est ex eo quod tendat in 
aliud quia in volendo est motus animae ad res. Simpliciter autem et absolute est nobilius 
quod est tale in se quam quod est tale in ordine ad aliud et ideo simpliciter et absolute, 
ut dicunt, intellectus est nobilior volúntate et intelligere nobilius quam velie." 

88 Ibid.: "Sed si intellectus et voluntas et actus eorum, ut aiunt, non considerentur secun- 
dum se sed in ordine ad obiectum, vel hoc erit ad res naturales vel ad res divinas, si ad 
res naturelles sic adhuc, ut aiunt, nobilius est intelligere quam velie, quia res sunt intel- 
lectae ut sunt in anima, sunt volitae ut sunt seipsis. Nobilius autem haberit esse in anima 
quam in seipsis, nobilior est enim cognitio naturalium quam ipsae sint res naturales. Sed 
si intelligere et velie comparentur ad res divinas sic dicunt quod velie sit nobilius quam 
intelligere quia divina bonitas perfectius habet esse ut est in seipsa et ut a volúntate desider- 
ata quam prout ab intellectu concipitur et nobilior res est ipse Deus in se quam cogni- 
tio quam habet creatura de Deo." 
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knowing. Our beatitude principally must consist in loving God rather 
than in knowing him, then, chiefly because, as was indicated above, the 
act of loving conjoins the rational soul more closely to God than know- 

ing does.89 
The theory that Giles advanced in the Quodlibets , then, is significantly 

more redolent of Henry of Ghent than that which Giles advanced in the 
commentary on the Sentences. Perhaps the chief point to bear in mind, 
however, is that both works differ in the final analysis from Aquinas's 
view. First, on Thomas's account, created and uncreated beatitude are 
essentially equal partners in the final end for rational agents. Second, 
Aquinas thinks that the will's act, delight, is merely an accidental feature, 
a by-product of human beatitude, which consists essentially in the per- 
fection of the intellect. For Giles, although the final end cannot consist in 
an act of the will, the will nonetheless has an essential, rather than merely 
accidental, role to play in its achievement. 

Perhaps the most significant feature of Giles's theory of the primacy 
of the will is the strong emphasis on love as a transformative power. In 
the final analysis, this represents a rather significant departure from the 
standard Aristotelian account of the final end, which is associated with 
the perfection of the self. On Giles's view, the final end for rational agents 
is not actually the perfection of the self or any of its powers, which are 
just means to the final end; rather, the summum bonum for rational agents 
consits in a type of transference of the soul into God. Such a theory, 
although indebted to Aquinas in certain respects, is far more redolent of 
Henry of Ghent than of Thomas. 

Conclusion 

In stressing objective beatitude over subjective beatitude, that is, in stress- 
ing God as our final destiny rather than the vision or love of God as 
their contemporaries were doing, Henry and Giles departed quite radi- 
cally from the mainstream theological tradition. Specifically, they devel- 

89 Ibid.: "Ponentes igitur quod intellectus simpliciter sit altior potentia quam voluntas 
ponunt quod respectu rerum divinarum velie sit nobilius et altius quam intelligere et quia 
respectu rerum divinarum ponimus beatitudinem in anima, dicere debemus quod respectu 
felicitatis et beati tudinis velie sit nobilius quam intelligere. Beati tudo ergo nostra princi- 
palius est in amare vel in velie quam intelligere et in actu voluntatis quam intellectus quia 
per huiusmodi actum magis coniungimur ipsi Deo ..." 
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oped a quasi-mystical understanding of happiness that does not repose in 
the perfection of the self and its human capacities, but in a sort of self- 
transcendence through love. It is true that in the Ethics Aristotle intimated 
that there might be a divine aspect to happiness insofar as it might be 
a gift from the gods (EN 1099b 11-14). He never considered the possi- 
bility, however, that it might consist in an exstatic immersion of the self 
in the divine being. 

Guelph, Ontario 
University of Guelph 
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Problems with Temporality and Scientific Propositions 
in John Burìdan and Albert of Saxony 

MICHAEL J. FITZGERALD 

Abstract 
The essay develops two major arguments. First, if John Buridan's 'first argu- 
ment' for the reintroduction of natural supposition is only that the "eternal 
truth" of a scientific proposition is preserved because subject terms in scientific 
propositions supposit for all the term's past, present, and future significata 
indifferently; then Albert of Saxony thinks it is simply ineffective. Only the 
'second argument', i.e. the argument for the existence of an ' atemporal copula' 
adequately performs this task; but is rejected by Albert. Second, later four- 
teenth-century criticisms of Buridan's natural supposition , given in certain Notabilia 
from the anonymous author in, Paris, BnF, lat. 14.716, ff. 40va-41rb, are 
nothing but an interpolated hodge-podge of criticisms given earlier in the 
century against various views of Buridan's by Albert of Saxony. It is this fact 
that makes Albert the real source of late fourteenth-century criticisms of 
Buridan's view of natural supposition. 

The traditional view of the role of natural supposition in fourteenth-century 
nominalist supposition theory, as articulated by L.M. de Rijk, is that John 
Buridan imported the notion from thirteenth-century "realist" supposition 
theory, specifically to account for the " necessity 

" and " eternal truth " of 
scientific propositions which involve only reference to particular spatio- 
temporal objects.1 More recently, however, H.A.G. Braakhuis has argued 
that there are actually two arguments employed by Buridan to defend 
the reintroduction of natural supposition into fourteenth-century nominalist 
logical theory. First, "... the acceptability of natural supposition is argued 
for by stressing that nouns which signify things without co-signifying any 
determinate time, signify present, past, and future things indifferently."2 

1 L.M. de Rijk, The Development of Suppositio naturalis in Mediaeval Logic. II: Fourteenth Century 
Natural Supposition as Atemporal (Omnitemporal) Supposition , in: Vivarium, 11 (1973), 43-79. 

© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2006 Vivarium 44,2-3 
Also available online - www.brill.nl/viv 
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Second, "... by contrast, 'that supposition' is presented as the one accord- 
ing to which the verb 'is' may be taken for every time, present, past, and 
future, indifferently."3 The first sort of argument Braakhuis claims is devel- 
oped in Buridan's £fc.y-commentary, but the second sort of argument is 
more fully developed in his Questions on De generatione et corruptione and 
Summulae .4 

In this essay, I will compare Buridan's view of natural supposition with 
Albert of Saxony's, and show that Albert's account sheds some new light 
on the debate over natural supposition in the fourteenth century. My 
comparison of these two thinkers will proceed by developing two arguments. 
First, I will argue that if John Buridan's first argument for the reintro- 
duction of natural supposition is only that natural supposition requires the 
subject term in a scientific proposition to supposit for all the term's past, 
present, and future significata to preserve the eternal truth of scientific 
propositions; then Albert of Saxony thinks it is simply ineffective as an 
account for the eternal truth of a scientific proposition. It seems it is only 
the second argument mentioned by Braakhuis, Buridan's argument for a 
special atemporal copula, which actually does the work of accounting for 
the "eternal truth" ( perpetue veritatis ) of scientific propositions. It is Buridan's 
defense of the existence of an atemporal copula that is the real target of 
Albert of Saxony's criticisms against natural supposition , and not the fact 
that naturally suppositing subject terms supposit for all their past, present 
and future significata.5 Second, I will argue that the later fourteenth- 

2 H.A.G. Braakhuis, Scientific Knowledge and Contingent Reality. Knowledge, Signification and 
(Natural) Supposition in Buridan's Questions on De Generatione et corruptione, in: J.M.M.H. 
Thijssen & H.A.G. Braakhuis (eds), The Commentary Tradition on Aristotle's De Generatione et 
corruptione: Ancient , Medieval , and Early Modern , Turnhout 1999 (Studia Artistarum 7), 139. 3 Braakhuis 1999, 139. 4 Braakhuis 1999, 143. 5 A brief note on my terminology here is important. I use the notions atemporal and 
omni-temporal in a different way than does De Rijk. De Rijk uses the terms omni-temporal 
and atemporal to distinguish a "nominalist usage" of a naturally suppositing subject term 
from a "realist usage." He says: "Accordingly, a term has or has not, Buridans' natural 
supposition regardless of the tense of the proposition, to the extent that all (possible) times 
at which particular beings may be in existence are included; for that reason it can best 
be termed omnitemporal On the other hand Ferrer's natural supposition is of the Realist 
type, in that it involves a metaphysical entity, which as a universale is time-less rather than 
omnitemporal. Therefore his natural supposition may be termed atemporali De Rijk 1973 
(n. 1), 68. However, I see these terms as not applicable to the nouns which are naturally 
suppositing subject terms in a proposition, but as only applicable to two possible uses of 
the present tense copula 'is' in a proposition, i.e. when the present tense copula 'is' is 
construed as tense-less or time independent ( intemporale ), i.e. atemporali y (intemporale) and when it 
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century rejection of Buridan's view, in various Notabilia mentioned by an 
anonymous author, in BnF, lat. 14716, ff. 40va-41rb, is nothing but an 
interpolated hodge-podge of Albert of Saxony's own criticisms of various 
views of Buridan's from earlier in the century. It is this latter fact that 
makes Albert the ultimate late fourteenth-century source for criticisms of 
Buridan's view on natural supposition. 

I 

John Buridan and Albert of Saxony are typically classified as medieval 
"nominalist philosophers" who accept the ontologica! primacy of particulars, 
with universais having a lesser ontological status. For example, they both 
certainly agree that spatio-temporal particulars ". . . come into existence 
at a time; pass out of existence at some later time; and they exist at all 
times in between."6 Medieval ontological "realists" had argued that "nom- 
inalists" could not have scientific understanding via demonstration, along 
the lines suggested by Aristotle in his Posterior Analytics , since the objects 
of such demonstrations were spatio-temporal particulars. Realists claimed 
that propositions about such objects were at best only contingently true - 
not necessary or eternally true. As De Rijk points out: 

is construed as a present tensed at every/ each given time it occurs , i.e. omnitemporally (in omni 
tempore). Since nouns signify all their significata independendy of time, I do not find the 
distinction helpful with respect to the issue of natural supposition between ontological 
"nominalists" and "realists." As I see the issue, the real "shooting" between Albert of 
Saxony and John Buridan about natural supposition is actually about whether or not the 
present tense copula: 'is' can be taken in a tense-less eternal or time-independent sense , or only 
in the sense that it is confined to the present tense at every/ each occurance of its use. I believe 
the latter sense corresponds to what Braakhuis points out is Buridan's second argument 
for subject terms having natural supposition in scientific propositions. Moreover, part of my 
motivation for changing De Rijk's usage is the fourteenth-century anonymous author, men- 
tioned by De Rijk, in BnF, lat. 14716, formulates a version of two of Buridan's arguments 
for the natural supposition of terms, i.e. Arguments 2.5 & 2.7 below, by distinguishing 
between the copula 'is' taken as connoting no time at all (nullum tempus connotaret) [what I call 
signifying ' atemporali 'y'], and taken as signifying any given time (quodlibet tempus significam) [what 
I call signifying 'omni- temporally]. Hence, the difference between my usage of the terms 
atemporal/ omni-temporal and De Rijk's is that De Rijk's usage applies the distinction to nouns, 
but I apply the distinction to the different signifying usages of the present tense copula 
'is'. I believe that my usage will help one more clearly understand the real disagreement 
over natural supposition between Albert and Buridan, and Albert's responses to Buridan's 
particular arguments in favor of natural supposition. 6 M.J. Loux, Metaphysics: A Contemporary Introduction , 2nd ed., London 2002, 216. 
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It is self-evident that the logicians of the anti-Realist tradition who were 
eagerly involved in exorcising all abstract entities of whatever sort, could 
not help taking the Realist explanation of demonstrative propositions 
(like Ferrer's) for sheer nonsense. Since concrete particulars were com- 
monly held to be the only proper claimants to existence, the anti-Realists 
set themselves the task to establish the objectivity of knowledge in concrete 
particular being and nowhere else. In their view all universal knowledge 
was ultimately knowledge of concrete particular beings. Of course as a 
general theory of reference the doctrine of supposition was of outstand- 
ing interest within the scope of the anti-Realist program. 

The crucial point lay in the propositions of demonstrative science, 
which are supposed to be necessarily true, i.e. true at all possible times. 
However they just have the form of categorical propositions of present 
tense, e.g. 'Omnis homo est animal', 'Tonitruus est sonus factus in 
nubibus'. For this reason, the anti-Realist tradition had to take them for 
false if no man happens to exist (c.q. if no thunder happens to be) at 
the time at which the proposition is written or uttered. Putting it in a 
general way the problem was: how is the necessity of science to be 
grounded in contingent particular beings?7 

Hence, nominalists like Buridan all hold that a scientifically demonstra- 
ble proposition, like 'Thunder is a sound made in the clouds' is not just 
about the subject term's present significata, but also about its past and 
future significata as well. But, Buridan reasons, if the subject terms of 
scientifically demonstrable propositions are taken as personally suppositing for 
this or that particular instance of thunder, when there is no thunder, the 
proposition 'All thunder is a sound made in the clouds' will be false rather 
than an eternally true proposition of demonstrative science. Hence, demon- 
strative sciences require natural supposition for the subject terms of their 

propositions, in order for the subject terms even to be said of all (dici de 
omni) of their significata. 

Deinde quarto scientiae demonstrativae utuntur huiusmodi suppositione 
[i.e. suppositio naturalis], quia, si dicamus in libro Metheorum 'omne toni- 
truum est sonus factus in nubibus' vel 'omnis iris est reflexio aut refrac- 
tio lucis', non intendimus hoc solum dicere pro praesentibus. Immo, si 
nullum esset tonitruum in praesenti vel iris, tamen ita diceremus ... Et 

7 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 51-52. 
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hoc manifeste dicit Aristoteles primo Posteriorum sic "'de omni' quidem 
dico quod non est in aliquo sic et in aliquo non nec aliquando sic nec 
aliquando non."8 

De Rijk maintains that Buridan believed only an atemporal view of the 
"logic of names" would solve the problem of scientifically demonstrative 
propositions involving claims about all spatio-temporal particular objects.9 

"Thus Buridan appears to hold that in the case of demonstrative propo- 
sitions, this view of the logic of names may solve our problem. They do 
not make an assertion about any particular time, but about all times. 
The terms of such propositions are regarded to stand for all things that 
they signify, i.e. can possibly denote, regardless of the particular time of 
their (possible) existence. It is here that Buridan has recourse to the 
older logicians. He thinks that they recognized this in distinguishing 
between accidental and natural supposition. A term is said to have acci- 
dental supposition if it stands for things existing at some determinate 
time, whereas a term having natural supposition stands for all concrete 
things it signifies (all its supposita ), regardless of whether they exist at the 
present time, existed in the past or will exist in the future ... So Buridan 
takes the natural supposition used by the older logicians {antiqui logici) 
as an omnitemporal supposition, which causes a term to stand for all its 
possible supposita indifferently, whether they are in the present, past, or 
future."10 

8 Johannes Buridanus, Summutae De suppositionibus , Tractatus Quartus, 4.3.4 <De divi- 
sione suppositions communis in naturalem et accidentalem>, ed. R. van der Lecq, Nijmegen 
1998 (Artistarium, 10-4), 46, 14-17 & 22-24. (hereafter Buridanus, De Suppositionibus). John 
Buridan, Summulm de Dialéctica . An annotated translation, with a philosophical introduction 
by G. Klima, New Haven-London 2001, 260: "Furthermore, and fourth, the demonstra- 
tive science also use this sort of supposition. For if we say in [connection with] the 
Meteorologica that every thunder is a sound made in the clouds, or that every rainbow is 
a reflection or refraction of light, then we do not intend to say these things only con- 
cerning the present ones; indeed, even if there were no thunder or rainbow at the pre- 
sent time, we would nevertheless say the same things . . . Aristode explicitly states this in 
bk. 1 of the Posterior Analytics: "I call '[true] for all' [de omni ] that which is not such that 
it holds for some and does not hold for another, nor such that sometimes it holds and 
sometimes it does not." 

9 I am using the notion of a 'proposition' here in a metaphysically neutral way, to 
indifferently refer to whatever is considered the bearer of logical truth and falsity, whether 
that bearer is taken to be: 1) a sentence; 2) a statement; or 3) a common "meaning con- 
tent" across different languages, without taking a position with regard to their ontological 
status, or how effective each candidate is for fulfilling the task of bearing logical truth or 
falsity. 10 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 55-57. 
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Hence, it is really because the subject term thunder has natural supposition 
in that proposition, rather than personal supposition , that the proposition is 
scientifically demonstrable and we can claim that it is necessary and eter- 
nally true. 

The view that it was John Buridan who reintroduced natural supposition 
for precisely this purpose, is also confirmed in the mid-fifteenth-century 
discussion of natural supposition , c.1456, by Lawrence Sartorer of Sweden 
(Laurentius Sartoreris de Swendenetum). Lawrence says: 

Dubitatur secundo circa descriptionem naturalis suppositionis: utrum sup- 
positio naturalis aequaliter conveniat terminis communibus, extra propo- 
si tionem et in propositione. Pro quo notandum quod quidam moderni 
opinati sunt quod suppositio naturalis est quando terminus supponit in 
ordine ad copulam non importantem aliqwd determinatimi tempus. Unde dixerunt 
quod subiecta talium propositionum: Homo est animal; Tonitruum est sonus 
factus in nubibus , supponunt naturaliter. In talibus enim propositionibus, 
ut ipsi dicunt, subiecta non capiuntur in ordine ad aliquod determina- 
tum tempus, quia si sic, tales propositiones sunt contingentes. Quod est 
contra Philosophum Primo Posteňorum. Et ergo ad salvandum illas propo- 
sitiones necessarias Buridanus excogitavit suppositionem naturalem , dicens quod 
ipsa habet fieri quando terminus supponit in ordine ad copulam non impor- 
tantem aliquod determinatum tempus , immo absolvitur a connotatone temporis. Ex 
quo sequitur secundum ipsum quod suppositio naturalis et quaelibet alia 
suppositio solum est in propositione. Alii autem dixerunt, sequentes 
antiquos, quod suppositio actualis solum est in propositione. Suppositio vero 
ponabilis, tam in propositione, quam extra proposi tionem. 11 

11 Laurentius Sartoreris de Swendenetum, Tractatus de suppositione naturali , Lat. 
Ms. Michaelbeuren 57, f. 223vb. For his entire discussion De suppositione naturalis , see 
ff. 223va-226va. "Secondly it is doubted concerning the description of natural supposition: 
whether natural supposition equally applies to common terms outside a proposition and 
within it. According to which it should be noted, that certain moderni are of the opinion 
that natural supposition occurs when a term supposits arranged with a copula not introduc- 
ing some determinate time. Hence, they say that the subjects of such propositions as 'Man 
is an animal'; 'Thunder is a sound made in the clouds' are naturally suppositing. For in these 
sorts of propositions, as they themselves say, the subjects are not arranged with a copula 
introducing some determinate time, because if so, those sorts of propositions are contin- 
gent. That is against what the Philosopher says in Book I of the Posterior Analytics. And 
therefore, to save the necessity of such propositions Buridan devised natural supposition, 
saying that it has to obtain when a term supposits by being arranged with a copula not 
introducing some determinate time', nay, on the contrary, it is absolved from any connotation of time , 
since it follows according to him that natural supposition and any other supposition occurs 
only in a proposition. However, following the ancients, others say that only actual supposition 
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In the balance of his essay, De Rijk focuses on only the 'Fourth Reason' 
Buridan gives for why natural supposition must be reintroduced. But, Buridan 
himself actually gives us several more reasons for reintroducing natural 
supposition , in addition to the reason that scientific demonstrations seem 
to require it. First, Buridan says, there are certain verbs which ampliate 
their subject terms to supposit for all their past, present and future 
significata in a propositional context, such verbs as: Ho understand ' 

(; intel - 

ligere) 
' to signify' (. significare j, 'to know ' 

(scire), 
' to cognize 

' 
(« cognoscere ), 

' to think'' (opinan), 
and others. Buridan thinks that the presence of these verbs requires natural 
supposition for their subject terms, in order for their subject terms to supposit 
for all their past, present and future significata.12 

Second, certain other propositional contexts require natural supposition 
for their subject terms, whether the propositions are true or false, contexts 
like 'Everything that is, or was or will be, runs' (Omne quod est , vel fuit vel 
erit , currit).13 

Third, the presence of certain terms in a proposition affect the distri- 
bution of the subject term for all its past, present, and future significata, 
and these other terms require subject terms to have natural supposition , 
rather than personal or material supposition. Terms such as: ' perpetually 

' 
(j per- 

petue ), 
' 
eternally (< aeternaliter ), 

' 
always 

' 
(semper), function in this way. For exam- 

ple, in the proposition 'Always a man is an animal (Semper homo est animal)' 
the term ť always 

' 
(semper) requires that the subject term man have natural 

supposition , according to Buridan, in order to distribute the term man for 
all its past, present and future significata.14 In addition, our intellects per- 
mit us to complexly conceive of a man or an animal without any tem- 
poral determination. The existence of these atemporal conceptions explains 

occurs in a proposition. Supposition can truly occur just as much within a proposition, as 
outside a proposition." Notice also here that it is the "second argument of Buridan's," 
mentioned by Braakhuis, which Lawrence thinks is the most important reason for Buridan's 
devising natural supposition to account for the 'eternal truth' of scientific propositions. 12 Buridanus, De suppositionibus , 4.3.4, ed. Van der Lecq, 45, 13-16: "Primo quia ista 
verba 'intellegere,' 'scire', 'cognoscere', 'opinari', 'significare', et alia multa faciunt sup- 
ponere vel teneri términos cum eis constructos pro praesentibus, praeteritis et futuris." 13 Ibid., 45, 19-21: "Secundo, hoc etiam apparet in tali propositione 'omne quod est vel 
fuit vel erit, curriť. Subiectum enim supponit pro praesentibus, praeteritis et futuris, sive 
propositio sit vera sive falsa." 

14 Buridanus, De suppositionibus , ed. Van der Lecq, 46, 1-4 & 9-11: "Tertio, etiam hoc 
apparet ubi terminus confunderetur per istas dictiones vel consimiles 'perpetue', 'aeter- 
naliter', 'semper'. Tales enim dictiones impositae fuerunt, prout videtur appare re ex usu 
antiquorum auctorum, ad distribuendum pro omni tempore praesenti, praeterito, vel 
futuro . . . Unde videtur quod ista 'semper homo est animal' non aequivalet isti 'omni 
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why we have to utilize various written or spoken linguistic expressions 
like 'man' or 'animal' to designate them. When our intellects complexly 
conceive, they do so indifferendy for every time, past, present and future. 
Hence, the concepts have natural supposition when they occur in mental 
propositions.15 Buridan claims that there are both 'material' and 'formal' 
components to any given proposition, written, spoken, or mental. The 
material components are the subject and predicate terms, and the formal 
component is the copula.16 Since Aristotle says that the most basic ele- 
ments of a proposition are a noun and a verb; the copula: is, is really a 
syncategorematic part of the predicate term which merely joins together the 
subject and predicated This conjoining function of the copula is implicitly 
contained in every predicate. So, in the proposition 'A man runs' for exam- 
ple, the present tense verb 'runs' implies the present tense copula 'is', in 
such a way that the verbs 'runs' can be replaced in any proposition by 
'is-running' without any loss of truth-value in the resulting proposition. 
Gabriel Nuchelmans summarizes Buridan's view of mental propositions 
as follows: 

A mental proposito is a complex concept formed by a complexio distans. 
The matter of the mental propositio consists of the concepts that are the 

tempore homo est animal', sed isti 'omni tempore praesenti, praeterito vel futuro homo 
fuit, est vel erit animal'." 

15 Ibid., 48, 13-49, 2: "Adhuc posset argui pro illa suppostone naturali quia, sicut pos- 
sumus indifferenter omnia ammalia, puta homines asinos equos etc., uno conceptu concipere 
a quo sumitur hoc nomen 'animal', absque hoc quod concipiam homines, equos vel asi- 
nos conceptibus specialibus a quibus sumuntur ista nomina 'homo' 'equus', 'asinus', ita 
omnia tempora ego possum concipere indifferenter uno conceptu communi a quo sumitur 
hoc nomen 'tempus' absque hoc quod concipiam specialibus conceptibus praesentiam, prae- 
teritionem vel futuritionem. Ergo posito quod necesse esset in propositione categorica co- 
pulam significare cum tempore, tamen correspondenter conceptibus non oporteret eam 
determinate significare praesens tempus aut determinate praeteritum vel futurum, sed posset 
secundum conceptum communem ex parte temporum consignificare tempus sine differentia 
praesentis, praeteriti vel futuri. 

16 Johannes Buridanus, Quaestiones longe super Librum Perihermenias , q. I, 7: utrum in materia 
naturali particularis equivalei universali , ed. R. van der Lecq, Nijmegen 1983 (Artistarium, 4), 
33, 17-18: "Notandum est primo quod per materiam propositionis in hoc loco nos intel- 
ligimus subiectum et praedicatum et per formam propositionis copulam." 17 Ibid., I, 5: utrum diffinitio verbi sit bona in qua didtur "verbum est vox significativa ad plaátum 
cum tempore cuius nulla pars significativa est separata et est semper eorum que de altero dicuntur nota , 
ed. Van der Lecq, 23, 20-24: "Sed nec subiectum potest esse copula vel implicare copu- 
lam nec econverso. Ideo principales partes orationis reducuntur ad duas, scilicet ad partem 
per se subicibilem et ad partem per se copulativam, scilicet quia potest per se esse copula 
vel implicare copulam praedicati ad subiectum." 
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subject and predicate; the form is the mental copula, a conceptus com- 
plexivus that is an act of compounding or separating. The mental cop- 
ula does not signify that the subject-thought and the predicate-thought 
are related to the same thing or are not related to the same thing. It 
is, rather, the activity of compounding or separating itself, being a mode 
of conceiving of a thing in a complex way, either affirmatively or neg- 
atively. The mental propositio is the significate of the vocal proposition the 
concepts of things being signified by the categorematic vocal terms and 
the way of conceiving, the mental copula, being signified by the syn- 
categorematic words est and non est. If we wish to speak of the significate 
of a propositio as such, we can mean only that the mental propositio is the 
significate of the vocal propositio or, in a less important way, that the 
vocal propositio is the significate of the written proposition 

In addition, the Buridanian "mental copula" signifies any time you please 
(< quodlibet tempus significam). The mental copula in fact has a different onto- 
logical status than the verbal or written copula 'is'. Because the mental 
copula signifies any time you please (< quodlibet tempus ), it is only very roughly 
correlated with its present tense written or spoken "counterpart copula" 
'is' (est). The mental copula completely lacks tense and any connotation 
of time: 

... ita in intellectu oportet prius formare conceptum subiecti et conceptum 
praedicati, et postea formando propositionem mentalem oportet dictis 
conceptibus supervenire conceptum complexivum istorum conceptuum 
primorum, qui [que ed.] per copulam verbalem designatur [designantur 
ed.]. Ideo illi conceptus primi qui in propositione mentali sunt subiec- 
tum et predicatum, habent similitudinem materie. Et conceptus iste 
complexivus superveniens habet modum forme. Sicut igitur subiectum 
et praedicatum dicuntur materia propositionis.19 

18 G. Nuchelmans, Theories of the Proposition : Ancient and medieval conceptions of the bearers of 
truth and falsity , Amsterdam-London 1973 (North-Holland Linguistic Series, 8), 244. 19 Buridanus, Quaestiones longe super Librum Perihermenias , I, 7, ed. Van der Lecq, 33, 
21-28. . . So in the intellect, it is required first that one form the concept of the sub- 
ject and the concept of the predicate, and after it is required for forming a mental propo- 
sition that to the said concepts a complexive concept supervenes on those first concepts 
which is designated through the verbal copula. Therefore, those first concepts, which are 
in the mental proposition as subject and predicate, are like matter. And, the supervening 
complexive concept works like form. Therefore, the subject and predicate of a proposition 
are called the 'matter of the proposition'." Perhaps, Buridanian "mental propositions" are 
more like some Greek or Russian propositions that do not require a present tense copula 
at all. Conventional languages can at best only utilize imprecise written and spoken "coun- 
terparts" of the Buridanian mental copula, e.g. the English '¿y' or the Latin ' esť . 
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Without this special atemporal mental copula , the subordinated conventional 
written and spoken propositions could not be comprehended or ever be 
called " eternally true ." Moreover, according to Buridan, we only need a 

single complex conception to be able to conceive past, present or future, 
particular things, such as a man or an animal, without any addition of 

special temporal concepts at all. This is because the atemporal mental copula 
is the 'timeless invisible glue5 that binds the subject-thought together with 
the predicate-thought into a complex mental thought, i.e. a mental propo- 
sition. Buridan thinks, we need natural supposition to account for the ability 
of this single atemporal complex concept, i.e. a mental proposition, and its 

ability to apply indifferently to any time and to any particular entities. 

Item, sicut intellectus potest concipere hominem et animal sine differen- 
tia temporis illis conceptibus a quibus imponuntur isti termini 'homo' et 
'animal', ita verisimile est quod potest formare conceptum complexivum 
illorum sine differentia temporis. Et erit tunc propositio mentalis omni 
tempore, praesenti praeterito vel futuro, indifferens. Ideo etiam termini 
pro omnibus illis temporibus supponunt indifferenter. Sed non habemus 
vocem proprie impositam ad significandum talem copulam mentalem. 
Ideo possumus ad placitum hac voce 'est' uti ad significandum talem 
copulam per quam non significabitur magis tempus praesens quam prae- 
teritum vel futurum, immo nullum. Ideo, sic erit suppositio naturalis ter- 
minorum.20 

However, it is actually the special atemporal mental copula that is doing all 
the work of preserving the necessity and "eternal truth" of scientifically 
demonstrable propositions, not the natural supposition of their subject 
terms. Buridan's defense of natural supposition for scientifically demonstra- 
ble propositions actually rests upon the "second argument" mentioned by 
Braakhuis, namely, Buridan's argument for the existence of the atemporal 
mental copula. 

20 Buridanus, De suppositionibus , 4.3.4, ed. Van der Lecq, 47, 19-22; John Buridan, 
Summulae , trans. Klima, Treatise 4, 4.3.4, p. 261: "Again, just as the intellect is able to 
conceive of man and animal without any distinction of time by means of the concepts 
whence the terms 'man' and 'animal' are imposed, so it is likely that it is able to form a 
complexive concept without any distinction of time. But then the mental proposition [formed 
with this concept] will be indifferent with respect to all present, past, and future times, 
and so also [its] terms will supposit for everything from those times indifferently. But we 
do not have an utterance properly imposed to signify such a mentad copula, so we can 
use the verb 'is' by convention [ad placitum ] to signify such a copula by which the present 
time will no more be signified than is the past or the future: indeed, [it will signify] no 
time at all, and so there will occur a natural supposition of the terms." 
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Buridan's insistence upon the existence of a special atemporal mental cop- 
ula for mental propositions, in order to ensure the " eternal truth " of 
scientifically demonstrable propositions, is a forerunner of a view of the 
nature of time which the contemporary philosopher Michael J. Loux 
characterizes to as " eternalisť rather than as atemporal : 

Eternalists . . . make much of tenseless language. Indeed, eternalists have 
traditionally wanted to claim that everything we say can, without loss 
of content, be expressed in a tenseless language. On this view, even the 
claim that a particular time is present can be expressed in a language 
that exhibits no built-in prejudice in favor of one time over another. 
These eternalists remind us that expressions like 'now' and 'the present' 
are indexicals. Indexicals, recall, are referring expressions whose refer- 
ence on any occasion of utterance is determined by the context of that 
utterance. "'Now' is an indexical which, on any occasion of utterance, 
picks out the time at which the utterance occurs. Eternalists have gen- 
erally taken this fact to show that when I refer to a time as 'now' or 
'the present,' I am not identifying it as some ontologically privileged 
moment; I am merely picking it out as the time at which my utterance 
occurs. ... To speak of an event as past or future is not to denigrate 
it, to deny it full-blown ontological status; it is merely to say that it 
occurs before or after a particular utterance - the very utterance by 
which I date it.21 

II 

Unlike Buridan, the present seems to hold a special ontological status for 
Albert of Saxony. He defends what Michael J. Loux refers to as a " pre- 
sentisi " 

position with respect to the nature of time. "Presentists . . . believe 
that the use of tenses is ontologically significant. As they see it, only what 
exists in the present really exists and only what is going on in the present 
is really going on."22 Albert clearly satisfies Loux's characterization of a 
presentisi: 

In propositione de praesenti, in qua non ponitur aliquis terminus amplia- 
tivus, nomen denotatur supponere pro praesentibus sive his quae sunt, 
quamvis in eadem propositione etiam bene supponat pro aliis. Et ideo 

21 Loux 2002 (n. 6), 221-22. 22 Loux 2002 (n. 6), 220. 
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in omni propositione hoc verbum: est, sit copula explicite sive implicite. 
Igitur, in omni propositione, terminus obtinet qui denotatur supponere 
per illam propositionem pro eo quod est. Unde quamvis in ilia: Adam 
ßiit homo , ponatur verbum de praeterito, tarnen illa proposi tio resolvi tur 
in unam in qua hoc verbum <est> praesentis temporis est copula, ut in 
illa: Adam est praeteritus homo. Et ideo sicut dictum <est>, semper terminus23 
in propositione in qua poni tur denotatur supponere pro eo quod est.24 

In fact, Albert maintains that every proposition is really only about the 
things that presently exist. He further argues that the present tense copula 
'is', is really an independent part of a proposition. It is not any syncat- 
egorematic element in a proposition or a part of the predicate term, as 
Buridan implies.25 It is a significative term in a categorical proposition 
that only signifies the present time: 

Secunda conclusio: quod hoc verbum est non est syncategorema. Probatur: 
illud non est syncategorema quod est significativum alicuius absque hoc 
quod alicui addatur; sed sic est de hoc verbo est , per praecedentem con- 
clusionem, ergo, etc. 

Tertia conclusio: hoc verbum est, est significativum temporis praesentis. 
Probatur, nam in communi modo loquendi, cum dicimus: Socrates est 
albus , significai quod pro praesenti tempore est albus; modo hoc non 
esse nisi hoc verbum est esset consignificativum temporis praesentis.26 

23 <obtinet> ed. 
24 Albert of Saxony's Twenty-foe Disputed Questions on Logic. A critical edition of his Quaestiones 

circa logicarci, ed. MJ. Fitzgerald, Leiden-Boston-Köln 2002, (hereafter QCL), <Undevicesima 
Quaestio> Utrum in propositione de praesenti subiectum possit ampliari ad supponendum pro eo quod 
ßiit, vel erit, vel potest esse , 347. 1, pp. 255, 13-256, 5: "In a present tense proposition, in 
which there is no ampliating term, a noun means it supposits for present things or those 
which are, even though in that proposition it also correctly supposits for others. Therefore, 
in every proposition this verb 'is', is the copula, either explicitly or implicitly. Therefore, 
in every proposition a term prevails which means it supposits in that proposition for that 
which is. Hence, although there is a verb of the past tense in the proposition: Adam was 
a man; nevertheless that proposition is parsed into one in which the present tense verb 
'is' is the copula; as in: Adam is a past man. Therefore, as [is] said, a term is always 
indicated to supposit in a proposition in which it occurs, for that which is." 

25 See notes 17 and 18 above. 
26 Albertus de Saxonia, Quaestiones in Artem Veter em, edición critica, ed. Angel Muñoz- 

García, Maricaibo 1988: Quaestiones In Librum Aristoteli s De Interpretation , De Verbo Secunda 
Quaestio: Quaeritur utrum omne verbum sit significativum cum tempore , 885-86, p. 552 (hereafter 
QA V). "The Second Thesis is: The verb 'is' is not a syncategorematic expression. This is 
proved. That is not a syncategorematic expression which is significative of something, with- 
out being added to something, but so it is with this verb 'is' according to the preceding 
Thesis. Therefore, etc. 
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The copula 'is' (est), signifies the same present thing that the participle being 
signifies, although the noun being signifies that thing without connoting time . 

Similiter hoc verbum est , significai eandem rem quam significai hoc 
participium ens , licet nomen ens significai illam sine connotatione temporis.27 

The present tense copula 'is' independently signifies that the subject term 
and predicate terms of the proposition are to be taken as co-suppositing for 
the same presently existing things. Moreover, every verb in every proposition 
implicitly contains this present tense copula 'is'. Hence, the categorematic 
terms in the proposition can only supposit for things (ens vel entiá) which 

presently are (quae sunt). Albert's emphasis on the ontologically privileged 
status of "the present time" also emerges from his general characteriza- 
tion of supposition itself: 

Unde supposi tio de qua hic intendi tur est acceptio seu usus termini cat- 
egorematici qui accipitur pro aliquo vel aliquibus in proposi tione. Unde 
terminům alicuius propositionis dico accipi pro ilio de cuius pronomine 
demonstrante ilium praedicatum in illa propositione denotatur verificali 
affirmative vel negative, verbi gratia dicendo 'homo est animai', vel 
dicendo 'homo est nomen'. In prima istarum hic terminus 'homo' accip- 
itur pro Sorte vel Platone, quia de pronomine demonstrante Sortem vel 
Platonem li animal quod est praedicatum praedictae propositionis per 
praedictam propositionem denotatur verifican, ut dicendo 'hoc est ani- 
mal' demonstrando per ly hoc Sortem vel Platonem vel aliquem alium 
hominem.28 

Third Thesis is: This verb 'is' is significative of the present tense. This is proved, for 
speaking in the usual way we say: Socrates is white, signifies that at the present time he is 
white. Now this would not be the case, unless the verb 'is' is consignificative of the pre- 
sent tense." Cf. also, QCL, <Nona Quaestio> Utrum verbum semper sit nota eorum quae de altero 
dicuntur vel praedicantur , 170, pp. 167, 15-16: "Et ista compositio praedicati ad subiectum 
non est aliud nisi idem esse pro quo supponit subiectum et praedicatum." See also note 
20 above. 

27 QAV: Quaestiones In Librum Aristotelis De Interpretationen 884, pp. 550 & 552: "Similarly, 
this verb 'is' signifies the same thing as the participle 'being' signifies, although the noun 
'being' signifies that thing without connoting time" 

28 Christoph Kann, Die Eigenschaften der Termini: Eine Untersuchung zur (Perutilis logica ' Alberts 
von Sachsen , Leiden 1994, Perutilis , Tr. II, cap. I: De suppositionibus terminorum , 167, 8-19. 
"The supposition which is intended here is the taking or use of a categorematic term, by 
which it is taken for something or some things in a proposition. Hence, I say a term in 
a proposition is taken for that, which has been pointed out, the predicate in that proposi- 
tion is meant to be verified of a pronoun affirmatively or negatively; for example saying 
'man is an animal' or saying 'man is a noun'. In the first of these, this term 'man' is 
taken for Socrates or Plato, because of a pronoun, Socrates or Plato having been pointed 
out, the term 'animal', which is the predicate of the preceding proposition, is meant to 
be verified; as in saying ' this is an animal', while pointing to Socrates or Plato or some 
other man, using the term 'this'." 
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In order for the term homo to have any supposition at all , in the proposi- 
tion: Homo est animal , one must be pointing to Socrates or Plato right 
now, or some other man existing at the present time, using the demonstrative 
pronoun 'Aoc' and saying: Hoc est animal. So, the subject term in that 
proposition cannot supposit for everything that it signifies, past, present, 
and future, but only the presently existing ones. 

Unde non pro omni ilio quod terminus significat potest supponere in 
propositione. Nec etiam est verificabilis de omni ilio quod significat. 
Unde ly album , quamvis significet albedinem, tamen haec est falsa: Albedo 
est alba.29 

The only known place in Albert writings where he explicitly discusses nat- 
ural supposition is in the nineteenth question of his Quaestiones circa logicam: 
Utrum in propositione de praesenti subiectum possit ampliari ad supponendum pro eo 
quod fait , vel eût , vel potest esse. In that Question , Albert draws the distinction 
between the natural and actual supposition of a term. 

Secundo, notandum quod suppositio qua terminus indifferenter supponit 
pro omnibus suis significatis praesentibus, praeteritis, et futuris, potest 
vocari suppositio naturalis. Suppositio autem qua terminus accipitur pro 
ilio quod est vel pro illis quae sunt30 potest vocari suppositio actualist 

The present tense copula 'is', in any proposition, restricts a subject term's 
actual supposition to its presently existing significata. Subject terms do not 
usually supposit for all their significata. For example, in a proposition like 
'Thunder is a sound made in the clouds' the subject term has natural sup- 
position for all past, present, and future instances of thunder, but the propo- 
sition literally means that the subject term has actual supposition only for 
the present instances of thunder. Albert says: 

29 QCL: <Duodecima Quaestio> Utrum terminus pro omni ilio supportât quod significat , 228.2.2.2, 
pp. 197, 1-4: "A term cannot supposit for everything it signifies in a proposition. Neither 
is it able to be verified of everything it signifies. Hence, although the term 'white' signifies 
whiteness; nevertheless the proposition 'Whiteness is a white thing5 is false." 

30 vel fuit, ed. 
31 QCL : <Undevicesima Quaestio>, 348, pp. 256, 10-14: "Second, it should be noted 

that the supposition by which a subject term indifferently supposits for all its significata, 
present, past, and future, can be called 'natural supposition'. The supposition, however, 
by which a subject term is taken for that which is, or those that are, can be called 'actual 
supposition'." 
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Tertio, notandum quod quamvis pono supposi tionem naturalem termini, 
sicut plurimi32 antiquorum logici posuerunt,33 non tamen propter hoc 
volo concedere istas 'Tonitruum est sonus factus in nubibus' (supposito 
quod nullum sit tonitruum), 'Rosa est flos' (supposito quod nulla sit rosa), 
quas concedunt propter istam suppositionem naturalem et consimiles; 
quia intendo bene concedere quod in ista 'Rosa est flos' (posito quod 
nulla rosa sit), subiectum bene supponit supposi tione naturali pro eo 
quod est vel fuit, vel erit, vel potest esse, sed in propositione in qua 
ponitur, denotatur supponere solum pro eo quod est, ex quo est propo- 
siti de praesenti sine termino ampliativo. Et igitur, propositio est neganda 
tamquam falsa, ex quo per eam denotatur quod rosa est quae est flos. 
Unde non secundum omnem suppositionem termini propositio debet dici 
vera vel falsa, sed solum secundum istam qua terminus accipitur pro 
aliquo vel pro aliquibus per quem denotatur accipi per proposi tionem. 
Ideo ilia est falsa 'Tonitruum est sonus factus in nubibus' (supposito quod 
nullum tonitruum sit). Similiter, in ista: Eclipsis lunae etc. (supposito 
quod nulla sit), et sic de aliis pluribus.34 

In his Perutilis , Albert says: 

Et sic dico quod subiectum istius propositionis 'Tonitruum est sonus fac- 
tus in nubibus' supponit personaliter35 pro eo quod fuit vel erit vel potest 

32 plurimum, ed. 
33 possuerunt, ed. 
34 QCL: <Undevicesima Quaestio>, 349, pp. 256, 19-257, 15. Third, it should be noted: 

Although I put forth the natural supposition of terms, just as did many of the older logi- 
cians; I do not want to concede these propositions 'Thunder is a sound made in the 
clouds', assuming that no thunder is; 'A rose is a flower', assuming now no rose is; and 
similar propositions which older logicians concede because of natural supposition. I intend 
to concede that in the proposition 'A rose is a flower', assuming that no rose is; the sub- 
ject term correctly supposits by natural supposition for that which is or was, or will be or can 
be a rose. But, the proposition in which the subject term is placed means that the subject term 
supposits only for that which is, since the proposition is in the present tense and lacks an 
ampliating term. Therefore, since the proposition means that a rose is which is a flower; 
the proposition is denied as false. Hence, it is not because of every supposition of terms 
that a proposition ought to be said to be true or false, but only according to the suppo- 
sition by which the subject term is taken for something or some things in the proposition 
for which it is meant to be taken. Therefore, assuming that no thunder is, the proposition 
'Thunder is a sound made in the clouds', is false. Similarly, assuming no eclipse of the 
moon is now, the proposition 'An eclipse of the moon etc.' is false and so on for many 
others." See also, Paula J. Smithka, Ampliation and Natural Supposition In Albert of Saxony's 
Quaestiones Circa Logicam, in: J. Biard (ed.), Itinéraires d'Albert de Saxe Paris- Vienne Au XIVe 
Siècle, Paris 1991, 137-148. 35 Kann 1994 (n. 28), Tr. II, cap. IUI: De suppositione personali, 177, 3-5: "Suppositio per- 
sonalis est acceptio termini vocalis vel scripti pro ilio cui impositus est ad significandum vel 
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esse vel imaginan. Sed quia per proposi tionem denotatur supponere pro 
eo quod est, cum sit de praesenti sine termino ampliative, praedicta 
propositio est falsa supposito quod nullum tonitruum sit. Similiter dicere- 
tur de ista 'Rosa est pulcherrimus florum' posito quod nulla rosa esset.36 

Since at present there are no particular instances of thunder, for which 
the personally suppositing subject term can be taken in the proposition 
'Thunder is a sound made in the clouds', the proposition is literally false. 
On Buridan's view, by contrast, the subject term has natural supposition for 
all its past, present and future significata. Even though this is also the 
case for Albert, it is because a subject term can be ampliated to supposit 
for its significata which are beyond the tense of the principal verb in a 
proposition. Paying careful attention to verbal tense in a proposition is 
essential for determining the things for which the subject term actually 
supposits. For example, when there is an ampliating term in a proposition, 
like the term 'dead' in the proposition 'The king is dead', the subject 
term is ampliated beyond the present tense to signify its past significata. 
However, the occurrence of a past tensed copula 'was' in the proposition 
'Adam waj (fiât) a man', he says, is merely a disguised abbreviation for 
the present tense expression: 'is a past man'. Hence, the proposition really 
means 'Adam is a past man '37 The past tense copula 'was', ampliated the 
subject term 'Adam' to supposit beyond the implicit present tense copula 
'is' to include past men as well as present men in its supposita. Hence, 
the actual supposition of the term 'Adam' in the proposition: 'Adam was a 
man' is for both its present and past supposita. The situation is exactly 
the same for scientific propositions like 'Thunder is a sound made in the 
clouds'. Hence, Albert thinks that subject terms suppositing in proposi- 
tions can only supposit for presendy existing spatio-temporal objects, stricdy 

acceptio termini mentalis pro ilio quo naturaliter proprie significai. " ("Personal supposi- 
tion is the taking of a spoken or written term for that which it is stipulated to signify or 
the taking of a mental term for that which it properly naturally signifies.") 36 Ibid., cap. V: De propositionibus dubitandis , 197, 17-198, 2: "And so I say that the sub- 
ject term in this proposition 'Thunder is a sound made in the clouds' personally supposits 
for that which was or will be or can be or imagined. But, because the proposition means 
that it supposits for that which is, since it is a present tense proposition without an amplia- 
tive term, the preceding proposition is false, assuming that there is no thunder. It should 
be said similarly for this proposition 'The rose is the most beautiful of flowers' assuming 
that no rose is." 

37 QCL : <Undevicesima Quaestio>, 347, pp. 255, 18-256, 3: "Unde quamvis in ilia: 
Adam fidt homo , ponatur verbum de praeterito, tarnen illa propositio resolvitur in unam in 
qua hoc verbum <est> praesentis temporis est copula, ut in ilia: Adam est praetmtus homo." 
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speaking, unless there occurs some ampliating term which expands the 
range of the subject term's supposita to also include its past or future 
significata. The supposita of an actually suppositing subject term might even 
extend to significata that can be or can be imagined at present: 

. . . terminus in propositione potest supponere pro aliquo quod fuit vel 
erit vel potest esse vel intellegi vel imaginari absque hoc quod in ilia 
propositione ponatur terminus ampliati vus. 38 

However, verbs never signify without tense , as Buridan claims.39 Albert adopts 
what he claims to be the real position of Aristode, in De Interpretation e: 
verbs must always signify with tense. There cannot be atemporal verbs (verba 
intemporalia ), whether such verbs are taken to be written, spoken, or men- 
tal. He presents eight different arguments for this position. 1) In gram- 
mar we acknowledge knowledge impersonal verbs (verba impersonalia :), e.g. 'It 
is raining (Pluit)' 'It is thundering ( Tonat)' but we do not hear of "tense- 
less" atemporal verbs (verba intemporalia). 40 2) Verbs signify actions and under- 
going actions, but both of these concepts require persistent particular 
things undergoing the passage of time in order to be comprehended at all.41 
3) If there were such atemporal verbs, there would be no greater reason 
to say that that a verb was of the past, present, or future tense, rather 
than any other.42 4) If there were such a thing as an atemporal copula, 
then assuming there would be no animals now but were some in the past 
or will be some in the future; both parts of a disjunctive proposition 'An 
animal is healthy or an animal is sick' having incompatible disjuncts would 
be true; since the copula 'is' would indifferently signify past, present, and 
future animals. However, the disjunctive proposition is obviously false, 

38 Kann 1994 (n. 28), cap. V: De propositionibus dubitandis , 197, 14-16: ". . . A term in a 
proposition can supposit for something that was, or will be, or can be, or can be com- 
prehended or imagined, without an ampliative term beine: put in that proposition." 39 QCL: < Octava Quaestio > Utrum verbum possit absolvi a tempore sic quod non signified cum 
tempore , 147, pp. 157, 18-19: "Respondeo breviter ad quaestionem ponendo istam conclu- 
sionem: quod verbum non potest absolvi a tempore." 40 Ibid, 148, pp. 158, 7-9: "Si verbum posset absolvi a tempore, sequeretur quod habere- 
mus verba intemporalia sicut habemus verba impersonalia. <De talibus autem non audimus>. 
[ita de talibus non accipimus ed.]." <Read with the newly discovered Vienna manuscript 
ÖNB, CVP 5461, f. 9ra.> 41 Ibid, 149, pp. 158, 13-15: "Secundo, omne verbum sigificat agere vel pati. Sed agere 
vel pati non possunt intelligi sine tempore." 42 Ibid, 150, pp. 158, 15-17: "Tertio, si aliqua verba possunt absolvi a tempore et 
indifferenter consignificare tempus praesens, praeteritum, et futurum; tunc non esse maior 
ratio de aliquibus quam de aliis." 
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because now there are no animals.43 5) If we allowed for atemporal verbs 
( verba intemporalia ), contradictory propositions could be true together e.g. 
'An eclipse of the moon is a lack of light from the sun', and 'No eclipse 
of the moon is a lack of light from the sun5, if there is no eclipse of the 
moon now.44 6) & 7) If we allowed for atemporal verbs , then even scientific 
propositions whose subject terms supposit for nothing, would be true at 

present, rather than false. For example, 'An ass is an animal' when no 
animal is right now; or 'A man is an animal', if there is no man right 
now.45 8) If there were such a thing as an atemporal verb , it would be point- 
less to grammatically distinguish between its tenses i.e. present tense, is ; 
from past tense, was ; or future tense, will be.*6 Given all these reasons, 
Albert thinks any atemporal or eternal signifying of the present tensed cop- 
ula 'is' is simply illusory. Even though in the present tense copula 'is' is 

implicit in every verb; Albert NEVER allows the present tense copula 'is5 
to have an atemporal use. It always signifies the present tense. In addition, 
since nouns always signify all of their significata without tense , even when 
nouns are suppositing subject terms in scientific propositions; they always 
signify their past, present, and future significata. For Albert talking about 
natural supposition of subject terms in Buridan's way is simply otiose. Albert 
seems to reason that even though the subject terms of scientific proposi- 
tions can be said to naturally supposit for things that are beyond the tense 
of the verb in a particular propositional context, the proposition's truth 
or falsity does not depend upon that sort of supposition. It depends upon 
someone at a given time taking the subject terms as personally supposit- 
ing for something or some things, according to the tense of the verb in that 

proposition : 

Concedo quod in libris clausis termini inscripti non supponunt pro aliquo, 
quia a nullo accipiuntur pro aliquo. Et igitur si aliquis homo alius pro- 

43 Ibid., 151, pp. 159, 8-16: "Quarto, sequeretur posito iam quod nullum animal esset, 
quod haec esset vera: 'Animal est sanum vel animal est aegrum'. Sed hoc est falsum, nam 
ista est una disiunctiva cuius quaelibet pars est falsa, ex eo quod positum est in casu quod 
nullum animeil sit." 

44 Ibid., 152, pp. 159, 18-19: "Quinto, sequeretur quod duo contradictoria essent simul 
vera, sed hoc est falsum." Ibid, 154, pp. 160, 18-19: "Septimo, probo quod haec non sit 
concedenda: Homo est animal, posito quod nullus homo esset." 

45 Ibid., 153, pp. 159, 24-25: "Sexto, sequeretur posito quod nullus esset asinus, adhuc 
haec esset vera: Asinus est animal." 

46 Ibid., 15, pp. 160, 12-13: "Octavo, sequeretur quod verba praesentis temporis, et 
futuri, et praeteriti temporis, frustrarentur et frustra distinguerentur ab invicem." 
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ferret 'Homo est animal', et nec ipse nec alter acciperet illos términos 
pro aliquo, dicerem quod praedicti termini non supponerent.47 

Nevertheless, Albert can say that scientific propositions like 'Thunder is 
a sound made in the clouds' are in fact "eternally true;" if by that one 
understands that this means whenever the proposition is actually formed 
at particular times and places it is true, i.e. it is true on each occurrence 
of its thought, utterance, or inscription and not otherwise, i.e., it is true 
at each of those times or omni-temporally true : 

. . . Scientia debet esse de his quae sunt perpetuae veritatis hoc est de 
his propositionibus quae quandocumque formantur sunt verae, et illae 
dicuntur immutabiles et incorruptibiles. Et ideo stante impositione ter- 
minorum non mutantur de veritate in falsitatem. Modo logica, quamvis 
sit de enuntiationibus et de argumentationibus, quae sunt corruptibiles 
et possunt formari et non formari, tarnen propositiones formatae de his 
sunt incorruptibiles ad ilium intellectum. Patet quia quotienscumque for- 
mantur sunt verae, et non sunt mutabiles de veritate in falsitatem. Et 
ideo quia semper sunt propositiones demonstrativae scitae de his vocat 
eas Aristoteles propositiones veritatis perpetuae .48 

47 QCL, 253, pp. 209, 1-5: "Terms written closed books do not supposit for something 
because they are not taken for something by anyone. Therefore, if a man were to utter 
'A man is an animal', and neither he nor any other man were to take those terms for 
something; I would say those terms do not supposit." 48 QCL: <Prima Quaestio> Utrum logica sit scientia speculativa vel practica , 21, pp. 70, 11-71, 
4: "Understanding ought to be of things which are eternally true ; that is, of propositions 
such that whenever they are made they are true. They are called 'immutable and incor- 
ruptible'; and, therefore, given the current stipulation of terms, these propositions cannot 
change from a truth to a falsehood. Now although logic treats utterances and arguments 
which are corruptible and capable of being made or not, nevertheless, according to that 
comprehension, the propositions made from them are incorruptible. This is clear, because 
whenever those propositions are formed they are true. They are not changeable from 
truths into falsehoods. Therefore, because there are always propositions that are demon- 
stratively understood from them, Aristotle calls those true propositions ' eternar ". See also, 
Alberto de Sajonia, Perutilis Logica 0 Lògica Muy Util (O Utilísima) , ed. Ángel Muñoz-García, 
México, D.F. 1988, Tractatus Primus, cap. 8: De Praedicato , 98: ". . . Propositiones demon- 
strantes, vel demonstrabiles scitae vel scibiles scientia proprie dicta, debent esse perpetuae 
veritatis; secundum quod dicit Aristoteles in Libro Posteriorum, dico quidam 'perpetuae 
veritatis' id est, quotiescumqe formantur vel quotiescumque formabuntur, sunt vel erunt 
vel fuerunt verae manente eadem significatione terminorum. ..." I think that W.V. Quine's 
view of "eternal sentences" may be of some help here. Quine defends a view very simi- 
lar to Albert's. Quine says: "Succincdy, then an eternal sentence is a sentence whose tokens 
all have the same truth value . . . When we speak of '2 < 5' as an eternal sentence, then, 
we must understand that we are considering it exclusively as a sentence in our language, 
and claiming the truth only of those of its tokens that are utterances or inscriptions produced 
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Hence, Albert's major difficulty with Buridan's view of scientific propo- 
sitions is really not that their subject terms have natural supposition for all 
their past, present, and future significata in such propositions. Albert him- 
self also claims that subject terms in scientific propositions have natural 
supposition for all their past, present, and future significata. What really 
bothers Albert about Buridan's treatment of scientific propositions is that 
Buridan requires an atemporal copula for them to be "eternally true". It is 
not because of the natural supposition of the subject term that a scientific 
proposition, or any other proposition for that matter, is true; it is because 
the proposition requires that the subject term be verified by the predi- 
cate term according to the tense of the verb in that proposition, on each 
occasion of the utterance of the proposition. Albert's great insight for his 
nominalist progeny was seeing that on this basis one can have "eternally 
true and necessary," universal scientific propositions about presendy existing 
concrete particulars, where the subject terms of such propositions supposit 
personally . Consequently, it is not the natural supposition of their subject terms 
which makes scientific propositions "eternally true or and necessary" at 
all. One can have true and necessary scientific propositions, without requir- 
ing the natural supposition of subject terms, the existence of an " eternal or 
atemporal copula ," or special 

" 
eternally existing objects ." 

Ill 

How does understanding Albert's view here help us in understanding the 
philosophic context of later discussions of natural supposition ? De Rijk's 
anonymous author gives to us some Notabilia included with his discussion 
Buridan's views, in BnF, lat. 14.716, ff. 40va-41rb. These "Notabilia" reject 
John Buridan's various arguments for natural supposition. The various views 
given in these Notabilia seem to me to be merely an ad hoc hodge-podge 
of various views of Albert's, against various positions of Buridan's, given 
earlier in the century and interpolated by the anonymous author for his 
own purposes. Consider for example the formulations of the two major 
arguments in the Notabilia , against Buridan's view of natural supposition. The 
first argument, 1.2.1, claims that since any subject term as a categorematic 

in our linguistic community . . . When we call a sentence eternal, therefore, we are call- 
ing it eternal relative only to a particular language at a particular time." (W.V. Quine, 
Philosophy of Logic , Englewood Cliffs, NJ 1970, 14). 
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noun supposits "properly arranged with the copula of the proposition" 
for all of its present, past, and future significata; there is really no need 
to introduce natural supposition for the subject term to accomplish this: 

1.2.1 Quilibet terminus supponit in ordine ad copulam sue propositio- 
nis. Ergo nulla est suppositio naturalis. Consequentia est bona. Et ante- 
cedens patet per diffinitionem suppositionis.49 

As I have just illustrated above, this directly follows from Albert's position.50 
The second major argument against Buridan's view of natural suppo- 

sition, 1.2.2, is that if a subject term has natural supposition in a proposi- 
tion the way Buridan claims; then if a subject term supposits for nothing 
which is, the proposition will be false. Consider the proposition CA rose 
is ( Rosa est)' when there is no rose. If one takes the subject term as naturally 
suppositing for what is , the proposition is true. However, the proposition is 
false because " things are not so, as the proposition asserts it to be {non est ita sicut 

per earn asseritur esse ):" 

1.2.2 Secundo sic. Si aliquis terminus supponeret naturaliter, sequitur 
quod ista propositio esset vera ' rosa esť secundum istam suppositionem, 
supposito quod nulla rosa sit. Consequens est falsum et non est ita sicut 
per earn asseritur esse. Consequentia declaratur. Quia rosa est vel fuit, 
ergo si li 

' rosa ' supponat naturaliter, sequitur quod ista propositio 
' rosa 

esť est vera, supposito quod nulla rosa sit in tempore praesenti.51 

Albert clearly maintains when a subject term in an affirmative proposi- 
tion supposits for nothing that is, the proposition is false. The subject 
term in a negative proposition, which supposits for nothing that is , is true: 

Secundo, infero quod omnis propositio affirmativa cuius subiectum pro 
nullo supponit est falsa. Propter hoc haec est falsa 'Chymaera est chy- 
maera'. Et propositio negativa cuius subiectum pro nullo supponit est 
vera. Et propter hoc haec est vera 'Chymaera non est chymaera'.52 

49 De Riik 1973 (n. 1), 57. 
50 See note 34 above. 
51 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 57. 52 QCL : <Nona Quaestio> 170.2, pp. 168, 8-9: Secondly, I inter: Kvery affirmative propo- 

sition whose subject term supposits for nothing is false. Because of that 'A chimera is a chimera' 
is false; and a negative proposition whose subject term supposits for nothing is true. Because 
of that 'A chimera is not a chimera' is true." 
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Further, in his QCL , <Vicesima Quaestio> Utrum omnis propositio sit vera 
vel falsa , he accepts that propositions are false, "when they do not signify just 
how things are 

Isto supposito, propositio vera est quae sic se habet quod est sicut per 
earn significatur. Propositio autem est falsa quae sic se habet quod aliter 
quam est per earn significatur vel quae sic se habet quod sicut per earn 
significatur non taliter est. Unde ad hoc quod aliqua propositio sit vera, 
requiritur quod qualitercumque significai, quod ita sit. Unde si significant 
aliqualiter aliter qualiter esset, et tarnen aliter; ipsa esset falsa.53 

Hence, the two major objections against Buridan's utilization of natural 
supposition are clearly defended by Albert of Saxony earlier than the Notabilia 
of our anonymous author. 

According to our anonymous author, all the Notabilia that he gives 
make two very general assumptions. The first assumption is that if natural 
supposition is construed as when the subject term supposits in a proposition 
for all its past, present and future supposita, then everyone accepts natural 
supposition taken in that sense, and everyone even grants that the subject 
terms can supposit for significata which can be conceived or imagined: 

4.1 Primo modo quod terminus in ordine ad verbum aliquod, vel ad 
predicatum, supponat pro omnibus suis significatis que sunt, fuerunt, vel 
erunt, et sic supponit naturaliter. Et isto modo conceditur ab omnibus talis 
suppositio. Nam aliquando terminus non solum <supponit> pro omnibus 
suis significatis que sunt, fuerunt, vel erunt, ymmo etiam pro illis que 
possunt esse, licet numquam erunt, ymmo secundum aliquos terminus 
supponit aliquando pro illis que possunt ymaginari, licet non possunt 
esse. Ut in ista propositione: 

4 chimera ymagmatuf vel 'vacuum ymaginatuť li 
ť chimera ' et li 4 vacuum ' 

supponunt pro illis que possunt ymaginari esse, licet 
non possint esse.54 

53 QCL : <Vicesima Quaestio> 364, pp., 263, 22- 264, 1-6: "This having been assumed, 
a true proposition is such that things are so just-as is signified by it. However, a false propo- 
sition is such that things are other than as signified by it , or just-as is signified by it, things are not 
in such a way. Hence, it is required for a proposition to be true that: in whatever way it 
signifies, so things are. If it signifies in some way other than how things are, and things are 
otherwise; then the proposition is false." 

54 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 59: "In the first way, a term properly arranged with the verb 
or predicate supposits for all its significata which are, were, or will be, and hence supposits 
naturally. Taken in this way, natural supposition is conceded by everyone. For sometimes a term 
not only supposits for till its significata that are, were, or will be; nay, on the contrary, it 
also supposits for those which can be, although they never were; nay, on the contrary 
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As is clear from above, Albert of Saxony clearly concedes something very 
similar to this first assumption in his QCL: <Undevicesima Quaestio>, 
Utrum in propositione de praesenti subiectum possit ampliali ad supponendum pro eo 
quod fait, vel erit , vel potest esse .55 Although he does not explicitly say there 
that " everyone accepts natural supposition ," when it is construed as the subject 
term in a proposition suppositing for all its past, present, and future 
significata, he certainly concedes that he understands natural supposition in 
that way.56 Neither does he see his own view as being a rejection of nat- 
ural supposition. 

Although he claims he also accepts natural supposition , just as the ancient 

logicians did, nevertheless natural supposition is in fact unnecessary for him, 
since the subject term in any proposition is always a categorematic noun, 
it already signifies all its present, past and future significata. Hence, he 
also accepts the Second Assumption of the JVotabilia , 4.2, namely, if a sub- 

ject term is taken for all its present, past, and future significata; then nat- 
ural supposition is a superfluous: 

4.2 Secundo modo potest ymaginari huiusmodi supposi tio sic, videlicet 
quod terminus quandoque supponat naturaliter et pro omnibus suis 
significatis que sunt, fuerunt, vel erunt in propositione mere de presenti. 
Ut in ista: 'tonitruum est sonus factus in nubibus', li 'tonitruum' sup- 
poneret pro presentibus, preteritis, et futuris. Et isto modo non oportet 
predictam suppositionem ponere, maxime cum ipsa non sit de virtute 
sermonis.57 

De Rijk also points out that the anonymous author asserts in this sec- 
ond assumption that other contemporaries maintain "... that natural sup- 
position and the ideal of virtus sermonis are incompatible. . . .".58 However, 
neither De Rijk nor the anonymous author gives us an explanation why 

according to some, a term sometimes supposits for significata which are able to be imag- 
ined, although they are not able to be. Hence, in the proposition '[A] chimera is imag- 
ined' or '[A] vacuum is imagined', the term chimera and the term vacuum supposit for things 
that can be imagined, although they cannot be." 

55 Again, see note 34 above. 
56 Ibid. 
57 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 60: "In the second way, this sort of supposition can be imag- 

ined as: at some time or other, a term supposits naturally and for all its significata which 
are, or were, or will be, in a proposition of the present tense, as in this proposition 
'Thunder is a sound made in the clouds'; the term 'thunder' will supposit for its present, 
past, and future [significata]. And taken in this way, it is not necessary to put forth the 
preceding supposition, especially since it is not taken literally." 58 Ibid., 62. 
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natural supposition and a proposition being taken literally {de virtute sermonis) 
would be incompatible. Buridan himself, however, does give us the reason. 
He says: 

Sed tarnen convenienter posset dici quod in hoc casu talis locutio ad 
talem intentionem non est de proprietate sermonis, sed ad breviloquium. 
Cum enim demonstrative volentes loqui dicimus quod omne tonitruum 
est sonus factus in nubibus et quod omnis eclipsis lunae est propter inter- 
positionem terrae inter solem et lunam, propositiones non essent verae 
de proprietate sermonis, cum hoc verbum 'est' de proprietate sermonis 
non sit impositum ad significandum nisi praesens tempus; et tarnen forte 
nec est tonitruum nec eclipsis lunae in praesenti tempore. Et ita tales 
propositiones ad brevius loquendum ponuntur loco talium 'omne toni- 
truum quandocumque fuit, est vel erit, est, fuit vel erit sonus factus in 
nubibus'; et 'omnis eclipsis lunae quandocumque est, fuit vel erit, est, 
fuit vel erit propter interpositionem terrae inter solem et lunam'. Nec 
tamen tales propositiones propter hoc sunt negandae quia verae sunt 
sicut positae sunt, sed essent falsae si ad sensum proprium essent posi- 
tae et receptae. Et quia sophistae non volunt recipere propositiones nisi 
secundum proprios sensus, ideo non soient uti hac suppositione in isto 
casu modo praedicto.59 

Buridan himself grants that the natural supposition of the subject terms in 
scientific propositions is incompatible with the literal sense (de virtute sermonis 
de proprietate sermonis) of such propositions. 

59 Buridanus, Summuiae, De suppositionibus , 4.3: De communibus modis divisionibus sup- 
positionum: 4.3.4 [De divisione suppositions communis in naturalem et accidentalem] , ed. 
Van der Lecq, 47, 4-18; John Buridan, Summuiae , 4.3.4, trans. Klima, 260-62: "Nevertheless, 
we can correctly say that in this case [putting forth] such a locution <e.g. Every thunder is 
a sound made in the clouds> , with this intention is not in accord with its proper meaning, 
but [it is put forth] for the sake of brevity. For when we want to speak demonstratively, 
and we say that every thunder is a sound made in the clouds, or that every lunar eclipse 
is due to the interposition of the Earth between the sun and the moon, then these propo- 
sitions would not be true by virtue of their proper meaning [de virtute sermonis ]. For the 
verb 'is' by virtue of its proper meaning was imposed to signify only the present time, 
whereas there may be no thunder or lunar eclipse at the present time. And so such propo- 
sitions are propounded for the sake of brevity in place of 'Every thunder, whenever it is, 
was, or will be, is, was, or will be a sound made in the clouds' and 'Every lunar eclipse, 
whenever it is, was, or will be, is, was or will be due to the interposition of the Earth 
between the sun and the moon'. Such propositions therefore are not to be denied , since they 
are true given the way in which they are propounded, but they would be false if they 
were advanced and taken in their proper sense. And since sophists want to take proposi- 
tions only in their proper sense, they do not use such supposition in the manner described 
in this case." (The words in [. . .] are Klima's.) 
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Now Albert clearly accepts Notabilia assumption 4.1, and at least the 
first part of 4.2. Although he does not explicitly assert the claim of incom- 
patibility, he certainly does say that it is not because of the natural supposition 
of the subject term in a scientific proposition that the proposition is said 
to be true, and at the same time it cannot be at variance with the actual 
supposition of the subject term in proposition in which it is placed. Since 
the proposition is a present tense proposition and lacks an ampliating 
term, a present tense scientific proposition literally means that the subject term 
supposits only for that which is. Therefore, if the subject term has natural sup- 
position for all its past, present, and future significata, the proposition is 
denied as false.60 This same position can be gleaned from his treatment 
of the truth of the propositions 'A rose is a flower'; 'Thunder is a sound 
made in the clouds'; and 'An eclipse of the moon, etc.', when there is 
no roses, or thunder, or eclipses.61 Moreover, in his QCL : < Vicésima 
Quaestio> Utrum omnis propositio sit vera vel falsa, he maintains that in oblig- 
ational disputes, Respondents should never have to distinguish a true from 
a false sense for any given proposition that is being proposed to them, 
if those who begin the obligation really knew and comprehended the lit- 
eral sense (virtutem sermonis) of propositions.62 Hence, the claim that the pre- 
sent tense copula 'is', can be taken atemporally is clearly in conflict with 
a proposition's sense being taken literally [de virtute sermonis). It is most likely 
that the anonymous author is simply interpolating both Albert's and 
Buridan's views in developing his own treatment of the issues. 

De Rijk's anonymous author lists seven further refutations of the 
particular arguments of Buridan's. The refutations are given in Notabilia 
5.1-5.7. With the exception of the Notabilia reply to Buridan's argument 
at 2.5, analogues of the remaining criticisms can also be found in Albert. 

Consider next, Notabilia 5.1-5.2: 

Ad primam et secundam rationes: quando sic, dicitur quod respectu 
illarum dictionum bene supponunt pro suis significatis que sunt, fuerunt, 
vel erunt. Et hoc non est contra dicta, quia hoc est in ordine ad copulam.63 

60 See note 34 above. 
61 Ibid. 
62 QCL: <Vicesima Quaestio> 367.1.2.1, pp. 268, 7-13: "Respondentes distinguunt diver- 

sos sensus propositionis quorum unus aliquando est verus et reliquus falsus, quamvis hoc 
etiam non oporteret fieri si omnes assentatores scirent et intelligerent virtutem sermonis ." 

63 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 60: "To the first and second reasons, when it is said that with 
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From notes 33 and 34 above, one can see that Albert earlier also had 
made these assumptions about natural supposition. 

Likewise consider Notabilia 5.3: 

Ad tertiam quando dicitur sic: "nisi aliquis terminus etc.," dico quod 
iste proposi tiones: 'Tonitruum . . . etc.' de virtu te sermonis sint false, sup- 
posito quod nullum tonitruum sit et quod yris non sit. Sed ponuntur ab 
Aristotile sub hoc sensu: quando <cum> que tronitruum est vel fuit vel 
erit, ipsum est vel fuit vel erit sonus factus in nubibus, et quando <cum> 
que yris est vel fuit vel erit, est <vel> fuit vel erit reflexio luminis solis.64 

Albert gives precisely this sort of response in QCL, < Octava Quaestio> 
Utrum verbum possit absolvi a tempore sic quod non significet cum tempore. He con- 
cedes that this is Aristotle's view, but only if the copula is construed in 
Albert's omni-temporal sense, and not in Buridan's atemporal sense.65 This 
means that the proposition is true only on each present occasion of its 
utterance when an instance of thunder occurs. It is not true across all 
times, or true independent of time. Yet, as I indicated above, Albert thinks 
it is still true to say "'Thunder is a sound made in the clouds' is eternally 
true".66 

Notabilia 5.4 simply concedes the claim made at 2.4, that if a geome- 
trician has knowledge [strictly speaking] (. scientia ) of the proposition 'Every 
triangle has three angles equal to two right angles', [i.e. knowledge given 
via a deductive demonstration]; then the term triangle in that proposition 
indeed signifies every triangle that is now, was and will be, and has nat- 
ural supposition in that proposition.67 Notabilia 5.41 and Notabilia 5.42 are 
disjuncts of a disjunctive proposition which make two claims about 5.4. 
1) The first claim, 5.41, is that even though the term 'triangle' in that 

respect to those words, they correctly supposit for their significata which are, were, or will 
be; this is not against what was said [i.e. Buridanian assumptions 2.1 and 2.2], because 
it is arranged with the copula, [i.e. is ]." 64 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 60. "To the third [reason], when it is said thus: 'unless a term 
etc.," I say that these propositions: ''Thunder . . . etc.' literally speaking are false, assuming 
that there would be no thunder and that the rainbow would not be. But Aristode puts 
forth this sense: Whenever there is, or was, or will be thunder, there is or was, or will 
be a sound made in the clouds, and whenever there is, was or will be a rainbow, there 
is, or was, or will be a reflection of light from the sun." 

65 See note 5 above. 
66 See note 48 above. 
67 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 58. 
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geometrician's demonstrated proposition signifies every triangle that is, 
was, or will be; that term does not actually supposit in that proposition 
for all of those significata. Nevertheless, if one has a true understanding 
[strictly speaking] (i.e. scientia) of the demonstrated conclusion 'A triangle 
has three angles equal to two right angles', then ipso facto he also has 
knowledge that it holds for all the significata of that subject term. 2) 5.42 
then claims that one does not need to give a new demonstration in order 
to have the knowledge that the subject term triangle signifies all its past, 
present and future significata, in the proposition 'A triangle has three 
angles equal to two right angles', if he already acquired that knowledge 
from those previous premises and that previously demonstrated conclusion: 

5.4 Ad quartam: "si geometre etc.," concedo illud. 

5.41 Sed propter hoc non sequitur quia iste terminus 'triangulus' in 
predicta propositione supponat pro illis que sunt, fuerunt, vel erunt, licet 
omnes triángulos significet. Sed si vera scientia de aliqua conclusione 
demonstrata <habeatur>, habetur scientia de omnibus significatis per 
eius subiectum. 

5.42 Vel potest dici quod hoc est quia per casus premissos et per quos 
primo demonstratur predicta conclusio, ipsa posset demonstrari, supposito 
quod omnes trianguli qui sunt, fuerunt vel erunt, iam de facto essent. 
Et ideo non oportet fieri novám demonstrationem.68 

In his QCL, < Octava Quaestio > Utrum verbum possit absolvi a tempore sic 
quod non significet cum tempore , addresses all three of these points. Albert says: 

Respondeo quod quando nullus triangulus est, dico quod non habeo sci- 
entiam de ista conclusione: Triangulus habet tres ángulos aequales duobus 
rectis, sed in intellectu meo bene est aliquid quod fuit de illa scientia 
quando fuit vera, et est69 scientia adhuc illius conclusionis < quando > 
estiverà, et erit scientia illius conclusionis quando erit71 vera. Et adhuc72 non 
oportet quod in mente mea generare tur aliquid de novo. Et quando nul- 
lus triangulus est, adhuc in mente mea est scientia illius conclusionis: 

68 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 60. 69 esset ed. 
70 esset ed. 
71 esset ed. 
72 ad hoc ed. 
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Si triangulus est triangulus, habet tres aequales duobus rectis. Et ita con- 
similiter diceret de istis: Homo est animal, posito quod nullus homo 
esset, et: Tonitruum est sonus factus in nubibus, et de consimilibus propo- 
si tionibus. 73 

These comments are logically equivalent to the responses given in Notabilia 
5.4-5.42. 

Although I have been unable to find precisely this response in Albert's 
logical works, which would match the criticism of Buridan given by 
Notabilia 5.51, it is certainly compatible with Albert's views. In fact, Albert 
makes precisely this sort of move in the Septima Quaestio: Uttum possibile sit 
nos aliquid scire of his Quaestiones subtilissime super libros Posteriorum analyticorum 
Aristotelis. In that Question, he distinguishes two sorts of evidence: the best 
evidence and natural evidence . The examples he gives of the best evidence are 
the Principle of Non-Contradiction and evidence of his own existence. 
Natural evidence , although not the best evidence ; still cannot be turn out to be 
false except by sophistic reasoning or deception by some supernatural 
power. Even though the latter is a distinct possibility, natural evidence is 
still good enough for us to be said to have knowledge, especially for us 
to have knowledge of nature: 

Sed evidentia naturalis dicitur secundum quam intellectus firmiter assen- 
tii alicui firmiter vero. Licet sic assentiendo non posset falli per aliquam 
potentiam naturalem, tarnen posset falli per potentiam supernaturalem, 
verbi gratia sicut evidentia secundum quam assentio huic complexe: Omnis 
ignis est calidus. Unde in sic assentiendo non possum falli per aliquam 
potentiam naturalem, cum nulla potentia naturalis potest facere quin 
ignis sit calidus. Unde in sic assentiendo possum falli per potentiam 
supernaturalem. Unde potentia supernaturalis posset facere quod ignis 
potest esse calidus, et tarnen non esset calidus. 

73 QCL : <Octava Quaestio> 156.2, pp. 161, 5-15: "I respond that when there is no tri- 
angle, I say I do not comprehend the conclusion 'A triangle has three angles equal to 
two right angles', but in my mind there is rightly something that was an understanding 
of that conclusion when it was true, and is an understanding of that conclusion [when] 
it is true, and will be an understanding of that conclusion when it will be true. Still, it is 
not required that something new be generated in my mind. When there is no triangle, 
there still is an understanding of this conclusion in my mind: 'If a triangle is a triangle, 
then it has three angles equal to two right angles'. Similarly, it could be said of the propo- 
sition: Man is an animal , assuming there are no men; and [assuming there is no thunder 
now], Thunder is sound made in the clouds', and similar such propositions." 
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Tertio, sciendum quod non ad omnem scientiam requiritur evidentia 
summa, sed sufficit evidentia naturalis, sicut ad scientiam naturalem.74 

Notabilia 5.52 maintains that even if time did not exist, the copula 'is', 
would connote an imaginable time. Hence, terms would still have the 
property of supposition when conjoined with the copula.75 Although Albert 
does not put the matter exactly in this way, for him the copula 'is', always 
signifies the present time, and every verb contains that present tense cop- 
ula implicitly or explicitly. 76 This is the case even when the suppositing sub- 
ject terms involved would be terms that signify things which are not, but 
which can be, or be imagined or comprehended, terms like 'chimera', 
'Antichrist', or 'Adam': 

Quarta conclusio: In omni proposi tione de praesenti in qua non poni- 
tur aliquis terminus ampliativus subiecti, subiectum per illam proposi- 
tionem denotatur supponere pro ilio quod est , si propositio sit affermativa. 
Patet quia per illam propositionem denotatur quod idem sit pro quo 
supponit subiectum et praedicatum. Hoc autem non denotare tur per 
istam nisi per eam denotare tur subiectum supponere pro eo quod est.11 

Notabilia 5.6 raises the point that even though the copula 'is', has a gram- 
matical way of signifying only the coupling of the predicate to the subject, 

74 Albertus de Saxonia, Quaestiones subtilissime super libros Posteriorum analyticorum Aris to te lis, 
Tortosa Cathedral, lat. ms. 108, f. 166r: "But that is called natural evidence according to 
which the intellect firmly assents to something firmly true. Although in so assenting it can- 
not be deceived by some natural power, nevertheless it can be deceived by some super- 
natural power, for example, the evidence by which I assent to this: 'All fire is hot'. Hence, 
in assenting to this I cannot be deceived by some natural power, since there is no such 
power that can make fire not to be hot. Hence, in so assenting, I can be deceived by a 
supernatural power. Hence, a supernatural power can make fire to be hot, and never- 
theless it not be hot. Third, it should be known that not all knowledge requires the best 
evidence , but natural evidence suffices, as in natural science." 

75 Ed. De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 60: "5.52 Aliter posset dici quod, supposito quod nullum 
tempus esset, adhuc copule connotarent tempus ymaginabile et sic termini supponerent in 
ordine ad copulam;" "In another way it can be said that the copula will still connote an 
imaginable time, and so terms would supposit coupled to the copula, even assuming no 
time would be." 

76 See note 24 above. 
77 QCL : <Tertiadecima Quaestio> Utrum descriptio suppositionis sit bona, qua dicitur; Suppositio 

est acceptio seu usus termini categorematici qua accipitur pro aliquo in propositione , 250, pp. 207, 
21-25 & 208, 1-2. "My Fourth Thesis is: In every present tense proposition, in which an 
ampliative term does not modify the subject, the proposition means that the subject sup- 
posits for that which is. This is shown. The proposition means that the subject and predi- 
cate term supposit for the same thing. This would not be meant by the proposition, unless 
it meant that the subject term supposits for that which ¿y." 
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still it cannot signify without tense.78 Although Albert does not make these 
claims specifically or raise precisely those examples, he clearly holds some- 
thing similar to them. In QCL: <Nona Quaestio> Utrum verbum semper sit 
nota eorum quae de altero dicuntur vel praedicantur , Albert says that the signification 
of the copula 'is', is nothing but the coupling of the predicate term to 
its subject term in a proposition: 

Ad secundam, dico quod quamvis hoc verbum: est, habeat significationem 
distinctam tam a significatione subiecti quam a significatione praedicati; 
tamen sua significatio non est nisi in ordine praedicati ad subiectum, et 
dicitur: nota praedicati , propter dictas causas et non subiecti. Quod autem 
significatio verbi non sit nisi in ordine praedicati ad subiectum, patet 
per Aristotelem I Perìhermenias , quia hoc verbum: est, significai quandam 
compositionem quam sine extremis non est intelligere.79 

It seems to me, for Albert these claims would be ultimately equivalent 
to Notabilia 5.6. 

At 2.7 our anonymous author claims Buridan concedes: 

2.7 Septimo sic. Licet nullum verbum potest imponi absolute a con- 
notatione temporis, tamen potest imponi aliquod verbum quodlibet tem- 
pus significans.80 

Although I have not been able to find where Buridan gives precisely the 
above formulation, he does say: 

78 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 60: "5.6 Ad sextam quando sic, potest dici quod copula ver- 
balis, licet ratione copulationis solam unionem significet, tamen ipsa non potest absolvi a 
connotatione temporis quia ipsa <m> habet a modo significandi gramaticali." ("To the 
sixth, it can be said that even though the verbal copula would only signify a union by its 
copulation, nevertheless it cannot lack a connotation of time because it has this because 
of its grammatical mode of signifying.") 79 QCL : <Nona Quaestio> Utrum verbum semper sit nota eorum quae de altero dicuntur vel prae- 
dicantur , 174, pp. 163-169, 19-170, 6: "To the Second Reason I say: Even though this 
verb fis' has a distinct signification from that of the subject and predicate; its signification 
is nothing but the coupling of the predicate to the subject. Hence, the verb 'is' is called: 
'an indicator of the predicate' for the said reason, and not of the subject. According to 
Aristotle in Book I of De Interpretationeì the signification of the verb 'is' is nothing other 
than the coupling of the predicate to the subject. This verb 'is' signifies a certain com- 
position, without which the subject and predicate cannot be comprehended." 80 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 58: "Although no verb can be stipulated to signify completely 
without connoting time, nevertheless a verb can be stipulated to signify any time ( quodlibet 
tempus significans )." 
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Tertio, etiam hoc apparet ubi terminus confunderetur per istas dictio- 
nes vel consimiles 'perpetue', 

4 aeternali ter', 'semper'. Tales enim dictio- 
nes impositae fuerunt, prout videtur apparere ex usu antiquorum auctorum, 
ad distribuendum pro omni tempore praesenti, praeterito vel futuro. 
Unde non apparet esse usus illius dictionis 'semper,' si diceremus 
semper Socratem currere, ex eo quod curreret tota solum hora, licet ea 
sola uteremur tamquam praesente . . . Unde videtur quod ista 'semper 
homo est animal' non aequivalet isti 'omni tempore homo est animal', 
sed isti 'omni tempore praesenti, praeterito vel futuro homo fuit, est vel 
erit animal'."81 

Notabilia 5.7., given by the anonymous author, replies to Buridan's view 
at 2.7: 

5.7 Ad ultimam dicitur quod si talis terminus imponeretur ad 
significandum omne tempus, tunc termini in ordine ad ipsum bene sup- 
ponerent pro omnibus suis significatis que sunt, fuerunt, vel erunt. Et 
hoc non est contra dicta, quia hoc prius fuit concessum.82 

Now Albert does not explicitly discuss the locution 'any time' ( quodlibet 
tempus ), but he certainly does not understand the locution 'at-every-time' 
(in omni tempore) to be about all temporal instants collectively taken together 
indifferently , i.e. as being equivalent to 'at every present, past or future 
time'. This is quite clear from Albert's analysis of the proposition 'Always 
a man was' (. Semper homo fuit). The term man , he says, supposits non- 
distributively in the proposition 'Always a man was'. It does not supposit 
confusedly and distributive ly as Buridan claims: 

81 Buridanus, De Suppositionibus , 4.3.4. <De divisione suppositionis communis in natu- 
ralem et accidentalem>, ed. Van der Lecq, 46, 1-8 & 9-11; John Buridan, Summulae , trans. 
Klima, 260: "Third, the same is clear also when the term is confused by the words 'per- 
petually', 'eternally', 'always', and their like. For such words were imposed, as it would 
appear from the usage of authors, to distribute for present, past, and future times. So it 
would not appear to be correct usage of the word 'always' if we said that Socrates always 
runs, given that he ran only in this one hour, even if we took only that hour as the pre- 
sent ... So it seems that 'Man is always an animal' is not equivalent to 'Man at every 
time is an animal' but to 'At every present, past and future time, man is, was or will be 
an animal'." 

82 De Rijk 1973 (n. 1), 60. "To the last it is said that if that sort of term was stipu- 
lated to signify every time, the terms coupled to a copula would supposit for all there 
significata which was, or will be. But this is not controvert what was said, because this 
was conceded earlier." 
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Ex principali regula edam infertur quod omne syncategorema aequiv- 
alens alicui orationi compositae ex signo universali affirmativo et termino 
communi, confundit illum terminům communem confuse distributive et 
terminům alium sequentem confuse tantum. Et propter hoc in ista propo- 
sitions Semper homo fuit, ly homo , supponit confuse tantum , nam ly semper , 
aequivale t huic orationi: omni tempore , composito ex signo universali et 
termino communi. Et igitur dicitur: Semper homo fuit, valet tantum 
sicut: 'Omni tempore homo fuit'. Et hoc est verum, quia non fuit aliquod 
tempus83 quin in isto homo fuit.84' 85 

Albert's reasoning is that since the term always is equivalent to 'at-every- 
time', the term 'man' cannot be confusedly distributed for all temporal 
instants indifferently , i.e., distributed for 'any time' ( quodlibet tempus ). The 
actual propositional context, he seems to think, requires that the term 
'man' supposit merely confusedly and dwidedly , for each given man at each given 
temporal instant. Nevertheless, precisely as in the case of Notabilia 5.7, this 
does not make Albert's comprehension of the locution 'at-every-time' ( omni 
tempore) incompatible with accepting that subject terms in scientific propo- 
sitions have natural supposition , since Albert also accepts a view similar to 
the one defended in Notabilia 4.1, as I noted above.86 

On the basis of the above evidence, I conclude that upon closer exam- 
ination of Albert's views it seems that De Rijk's anonymous author was 
directly or indirecdy drawing upon and interpolating views which Albert 
himself had articulated some years earlier. Moreover, the criticisms Albert 
defends are precisely the criticisms that the anonymous author takes to 
be the dominant objections to Buridan's views, especially against natural 
supposition. Thus, Albert of Saxony seems to be the best candidate as 

83 temporis ed. 
84 semper add. ed. 
85 QCL : <Sextadecima Quaestio> Utrum signum universale affirmativum confiidat terminům imme- 

diate sequentem confuse distributive, et terminům mediate sequentem confuse tantum , 298.3, p. 231: 
"From a principle Rule [of Supposition] it is also inferred: Every syncategorematic expres- 
sion equivalent to a composite expression of a universal affirmative sign and a common 
term, confuses the common term confusedly and distributive ly, and any other term following 
the common term merely confusedly. On account of this inference, the term 'man' supposits 
merely confusedly in the proposition: 'Always a man was', for the term 'always' is a com- 
posite of a universal affirmative sign and a common term, and is equivalent to 'at-every- 
time'. Therefore, it is said ' Always a man was', is equivalent to ' At-every-time a man was'. 
That is true because there was no time, unless a man was at it." 

86 See above, p. 329. 
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the ultimate source for later fourteenth century objections to natural sup- 
position. De Rijk's anonymous author does think that Buridan can easily 
respond to all the objections given by the Notabilia , but unfortunately 
does not really elaborate and tell us precisely how such responses would 
take place. 

1073 Lake Estates Dr. 
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Ralph Strödts obligationes: 
The Return of Consistency and the Epistemic Turn 

CATARINA DUTILH NOVAES 

Abstract 
In what follows, I analyze Ralph Strode's treatise on obligations. I have used 
a hitherto unpublished edition of the text (based on 14 manuscripts) made 
by Prof. E.J. Ashworth. I first give a brief description of Strode's text, which 
is all the more necessary given that it is not available to the average reader; 
I also offer a reconstruction of the rules proposed by Strode, following the 
style of reconstruction used in my analysis of Burley's and Swyneshed's rules 
elsewhere - that is, essentially based on the idea that obligationes can be 
viewed as logical games. In the second part, I address Strode's explicit argu- 
ments contra Swyneshed. In the third part, I discuss Strode's epistemic and 
pragmatic approach to obligationes. 

Introduction 

The medieval genre of disputation known as obligationes has been a pop- 
ular object of research among medievalists in the last few decades, and 
many studies have greatly contributed to create a better understanding 
of this (at least at first sight) rather puzzling form of medieval logical lit- 
erature. It is known by now, for example, that Walter Burley's treatise 
(written around 1302) was very influential in the decades following its 
composition, and that he spelled out the standard rules of how obliga- 
tional disputations were to be conducted;1 it is also well known that around 

1 The development of the obligational genre prior to Burley is however still a matter 
of controversy. Some (P.V. Spade and E. Stump, Walter Burley and the Obligationes attrib- 
uted to William of Sherwood , in: History and Philosophy of Logic, 4 (1983), 9-26) have argued 
that no fully structured treatise on obligationes has been written before the end of the 
13th century, and in particular that the treatise attributed to Sherwood (R. Green The log- 
ical Treatise (De Obligationibus 9: An Introduction with Critical Texts of William of Sherwood (?) and 
Walter Burky. PhD dissertation, Université Catholique de Louvain, 1963.) could not have 
been written by him. Others, in particular Braakhuis (H.A.G. Braakhuis, Obligations in Early 
Thirteenth Century Paris : the Obligationes of Nicholas of Paris (?) (Ms Paris , BJf. lat., 11.412 ), 
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1330 Roger Swyneshed wrote a treatise on obligations, proposing a deep 
revision of the rules governing this form of disputation in order to exclude 
some aspects of Burley-style obligations which seemed awkward to him 
and to some of his contemporaries. These two styles of obligations were 
sometimes referred to as antiqua responsio and nova responsio , respectively.2 

But Burley's set of rules for obligational disputations seems to have 
resisted Swyneshed's attacks and to have remained more influential; it 
has been argued in the secondary literature that this was due, to a great 
extent, to the fact that Burley-style obligationes are more efficient for the 

putative purpose of testing the logical abilities of Respondent. Moreover, 
the rules introduced by Swyneshed appeared to generate even graver odd- 
ities in the obligational framework than the alleged oddities generated by 
Burley's rules. So a few decades after Swyneshed composed his treatise, 
a couple of treatises on obligationes were written which essentially sub- 
scribed to the antiqua responsio , and whose authors openly criticized the 
nova responsio. However, they were not a mere repetition of Burley's trea- 
tise; the challenge posed by the nova responsio had prompted a more fine- 

grained understanding of the general logical structure underlying the rules 
of obligationes. 

Therefore, the study of these later texts can greatly contribute to the 

understanding of these logical structures, as well as to the understanding 
of each of the two most influential styles of obligational disputation. In 
the secondary literature, more and more work is being done on these 
later treatises, but the main focus of research has been so far on Burley's 
and Swyneshed's treatises.3 

In what follows, I analyze Ralph Strode's treatise on obligations. I have 
used a hitherto unpublished edition of the text (based on 14 manuscripts) 

in:. Vivarium, 36 (1998), 152-233), have provided compelling evidence to the effect that 
full-fledged obligational treatises can be dated to as early as the first half of the 13th cen- 
tury. The history of this genre prior to Burley falls, however, out of the scope of the pre- 
sent paper. 2 Cf. P.V. Spade, Three Theories of Obligationes : Burley, Kilvington and Swyneshed on Counter- 
factual Reasoning , in: History and Philosophy of Logic, 3 (1982), 1-32; C. Dutilh Novaes, Roger 
Swyneshed's Obligationes: a Logical Game of Inference Recognition?, in: Synthese, 151/1 (2006), 125-53. 3 This holds of my own previous work on obligations as well, cf. C. Dutilh Novaes, 
Medieval Obligationes as Logical Games of Consistency Maintenance , in: Synthese, 145 (2005), 
371-95; Dutilh Novaes 2006 (n. 2). In these two texts I also discuss a significant part of 
the secondary literature on obligationes ; for this reason, and for the sake of concision, here 
I shall not revisit many of these articles, even though they are certainly crucial for the 
topic in general. 
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made by Prof. E.J. Ashworth; and I am very grateful to her for having 
shared it with me.4 The importance of Strode (active in the second half 
of the 14th century, in England) as a logician has been increasingly rec- 
ognized over the last years, but the publication of most of his writings is 
still to take place.5 

The only other study dedicated to Strode's treatise is (not surprisingly) 
Ashworth 1993; her main topic in that study is the analysis of the notions 
of consistency and inconsistency that emerge from his treatise. In the pre- 
sent study, I also deal extensively with these notions, as they are indeed 
crucial in the treatise, but I attempt to complement her analysis by out- 
lining some of its other interesting aspects as well. 

In the first part of this paper, I give a brief description of Strode's 
text, which is all the more necessary given that it is not available to the 
average reader; I also offer a reconstruction of the rules proposed by 
Strode, following the style of reconstruction used in my analysis of Burley's 
and Swyneshed's rules6 - that is, essentially based on the idea that oblig- 
ationes can be viewed as logical games.7 In the second part, I address 
Strode's explicit arguments contra Swyneshed. In the third part, I discuss 
Strode's epistemic and pragmatic approach to obligationes. He participated 
in the general 'epistemic turn' in logic that took place in the second half 
of the 14th century in England (cf. Normore 1993, Boh 2001), and this 
is clearly seen in his treatise on obligationes , as I attempt to show. 

I. The Essentials of Strode's Treatise 

a. Description of the text 

Strode's text presents a very clear structure. Chapter I is the prefatio. 
In the introduction (chap. II), Strode puts forward four remarks, five 
suppositions and four conclusions. Chapter III questions three opinions 

4 It is a 43-page typed text. I will refer to it as 'Strode, Obi.,' and will refer to the 
pages of the text in its current, unpublished form. 

5 For as far as I know, a major project for publishing Strode's texts is now being coor- 
dinated by Prof. A. Maierù; but, as always with such ambitious projects, its completion is 
a matter of many years. 6 Cf. Dutilh Novaes 2005 (n. 3); Dutilh Novaes 2006 (n. 2). 7 In the present study, the logical game metaphor seems less helpful than in the two 
previous ones, so I will not insist on it as much as I have done before. I will though occa- 
sionally resort to the metaphor, if it appears to be illuminating for a particular point. 
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concerning obligationes . Chapters IV-VIII discuss objections to each of the 
five suppositions (one supposition per chapter); chapters IX-XII discuss 
objections to each of the four conclusions. Finally, chapters XIII-XVI 
deal with other forms of obligationes than positio. 

In sum, Strode's rules of obligationes are in fact all presented in the intro- 
duction, which is thus by far the most important chapter. Chapters IV-XII 
argue for the soundness of the rules proposed in the typical medieval way 
of examining objections and sophismata that could threaten these rules, but 
which are dealt with and explained away. As in the analysis of Burley's 
and Swyneshed's theories of obligationes , I only deal with position therefore, 
the four final chapters of Strode's text are not looked into in the present 
discussion, and the reconstruction below only concerns positio. 

b. Remarks , suppositions and conclusions 

As just said, the rules governing Strode-style obligationes are all presented 
in the introduction of his treatise, in the form of four remarks, five sup- 
positions and four conclusions. These are: 

Remarks: 

1. Primo ergo describendi sunt quidam termini ad propositum. 

The first remark only gives a general description of the obligational genre, 
in particular of the role of the terms - j bono' 4 deponrf etc. - defining the 
different forms of obligationes. Some of the procedural rules of the game 
are also introduced in this passage, and they are identical to Burley's and 
Swyneshed's procedural rules. 

2. Secundo notandum quod tempus obligationis durât ab instanti quo 
casus admittitur donee dicat opponens: cedat tempus obligationis, uel 
aliquod tale, uel se transferat ad disputandum in alia materia, uel pen- 
itus dimittat disputare. 

This remark introduces an important aspect of the procedural rules of 
the game, namely when it begins and when it ends. Notice that Strode 
uses the term ' casus ', and this deserves a commentary. In Burley's trea- 
tise, casus and positum were distinct notions. The casus defined the hypo- 
thetical situation that was to be considered as true for the sake of the 
disputation; often, the casus to be accepted was simply things as they really 
were ('sit rei ventas* ), but occasionally a casus diverging from the actual 
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state of things was to be accepted.8 The positura , however, was not to be 
taken as true, and Respondent should only be interested in the possible 
inferential relations between the positura and the subsequently proposed 
propositions. 

In later authors, the two notions were often interchangeably used, and 
the casus was often simply the proposition prompting the disputation. 
Yijönsuuri conjectures that these authors may have followed Ockham's 
suggestion that following the casus (in contexts other than obligations, for 
instance with respect to sophismata ) amounts to the same as following the 
positura , methodologically speaking.9 Indeed, in Strode's case, it seems at 
times that he distinguishes the two notions, but more frequently they 
appear to be taken as equivalent, for example when he says: 

Sed quod remanet deposito signo positionis dicitur casus et positum, ut 
ista: 'tu curris' in ista positione, scilicet: pono tibi istam: 'tu curris'. (. Strode 
Obi , 2) 

In practice, Strode appears to use the term ' casus ' for the very situation 
of positing the positura, including thus the content of the positum as well 
as the fact that it has been posited - but the positum itself does not have 
to be considered as true. 

3. Tertio notandum quod proposi tio pertinens dicitur que sequi tur uel 
répugnât concesso uel concessis. Sed impertinens dicitur que nec sequitur 
nec répugnât. 

This remark is crucial. As widely acknowledged in the secondary litera- 
ture,10 the core of Swyneshed's revision of the antiqua responsio was his 
redefinition of pertinent / impertinent propositions. In the antiqua respon- 
sio a pertinent proposition is one that follows from (. sequens ) or is repug- 
nant to (its contradictory follows from - repugnans) the positum and/ or the 
granted propositions and the contradictories of the denied propositions. 
According to Swyneshed, a pertinent proposition is one that follows from 
or is repugnant to (its contradictory follows from) the positum only; the 
subsequently proposed propositions are not taken into account. As a 

8 Cf. M. Yijönsuuri, The Role of Casus in some Fourteenth Century Treatises on Sophismata and 
Obligations , in: K. Jacobi (ed.), Argumentationstheorie. Scholastische Forschungen zu den logischen und 
semantischen Regeln korrekten Folgems , Leiden 1993, 301-22, esp. 304. 9 Cf. Yriönsuuri 1993, 310. 10 And as discussed in Dutilh Novaes 2006 (n. 2). 
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consequence, I have argued, Swyneshed excludes the dynamic aspect of 
the antiqua responsio : in the nova responsio , the order in which propositions 
are proposed does not matter, and Respondent does not have to take his 

previous moves into account to make a good move - in fact he may as 
well 'forget' the irrelevant propositions proposed as much as his responses 
to them.11 

Strode returns to Burley's definition of pertinent / impertinent propo- 
sitions, and this fact alone means that the dynamic character is again an 

important element of Strode-style obligationes. 

4. Quarto notandum quod negandum in proposito dicitur quod est 
dignum negari, et concedendum quod est dignum concedi, et dubitan- 
dum quod est dignum dubitare. Sed quando proposi tio debet concedi, 
negari, uel dubitali patebit in suppositionibus et regulis inferius ponendis. 

This remark may seem rather redundant and uninformative, but it does 
stress the normative character of the obligational rules. The rules prop- 
erly speaking are presented subsequently. 

Suppositions: 

1. Primo: quod omne possibile sci tum esse possibile non repugnans alicui 
posito uel admisso cum ponitur est a te admittendum, et solum tale cum 
ponitur. Et propter tale possibile positum et admissum non sit aliquod 
impossibile concedendum. Debet enim negari propositio impossibilis quan- 
documque proponitur uel ponitur. 

The rule for the admittance of a positum is that it be possible. Moreover, 
an impossible proposition should never be accepted as the positum , and 
since it never follows from a possible proposition, if proposed as a proposi- 
tum , an impossible proposition is never pertinent to the positum. Therefore, 
an impossible proposition should always be denied. 

2. Seconda supposi tio: quod omne sci tum esse positum et bene admis- 
sum in tempore positionis, sub debita forma sua propositum, est conce- 
dendum, et quodlibet sequens ex ilio; et quodlibet repugnans illi est 
negandum. 

That is, what follows from or is repugnant to every proposition proposed 
and rightly granted during the disputation must be granted / denied, and 

11 Cf. Yrjönsuuri 1993 (n. 8), 317. 
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not only what follows from or is repugnant to the positum .12 Notice also 
the 'sub debita forma! clause, which relates to a proposition first put for- 
ward as positum and then again as propositum : it should be granted pro- 
vided that it is in the right form. This clause is meant to avoid pragmatic 
inconsistencies of the kind that will be discussed below. 

3. Tertia suppositio est quod ad omnem propositionem impertinentem 
respondendum est secundum sui qualitatem, i.13 si sit scita esse uera est 
concedenda, si scita sit esse falsa est neganda, si dubia dubitanda. 

This is the general rule for impertinent propositions, present in Burley's 
treatise as well as in Swyneshed's. In itself, it is an incomplete rule, since it 
depends on the proper definition of an impertinent proposition (remark 3). 

4. Quarta suppositio est quod extra tempus obligations rei ueritas est 
fatenda, quia cum quis concedit falsum uel negat uerum non obligatus 
male respondet. 

The intention of this remark seems to be twofold: on the one hand, it 
may indicate the fact that matters of truth, including the evaluation of 
Respondent's performance during the disputation, were to be discussed 
only once the disputation was over;14 on the other hand it stresses the 
fact that, during an obligational disputation, it is not truth that is at stake, 
as in other forms of disputation, but rather logical notions such as fol- 
lowing from, being repugnant to and being consistent with. Partisans of 
the nova responsio had objected that, in the antiqua responsio, any falsehood 
could be proved; here, Strode seems to be defending the view that, given 
the very nature of obligationes , this is not at all problematic. 

5. Quinta suppositio est quod omnes responsiones infra tempus obliga- 
tions retorquende sunt ad idem instans, i. responsiones sunt dande con- 
tinue pro eodem instanti quo casus est posi tus. 

12 Further on Strode states this rule in a more general form (in his discussion of the 
first conclusion); Strode , Obi , 3: "Super quam regulam fundatur talis regula: omne sequens 
ex posito et bene admisso cum bene concesso uel consessis uel opposito bene negati uel 
oppositis bene negatorum cum proponitur est concedendum, et si quid talibus repugnans, 
illud est negandum." 13 Here (and in subsequent occurences of "i.") I follow E.J. Ashworth's edition of the 
text. 

14 E .J. Ashworth, Ralph Strode on Inconsistency in Obligational Disputations , in: K. Jacobi (ed.), 
Argumentationstheorie. Scholastische Forschungen zu den logischen und semantischen Regeln korrekten 
Folgems , Leiden 1993, 363-86, esp. 366. 
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This is a modification - an improvement? - with respect to Burley's orig- 
inal theory.15 Burley does say that all responses must be reduced to one 
instant, namely one in which the positura can be true, but he does not 
judge it is necessary to determine which specific instant that would be.16 
Perhaps this indétermination gave way to Swyneshed's introduction of 
several instants according to which impertinent propositions should be 
judged (namely, the instants in which each is respectively proposed). But 
this stipulation gave rise to even more inconsistency within Swyneshed- 
style obligationes (see Il.d below), so Strode felt compelled to determine 
explicitly which instant was to be taken into account for the response to 
impertinent propositions - namely the instant in which the disputation 
begins. 

Conclusions: 

1. Prima conclusio: quod non sequitur: tu concedis falsum sei tum a te 
esse falsum, uel negas uerum scitum a te esse uerum, uel concedis dubium 
scitum a te esse dubium, ergo male respondes. 

This conclusion is related to the fourth supposition (the truth is not what 
is at stake during an obligational disputation), and it follows from the 
first and second suppositions. Strode remarks that the casus / positura is 
usually false, and that the response to proposita should be according to the 
second supposition, and thus not according to their truth-value in the 
case of pertinent propositions. 

2. Secunda conclusio: quod non est inconueniens quandoque respon- 
dentem concedere se male respondere, uel negare se bene respondere. 

This conclusion concerns the pragmatic character of Strode's approach 
to obligationes , which is discussed in detail in part III below. What we 
could call 'performative contradictions' are not considered to be real con- 
tradictions by Strode; for him, just as much as a contingent false propo- 
sition may be admitted at some point of the disputation, 'you are responding 
badly' is a contingent (hopefully false!) proposition, thus it can be granted 

15 But notice that the same clause can be found in some 13th century treatises on oblig- 
ationes, for example in the treatise by Nicholas of Paris(?): "omnes responsiones retorquende 
sunt ad idem instans." (Braakhuis 1998 (n. 1), 177, 1. 15). 16 Cf. Yrjönsuuri 1993 (n. 8), 308. 
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without generating inconsistency. A whole different situation is when, out- 
side of the time of the disputation, one grants that he responded badly 
during the disputation, since, according to the fourth supposition, outside 
of the time of the disputation, the truth must prevail. 

3. Tertia conclusio: quod cum positum possibile répugnât positioni, debet 
admitti, et cum proponitur concedi, sed positio proposita debet negari 
[. . .]. 

This conclusion also concerns posita that generate performative contra- 
dictions.17 If such a positum is put forward (for example, 'Nothing is posited 
to you'), it should be accepted, and if it is re-proposed as a propositum it 
should be granted (presumably as following from the positum , according 
to the validity of the principle that every proposition implies itself). But 
if the situation describing the positio is put forward as a propositum , as in 
' 
"Nothing is posited to you" is posited to you', then it should be denied 

(although it is true), as it is repugnant to the positum. 

4. Quarta conclusio et ultima est talis quod in respondendo per oblig- 
atoria sit ordo maxime attendendus. 

This conclusion is a maxim to be born in mind rather than a rule of 
the disputation properly speaking. By stating it explicitly, Strode simply 
stresses what I have described as the dynamic character of the obligational 
disputation according to the antiqua responsio ; when following its rules, 
Respondent should always take into account his previous moves. The very 
same proposition proposed at different times of two disputations other- 
wise identical is very likely to receive different responses. The example 
mentioned by Strode is the positum 'Every man runs' and the responses 
to be given to 'You are running' and 'You are a man', depending on 
their relative order of being proposed, which I have discussed at length.18 

Notice though that, once a proposition has been accepted or denied, 
its relative order with respect to the other proposita no longer matters.19 

17 See III.c below, p. 365, and E J. Ashworth, Inconsistency and Paradox in Medieval Disputations , 
in: Franciscan Studies, 44 (1984), 129-39. 18 Dutilh Novaes 2006 (n. 2). 19 The order of the premises is irrelevant for the existence of inferential relations, that 
is: if A, B - C is valid, then B, A - * C is just as valid. 
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c. Reconstruction 

A Strode-style obligational disputation is defined by the quadruple 

Ob = < So, <D, r, R(cpn)> 

S0 is the state of common knowledge of those present at the disputation 
at the moment that the positum is posited (supposition 5). It is an incomplete 
model, in the sense that some propositions do not receive a truth- value. 
Concerning S0, Strode differs radically from Swyneshed. Swyneshed wants 
impertinent propositions to be judged according to the state of common 
knowledge of the very moment in which the proposition is proposed; so 
in Swyneshed's obligationes the first element of the quadruple is an ordered 
set of successive states of common knowledge. 

Here, if the casus happens to be distinct from the positum , then S0 should 
follow the casus and be complemented by the actual state of knowledge 
at the moment in which the disputation begins. 

As for the other three elements of the quadruple, they are virtually 
identical to those of the quadruple defining Burley's game. O is an ordered 
set of propositions, it is the set of propositions actually put forward by 
Opponent during an obligation. Each element of O is denoted by '(pn'> 
where n is a natural number, denoting the place of cpn in the ordering. 
The order corresponds to the order in which the propositions are put 
forward by Opponent, starting with cp0 (the positum). T is an ordered set 
of sets of propositions, which are formed by Respondent's responses to 
the various cpn. How each Tn is formed will be explained below. The 
ordering is such that Tn is contained in Tn+1. R(cp) is a function from 
propositions to the values 1, 0, and ?. This function corresponds to the 
rules Respondent must apply to respond to each proposition cpn. 1 cor- 
responds to his accepting (pn, 0 to his denying (pn and ? to his doubting 
(pn. The logical rules of the game are defined by R(cp): 

Positum : Strode holds that any possible positum must be accepted, even 
if it is pragmatically inconsistent with the act of positing, admitting, or more 
generally participating in the obligational disputation. The nature of this 
pragmatic inconsistency will be discussed in section III below, but for 
now we must understand what it means for a positum to be possible.20 

20 The issue as to which propositions were to be considered 'possible', in view of prag- 
matic paradoxes, was widely discussed in several obligational treatises. Cf. Ashworth 1984 
(n. 17). 
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In my reconstruction of Burley's obligationes 21 I used a syntactic criterion 
to define a possible proposition as a proposition from which absurdity 
cannot be derived. I have also stressed the importance of the positum not 
being an inconsistent proposition; if this was the case, Respondent would 
stand no chance of keeping consistency, and thus of winning the game. 

The same appears to be true of Strode, but a semantic characteriza- 
tion of a possible proposition also seems more than welcome, given the 
very terms used by Strode in supposition 1. A proposition Nn is judged 
to be possible according to Sn, the state of common knowledge at the 
moment it is proposed; in the case of the positum N0, this would be S0. 
Using the diamond '0' to represent possibility and c||"' to represent the 
relation of 'being true in' between a proposition and a state of knowl- 
edge, we have: 

R(<p„) - 0 iff S0 II"/ 0 «Po 
R(<Po) = 1 iff S0 II" 0 <Po 

As it stands, this definition is not very informative, since we still do not 
know what it means for a proposition to be possible according to a given 
state of knowledge. Let us thus introduce a relation of accessibility R 
between different states of knowledge Sn and Sm, corresponding to the 
notion of conceivability: Sn R Sm iff Sm is conceivable as a state of knowl- 

edge (i.e. does not contain absurdities) in the state of knowledge Sn. This 
does not mean that every proposition that holds in Sn also holds in Sm, 
but only that Sm does not contain propositions that are not conceivably 
true according to Sn, and it also does not contain contradictions - i.e. Sm 
II" q>n and Sm '' <pn, for some proposition (pn.We can thus define a pos- 
sible proposition in the following familiar way: 

Sn II" 0 9n ̂  There is some Sm such that Sn R Sm and Sm ||* (pn 

The definition thus stated also takes care of posita that are only perfor- 
mative contradictions, and which thus should be accepted according to 
Strode: 'you are asleep' is not true in S0, since Respondent is partici- 
pating in the disputation, but a state of knowledge in which 'you are 

asleep' is true is easily conceivable in S0. Similarly, propositions that are 
falsified by their own existence, for example 'No proposition is negative' 
(which were dubbed impossibly-true), also come out possible according 

21 Dutilh Novaes 2005 (n. 3). 
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to this criterion - 'No proposition is negative' describes a state of affairs 
conceivable in S0, namely the state of affairs where only affirmative propo- 
sitions are formed, and thus this very proposition is not formed. By con- 
trast, a logical contradiction such as 'You are in Rome and you are not 
in Rome' is not conceivably true in any of the states of knowledge con- 
ceivable in S0. 

The rules for responding to proposita are virtually identical to Burley's 
rules, including the all-important definition of pertinent / impertinent 
propositions; the only difference is that S0 is referred to in the responses 
to impertinent propositions, and not some undetermined instant, as in 
Burley's obligations. 

R(<pn) = 1 iff 
^ 

- r„ I* <pn, or 

i - r„ -, '/ <p„, r„ (■/ -> <pn and S0 <p„ 

R(<Pn) = 0 iff - rn -1 I" -'«Pn, or 

' - rn '/ <pn, r„ -I '/ '(pn and So II" -'(Pn 

R(«Pn) = ? iff - rn (■/ (pn, r„ .1 '/ ->(p„, S0 II"/ (p„, Soil"/ "'«Pn 

I here present the rules of the game viewed as a determined game, i.e. 
where there is only one correct move at each stage. However, it appears 
that Strode's treatise offers even more compelling evidence than Burley's 
treatise to a non-deterministic interpretation of obligationes, corresponding 
to some degree of freedom for strategic playing concerning impertinent 
propositions.22 

Formation of rn. The different sets of propositions accepted by Respondent 
(i.e. the propositions to which he has committed himself in the game) are 
formed in the following way: 

If R((pn) = 1, then Tn = rn_i U {q>n} 
If R(q>n) = 0, then Tn = Tn_i U {^(p n } 
If R((pn) = ?, then Tn = rn_i 

In particular, if R(cp0) = 1, then T0 = {cp0}. If R((p0) = 0, then the dispu- 
tation does not get started. 

22 An account of a non-deterministic interpretation of the game (in terms of a 'point 
system') can be found in Dutilh Novaes 2005 (n. 3). 
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II. Contra Swyneshed: consistency maintenance re-established 

Throughout the treatise, it is clear that Strode is reacting to Swyneshed, 
as much as Swyneshed had reacted to the antiqua responsio in general and 
to Burley in particular. Swyneshed is even explicitly named in chapter III, 
where Strode discusses and rejects three specific opinions. Strode also 

appears to be reacting to other views of obligationes that questioned the 

principles of the antiqua responsio , such as Kilvington's and those proposed 
in an anonymous treatise known as the 'Merton treatise'.23 But his main 

enemy really seems to be Swyneshed, so in this section I discuss some of 
Strode's explicit objections against Swyneshed. 

a. Swyneshed spotted the wrong problems 

The first thing to notice about Ralph Strode's reaction to the theories 
of his predecessors is that he did not agree with their diagnosis of the 
problems at issue.24 

The two main problems attributed to the antiqua responsio by authors such 
as Swyneshed were the fact that any randomly-chosen falsehood could 
be proved - for example, if the positum is a disjunction of two contingent 
falsehoods and the first propositum is one of the disjuncts, this propositum 
should be denied, and subsequently the other propositum must be accepted 
when proposed - ; and the fact that, in two disputations having the same 

positum , the same proposition could be accepted in one and denied in the 
other.25 

That the first difficulty is not a real problem for Strode can be seen 
from his fourth supposition, where he stresses that the truth of things is 
to be acknowledged {'rei Veritas est /atenda') only outside of the time of the 

obligational disputation; therefore, granting a falsehood, any falsehood, 
which follows from the positum and the previously granted propositions, 
or the contradictories of previously denied propositions, is simply a 

consequence of the rules of this form of disputation.26 Even though this 

23 N. Kretzmann and E. Stump 1985, The Anonymous De arte obligatoria in Merton College 
MS. 306 , in: E.P. Bos (ed.), Medieval Semantics and Metaphysics : Studies Dedicated to L.M. de 
Ryk , Ph.D., Professor of Ancient and Mediaeval Philosophy at the University of Leiden on the Occasion 
of His 60th Birthday , Nijmegen 1985, 239-80; cf. Ashworth 1993 (n. 14), 375. 

24 Ashworth 1993 (n. 14), 379. 25 Cf. Dutilh Novaes 2006 (n. 2). 26 Strode Obi. , 3: "Et cum proponitur, debite conceditur per secundam [second supposition], 
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so-called randomly-chose falsehood seems at first irrelevant, since it is 
impertinent to the positum (even though it is one of the disjuncts, from a 
disjunction the individual disjuncts do not follow), it becomes pertinent 
as the disputation continues. 

As for the second difficulty, again Strode does not see what the problem 
is with a proposition receiving different responses in two disputations with 
the same positum. The response to a proposition is essentially dependent 
on the relative order within the disputation in which the proposition is 
proposed, as Strode points out several times (for example, in the fourth 
conclusion - see also chapter XII, where possible objections to this con- 
clusion are dealt with). We also encounter here traces of the 'pragmatic' 
approach to obligational disputations proper to Strode; the response to a 
given proposition must depend on the actual course of things in a given 
disputation, and cannot be determined abstractly from the positum only. 

b. An even worse form of inconsistency 

Strode's main accusation against the nova responsio is that the application 
of its rules yields the worst form of inconsistency within the obligational 
framework (far worse than the two 'inconsistencies' just discussed), namely 
that in some occasions Respondent may be forced by the rules of the 
nova responsio to grant the contradictory of the positum / casus. Strode's 
arguments are presented in chapter III (' Contra tres opiniones '), and are dis- 
cussed in.27 Ashworth concludes that Strode's argument as she recon- 
structs it is not sound and that it could be blocked by Swyneshed. 

Strode's arguments goes as follows: 

cp0: 'Every man is running' - positum , accepted 
(pt: 'You are a man' - irrelevant and true, accepted 
<p2* 'Every man is running and you are a man' - irrelevant and false, 

denied 
cp3: 'Not every man is running or you are not a man' - irrelevant and 

true (the contradictory of a correcdy denied proposition, 3), accepted 
cp4: 'Not every man is running or you are not a man, but you are a 

man, therefore not every man is running' - bona consequential accepted 

que fundatur super admissionis officium, ut prius dictum est. Unde patet quod aliquando 
concedens falsum bene respondet secundum regulas in ista arte positas, et non male." 

27 Ashworth 1993 (n. 14), 381-3. 
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<p5: 'Not every man is running' - must be accepted, but is the oppo- 
site of the positura 

According to Strode, (p5 must be accepted by modus ponens on the basis 
of (pl5 cp3 and q>4, and therefore the contradictory of the positura must be 
accepted. Ashworth claims28 that the problem with Strode's argument is 
that Swyneshed would not be obliged to grant the conjunction of cp, and 
cp3 as impertinent and true (impertinent because both conjuncts are imper- 
tinent); rather, he would be entitled to deny this conjunction as pertinent 
and repugnant to the positura. 

As I see it, the problem with Strode's arguments does not concern the 
status of a conjunction formed by two irrelevant (accepted) propositions; 
rather, what Strode seems to be claiming is that, once one has granted 
q>l5 <p3 and <p4 (regardless of the status of the conjunction of and cp3, or 
whether it has actually been proposed as a conjunction), one must grant 
the consequent of the consequentia in q>4, simply because one has granted 
its antecedent (by modus ponens). The fault of the argument is to assume 
that, in the aova responsio , what has been granted as impertinent and true 
can function as premise of an inference so that its conclusion can be 
inferred. But as noted before, impertinent propositions that are granted 
as true are simply 'forgotten' if one plays the game according to the 
nova responsio , they seem to have no 'assertive force' whatsoever; so they 
cannot be used as premises in an application of modus ponens. They 
would of course have this 'assertive force' in a game played according to 
the antiqua responsio , and that is perhaps the source of Strode's miscast 
argument. 

So Strode's attribution of this form of inconsistency to Swyneshed's 
theory seems to be unfounded. He could though identify a form of what 
is now called a co-inconsistency with respect to the positum, on the basis 
of the concept of T-consistency introduced by Godei in his famous incom- 
pleteness theorem.29 A theory is co-inconsistent if both of the following 
hold in it, for some predicate 'F': 

There is an x such that F(*), but 
-> F(*0, "• F(x2), -> F(*3) etc., for all x„. 

28 Cf. Ashworth 1993 (n. 14), 383. 29 Cf. K. Godei, On formally undecidable propositions of Principia mathematica and 
related systems I, in: Collected Works , vol. I, Oxford 1986, 145-95. 
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In the case of Strode's example, what we have is a similar situation, but 
then with a universal proposition: it is granted that every man is run- 
ning as the positum , but of all men who are not running, 'you are a man' 
and 'you are not running' must be accepted as true and impertinent.30 
Similarly, if the positum is an existential proposition that is accepted because 
it is possible but in fact at that moment no individual satisfies the pred- 
icate expressed in it (for example, 'There is an antichrist'), then of each 
individual ('He is the antichrist') it will be denied that (s)he satisfies the 
predicate, generating co-inconsistency with respect to the positum properly 
speaking. 

This property is also related to the notoriously awkward behavior of 
disjunctions and conjunctions within the nova responsio; a universal propo- 
sition can be seen as equivalent to an infinite conjunction, whereas an 
existential proposition ('particular proposition', in medieval terms) can be 
seen as equivalent to an infinite disjunction.31 Now, it is well known that 
for Swyneshed a disjunction can be accepted as positum while every dis- 
junct must be denied as false and irrelevant; but here the situation seems 
even more awkward, since even if the positum is a conjunction (or, equiv- 
alently, a universal proposition), some of the conjuncts must be denied 
as false and irrelevant. 

In the framework of the incompleteness theorem, co-inconsistency is a 
weaker (less damaging) property than plain inconsistency; so if co-inconsistency 
with respect to the positum or something similar to it is what threatens 
Swyneshed's theory, and not plain inconsistency, then Strode's attack 
against Swyneshed is less effective than he, Strode, thought it to be. 
Nevertheless, if Swyneshed's obligationes generate co-inconsistency with respect 
to the positum , this seems already bad enough, so the gist of Strode's cri- 
tique is not entirely miscast. 

a. The core of the matter: definition of pertinent / impertinent propositions 

As already noted, the core of Strode's strategy to 'correct' the nova responsio 
and exclude the inconsistencies it generated from obligational disputations 

30 Provided that they are not proposed simultaneously, as a conjunction, in which case 
this conjunction would be repugnant to the positum and thus should be denied. So the 
actual logical form of this argument is: V* (F(*) -*■ G(*)) is granted, but for some x„ such 
that F(*„) is granted, G(*„) is denied. 

31 Cf. E.J. Ashworth, 'Autour des Obligationes de Roger Swyneshed: la Nova Responsio 
Les Études philosophiques , 3 (1996), 341-60, esp. 349. 
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is to return to Burley's definition of pertinent / impertinent propositions - 

just as much as the core of Sywneshed's strategy to 'correct' the antiqua 
responsio had been to reformulate this distinction and let it depend only 
on the positum. 

Elsewhere,32 I have proved that, if one follows the rules proposed by 
Burley (and thus by Strode), in particular with respect to the definition 
of a pertinent / impertinent proposition, then Respondent can always 
maintain the consistency (and even the co-consistency)33 of the set of propo- 
sitions formed during the disputation by the propositions he grants and 
the contradictories of the propositions he denies. In other words, there 
is always a winning strategy for Respondent, assuming that the goal of 
the game is consistency maintenance. 

Hence, the same holds here; the strange features of the nova responsio 
were all related to different forms of inconsistency being produced by the 
application of its rules. Since the fundamental change introduced by 
Swyneshed was the new definition of the notion of pertinent / imperti- 
nent propositions, all Strode had to do to re-establish consistency was to 
return to the old distinction, which differentiates a pertinent from an 
impertinent proposition on the basis of all previously granted / denied 
propositions in a given disputation (cf. his third remark): 

Strode Obi. , 5: Responde tur igitur quod non solum capitur 'sequens' in 
locis predictis pro sequente ex posito, sed pro sequente ex posito cum 
bene concesso uel consessis, ut dicebatur in prima conclusione. 

d. Avoiding time-related inconsistency 

Besides introducing a new notion of pertinent / impertinent propositions, 
another controversial move by Swyneshed was the stipulation that changes 
in things during the time of the disputation should be taken into account 
in Respondent's responses to impertinent propositions. The result of this 
stipulation was that the set composed of granted / denied impertinent 
propositions could be inconsistent not only on the level of molecular 

32 Dutilh Novaes 2005 (n. 3). 33 Presumably, in a Burley-style obligation, if a positum is an existential, contingently 
false proposition, and each of its individuell instances is gradually proposed and denied as 
impertinent and false, then the very last individuad instance proposed would have to be 
granted as sequens , even though it is false (just as when a disjunction is the positum : if all 
other disjuncts have been proposed and denied, the last disjunct must be granted as sequens). 
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propositions (conjunctions and disjunctions), but even on the atomic level. 
If at the beginning of the disputation 'you are sitting' was proposed to 
Respondent and he was in fact sitting at that moment, then he would 
have to grant this proposition as impertinent and true. But if soon after 
'you are not sitting' was proposed, and indeed in the meantime Respondent 
had stood up, then he would have to grant this proposition as irrelevant 
and true, since the first proposition had been 'forgotten' in the meantime 
and had not been added to the informational base of the disputation 
(composed only of the first positum and possibly of other posita subsequently 
posed).34 

Strode, of course, is not willing to accept this form of inconsistency. 
The mere redefinition of the notion of pertinent propositions is in fact 
sufficient to exclude this form of inconsistency, as logical relations between 

propositions have priority over the actual state of things. So, in the exam- 
ple when 'You are not sitting' is proposed, according to Strode's definition 
of a pertinent proposition, it is not impertinent (as it is for Swyneshed), 
but rather pertinent - in fact, repugnant, since it contradicts a previously 
granted proposition. This is why, in Burley's theory, no specific instant 
had to be referred to in the responses to impertinent propositions; the 
notion of pertinent propositions alone was sufficient to exclude this form 
of inconsistency. 

But Strode goes further. He is more aware of this issue than Burley 
was, having been exposed to the nova responsio , so he stipulates that 
one specific instant, namely the moment when the disputation begins, 
should be considered for the responses to impertinent propositions (fifth 
supposition). 

One possible objection to this stipulation is discussed by Strode in the 
chapter dedicated to the fifth supposition (chapter VIII). Say the positum 
is 'you are running and the king is sitting'. Then 'the king is sitting' is 
proposed; Respondent must doubt it, since at moment S0 when the dis- 
putation began, he had no idea whether the king was sitting or not. Then 
'you are running' is proposed; he must deny it, since at S0 he was not 
running. Then 'the king is sitting' is proposed again, and must be granted. 

34 Swyneshed accepted the possibility of a second or third positum being posed during 
the disputation, so that in practice the actual positum became the conjunction of the two 
accepted posita ; cf. Dutilh Novaes 2006 (n. 2). By comparison, in the antiqua responsio it is 
as though every granted or denied proposition (pertinent or impertinent, positum or proposi- 
tum) became a new positum. 
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Now, if all responses refer to the same instant, how can Respondent first 
doubt whether the king is sitting and then accept it? 

The same objection could have been raised against Burley, but since 
Burley does not explicitly say that all responses refer to the same specific 
instant, this situation appears to be less awkward within a Burley-style 
obligational disputation. Strode, however, must explain how it is possible 
that at the same moment Respondent grants and doubts the same thing. 
In his discussion, he proposes many ways around this difficulty, but an 
accurate and straightforward reply would simply be to say that, in its first 
occurrence, 'the king is sitting' was impertinent, and therefore indeed 
judged according to S0, but that in its second occurrence it had become 
a pertinent proposition, and therefore the response to it simply had noth- 
ing to do with S0. Thus, S0 is not thereby proved to be an inconsistent 
state of knowledge. 

e. Conjunctions and disjunctions 

Finally, what was considered by many as the most embarrassing charac- 
teristic of the nova responsio, namely the behavior of conjunctions and dis- 
junctions, was also discussed by Strode (in particular in his analysis of 
the first of the three opinions he objects to in chapter III). Obviously, 
Strode is not happy with the inconsistencies related to conjunctions and 
disjunctions that appear in a Swyneshed-style obligation, so in chapter III 
he proposes ways to avoid this phenomenon. 

Let us recapitulate. According to Swyneshed, it is entirely possible that 
both conjuncts are granted when proposed as individual propositions, but 
that their conjunction is denied when proposed as a conjunction - for 
example, in the case of the conjunction of a false positum and a true 
impertinent proposition already granted (the conjunction is then a false 
impertinent proposition, and therefore should be denied). Similarly, it is 
possible that a disjunction is granted and that subsequently both disjuncts 
are denied (if they are both false, impertinent propositions).35 

How do conjunctions and disjunctions behave in Burley's obligational 
framework? Such inconsistencies do not occur, but it is worth examining 
why it is so, which I shall do by means of some examples. 

Disputation 1. Suppose that N0, a false but possible positum , is granted. Then 
propose Nb a true impertinent proposition; it is granted. Then propose 

35 Cf. Dutilh Novaes 2006 (n. 2). 
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N0 & N,; the question is then whether N0, N, N0 & N, is a valid con- 
sequence. Obviously, it is, so N0 & Nj must be granted as a pertinent 
proposition, which follows from the positura together with what has been 
granted.36 So the consistent set r2 = {N0, N1? N0 & Nj} is formed. 

Disputation 2. Now suppose that, in a different disputation, the same propo- 
sitions are proposed, but in a different order. We start with the false posi- 
tura N0, and then the conjunction N0 & Nj is proposed (N, alone has not 
been proposed yet). At this stage, the conjunction is clearly impertinent; 
moreover, it is false, since one of the conjuncts (namely N0) is false. So 
it is denied. Then N, is proposed, and the question is: is it a pertinent 
proposition? Yes it is, namely a repugnant proposition, because the con- 
sequence N0, i- (N0 & Nj) ' N, is valid. So N, must be denied, and the 
consistent set r2. = {No,1-^ & N^r-N,} is formed. 

As for a disjunction, the situation is even simpler. 

Disputation 3. If the positum is a disjunction and one of the disjuncts is 
denied in the next round, then whenever the other disjunct is proposed, 
it must be accepted as a pertinent proposition, since N0 v Nb ""Nq |" Nl 
is a valid consequence. (If the disjunct first proposed is accepted, then 
the second disjunct remains an impertinent proposition, which thus should 
be judged according to its own quality). 

So what guarantees that the behavior of conjunctions and disjunctions in 
a Burley-style obligation does not generate inconsistencies is the notion 
of pertinent / impertinent propositions, and the influence of the order in 
which propositions are proposed. 

Interestingly, Strode proposes yet a different way of avoiding this kind 
of inconsistency. One wonders why he does so, since the Burley rules as 
they stand are sufficient to avoid the problem. Strode 's proposal is essen- 
tially to consider the positum as true.37 If one does so, Disputation 2 above 
has a different outcome, even if played according to the antiqua responsio 
canon: if one considers the positum N0 as true, then the conjunction N0 & 
Nj, proposed just after the positum , becomes an impertinent but true 
proposition, and therefore must be granted. Incidentally, the same response 
would be given by someone playing the game according to the nova 

36 By comparison, for Swyneshed the conjunction in this case is an impertinent propo- 
sition because the consequence N0 - * N0 & N, is not valid. 

37 Strode Obi , 6; cf. Ashworth 1993 (n. 14), 381. 
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responsio canon (the difference between the two canons would appear in 
the next round: according to the antiqua responsio , Nt would be a perti- 
nent proposition, while according to the nova responsio it would be an 
impertinent proposition, since it does not follow from the positum alone). 

Notice though that stipulating that the positum is true does not seem 
to solve the inconsistency created in Disputation 3 if played according to 
the nova responsio : if a disjunction is taken to be true, then one of its dis- 
juncts is taken to be true, but Respondent still does not dispose of enough 
information to determine which disjunct it should be, and therefore must 
still deny both disjuncts if they are proposed and happen to be false 
propositions. 

Why does Strode propose that the positum be viewed as true to avoid 
inconsistencies related to conjunctions? As argued, the usual Burley rules 
already guarantee that there be no such inconsistencies. One possibility 
is that Strode is proposing an amendment to the nova responsio , so that 
such inconsistencies would not occur even if one played the game accord- 
ing to the nova responsio canon. Strode was probably aware of the fact 
that the antiqua responsio as it was avoided the generation of such incon- 
sistencies, but the puzzle remains as to whether he thought that consid- 
ering the positum as true was a necessary amendment to the antiqua responsio , 
or only to the nova responsio. It is also possible that Strode was not defend- 
ing this position as his own, but only proposing it as a possible way of 
handling the positum.™ 

III. Focus on Epistemic / Pragmatic Elements of the Disputation 

As already mentioned, many scholars have argued that, in the second 
half of the 14th century, especially in England, an epistemic turn in logic 
took place.39 This is to be seen in particular in the theories of consequences,40 

38 According to E .J. Ashworth, this position was explicitly held by the anonymous Merton 
author, cf. Ashworth 1993 (n. 14), 375. 39 But it has also been argued that an epistemic notion of consequence is also to be 
found in Boethius and Abelard (cf. C.J. Martin, Obligations and Liars , in: M. Yijönsuuri 
(ed.), Medieval Formal Logic , Dordrecht 2001, 63-94), and in some 13th century logicians, 
such as Kilwardby (cf. E.J. Ashworth, Review of M. Yijönsuuri (ed.), Medieval formal logic: 
obligations, insolubles and consequences , in: History and Philosophy of Logic, 23 (2002), 296-97). 
So it would seem that the English logicians of the second half of the 14th century were 
not introducing an entirely novel way of approaching logic, but rather returning to an old 
approach, which had lost its predominance during the Burley-Ockham-Buridan period. 40 I. Boh, Four Phases of Medieval Epistemic Logic, in: Theoria, 56 (2000), 129-44, esp. 129-30: 
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and one of its main signs is the recast definition of 'formal consequence'. 
While in the first half of the 14th century the notion of formal conse- 
quence was usually defined in terms of Topical, semantic, logical or sub- 
stitutional criteria, in the decades following this period many authors 
started to formulate it in epistemic terms: a formal consequence is such 
that the consequent is understood in the antecedent, so that whoever 
understands the antecedent (as true) will understand the consequent (as 
true). In other words, a formal consequence is thus defined with respect 
to the knowledge and understanding of a hypothetical agent, and not 
anymore purely on the basis of features of the consequence itself. Strode's 
own definition of a formal consequence runs very much along these lines: 

A consequence is called sound by form when, if the way in which facts 
are adequately signified by the antecedent is understood, the way in 
which they are adequately signified by the consequent is also under- 
stood; for instance, if anyone understands that you are a man, he will 
understand also that you are an animal.41 

The same focus on the knowing agent is noticeable in Strode's treatise 
on obligationes , as I will try to show in this section. Simultaneously, his 
focus on the agent also outlines what we could call the pragmatic nature 
of obligational disputations (and of logic in general) as an actual activity, 
taking place in space and time, and the issues that must be dealt with as 
a result of this approach.42 These include the issue of the actual logical 
knowledge of Respondent, the essentially verbal nature of these disputations, 

"The fourth and perhaps the most important phase [in medieval epistemic logic] arose 
within the theory of consequences; Philosophers came to see that not only the most gen- 
eral rules of propositional logic and alethic modalities, but also those involving epistemic, 
obligational and other modalities need to be recognized as the most basic principles of 
reasoning in various realms. Strode's Consequences , written probably in 1360s, is certainly 
the best representative of this stage." 41 W. Seaton, An Edition and Translation of the "Tractatus de Consequentiis" by Ralph Strode, 
Fourteenth Century Logician and Friend of Geoffrey Chaucer. Ph.D. Dissertation, University of 
California, Berkeley 1973, quoted in I. Boh, Consequences and Rules of Consequence in the 
Post-Ockham Period , in: M. Yrjönsuuri (ed.), Medieval Formal Logic , Dordrecht 2001, 147-81, 
esp. 156-57. 42 A similar pragmatic approach is noticeable in, for instance, Buridan's staunch com- 
mitment to proposition-tokens as the bearers of truth-value, and in the amendments made 
necessary to his logical system as a result of this commitment. Cf. G. Klima, Consequences 
of a Closed, Token- Based Semantics: The Case of John Buridan , in: History and Philosophy of 
Logic, 25 (2004), 95-110; C. Dutilh Novaes, Buridan's consequentia: consequence and inference 
within a token-based semantics , in: History and Philosophy of Logic, 26 (2005), 277-97 . 
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and how to handle propositions referring to the very circumstances of 
the disputation as well as to the very moves taken within it. 

a. Epistemic clauses 

Both in Burley's and Swyneshed's treatises, epistemic elements were pre- 
sent in the rules of how to respond to impertinent propositions:43 these 
propositions should be responded to on the basis of Respondent's actual 
knowledge at the moment of the disputation. If he knew an impertinent 
proposition to be true, it should be granted; if he knew it to be false, it 
should be denied, and if he did not know whether it was true or whether 
it was false, then it should be doubted. But the epistemic clause was not 
extended to the evaluation of the positum , nor to the assessment of infer- 
ential relations between the positum and the proposita. 

By contrast, in Strode's treatise, phrases such as 'falsum scitum a te esse 
falsum' 

' verum scitum a te esse veruni (cf. first conclusion), 
' 
possibile scitum esse 

possibile 
' 
(cf. first supposition), 

4 scitum esse positum' (cf. second supposition) ' scitum esse uerum non repugnans' 'scitum esse falsum non sequent (cf. second 
conclusion), are abundant. Indeed, such epistemic clauses were charac- 
teristic of Oxford logic.44 

At first sight, these seem harmless and in fact conceptually interesting 
additions to the obligational framework, related to Strode's general epis- 
temic penchant and to the focus on Respondent as an actual, non- 
omniscient agent. But, under a given interpretation, this epistemic approach 
might also be seen as problematic, yielding a confusion between the nor- 
mative and the descriptive characters of the obligational rules. 

It has been stressed by many scholars45 that the rules of obligationes are 
essentially normative ; commentators have expressed this normative charac- 
ter in different ways, such as pointing out their connection with deontic 
problems,46 stressing the importance of the notion of 'correctness',47 or 
viewing obligationes as rule-governed games.48 But Strode's epistemic clauses 

43 Burley and Swyneshed had the same rule on how to respond to impertinent propositions, 
but, as I have stressed many times, they disagreed on which propositions were impertinent. 44 I owe this remark to Jennifer Ashworth. 

45 Cf. Yriönsuuri 1993 (n. 8), 302. 46 S. Knuuttila & M. Yijönsuuri, Norms and Actions in Obligational Disputations , in: O. Pluta 
(ed.), Die Philosophie im 14. und 15. Jahrhundert , Amsterdam 1988, 191-202. 47 Cf. H. Keffer, De Obligationibus - Rekonstruktion einer spätmittelalterlichen Disputationstheorie , 
Leiden 2001, 123-7, 147-50. 48 Dutilh Novaes 2005 (n. 3). 
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appear to introduce a descriptive approach to those rules, and this creates 
difficulties. 

Consider the following formulations of some of the obligational rules, 
in the spirit of the phrases containing the term 'sàturi quoted above: 

(Rl) Respondent grants the positum if he knows it to be a possible 
proposition. 

(R2) Respondent grants a propositum if he knows it to be a true, not 

repugnans proposition. 
(R3) Respondent denies a propositum if he knows it to be a false, not 

sequens proposition. 

According to this formulation of Rl, if Respondent denies a given posi- 
tum that is in fact possible, but that he does not know to be possible, he 
is properly speaking not infringing Rl. Similarly, suppose that a proposi- 
tum is in fact repugnant, besides being true, but that Respondent fails to 

identify this logical relation between this propositum and the positum (together 
with other previously granted / denied propositions, according to the anti- 

qua responsio ), and that he therefore grants this proposition; again, prop- 
erly speaking, he is not infringing R2, given the failure of the epistemic 
clause. The same holds for R3. 

Hence, if Respondent's logical knowledge is deficient, given the epis- 
temic clause, he is properly speaking not responding badly. But the point 
of obligational disputations (or at least one of them) is precisely to test 

Respondent's logical abilities and knowledge; he will respond well if he 
knows his logic well. A situation in which Respondent makes logical mis- 
takes and can still be said to have responded well in some sense (per- 
haps 'to the best of his abilities') is against the whole spirit of the game. 
So the epistemic clauses, albeit realistic, jeopardize the normative char- 
acter of obligationes. 

Indeed, one way to make sense of the obligational rules thus formu- 
lated is to view them as descriptive rules; in reality, Respondent will only 
accept a positum if he knows it to be possible, a propositum as following 
from or repugnant to the positum only if he knows it to be such etc . . . 
But the purpose of obligational treatises is presumably that of spelling out 
rules of how to respond correctly (how to win the game) and not that of 

serving as a description of how such disputations actually take place. 
Another way to interpret such clauses is to view them as related to 

the explicit formulation of the propositions being put forward - as opposed 
to their 'mental' formulation. As will be discussed below, Strode was 
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against the view that some propositions were implicitly granted during a 
disputation; similarly, if the positura was 'I posit to you the proposition 
that I am thinking about' , Respondent could neither accept nor deny 
such a positura , since he didn't know the (unuttered) proposition to be pos- 
sible or impossible. But if this is so, a perhaps more intuitive formula- 
tion of this clause would have been something like ̂ falsum scitum a te' 
instead of 'falsum scitum a te esse falsum' stressing thus that the proposition 
in question must be known to Respondent, but not necessarily known to 
be such-and-such. 

Thus, one wonders to which extent Strode was only reproducing some 
of the standard Oxford formulations of these rules, or whether there really 
was an epistemic-descriptive component in his conception of the obliga- 
tional rules. 

b. Only explicitly proposed propositions belong to the informational base 

Although Strode's main opponent in this treatise really seems to be 
Swyneshed, in chapter III he also criticizes a particular view on obliga- 
tiones not defended by the latter. Indeed, this view was defended, for 
example, by the anonymous author of the so-called Merton treatise.49 

The specific view in question was that some propositions, even if not 
proposed, are implicitly granted during an obligational disputation, and 
therefore should be taken into account by Respondent when granting or 
denying the proposita. The typical example illustrating this view goes as 
follows: the positum is 'Every man is running'. The first propositum is then 
'You are running': according to both Burley and Swyneshed, Respondent 
must deny this propositum as impertinent and false (Respondent is in fact 
not running at that moment). But according to the Merton author,50 
Respondent is tacitly committed to the truth of the proposition 'You are 
a man', even though it has not been explicitly proposed in the disputation, 
and therefore Respondent must grant 'You are running' as following from 
the positum together with the tacitly granted proposition 'You are a man' 
(cf. Strode Obi , 6). 

49 Cf. N. Kretzmann and E. Stump, The Anonymous De arte obligatoria in Merton College 
MS. 306 , in: E.P. Bos (ed.), Medieval Semantics and Metaphysics : Studies Dedicated to L.M. de 
Ryk , Ph.D.} Professor of Ancient and Mediaeval Philosophy at the University of Leiden on the Occasion 
of His 60th Birthday , Nijmegen 1985, 239-80, and E.J. Ashworth 1993, Ralph Strode on 
Inconsistency in Obligational Disputations, in: K. Jacobi (ed.), Argumentationstheorie, 
Leiden 1993, 363-86, esp. 375-9. 50 Kretzmann and Stump 1985, 246 (Latin text), 255 (translation), 266/7 (comments). 
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Strode is radically opposed to this view. He starts his counter-argu- 
mentation by noticing that 'granting' can be understood in two ways, 
verbally and mentally, and that according to some (the Merton author, 
for instance), it is not more reasonable to grant a proposition that fol- 
lows from the positum together with a verbally granted proposition than 
it is to grant a proposition that follows from the positum together with a 

mentally granted proposition.51 Obviously, this position puts at risk many 
of the crucial aspects of Strode-style obligationes , such as the importance 
of the order in which propositions are proposed, and the fundamentally 
pragmatic character of a disputation, seen as an actual deed performed 
by those involved in it. One could add the objection that, since those 

mentally granted propositions are only accessible to Respondent, it becomes 

virtually impossible to judge objectively whether he has responded well 
or not at the end of the disputation, as the total set of denied / granted 
propositions is not publicly available. 

Strode's argument against this view, if I understand it correcdy, runs 

roughly as follows: if the positum is 'Every man is running', to which men- 
tal propositions is Respondent actually committed? To the proposition 
that he is a man or to the proposition that he is not running? They are 
both true propositions, but if they are both granted (mentally or other- 

wise) together with the positum , then clearly an inconsistent set of propo- 
sitions has been granted. 

Thus, if mentally granted propositions are included in the informa- 
tional base of the disputation (the set of propositions on the basis of which 

pertinence is judged), then the rules of the game no longer determine 
the correct response(s) to a proposition. Given the positum 'Every man is 

running', if the first propositum is 'You are running', one can either deny 
it, as it is an impertinent and false proposition, or else grant it as following 
from the positum and the mentally granted proposition 'You are a man'. 

Similarly, if 'You are a man' is the first propositum , then it can either be 

granted as impertinent and true, or denied as repugnant to the positum 
together with the mentally granted proposition 'You are not running'.52 

51 Strode, Obi , 6: "Non enim eis uidetur esse maior ratio quare debet aliqua proposi- 
ti concedi que sequitur ex posito cum scito esse uero uel bene concesso vocaliter, quam 
quando sequitur ex posito cum scito esse uero uel bene concesso mentaliter." 

52 I have argued that, with respect to impertinent propositions, Respondent seems to 
have some freedom in how to respond to them. But here what is at stake is indetermi- 
nancy even of whether a proposition is pertinent or impertinent. 
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Strode also notices that granting mental propositions infringes the fourth 
conclusion, namely that the order of granting and denying is crucial. 
While verbally granting and denying takes place in time, and therefore 
the order of responses is well-established, mentally granting and denying 
subverts the order principle, since presumably ¿ill mentally granted or 
denied propositions are granted or denied at the same time. So the order 
principle can no longer be applied.53 

Strode's critique of this position indicates that he is well aware of the 
essentially pragmatic (as opposed to abstract) character of obligational dis- 
putations. Such disputations are dependent on elements of the actual sit- 
uation in which they take place, such as the actual state of knowledge 
of those present, the propositions that are actuall - i.e. verbally - proposed, 
and the order in which they are proposed. Here, the game metaphor 
comes in handy, as it stresses the role of the participants playing the 
game and the specific moves made by each of them, in a certain order. 
A 'mental move' is simply not a move in the game - intersubjectivity is 
a fundamental trait of any game. In obligational disputations, all moves 
are and must be verbal, explicit moves. 

c. Self-contradictory posita 

Propositions referring to the situation of the very disputation in which 
they are proposed are discussed in virtually all obligationes treatises of the 
14th century. This fact has led to the hypothesis that obligationes were 
essentially a framework to deal with sophismata and self-referential, Liar- 
like paradoxes.54 Even if one does not agree with this hypothesis,55 one 
must still provide an explanation for the abundant presence of sophismata 
in obligational treatises. I have argued56 that these seem to be limit cases, 
which serve to test the soundness of the obligational theory being pro- 
posed; if the theory can deal with such difficult cases without becoming 
incoherent (for example, without yielding conflicting instructions on how 
Respondent should reply), then it is a sound theory. 

53 Strode, Obi , 6: "[. . .1 videtur quod ista positio transponit uerum ordinem respondendi." 54 Cf. E. Stump, 1982, Obligations: A. From the Beginning to the Early Fourteenth Century , in: 
N. Kretzmann, A. Kenny, J. Pinborg (eds), The Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy, 
Cambridge 1982, 315-34. 55 As for example M. Yrjönsuuri, Disputations , Obligations and Logical Coherence , in: Theoria, 
56 (2000). 205-223. esD. 216. 

56 Cf. Dutilh Novaes 2006 (n. 2). 
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In any case, the discussion of self-referential propositions in Strode's 
treatise is not a particular trait of this text. What is perhaps novel in 
Strode's treatise (with respect to his predecessors such as Swyneshed and 
Burley) is that he formulates specific rules on how to deal with them (for 
instance, in the first supposition and in the second and third conclusions), 
in such a way that these sophismata are no longer discussed as limit cases. 
Rather, they seem to be at the core of the theory. 

But instead of viewing this fact as a indication that obligationes were 
really meant to solve sophismata , I tend to believe that, in Strode's case, 
it is a sign of the general epistemic ' pragmatic focus of his treatise. 

Worth considering is Strode's discussion of posita that lead to what can 
be called performative contradictions: posita that contradict the very act 
of positing by Opponent, the positio ('Nothing is posited to you'), or posita 
that contradict the very act of accepting the positum by Respondent, the 
admissio ('You are sleeping now') (cf. Strode's third conclusion). Even 
though these posita seem to create contradictions (of the performative, 
pragmatic kind), Strode states very clearly that they should be accepted 
as posita. He remarks that denying these as posita on the basis of the first 

supposition (according to which impossible posita should not be accepted) 
is nothing but an escape for the miserable, who do not know the force 
of this art.57 

But if a proposition describing the paradoxical positio - i.e. the very act 
of positing the given positum - is proposed as a propositum , then it should 
be denied, since (although true) it is repugnant to the positum. That is, 
suppose that the positum is 'Nothing is posited to you'. It should be granted, 
as it is not impossible. Then, if '"Nothing is posited to you" is posited 
to you' is proposed, it should not be granted, even though it is true in 
the disputational situation, because it is repugnant to the positum (it is an 
instantiation of 'Something is posited to you'). Therefore, since inferen- 
tial relations take priority over truth in the case of pertinent propositions, 
it should be denied. 

Also worth noting is Strode's second conclusion: Respondent can grant 
that he is responding badly and yet not lose the game (notice that it fol- 
lows from the fourth supposition and the first conclusion: if denying a 
true proposition does not necessarily mean responding badly, Respondent 

57 Strode, Obi , 3: "Ex quibus patet quod tales casus negare non est nisi fuga misero- 
rum, nescientium istius artis uigorem." 
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can grant that he is responding badly even though he is in fact respond- 
ing well). Consider the following (hypothetical) disputation: 

N0: 'Every man is responding badly.' Granted, possible. 
Nj: 'You are a man.' Granted, impertinent and true. 
N2: 'You are responding badly.' Granted, follows from N0 and N1# 

What is paradoxical about this situation is that the very act of granting 
'You are responding badly' corresponds to Respondent's responding well, 
whereas denying it would correspond to his responding badly.58 But again 
Strode does not consider these performative contradictions to be vicious 
contradictions, to be excluded from the obligational framework. 

How can we make sense of these paradoxical situations? I propose 
here to consider the distinction between the context of utterance of a 
proposition and its context of evaluation, familiar from two-dimensional 
semantics.59 It is as if all granted or denied pertinent propositions (includ- 
ing the positura ) were being evaluated with respect to a different context, 
not that of the disputation. Impertinent propositions, on the other hand, 
are evaluated with respect to the very context of the disputation. So 
Respondent can grant that nothing is posited to him, that he is dead, 
that he is responding badly etc, because it is as though these referred to 
a different situation, not to the very disputation. 

Here, the thought-experiment hypothesis60 is also helpful: in the case 
of pertinent propositions, one should reply to them as if one were cre- 
ating a counterfactual situation, a thought-experiment, in which the posi- 
tura is true. These pragmatic ' performative paradoxes are thus resolved 
if, with respect to pertinent propositions, one supposes that Respondent 
is not referring to the very situation of the disputation - in which he is 
uttering these performative paradoxes - but rather to a different situation. 
From this point of view, such performative contradictions are not very 
different from plain contingent false propositions.61 Indeed, in the example 

58 Something like uttering 'I am not speaking now'. 
59 Cf. D. Chalmers 2004, The Foundations of Two-Dimensional Semantics , available at 

http://consc.net/papers/foundations.html 60 Some scholars, in particular Yijönsuuri 2000 (n. 55), 219 have contended that an 
adequate modern interpretation of the obligational framework is to view it as a technique 
to build thought-experiments. 61 A similar conclusion was reached with the application of this distinction to Buridan's 
'No proposition is negative': it is impossibly- true, since it is false every time it is uttered, 
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'"Nothing is posited to you" is posited to you' is false in the situation in 
which that nothing is posited to you is the case.62 

But it remains crucial to identify correctly whether a propositum is per- 
tinent or impertinent; if it is impertinent, it should be responded to accord- 
ing to the very context of utterance (and in this case there is no distinction 
between context of utterance and context of evaluation), but if it is per- 
tinent, it should be responded to according to the relevant inferential 
relations. These responses progressively create a counterfactual situation 
that is, as it were, the context of evaluation of pertinent propositions.63 

An issue that still must be addressed is whether Strode would be will- 
ing to accept all kinds of pragmatic and performative inconsistencies, or 
only those discussed so far. E.J. Ashworth argues that he might be seen 
as ruling out posita of the kind 'You are in Rome and no conjunction is 
posited to you'.64 I am not sure whether such a positum differs so much 
from 'Nothing is posited to you' or similar posita. On the basis of the dis- 
tinction between context of utterance and context of evaluation, Respondent 
could then simply consider a situation in which he is in Rome (partici- 
pating in a disputation or not), and either nothing is posited to him, or 
a positum is posited but it is not a conjunction. But if explicit reference 
is made to the very disputation taking place - 'You are in Rome and no 
conjunction is posited to you in this very disputation' - , then it seems 
that we would have a real paradox, similar to Liar-like paradoxes with 
explicit self-reference ('This proposition is false'). 

but it is not impossible, since the situation it describes is not impossible - it is in fact a 
possible proposition. 62 The gist of this distinction can also be found in the following remark by Ashworth: 
'As he [Strode] subsequently pointed out, there is, after all, nothing to prevent the respon- 
dent from following through on the logical consequences of what he has admitted. He has 
simply to deny that he himself is speaking, or debating, or granting, or denying or engag- 
ing in any action which is incompatible with his being non-existent, or merely asleep. This 
approach depends on a careful distinction between uttering and making a statement about 
the conditions of utterance. It is all right for the respondent to reply, but he must never 
grant that he is replying.' (Ashworth 1993 (n. 14), 367). 63 It is worth noting though that Respondent does not start out with a given model to 
serve as the context of evaluation for pertinent propositions; rather, this model is created 
as the disputation progresses. Cf. Dutilh Novaes 2005 (n. 3); Yijönsuuri 2000 (n. 55), 220 
(against 'semantic interpretations' of obligations). 64 Ashworth 1993 (n. 14), 366. 
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d. Some rules that do not hold 

In his influential treatise on consequences,65 Strode presents rules of con- 
sequence specifically valid within the realm of obligationes. These basically 
pertain to the issue of whether the consequent or antecedent of a conse- 
quentia known to hold should be granted ' denied ' doubted once the 
antecedent or consequent has been granted ' denied ' doubted.66 

There are however a few obligational 'consequences' that might be 
expected to hold, given the intuitive character of their counterparts in 
contexts other than obligationes , but which fail to hold within Strode's oblig- 
ational framework. Interestingly, the counterexamples to these invalid 
schemata are often related to the self-referential phenomena and perfor- 
mative contradictions just discussed. 

Another source of counterexamples are propositions that refer to the 
very moves being made in the game, for example as in ť p ought to be 
granted' (where p is any proposition); in such cases, the meta-evaluation 
of a given move takes place within the very disputation, and can prima 
facie be iterated as many times as one wishes. It is as if there were var- 
ious layers of disputation within the disputation - the disputation itself, 
talking about the disputation, talking about talking about the disputation 
etc . . . These different layers are particularly confusing when they are 
'tossed' together in the same proposition, for example in the case of a 
disjunction or conjunction whose members refer to different layers - '/> or 
p ought to be granted'. Going back and forth the different layers may 
create what Ashworth has termed 'obligational inconsistencies',67 but still 
several authors, including Strode, seemed to be prepared to deny the 
validity of schemata that would otherwise prevent obligational inconsis- 
tencies from arising. 

In what follows, I shall represent some of these schemata by means of 
basic propositional logic and some modal-like operators. So 'T[/?]' cor- 
responds to the statement that proposition p is true; 'G [/>]' to the state- 
ment that proposition p is granted, and 4OG[/?]' to the statement that 
proposition p ought to be granted (square brackets represent the nomi- 
nalization of p). Iteration of these operators is possible. Within the oblig- 
ational context, G[/?] is in fact equivalent to />, insofar as stating a 
proposition is in this context the same as granting it. 

65 Seaton 1973 (n. 41). 66 See Boh 2001 in. 4 lì. 162-3 for a formal reconstruction. 
67 See below, pp. 372-73. 
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The first schema that, in other disputational or argumentative contexts, 
is usually expected to hold is that which associates the duty of granting 
a proposition with its truth. Indeed, as shown by Yijönsuuri,68 originally - 
in the Aristotelian theory of disputations as well as in earlier medieval 
treatises on the topic - , Respondent's main commitment is with the truth, 
or at least with his knowledge of what is true (Respondent is not expected 
to know all truths as true). The schema can be represented as: 

(Sci) OG [p] <==> T [p' 

In other words, if p is true it ought to be granted, and if it ought to be 
granted, it is true. But, as argued by Yijönsuuri,69 the significant turn 
introduced by obligational treatises of the late 13th century is precisely 
that Respondent's duty towards truth becomes overridden by his com- 
mitment to the recognition of certain inferential relations. Not only is 
Respondent committed to accepting false posita in the context of obliga- 
tiones , but he is also committed to granting all propositions that follow 
from the positura , regardless of their truth-value. Indeed, Strode is very 
much aware of this subversion of the original purposes of disputations, 
and states clearly in his first conclusion that one does not necessarily 
respond badly when one grants a false proposition or denies a true one. 

Another schema that does not seem to hold in a Strode-style obliga- 
tional disputation is the one associating the granting of p with the grant- 
ing that p is true. 

(Sc2) G[p] <==> OG[T [p]] 

Prima facie, this appears to be a variation of the Tarskian T-schema and, 
in effect, within most medieval logical systems, the T-schema would not 
hold. This is related to the medieval view that tokens are the truth-value 
bearers: " p iff T[/>]" does not hold because, for a proposition to be true, 
it must exist (it must be formed); so this schema holds only under the 
proviso of the token's existence.70 

But here we seem to encounter a different situation, insofar as the rea- 
son why (Sc2) does not hold within Strode's (and other authors', such as 
Burley's) obligational framework seems to be of a different nature. Recall 

68 Yrjönsuuri 2000 (n. 55), 207. 69 Yrjönsuuri 2000 (n. 55), 209. 70 Cf. Ashworth 1993 (n. 14), 368. 
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the distinction between context of utterance and context of evaluation; 
suppose that p is the positum or a propositum having been accepted as per- 
tinent and following from the positum , but that p is actually false. Because 
it is a pertinent proposition, its context of evaluation is not that of the 
disputation, which is its context of utterance. But T [p' is an irrelevant 
proposition, and therefore should be evaluated according to the context 
of utterance; now, in this context, p is false, thus T [p] is also false, and 
therefore should be denied.71 

We obtain thus the awkward situation of having granted p and hav- 
ing denied T 'p]. Discussing Burley's contention that (Sc2) does not hold, 
Yijönsuuri takes this to be a sign that semantic interpretations of obliga- 
tiones (as a framework for the analysis of counterfactuals, thought-experi- 
ments or belief revision) are not adequate, as it seems absurd that, in the 
same situation, p holds and T[/?] does not hold.72 But perhaps the prob- 
lem is with the view that only one situation (or one class of situations) is 
at stake during an obligational disputation; what may be needed is the 
distinction between the fictional situation progressively being constructed, 
and the actual situation of the disputation taking place73 - or similarly, 
'between uttering and any metalinguistic assessment of the speech act 
involved or of the utterance itself'.74 

This being said, I am extremely sympathetic to Yijönsuuri's suggestion 
that 'obligational disputations aim at constructing consistent sets of sen- 
tences',75 taking place thus essentially on a linguistic rather than seman- 
tic level.76 While it may seem absurd that in a sensible description of a 

possible state of affairs w, p holds and T [p] does not hold, a set con- 

taining both p and ""Tfj b] is not necessarily inconsistent (in particular if 
the T-schema does not hold). 

71 Admittedly, at some point Strode seems to be defending the thesis that the positum , once 
accepted, should be considered as true (even if actually false), as discussed in section II.e. 
But nothing is said about false proposita that are granted in virtue of being sequens, and, 
presumably, these are not to be considered as true. 

72 Yriönsuuri 2000 (n. 55), 220. 73 In Dutilh Novaes 2005 (n. 3), I have argued (following a suggestion by Christopher 
J. Martin) that playing an obligational game is equivalent to the process of constructing 
a maximal consistent set of propositions, following Lindenbaüm's lemma, which would cor- 
respond to a possible world, if possible worlds are defined as maximal consistent sets of 
propositions. 74 Ashworth 1993 (n. 13), 368. 75 Yriönsuuri 2000 (n. 55), 221. 76 This point is also related to the essentially verbal nature of obligational disputations 
discussed in section III (pp. 359-60). 
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The last two schemata that I would like to discuss, which do not seem 
to hold in Strode 's theory of obligationes , have also been discussed in with 
respect to sophismata proposed in Burley's and Sherwood's (?) treatises.77 
They both concern the evaluation of moves of the disputation within the 
very disputation, by means of normative terms such as 4 concedendurrí and 
' 
neganduírí occurring in propositions proposed (as posita or as proposita ). 
Properly speaking, such 'deontic operators' can be iterated ad infinitum, 
creating the confusing effect of different layers of discourse within the 
same. 

Consider the following schema: 

(Sc3) OG [p' <==> G [p] 

An obligational disputation where this schema holds is clearly a fully 
determined game, in the sense that whatever is correctly granted ought 
to be granted. In other words, in such disputations Respondent has no 
space for maneuver, and there is at each turn only one move that will 
avoid him losing the game. As already mentioned, I have argued in that 
there are elements in Burley's treatise suggesting that the deterministic 
interpretation is not the only one possible, and that some space for maneu- 
ver and strategic playing seems to be left with respect to impertinent 
propositions (since in such cases granting it as well as denying it allow 
Respondent to keep consistency).78 

In some passages, Strode seems to defend precisely this non-deter- 
ministic view of the game: Respondent would have the duty to grant per- 
tinent propositions that are sequens and to deny pertinent propositions that 
are répugnons , but as for impertinent propositions no such duty would 
apply. In chapter XI, he presents the following sophisma , a clear coun- 
terexample to (Sc3):79 

N0: '"Nothing is posited to you" is posited to you.' Granted (as 
possible). 

N,: 'Something is posited to you.' Accepted (as impertinent80 and true). 

77 Knuuttila and Yrjönsuuri 1988 (n. 46), 197-9. 78 Dutilh Novaes 2005 (n. 3). 79 Strode, Obi , 27: "Respondeo admitiendo casum ['nihil est tibi positum' sit tibi posita 
et a te bene admissa]; et cum proponitur: 'aliquid est tibi positum', concedo, et nego quod 
illa sit a me concedenda, quia dico quod non sequitur ex mihi posito et bene admisso." 

80 Strode, Obi. , 27: . . non sequitur ex mihi posito . . 
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N2: '"Something is posited to you" ought to be granted.' Denied 
('Something is posited to you' does not follow from N0).81 

That is, the reason he gives for denying N2 is that 'Something is posited 
to you' is impertinent; so even though Respondent has granted Nl5 he 
was under no obligation to do so. (Sc3) is also related to the normative ' 

descriptive dichotomy discussed in section IILa.82 If this schema is sup- 
posed to be descriptive, then obviously it fails, since not everything that 
ought to be granted is in fact granted - namely, when Respondent actu- 

ally responds badly. But in Strode's theory, (Sc3) seems not to hold even 
under a normative reading, insofar as not everything that is granted ought 
to be granted (namely, impertinent propositions that are granted, under 
the non-deterministic interpretation). By contrast, under the normative 

reading, the other direction (from left to right) of the schema obviously 
holds: if Respondent does not grant what ought to be granted (a perti- 
nent sequens proposition), then he responds badly. 

Moreover, in special cases (for example, when the positura is a dis- 

junction featuring the term concedendum in one of the disjuncts: '/? or p 
ought to be granted'),83 it can occur that a proposition p ought be granted 
(as sequens ), but that '/? ought to be granted' must be denied as repug- 
nant, even though it is true (it describes a true fact about the disputation). 
In sum, in such cases p ought to be granted, but '/> ought to be granted' 
does not have to be granted - in fact, since Respondent's commitment 
towards inferential relations has priority over his commitment to truth, it 

ought to be denied. Thus, the schema (Sc4), where the deontic operator 
'OG' is iterated, was often rejected.84 

(Sc4) OG[p] <==> OG[OG[/>]] 

In a recent and yet unpublished article,85 E.J. Ashworth argues that 
there were basically two trends among the authors of obligational treatises 

81 Strode, Obi , 27: . . nego quod ilia sit a me concedenda, quia dico quod non sequitur 
ex mihi posito et bene admisso." 

82 See p. 360; also discussed in Knuuttila and Yijönsuuri 1988 (n. 46), 197. 83 Gf. Knuuttila and Yrjönsuuri 1988 (n. 46), 198. 
84 'Neither "You ought to grant P if and only if you ought to grant T ought to be 

granted"' nor "P if and only if P is true" were accepted as principles governing an oblig- 
ational disputation.' (Ashworth 1993 (n. 14), 368). 85 E.J Ashworth, "cTu amis' (vel 'homo est asinus3) est tibi positura": l'histoire d'un sophisme 
dans les traités sur les Obligationes, forthcoming in the proceedings of the Sophismata Conference 
(Geneva, June 2003). 
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concerning (Sc4), namely those who rejected it as a valid principle gov- 
erning the disputation, and those who accepted it, presumably under the 
argument that denying this principle would generate obligational incon- 
sistencies - for example, if Respondent denies p but grants that p ought 
to be granted. Possibily, according to the first group of authors, such 
'inconsistencies' would not be very different from other pragmatic incon- 
sistencies, such as 'Nothing is posited to you5, which many authors, among 
whom Strode, were glad to accept as possible posita. So one may con- 
jecture that Strode would tend to deny the validity of (Sc4), but in his 
text I have not found conclusive elements as to which trend he belonged 
on this particular issue. 

The question is of course, once these different layers of discourse about 
the disputation are introduced, whether the very rules of obligation force 
Respondent to grant inconsistencies. I have proved in (Dutilh Novaes 
2005) that, if one sticks to the object-level of discourse within the dispu- 
tation, Respondent can always maintain consistency. But with the different 
layers of discourse this may not be possible, in any case if obligational 
'inconsistencies' are viewed as real inconsistencies.86 If they are viewed as 
mere pragmatic and performative inconsistencies, then there is no real 
problem. But if they are more than pragmatic and performative incon- 
sistencies, then they require a dedicated discussion, which remains for 
now a subject for future research. 

IV. Conclusion 

One of the most interesting aspects of the study of the obligational lit- 
erature is the fact that the medieval authors really seemed to be con- 
versing with one another, yielding a lively debate. Indeed, an author such 
as Swyneshed was clearly reacting to Burley, whereas someone like Strode 
is clearly reacting to Swyneshed, not to mention the other, less known 
participants of this debate. The result was that the discussions presented 
in the obligationes treatises were often progressively sharper and deeper. 

I have attempted to show that Strode's contribution to this debate 
revolves mostly around his criticism of the nova responsio and his epistemic 
and pragmatic version of the antiqua responsio. The rules of the game pre- 
sented by Strode, properly speaking, differ very little from Burley's rules, 

86 Dutilh Novaes 2005 (n. 3). 
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but the conceptual analysis accompanying the presentation of his theory 
seems to have a different flavor. His goal is, in any case, clearly that 
of re-establishing consistency as the main principle guiding obligational 
disputations. 

In Strode's treatise, objections to Swyneshed's nova responsio are dis- 
cussed in a compelling way, in particular with respect to the notion of 
consistency, but some of his arguments seem to be slighdy miscast. In 
particular, I have argued that one of Strode's arguments against Swyneshed 
shows at best that the nova responsio produces co-inconsistency, but not nec- 
essarily plain inconsistency. Strode also defends a position to be found in 
some 13th century treatises, but which is not to be found in Burley, 
namely that all responses during the disputation be given with respect to 
one and the same moment, i.e. the moment when the positum is put for- 
ward. An important feature of the nova responsio which threatened consis- 
tency, the behavior of conjunctions and disjunctions, is also discussed by 
Strode, and, as a remedy to it, he seems to propose that the posita be 
viewed as true. 

Moreover, Strode discusses in detail some pragmatic aspects involved 
in obligational disputations. While many of these aspects were already 
present in previous treatises, such as Burley's, in Stode's treatise they 
occupy an eyen more prominent position. In this paper, some of his 

analyses have served as inspiration for a discussion of certain founda- 
tional issues concerning obligationes , such as its normative vs. descriptive 
character, its essentially performative nature (related to Strode's demand 
that only explicitly proposed propositions be taken into account), and 
some performative contradictions that are or are not allowed during a 

disputation. Also inspired by Strode's remarks, I have discussed some rules 
that one might expect to hold within the obligational framework, but 
which do not simply hold. 

In sum, my goal with the present text was to divulge a hitherto rather 
unknown but conceptually very interesting obligational treatise - that of 

Ralph Strode - , and to take this text as a starting point for a discussion 
of some foundational issues within the obligational framework. 

University of Leiden 
Filosofiseli Instituut 
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Lorenzo Valla and Quattrocento Scepticism 

LODI NAUTA 

Abstract 
Lorenzo Valla (1406-1457) has often been considered to be a sceptic. Equipped 
with an extremely polemical and critical mind, his whole oeuvre seemed to 
aim at undermining received philosophical and theological dogmas. More 
specifically he has been associated with the burgeoning interests in ancient 
scepticism in the fifteenth century. In this article the arguments in support 
of this interpretation will be critically examined and evaluated. Based on a 
discussion of two of his major works, De vero bono and the Dialéctica , it will 
be shown that Valla was not a sceptic. Even though the first work betrays 
the techniques of the Academy as employed by Cicero, the appropriation of 
these strategies served an agenda which can hardly be called 'sceptical'. The 
second work contains his reform of Aristotelian dialectic, which seems to 
testify to a sceptical interest in arguments which rely on verisimilitude and 
dubious validity such as sorites and paradox. But rather than reflecting an 
endorsement of Academic scepticism, this work, on closer reading, shows 
Valla to be highly critical on such arguments. This raises the question of 
how scepticism is related to rhetoric. Their similarities and differences will 
be discussed in the final section: Valla the Christian orator was no propo- 
nent of doubt, uncertainty and a suspension of judgement, even though at 
times he used strategies derived from Academic scepticism. 

Like all "-isms", "scepticism" is a term with rather vague semantical con- 
tours.1 It means different things to different people, and because histori- 
ans do not always make clear in which sense they are using the term, 
debates about whether a particular thinker was a sceptic or not are bound 
to arise. Some scholars would only speak of scepticism if the main tenets 
of ancient scepticism are explicidy mentioned and endorsed - the equipollence 

1 Earlier versions of this article were read at a conference on scepticism, organized by 
Henrik Lagerlund, in Uppsala (May 2005) and at the annual conference of the Renaissance 
Society of America in San Francisco (March 2006). I am grateful to the audiences pre- 
sent at these occasions for stimulating discussions on the history of scepticism, in particu- 
lar John Monfasani, Brian Copenhaver, David Lines and Dominik Perler. 
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of beliefs, the suspension of judgement, and the tranquillity of the mind. 
In a broader, less historically determined sense, it can mean the convic- 
tion that the human mind is principally incapable to grasp the truth of 
things. On this view, certainty and truth are out of reach for human 
beings, who should therefore be content with probability, verisimilitude 
or mere plausibility. This conviction can easily lead to fideism, and some 
thinkers in the past have used scepticism as a preparation for faith or 
have even regarded it as basically congruous with it.2 In an even broader 
sense it means any form of questioning, doubting and undermining tra- 
ditional beliefs, arguments, opinions or conventions. Used in this sense, 
historians may caill any thinker in the past a sceptic who problematised 
or criticised established opinions and practices. And these are just some 
of the meanings which have been attached to the term. 

It is clear that an historian using the term, for instance, in the first, 
strict sense distinguished here, will come up with a different history of 
scepticism than someone who uses it in the last, much broader sense. 
The first type of history will probably pass over the Middle Ages, since 
the principal texts of ancient scepticism - Sextus Empiricus5 Outlines of 
Pyrrhonism, , Diogenes Laertius' lives of the Philosophers , and Cicero's Académica - 
did not, or hardly, circulate then and were virtually unknown.3 The lat- 
ter type of history will focus on those periods when traditional systems 
of beliefs were criticised, for example late-medieval nominalism, human- 
ism, the Reformation, and the French Enlightenment.4 It is therefore 
important to be clear about one's understanding and use of the term, for 
otherwise one is bound to talk at cross-purposes. In this article I shall 

2 The rehearsal of sceptical arguments in the defence of faith can take different forms. 
It is one thing to use sceptical language and sceptical arguments to give expression to 
one's religious beliefs, as Montaigne did when he thought that the sceptical and the 
Christian positions are basically compatible, linking the sceptic's precept to comply with 
the customs and laws of society with his own preservation of "the ancient beliefs of our 
religion". It is an another thing to employ sceptical arguments as a preparation for faith 
as Gianfrancesco Pico della Mirandola did in his Examen vanitatis, completed in 1516. See 
T. Penelhum, Skepticism and Fideism , in: The Skeptical Tradition , ed. M. Burnyeat, Berkeley 
1983, 287-318 on 296-97. 

3 However, the circulation of Sextus Empiricus was somewhat wider than has hitherto 
been supposed; see R. Wittwer, Sextus Latinus. Die erste lateinische Übersetzung von Sextus Empiricus' 
fyrrôneioi Hy polypös eis, Leiden (forthcoming). For Cicero's Académica in the Middle Ages see 
C. B. Schmitt, Cicero Scepticus, The Hague 1972, 33-42 (e.g. pp. 39-41 on Henry of Ghent's 
use of it). 4 See now on medieval forms of scepticism Dominik Perler, Zweifel und Gewissheit. Skeptische 
Debatten im Mittelalter, Frankfurt am Main 2006. 
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argue that the debate on the so-called scepticism of Quattrocento human- 
ism, in particular the scepticism of one its most famous representatives, 
Lorenzo Valla (1407-1457), has suffered from this vagueness or equivo- 
cation of the term. This is not surprising. Fifteenth-century Italian human- 
ism saw the rediscovery and slow dissemination of ancient sources of 
scepticism, but it has also been frequently termed "sceptical" in the more 
general sense of doubting, questioning and undermining traditional sys- 
tems of beliefs.5 Humanism defined itself in opposition to scholasticism, 
attacking scholastic modes of thinking and writing wherever it could. 
Humanists proclaimed intellectual freedom, rejecting what they saw as 
the ipse ¿/m/- attitude of the scholastics. Their rediscovery of ancient lit- 
erature, rhetoric and philosophy suggested to them that the truth of 
Aristotle was just one truth among many others, and that there was an 
intellectual life beyond the confines of what they saw as the rigid, dog- 
matic and closed-off world of the scholastics. 

To many historians, these tendencies find no better expression than in 
the work of Lorenzo Valla.6 Equipped with an extremely polemical and 
critical mind, his whole oeuvre seemed to aim at undermining received 
philosophical and theological dogmas. He famously exposed as a forgery 
the Donation of Constantine, one of the pillars of the papal claim on 
worldly power. He approached critically the vulgate text of the Bible, 
comparing it, for the first time, with the Greek text of the New Testament, 
and drawing some theologically daring conclusions from it. He attacked 
Aristotelian-scholastic metaphysics and dialectics almost tout court. He was 

5 The term features prominently in e.g. V. Kahn, Rhetoric, Prudence, and Skepticism in the 
Renaissance , Ithaca and London, 1985; B. Copenhaver and C. Schmitt, Renaissance Philosophy , 
Oxford 1992, ch. 4; Erika Rummel, The Confessionalization of Humanism in Reformation Germany. 
Oxford 2000, 50. 6 See e.g. M. Fois, Il pensiero cristiano di Lorenzo Valla nel quadro storico culturale del suo ambi- 
ente , Rome 1969; C. Trinkaus, In Our Image and Likeness. Humanity and Divinity in Italian 
Humanist Thought , London, 2 vols., 1970, vol. 1, 103-50; S. I. Camporeale, Lorenzo Valla. 
Umanesimo e teologia , Florence 1972; R. Fubini, Lorenzo Valla tra il Concilio di Basilea e quello 
di Firenze, e il processo dell' Inquisizione, in Conciliarismo, stati nazionali, inizi dell'umanesimo . Atti del 
XXV Convegno storico internazionali, Todi... 1988, Spoleto 1990, 287-318; R. Fubini, Due 
contributi su Lorenzo Valla , in: Medioevo e Rinascimento, 8 (= n.s., voi. 5) (1994), 101-16; 
B. Copenhaver and C. Schmitt, Renaissance Philosophy , Oxford 1992, 209-27; W. Scott 
Blanchard, The negative dialectic of Lorenzo Valla: a study in the pathology of opposition , in: 
Renaissance Studies, 14 (2000), 149-89; T. Izbicki, Lorenzo Valla: The Scholarship in English 
Through 1992 , in: Humanity and Divinity in Renaissance and Reformation. Essays in Honor of Charles 
Trinkaus , eds. J. O' Malley et al., Leiden 1993, 287-301. See n. 11 below for more studies 
on Valla. 
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highly "sceptical" about some religious practices, attacking the validity of 
vows of the clergy. Other scholars associate Valla, more specifically, with 
the burgeoning interests in ancient scepticism.7 Influenced by the Academic 
scepticism of Cicero, Valla was highly sceptical, according to these schol- 
ars, about the possibility of certain knowledge and the attainment of truth. 
This is ¿liso believed to be the reason why he pays considerable atten- 
tion to forms of argumentation which rely solely on probability and 
verisimilitude - forms which had no place in the "sterile" scholastic study 
of Aristotelian syllogistics. 

These arguments for Valla's scepticism have not gone unchallenged. 
It has been pointed out that there is no reason to call Valla a sceptic.8 
There is for instance nothing sceptical in his interest in topical invention 
and types of arguments which seem to destroy certainty.9 Indeed, Valla 
was highly critical of such captious reasonings. Valla's appeal to freedom 
of inquiry, without adhering to one particular sect of philosophy, does 
not necessarily reflect a sceptical mind either. Lastly, Valla expressed his 
own opinions with a vehemence and self-confidence (not to say arrogance) 
which would have caused a sceptic to blush. 

So, was Valla a sceptic after all or not? In this article I propose to 
examine the debate in more detail. The arguments in themselves are 
interesting enough and raise deeper questions, for instance, about the 

relationship between rhetoric and scepticism, between fideism and scepticism, 
but also about the different uses of the term and how this semantic ambi- 

guity can lead to such controversies. And it may lead to a better appre- 
ciation of Valla's achievements and limitations - a task which seems 
to me long overdue in view of the almost hagiographie tone of much 
scholarship on Valla.10 

7 See esp. L. Panizza, Lorenzo Valla's De vero falsoque bono, Lactantius and Oratorical 
Scepticism , in: Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 41 (1978), 76-107; L. Jardine, 
Lorenzo Valla and the Intellectual Origins of Humanist Dialectic , in: Journal of the History of 
Philosophy, 15 (1977), 143-64; L. Jardine, Lorenzo Valla: Academic Scepticism and the New 
Humanist Dialectic, in: Burnyeat 1983 (n. 2), 253-86. 8 See esp. J. Monfasani, Lorenzo Valla and Rudolph Agricola , in: Journal of the History of 
Philosophy, 28 (1990), 181-200, esp. 192-200 (repr. in his Language and Learning in Renaissance 
Italy , Aldershot, Hampshire 1994, no. V); P. Mack, Renaissance Argument. Valla and Agricola 
in the Traditions of Rhetoric and Dialectic , Leiden 1993, 83 and 109 n. 35 (on Valla). They 
do not discuss Panizza's interpretation though. 9 We shall come back to this below. 

10 I hope to fulfil that task in my forthcoming book on Valla: In Defence of Common Sense. 
Lorenzo Valla's Humanist Critique of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy. 
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De vero bono 

I shall briefly discuss two works which have been seen as embodying 
Valla's sceptical position. The first one is his De voluptate , a brilliant piece 
of forensic oratory, which reveals his indebtedness to the sceptical works 
of Cicero and Lactantius. It is a dialogue, published in 1431 when Valla 
was still in his mid-twenties, between a "Stoic", an "Epicurean" and a 
"Christian" on the highest good.11 The first version is entitled De volup- 
tate ?; later versions, which differ in casting and setting (though not in argu- 
ment), bear the title De vero bono and also De vero falsoque bono. The result 
of this confrontation between pagan and Christian moral thought is a 
combination of Pauline fideism and Epicurean hedonism, in which the 
Christian concepts of charity and beatitude are identified with hedonist 
pleasure, and in which the philosopher's concept of virtue is rejected. No 
reader can fail to notice the highly rhetorical character of the De vero 
bono , and the positions, therefore, defended by the interlocutors, cannot 
be automatically taken at face value. Appealing to Cicero's declaration 
of the orator's eclectic freedom to use arguments from whatever prove- 
nance, the interlocutors remind each other and the reader that their 
speeches are developed for the sake of debate rather than as defences of 
historically accurate positions. From the way "Stoicism" and "Epicureanism" 
are used, it is clear that they are simply labels which have hardly any- 
thing to do with the historical systems of ancient thought. "Stoicism" 
designates any kind of abstract rationalism, conveyed in dialectical argu- 
mentation, of the philosophers (including Aristotle); "Epicureanism" stands 
for a realistic view of human nature, based on empirical observation and 
exemplified by individual cases.12 The oratorical strategies are explicitly 

11 The literature on De vero bono is vast. For discussions see for instance G. Mancini, 
Vita di Lorenzo Valla , Florence 1891, ch. 2; F. Gaeta, Lorenzo Valla. Filologia e storia nell'u- 
manesimo italiano , Naples 1955, 15-53; H.-B. Gerì, Rhetorik als Philosophie. Lorenzo Valla , Munich 
1974; G. Di Napoli, Lorenzo Valla. Filosofia e religione nell'umanesimo italiano , Rome 1971, 1 37- 
246; Fois 1969 (n. 7), 95-167; G. Radetti, La religione di Lorenzo Valla , in: Medioevo e Rinascimento. 
Studi in onore di Bruno Nardi , Florence 1955, voi. 2, 171-83; Trinkaus 1970 (n. 7), 103-50; 
B. Vickers, Valla's Ambivalent Praise of Pleasure. Rhetoric in the Service of Christianity , in: Viator 
17 (1986), 271-319; M. de Panizza Lorch, A Defense of Life: Lorenzo Valla's Theory of Pleasure , 
Munich 1985; M. de Panizza Lorch, The Epicurean in Lorenzo Valla's On Pleasure, in: Atoms, 
Pneuma, and Tranquillity. Epicurean and Stoic Themes in European Thought , ed. M. J. Osler, 
Cambridge 1991, 89-114. 12 Cf. Geri 1974 (n. 11), 97-118 and D. Marsh, Quattrocento Dialogue. Classical Tradition 
and Humanism Innovation , Harvard 1980, esp. 74: "Valla's Epicureanism opposes Stoic abstract 
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recognised by the interlocutors. They frequently state that they act and 
argue in oratorical manner {oratorio more), that they speak under false pre- 
tences {simulate loqui) and use irony, and that they know that the position 
of the speaker does not reflect his actual views.13 

The highly rhetorical nature of the work has made it difficult to dis- 
tract Valla's own position. Today most scholars are inclined to accept 
the Christian position as reflecting Valla's own point of view, which does 
not mean, however, that the "Stoic" and "Epicurean" positions are entirely 
rejected. They can be considered as stages of the plot or necessary steps 
in a dialectical movement - rather like thesis ("Stoicism") and antithesis 

("Epicureanism") - resulting in the synthesis of the Christian position.14 
This Christian position is given an highly oratorical presentation in the 
form of an imaginary voyage of the soul to heaven where it enjoys beat- 
itude as ultimate pleasure. Adopting the Epicurean notion of pleasure as 
the universal motivation of human behaviour, the Christian interlocutor 
transforms the theme of earthly pleasures into that of heavenly pleasure. 

Without entering into a full discussion of the contents of Valla's dia- 
logue, it is evident that the argumentative strategies adopted betray the 

techniques of the Academy as employed by Cicero in several of his dia- 

rationalism and its dialectical method by proposing an inductive empiricism which exam- 
ines the lives and behavior of men by the practical and flexible methods of rhetoric". 

13 Valla, De vero falsoque bono , ed. M. de P. Lorch, Bari 1970, 22 and 107; On Pleasure/ De 
Voluptate , transi. A. Kent Hieatt and Maristella Lorch, New York 1977, 90 and 261. In 
what follows I refer to page numbers of the 1970 edition and the 1977 translation, sep- 
arated by a slash, e.g. 3/53, 14/75. What Valla writes in the introduction must therefore 
be ironical (3/53): "I introduce as interlocutors on the subject very eloquent men who are 
also my good friends, assigning to each a discourse according to his character and posi- 
tion and consistent with the conversations they recently held among themselves". 

14 See L. Nauta, The Price of Reduction: Problems in Lorenzo Valla's Epicurean Fideism , in: 
Ethik - Wissenschaft oder Lebenskunst? Modelle der Normenbegründung von der Antike bis zur Neuzeit , 
eds. S. Ebbersmeyer & E. Kessler, Münster (forthcoming, 2006/07). A much longer dis- 
cussion is found in chapter 5 of my forthcoming book (n. 10). 15 Even though Valla refers to Cicero as "academicus ac platonicus" (Repastinatio dialec- 
tice et philosophie , ed. G. Zippel, Padua 1982, 2 vols., 362 and 3), references to Cicero's 
Académica are scarce. In the Repastinatio there is only one quotation (absent in the first ver- 
sion), on p. 311. There is, as far as I know, just one quotation in the Elegantiae , in book III, 
66 where Valla quotes the opening sentence from Book I (I checked Laurentii Vallae 
Elegantiarum concordantiae , eds. I. J. Garcia Pinilla and M. J. Pareja, Hildesheim 1997). In 
a letter to Tortelli from 1447 Valla asks for information about "quatuor Academicorum 
Ciceronis" reported to have been recently found in Siena [Laurentii Valle Epistole , eds. 
O. Besomi and M. Regoliosi, Padua 1984, 312); it appeared to be a false report (see the 
editors' commentary, 301-2). In Valla's glosses to Quintilian's Institutio oratoria we find four 
direct references to "Lucullus", "Hortensius" (twice) and "in Académica" (Valla, Le Postille 
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logues. Though references to the Académica are scarce,15 Valla drew in 

particular on De Oratore , the Tusculanae Disputationes , and the De natura deo- 
rum , which all testify to Cicero's ideal of an orator who argues the ques- 
tion on both sides (in utramque partem dis ser ere), without drawing dogmatic 
conclusions or claiming to attain certainty and truth; for the function of 

philosophy, Cicero writes in De Oratore , is to elicit what is probable in 

every question.16 The presentation of opposing arguments often leads to 
a compromise (e.g. De Finibus and De Natura Deorum ). Before this com- 

promise is reached, various and often conflicting points of views are devel- 

oped and the interlocutors freely play the devil's advocate. Sometimes, 
in typically sceptical vein, they deliberately pronounce opinions which do 
not reflect their own actual views; Socratic irony is used and explicitly 
acknowledged as an important tool for the orator. Seeing the matter from 
various angles, without committing oneself to one particular philosophi- 
cal school, is essential to Cicero's Academic outlook: this libertas disserend% 
frequently mentioned by him, has rightly been called the "a true hall- 
mark of Academic scepticism".17 All these features recur in Valla's De vero 
bono , and in this sense of employing Ciceronian strategies Valla's method 

may indeed be termed a brand of sceptical oratory. 
But does this turn Valla into a sceptic? If one focuses solely on these 

rhetorical devices and argumentative strategies the answer would perhaps 
be yes, but then we should call Descartes a sceptic too, since he too 

employed sceptical arguments (though of a wholly different kind). But of 
course, Descartes' aim in developing his radical doubt was to refute the 

sceptics by finding absolute certainties. And the history of philosophy 
provides several other examples of the use of sceptical arguments for 

all' Institutio oratoria di Quintiliano , eds. L. Cesarmi Martinelli and A. Perosa, Padua 1996, 
75, 104, 135 and 243). Valla's acquaintance with the Académica does not appear to have 
been deep, which is fully in line with the picture Charles Schmitt drew in his studies of 
the reception of the Académica. See his The Rediscovery of Ancient Skepticism in Modern Times , 
in: Burnyeat 1983 (n. 2), 225-51. 16 De oratore 3.79. On Cicero's Academic scepticism, see W. Görler, Silencing the Troublemaker: 
De Legibus 1.39 and the Continuity of Cicero's Scepticism and J. Glucker, Probabile, Veri Simile, 
and Related Terms , both in Cicero the Philosopher. Twelve Papers , ed. J.G.F. Powell, Oxford 1995, 
85-113 and 115-43, where more literature is cited; J.E. Seigel, Rhetoric and Philosophy in 
Renaissance Humanism. The Union of Eloquence and Wisdom , Petrarch to Valla , Princeton, N.J. 
1968, 16-30. For recent studies on Cicero's Académica see Assent and Argument. Studies in 
Cicero's ' Academic books' , eds. B. Inwood and J. Mansfeld, Leiden 1997. 

17 Görler 1995 (n. 16), 103. 
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non-sceptical purposes; one may think of Kant. A similar case can be 
made for Valla. The argumentative strategies clearly serve an agenda that 
can hardly be called sceptical. This wider agenda can be distilled more 
easily from another work of Valla's, the Repastinatio dialectice et philosophie. 
In this work, much of the argumentation of the De vero bono recurs in a 
long chapter on the virtues.18 Valla here speaks in his own voice, and 
the argumentation is couched in a non-dramatic and non-literary form. 
This strongly suggests that Valla's position of a Christian hedonism could 
also be developed without these Academic strategies. In other words, Valla 
has a positive doctrine to teach. 

Repastinatio dialectice et philosophie 

Valla, however, not only put into practice the dialectical procedure of 
Academic scepticism, he is also said to have made it the heart of his 
reform of dialectics in his critique of Aristotelian-scholastic philosophy, 
the so-called Repastinatio dialectice et philosophie , or briefly, his Dialéctica.™ He 
started this work in Pavia in the early 1430s, and continued to work on 
it throughout his life; three versions are extant, the last of which Valla 
was still working on by the time of his death. Valla envisaged it as a 
comprehensive work of philosophy and dialectic, corresponding roughly 
with the Aristotelian Organon. The first book of the Repastinatio , which 
deals with the categories and transcendentais, corresponds to the Categories ; 
the second book, which deals with the combination of terms into propo- 
sitions and with commonplaces, to the De Interpretationen the Topica and the 
Rhetorical the third book, which deals with the combination of proposi- 
tions into various forms of argumentation, to the Analytica Priora and, to 
a lesser extent, De sophisticis elenchis. Indeed, his project is only intelligible 
within the limits of this Aristotelian corpus of texts and Porphyry's Isagoge 

18 This is discussed in Nauta 2006/07 (n. 14) and more fully in Nauta forthcoming 
(n. 10). 19 The work is extant in three versions; vol. 1 (pp. 1-356) of ZippePs edition contains 
Valla's third version, including a critical apparatus which lists variant readings from the 
second version. Vol. 2 (pp. 357-598) contains the first version (finished ca. 1438). On this 
work see C. Vasoli, La dialettica e la retorica dell'Umanesimo, Milan 1968, 28-77; Mack 1993 
(n. 8); M. Laffranchi, Dialettica e filosofia in Lorenzo Valla , Milan 1999; L. Nauta, William of 
Ockham and Lorenzo Valla: False Friends. Semantics and Ontological Reduction , in: Renaissance 
Quarterly, 56 (2003), 613-51. A philosophically critical discussion and exegesis of the entire 
work will be found in Nauta forthcoming (n. 10). 
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(all in Boethius' translations) alongside Boethius' own commentaries. While 
Valla utterly rejected scholastic modes of thinking and writing, his knowl- 
edge of late-medieval logic was very meagre.20 

By far the longest book is the first one where Valla aims to cut at the 
roots of Aristotelian-scholastic metaphysics by criticising some of its fun- 
damental notions, such as the ten categories, the six transcendental terms 
(such as "good", "one" and "true"), the predicables such as genus, species 
and differentia by which we can define a thing and allot it a place in the 
so-called tree of Porphyry. Further, he rejects the Aristotelian account of 
form and matter and act and potency. According to Valla, these terms, 
concepts and distinctions, couched in a ungrammatical or even rébarba- 
tive Latin, complicate and confuse rather than enlighten and clarify our 

picture of the world, which should be based on common sense and 

expressed in good, classical Latin. The principal task he has imposed on 
himself, therefore, is to cut through this useless superstructure of techni- 
cal jargon and void concepts by reducing them to what he considers as 
the basic elements of a common-sense world view. These basic elements 
are things we perceive either physically or mentally, and they may be 
described as qualified substances, that is substances characterized by their 

qualities and actions. These three categories - substance, quality and 
action - are the only three from Aristotle's ten which Valla admits. The 
other accidental categories can be reduced to these three: from Valla's 

grammatical point of view there is no reason to keep the other categories: 
a thing is qualified by size, its relations, its place and time no less than 

by its qualities proper. The central term in Valla's picture, therefore, is 

"thing" (res): it is used to refer to the things we see and feel, but also to 
its elements (substance, quality and action) out of which a thing consists.21 
Apart from metaphysics, Valla deals with a host of other issues in 
the first book of the Repastinatio , such as the soul, the virtues and natural 

philosophy. 

20 A. R. Perreiah, Humanist Critiques of Scholastic Dialectic , in: Sixteenth-Century Journal, 
13 (1982), 3-22, on 7-8; Nauta 2003 (n. 19), esp. 617, 623-25, and 644-48. 

21 See my Lorenzo Valla and the Rise of Humanist Dialectic , in: The Cambridge Companion to 
Renaissance Philosophy , ed. J. Hankins, Cambridge (forthcoming 2007), and more extensively 
Nauta 2003 (n. 19), esp. 625-36. Given the purpose of this paper I shall refrain from 
explaining Valla's position in any detail here; it must suffice to give an indication of the 
outlines of his programme in order to assess the claim whether Valla can be called a 
"sceptic" or not. 
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Book II and III contain Valla's reform of dialectics. The main topics 
here are propositions and their signa (indicators of quality and quantity 
such as omnis, aliquis , and non), the square of contraries, proof and argu- 
ment, and various forms of argumentation. It is especially these books 
which are believed to embody Valla's "distinctively skeptical dialectic", 
that is, his "coherent antidogmatist ratio disserendi" .22 Even though Valla's 
endorsement of scepticism can only be inferred from "loaded quotation", 
Jardine believes that this work is "packed with arguments borrowed and 
cited from the key available works on Academic skepticism".23 She argues 
that Valla's dialectics was aimed at making an inventory and analysis of 
a much broader range of arguments than the formad syllogism which was 
the central core of the scholastic study of logic. Stimulated by the redis- 
covery of ancient literature, philosophy and rhetoric, Valla and his con- 
temporaries regarded language primarily as a vehicle for debate, persuasion, 
communication rather than as a formalised scientific tool, studied in 
abstraction from its living context of speech and discussion. So in his 
analysis of forms of argumentation Valla wanted to "shift away from 
syllogism and formal validity, and toward a survey of the varied and var- 
iously reliable active techniques for settling a matter in dispute".24 Instead 
of studying formad validity and rules of inference in abstracto , Valla wanted 
to study and assess arguments in terms of persuasion and usefulness, thus 
adding to the syllogism all kinds of arguments which rely on probability 
and even problematic validity. The basic source for this reorientation of 
dialectics was Academic scepticism, and this - so the argument goes - 

entailed that for Valla "the pursuit of truth is an elusive if not impossi- 
ble undertaking" and that "any study of ratiocination which restricts itself 
to, or even concentrates on, objective truth and techniques for arriving 
at it must be inadequate".25 What Valla sought was "a dialectic rich 
enough to allow him to explore the relative probability of conflicting dog- 
mas, while withholding overall assent".26 This is why he was so interested - 

again, still according to this interpretation - in dilemmatic arguments, 
paradoxes, sorites and similar types of arguments which undermine "the 
possibility of certainty in knowledge".27 Moreover, this theme of doubt is 

22 Tardine 1983 (n. 7), 265. 23 Eadem. , 268. 
24 Eadem, 257. 
25 Eadem, 259. 
26 Eadem, 259. 
27 Eadem , 273. 
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underscored, Jardine argues, by Valla's rehearsal of ancient philosophi- 
cal schools in the preface to his work and his defence of free inquiry. 

Now it is not difficult to see that this interpretation is based on argu- 
ments which - to use the terminology of our theme - are doubtful and 
of dubious validity. First of all, there is no textual evidence that Valla 
endorsed the sceptical position of doubt and the impossibility of knowl- 

edge and certainty. In fact, he explicidy speaks of the "firma atque indubi- 
tata principia 

" which "Hippocrates, Euclides and some others" have 
established.28 Nor does he ever suggest, pace Jardine, suspending judge- 
ment. Further, in the preface where he praises Pythagoras and enumer- 
ates a number of ancients schools and philosophers, he aims at criticising 
the ipse ¿/mi-attitude of Aristotelians by showing that in Antiquity there 
were more positions available and that Aristotle was not considered the 

philosophical godhead as he is in Valla's time.29 This is also the context 
of his reference to Socrates' famous dictum that the only thing he knows 
is that he knows nothing - an attitude which is contrasted to the ipse dixit 

28 Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 6. In the Dialogue on Free Will the fictional Lorenzo, who clearly 
stands for the author, explicidy dismisses the "Academics with their point of view, who 
although they would put all in doubt, certainly could not doubt of their own doubts; and, 
although they argued nothing is known, nevertheless they did not lose their zeal for inves- 
tigation. Furthermore, we know that later thinkers added much to what was previously 
found out; their precept and example ought to spur us to discovering other things also" 
(transi. C. Trinkaus in The Renaissance Philosophy of Man , eds. E. Cassirer, P. O. Kristeller 
and J. H. Randall, Jr., Chicago 1948, 159). But even though it is asserted that the Academics 
wrongly denied that man can attain knowledge (ibid.), the treatise ends with a strongly 
fideistic note of Pauline stamp. 29 Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 2-4. Veilla may have been inspired by Quintilian who writes 
that there is no need for an orator "to swear allegiance to any philosophic code" (¡ varare 
leges ), and Quintilian explicitly includes the sceptics here (. Institutio oratoria 12.2.24). In his 
glosses to Quintilian, Valla quotes here Aulus Gellius on the Pyrrhonists without further 
comment; Le Postille , eds. Cesarini Martinelli and Perosa (n. 15), 246, referring to Aulus 
Gellius, Noctes Atticae , II, 5. 1-4 and II, 5, 8. 30 Ed. Zippel, 2. Jardine 1983 (n. 7), 266 translates a passage from Valla's preface, but 
she omits certain phrases and sentences (present in the Latin text of the second version 
from which she translates) in which Valla clearly states that he does not belong to any 
sect, including that of the Academics. (And see the quotation from the Dialogue on Free Will, 
cited above in n. 28.) Thus she omits the phrase "quanto magis iis qui nulli secte se 
addixerunt" (which is Valla's own approach), and also "qui nullius secte hominum" 
(in the third version: "qui mihi nullius secte homini"; ed. Zippel, 2). Moreover, she refers 
to S. Camporeale's transcription of the first version in his Lorenzo Valla. Umanesimo e teolo- 
gia (n. 6), but she does not cite the important passage: "Nunc igitur si me stoicum aut 
epicureum aut academicum aut, quod maius ac verum est, nullius secte dixero . . ." 
(Camporeale, 407; ed. Zippel, 362). See also the previous note. 
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attitude of the Aristotelians. He frequently claims for himself the right to 
speak and think freely, without committing himself to any school.30 This 
proclamation of philosophical liberty is certainly inspired by Cicero's 
libertas disserendi but as Valla explicitly mentions the Academics as one 
school out of many, he clearly does not profess himself to be an Academic 
sceptic.31 

Apart from the absence of an explicit expression of support for scep- 
tical philosophy, there is another reason why this interpretation is implau- 
sible. Valla's project in general is not only to criticise what he sees as 
perfidious developments in philosophy and theology, but also to repair 
and renew their foundations. The titles of the successive versions 
are significant: Repastinatio (the re-ploughing or retilling) dialectice et philoso- 
phie , Reconcinnatio (refabrication) totius dialectice et fiindamentorum universalis 
philosophie and Retractaùo (repair or restructuring) totius dialectice cum fitnda- 
mentis universe philosophie .32 In other words, far from advocating suspense of 
belief or carefully balancing different positions in order to elicit what is 
most probable, Valla forcibly proclaims what he sees as the truth on a 
host of issues.33 As he says at the beginning of the Repastinatio : the aim 
of his critique of Aristotle and the Aristotelians is to recall recent the- 
ologians from their mistaken engagement with Aristotelian philosophy and 
to lead them to "correct theologising" {ad vere tkeohgandum ).34 And his own 
programme of recalling dialectic and philosophy to the common language 
of the great authors, rejecting all kinds of specialized idiom, is invariably 
couched in terms of the truth.35 If he were a sceptic, he disguised the 
fact rather well. 

It is therefore instructive to look at his notion of truth itself - a theme 
which would certainly have elicited comments from someone with scep- 

31 Cicero criticised the ipse dixit approach of the Pythagoreans in De natura deorum 1.5.10, 
referred to by Valla in his preface to his Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 360. 32 See Zippel's introduction ot his edition, xii-xvi. 

33 See my Lorenzo Valla's Critique of Aristotelian Psychology , in: Vivarium, 41 (2003), 120-43. 
On natural philosophical issues Valla expresses a number of "dogmatic" opinions, even 
though at times he embraces a quasi fideistic position, urging natural philosophers not to 
speculate about things that really exist but about which it is impossible to know anything, 
at least in this life, such as the substance of the stars and heavens (422 and 98ff.). 34 Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 7. 35 See e.g. the preface to the third book (ed. Zippel, 277-78): "Ergo vincere non pos- 
sumus, nisi Veritas vincat"; his enemies are "veritatis hostes". The prefaces to the Elegantiae 
linguae Latinae offer many other instances. 

36 See Nauta 2003 (n. 19), 242-44 and more fully in Nauta forthcoming (n. 10). See 
Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 378-79 and 19-20. 
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tic inclinations. Without going into details, Valla's eclectic account of 
truth combines an adaequatio- theory with an Augustinián notion of divine 
illumination.36 Truth is first regarded as "knowledge or cognition of 
whatever thing" - a notion which goes back to Aristotle and was later 
developed at length in Thomas Aquinas. Valla however develops it into 
a different direction, comparing truth with "the light of the mind extend- 
ing itself to the senses".37 This light of the mind comes from within, not 
from without like solar light, though the sun in making vision possible is 
like God who makes intellectual vision possible: "Yet, as the sun shows 
and exhibits the colours of bodies to the eyes, so too God shows and 
exhibits the qualities of things to the mind. Plato proposed this theory 
somewhat differently (nonnihil diverse) in the Republic , when he said that 
truth is like the sun, knowledge and cognition like authentic vision 
( sincerum aspectum)" .38 Having defined truth in terms of knowledge or 

cognition, Valla goes on to apply true and false to spoken words. A ver- 
bal expression, he holds, is false when "someone, while his mind is not 

erring, speaks differently from what he thinks" (falsity out of wickedness) 
or "when someone, while his mind is erring, misleads himself rather than 
another" (falsity out of ignorance).39 Whatever we may think of Valla's 
discussion of truth, it is clear that it does not show any traces of a scep- 
tical mind, which doubts whether we can arrive at the truth of things. 

What remains therefore of the claim that Valla's reform of dialectic 
reflects an endorsement of Academic scepticism is his interests in argu- 
ments which rely on verisimilitude or even dubiously inferential techniques 
and dubious validity. This claim seems to come in two parts: (1) Valla's 

37 Repastinatio, ed. Zippel, 378: "qualitas est que sensui mentis inest, et orationi" and 
19: "verum sive Veritas' est proprie scientia sive notitia cuiuscunque rei, et quasi lux animi, 
que ad sensus quoque se porrigit". 38 Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 19 referring to Republic 6.19, 508C-509B. It is interesting to 
notice that Valla's references to Plato's Republic ("De re publica ") occur only in the later ver- 
sions. His friend Decembrio had translated the work in the late 1430s (see J. Hankins, 
Plato in the Italian Renaissance , 2 vols., Leiden 1990, vol. 1, 126), and there was obviously 
much debate about Plato's text which Bruni deemed unfit for translation because of its 
base morality. On Valla's knowledge and appreciation of Plato see Zippel's introduction 
to his edition, vol. 1, xcvii, n. 1. 

39 Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 20, lines 11-14. In the first version this distinction is expressed 
in terms of "ignorance, that is wickedness" and "imprudence, that is injustice" (378, lines 
25-7), which are omitted from the later versions. In the first version Valla further adds 
that we inquire after the truth of an issue only when a controversy about it has arisen. 
Truth is therefore the cognition of a disputed thing, falsity the ignorance of it ( Veritas est 
notitia rei controverse, /abitas vero eiusdem inscitia, 378:16-19). 
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interests in topical invention, that is, finding places from which one may 
draw arguments concerning a particular case, and (2) his interest in var- 
ious kinds of arguments such as dilemma and sorites (the so-called "heap 
argument": if 100 grains constitute a heap, 99 certainly also constitute a 
heap. But if we go on subtracting grains, we may arrive at the conclu- 
sion that just one grain constitutes a heap. The argument discredits ideas 
of limit). Now, it is certainly true - and has in fact been widely recog- 
nised - that Valla rhetoricised the study of dialectics. For him dialectics, 
being defined as a species of confirmation and refutation, is merely a part 
of one of the five parts of rhetoric, namely invention.40 Compared to 
rhetoric, dialectics is an easy subject - a res breuis prorsus et facilis - since it 
considers and uses the syllogism only in abstracto ; its aim is only to teach. 
The rhetorician, on the other hand, uses not only syllogisms, but also 
enthymeme, epicheireme, example, and has to clothe everything in per- 
suasive argument, since his task is not only to teach but also to please 
and to move. As long as an argument is persuasive or constitutes a good 
move in a disputation, dialogue or debate - whether in court or in philo- 
sophical discussion of moral and political issues - it should be admitted 
to the armoury of the debater or orator. Valla's remark that dialectic is 
an almost puerile art is, of course, a polemical sneer at the elevated sta- 
tus of dialectics among the scholastics, but in his actual treatment of 
syllogisms and other forms of arguments Valla's tone becomes less polem- 
ical, and he pays serious attention to syllogisms in their various figures 
and modes. 

In his discussion of topics he relies heavily on Quintilian. As he says, 
he himself has nothing new to say on this theme, so he is happy to quote 
Quintilian's discussion of enthymeme, epicheireme, induction and deduc- 
tion and the topics based on things and person (res atque personas , 5.10.23). 
(This quotation from the fifth book of Institutio oratoria amounts to 30 
pages in the modern critical edition.) For Quintilian the whole point of 
argumentation is to prove what is not certain by means of what is 
certain:41 

40 Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 175. Gf. Monfasani 1990 (n. 8), 183. Valla's formulation may 
have been indebted to Quintilian's Institutio oratoria 5, prooem.2. 41 Quintilian, Institutio oratoria 5.10.11-12; transi. D. A. Russell, Cambridge, Mass. 2001, 
vol. 2, 371-73. 
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since Argument is proof-giving reasoning by which one thing is inferred 
from another, and which confirms what is doubtful, there must be 
something in the Cause which does not need Proof; for unless there is 
something which either is or seems to be true, and from which assurance 
may be given to what is doubtful, there will be nothing by which we 
can prove anything. 

As certainties Quintilian lists sense perceptions, "things about which com- 
mon opinion is unanimous", "provisions of law", "what has been accepted 
as moral custom", "whatever is agreed between both parties", "whatever 
has been proved", and "whatever is not contradicted by our opponent".42 
On the basis of these certainties we may render doubtful things credible 
or probable. Quintilian elaborates on this notion of probability by dis- 
tinguishing three degrees: (1) "the strongest" {firmissimum ), "because almost 

always true"; (2) "the highly likely" (velut propensius ); (3) "the merely com- 

patible" (i tantum non repugnans). Before embarking on his own discussion of 
the topics, Quintilian praises Aristode's Rhetoric for its "careful study of 

everything that commonly happens to all things and persons, and what 
things and persons Nature has made friendly or hostile to other things 
or persons".43 But he warns the reader not to think that he has a per- 
fect and absolute knowledge of the subject if he has learnt all these rules.44 
Arguments were already used before their kinds were being noted and 
collected for publication by writers of rhetoric. And this qualification was 
certainly not lost on Valla, whose own position on the topics and the 
forms of argument is much indebted to Quintilian. 

The oratorical context of Valla's treatment of the topics and forms of 
argumentation naturally involves a consideration of arguments with different 
degrees of probability, just as we have seen in Quintilian. Valla distin- 
guishes syllogisms with certain and true premises, leading to certain con- 
clusion, from those syllogisms with premises which are not so certain, 
that is, half true and half certain (. semivera ac semicerta , with a conclusion 
which is seminecessaria). For instance: A mother loves her son; Orestes is 
Clytemnestra's son. Therefore, it is probable or credible, or at least pos- 
sible, that Glytemnestra loves Orestes - a likely though not certain propo- 
sition, for it is not necessarily the case that a mother loves her son. Having 

42 5.10.12-14, transi. Russell, vol. 2, 373. 43 5.10.17, transi. Russell, vol. 2, 375. 44 5.10.119-120. 
45 Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 243; I quote the translation from Mack 1993 (n. 8), 82. 
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divided kinds of proof into necessary and credible ones, Valla writes that 
"all proof arises through true things which are certain and through these 
things truth itself makes some other thing which was previously uncertain 
appear certain, and it does this either necessarily or plausibly".45 As we 
have seen, this is basically the same as Quintilian's view. Unless we want 
to call Quintilian a sceptic (and even Aristotle would come in for such 
a label in that case), there is no reason to think that the distinction 
between degrees of credibility is the hall-mark of Academic scepticism. 

The second feature of Valla's alleged scepticism is his interests in types 
of captious reasonings such as sorites, paradoxes and dilemmas.46 In bring- 
ing about aporia and the suspense of judgement these rhetorical techniques 
are grist to the sceptic's mill, but Valla interestingly thinks these and sim- 
ilar arguments sophistical and fallacious. Their force is easily broken if 
we examine the case carefully, paying attention to its wider circumstances 
and its chronology, and take notice of the normal meaning of words. 
Such an approach will dispel their air of insolubility. The dream para- 
dox, for instance, in which a dream tells the dreamer not to believe 
dreams is characterised as a dream which asserts something which defies 
proper verification. Valla is particularly interested in what the Greeks call 
antistrephon and Cicero conversion that is, the manoeuvre, taught mainly by 
rhetoricians, by which a dilemmatic argument can be countered by another 
one. Valla extensively discusses the famous dilemma reported by Aulus 
Gellius about a lawsuit between Protagoras and his pupil Euathlus.47 The 
pupil has promised to pay the second instalment of the fees after having 
won his first case. However, he refuses to pay, and Protagoras brings him 
to court. If Euathlus loses the case, he will have to pay the rest of the 
fee because of the judges' verdict, if he wins, he will have to pay as well 
but now on account of his agreement with Protagoras. Euathlus however 
converts the argument: in either case he will not have to pay. Aulus 

46 Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 306-28. See esp. G. Nuchelmans, Dilemmatic arguments. Towards 
a history of their logic and rhetoric , Amsterdam 1991, 88-94; G. Nuchelmans, Lorenzo Valla on 
the Dream Paradox , in: Historia Philosophiae Medii Aevi, eds. B. Mojsisch and O. Pluta, 
Amsterdam 1991, 771-85; cf. Mack 1993 (n. 8), 90-92, 98-100, 105-8, Monfasani 1990 
(n. 8), 194-98; Vasoli, La dialettica e la retorica dell'Umanesimo (cit. above n. 19), 68-74. For 
an extensive discussion see chapter 8 of Nauta forthcoming (n. 10). 47 Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 312-21, imagining himself making an oration on Protagoras's 
behalf; see Mack 1993 (n. 8), 105-8. It should be noticed that Valla is not negative about 
dilemma itself, but about this technique of antistrephon (see ed. Zippel, 312). 
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Gellius thinks that the judges should have refrained from passing judge- 
ment because any decision would be inconsistent with itself. But Valla 

rejects such a rebuttal of dilemmatic arguments and thinks that an answer 

may be formulated in response to such a dilemma. So while not deny- 
ing that these arguments may deceptively appear to be convincing in cre- 

ating an aporetic situation, he considers the genus more cunning, amusing 
and witty rather than sincere and valid ( genus magis argutum , festivum ac lep- 
idum rather than sincerum ac validum pro argumento ), finding corroboration in 

Quintilian's silence about it.48 
Yet, it should not be overlooked that Valla is one of the first in the 

Latin West who dealt with types of dilemmatic arguments, a genre which 
had been forgotten during the Middle Ages. As Nuchelmans writes: "A 
remarkable feature of medieval standard texts on logic (. . .) is the absence 
of reflections about dilemmatic reasonings".49 Valla's discussion, then, 
testifies to the slow recovery of "forgotten parts of ancient dialectic and 
rhetoric". Furthermore, having narrated the law suit between Euathlus 
and Protagoras, just mentioned, Valla writes that there are others {sunt 
qui) who think this was said by Corax and Tisias rather than by Euathlus 
and Protagoras and that the judges drove them out of court shouting "a 
bad egg from a bad crow" (cited by Valla in Greek). From this Nuchelmans 
concludes: "an information which he must have obtained, directly of indi- 

rectly, from Sextus Empiricus {Adversus mathematicos , II, 97-9), since that is 
the only source reporting that the judges drove both Corax and Tisias 
out of court, shouting at them 'a bad egg from a bad crow'".50 It is how- 
ever unlikely that Sextus Empiricus was Valla's source. Pace Nuchelmans 
Sextus gives only the name of Corax, and, more generally, there is no 
textual evidence at all that Valla was familiar with Sextus. 

The important question, however, is whether this enlargement of the 
restricted scope which dialectics may have had in medieval times, or 

48 Repastinatio, ed. Zippel, 332-34 and 322. In his Académica Cicero too is negative about 
sorites, criticizing his teacher Antiochus for using it. One would expect Valla to cite this 
place too, if he had access to it. Cf. n. 15 above. 

49 Nuchelmans, Lorenzo Valla , 1991 (n. 46), 79. 50 Valla, Repastinatio , ed. Zippel, 314. Nuchelmans, Dilemmatic arguments , 1991 (n. 46), 90, 
but see also 68 n. 24 where Nuchelmans lists other sources of the saying and the send- 
ing away of Corax and Tisias (e.g. Suidae lexicon , ed. A. Adler, Leipzig 1933, vol. 3, 14, 
lines 16-23). Zippel's reference to Cicero is less relevant. (The names of Corax and Tisias, 
without the story, also occur e.g. in Quintilian, Institutio oratoria 3.1.8.). I do not know from 
whom Valla obtained this information. 
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rather this subordination of dialectics to rhetoric, based on the rhetori- 
cal writings by Cicero and especially Quintilian, is sufficient for calling 
Valla an Academic sceptic. Let me therefore by way of conclusion address 
the more general question of the relationship between scepticism and 
oratory. This will also allow me to return to the different senses of scep- 
ticism and their application. 

Conclusion: Scepticism and Rhetoric 

Historically speaking, there is much reason to associate rhetoric and scep- 
ticism. Cicero felt attracted by the argumentative strategies of Academic 
scepticism. The oratorical method is well suited to the exploration of 
philosophical issues, since it does not express its conclusions in any dog- 
matic way but frankly acknowledges their provisional status as the most 
likely position. As one of the interlocutors says in De Fato : "there is a 
close alliance between the orator and the kind of philosophy of which I 
am a follower, since the orator borrows subdy from the Academy and 
repays the loan by giving to it a copious and flowing style and rhetori- 
cal ornament".51 And the other interlocutor too brings them into close 
harmony when he answers: "I am acquainted with the rhetorical dis- 
courses of your school (rhetorica v es tra), and have often heard and also often 
shall hear you in them; moreover your Tusculan Disputations show that 
you have adopted this Academic practice against a thesis advanced".52 In 
defining itself as speech and counterspeech, as in utramque partem disserere , 
rhetoric looks uncannily close to scepticism, for scepticism is, to quote 
Sextus' canonical description, "an ability to set out oppositions among 
things which appear and are thought of in any way at all", followed by 
epoche and ataraxia .53 Moreover, in opposing different sides of the matter, 
both rhetoric and scepticism do not aim at teaching any positive doc- 

51 De Fato 3, transi. H. Rackham in Cicero, De oratore III , De Fato , Paradoxa Stoicorum , De 
òartitione oratoria , Harvard, Mass. 1982, 195 (slightly adapted). 52 De Fato 4, transi. Rackham, 197. Of course, the borrowing of the sceptics' terminol- 
ogy from the (Greek) rhetorical tradition included crucial terms such as verisimile and prob- 
abile ; see Glucker 1995 (n. 16), esp. 136. 53 Outlines of Scepticism 1 .8, transi. J. Annas and J. Barnes, Cambridge 2000, 4. For the 
following I am indebted to I. Sluiter, The Rhetoric of Scepticism: Sextus against the Language 
Specialists , in: Ancient Scepticism and the Sceptical Tradition , ed. J. Sihvola, Helsinki 2000, 
93-123, esp. 106-13. 
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trines. As a method of discourse, rhetoric has strong affinities with the 
way scepticism works. Indeed, it has been said that scepticism comes close 
to a discourse strategy, and one may even speak of a "sceptic rhetoric 
as long as its status as useful practical guidelines without epistemological 
claims is acknowledged".54 This suggests another resemblance between 
the two. Both concern our linguistic representation of the appearances 
rather than the appearances themselves. This is evident in the case of 
rhetoric, but also the sceptics "say what is apparent to themselves and 

report their own feelings without holding opinions, affirming nothing about 
external objects": "When we investigate", Sextus writes, "whether exist- 

ing things are such as they appear, we grant that they appear, and what 
we investigate is not what is apparent but what is said about what 
is apparent - and this is different from investigating what is apparent 
itself".55 It is interesting to notice that Sextus himself found the proxim- 
ity between rhetoric and scepticism so disturbing that he sought to refute 
it, hardly convincingly, by redefining rhetoric as the production of use- 
less and incomprehensible speech.56 Nonetheless, there is an obvious 
difference between the two: the orator argues one side of the case in 
order to win, while the sceptic only opposes the dogmatist in order to 
balance the case; or he may argue both sides of a particular case him- 
self. Oratory does not thrive on doubt but on credibility, that is, on the 
ability to put forward arguments as persuasive and strong as possible in 
order to render doubtful things credible - -f acere ad fidem .57 

By now it should be clear that Valla cannot be called a sceptic. In 
the Repastinatio we do not see a balancing of opinions, an arguing in 

54 Sluiter 2000 (n. 53), 120 n. 6 who adds that Sextus himself speaks about skeptikoos 
legein (Against the Mathematicians 11.19). 55 Sextus Empiricus, Outlines of Scepticism 1.15 and 1.19, transi. Annas and Barnes 2000 
(n. 53), 7 and 8. As Sluiter 2000 (n. 53), 107 argues: " Pistis and apistia , and the whole 
concept of peithein/ peithô is also one that is in a sense essential to both the sceptic's and 
the rhetorician's enterprise. It is central to rhetoric as an art of persuasion (...)• For the 
sceptic, the problematization of peithô is central to the theory of epoche (...) Since the sys- 
tem is to oppose things that are equally likely to generate peithô , neither form of peithô will 
clinch the matter, and hence peithô* s power is broken by its use". 

56 See Sluiter 2000 (n. 53), 110. 57 Within the forensic setting of oratory only cases about which opinions divide - -which 
may be termed dubia materia - are to be discussed and settled; but it is precisely the set- 
tling of doubtful matters by rendering doubtful things credible that is the orator's aim. 
Hence, the dubia materia should not be confused with the doubt of the sceptic. In Jardine 
1977 (n. 7), the two seems to be conflated (e.g. p. 262). 
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utramque partem. What we see is a debunking of all kinds of philosophical 
doctrines in a highly polemical, self-confident and frequently aggressive 
style. As such it is - no less than the dialogue De vero bono - the work of 
an orator, but an orator with a message, which, in the Repastinatio , is 
broadcast in a style utterly alien to the Academic probing of diverse posi- 
tions. The dominant role allotted to rhetoric entails a widening of the 
scope of forms of argumentation to be examined and employed by the 
rhetorician. The drive behind this development is to do more justice to 
the multiple way in which arguments are used in actual speaking and 
writing than the formalised study of the Aristotelian syllogism could do. 
And since the issues, discussed in court, in daily life or in the houses of 
men of letters in leisured retreat, do not usually fall under the category 
of absolute necessity, certainty and indisputable truth, it is only natural 
that this entails an examination of the less certain arguments. This how- 
ever need not reflect a sceptical attitude at all. 

There is a sense however in which the term "scepticism" may rightly 
be applied to the humanists of the Quattrocento and their successors.58 
The overall effect of the study of classical antiquity in all its aspects, 
including of course the study of the classical languages, was a widening 
of perspectives, and this could easily lead to feelings of doubt and 
uncertainty - an erosion of the confidence people had in authorities, tra- 
ditions, customs, in the reliability of the Vulgate and so forth. It is hardly 
surprising that anyone who - perhaps willy-nilly - contributed to this process 
of dislocating old certainties was branded a sceptic, or, worse, an athe- 
ist. These terms of abuse often tell us more about the accuser than about 
the accused. It is important therefore to distinguish between intention, 
aim, strategy, effect (intentional or unintentional) when calling someone 
a sceptic or something sceptical. The overall effect may be the dissemi- 
nation or even encouragement of a sceptical outlook, but this does not 
mean that this was the original intention or the aim of the thinker in 
question. In other words, we should not let the retrospective significance 
interfere with the perspective of the historical agent. To do so is to gen- 
erate what Quentin Skinner has called "the mythology of prolepsis", that 

58 Cf. Rummel 2000 (n. 5), 50 who speaks of "crypto-skepticism and informal expres- 
sions of a Skeptical frame of mind". According to her, "these took the form of a prefer- 
ence for certain literary genres such as open-ended dialogue, paradox, and rhetorical 
declamation, forms that allowed the author to present arguments on both sides of a ques- 
tion or to play the devil's advocate". 
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is, "the conflation of the asymmetry between the significance an observer 
may justifiably claim to find in a given historical episode and the mean- 
ing of that episode itselP.59 In the case of Quattrocento humanism we 
may be especially prone to generate such a type of mythology, since 
ancient sources of scepticism did slowly become available at this time. It 
is all the more expedient then to examine our sources critically and ask 
what our writer was doing in presenting his contribution. Well, what Valla 
certainly was not doing was to subscribe to or propagate a sceptical posi- 
tion, even though as a defender of Christian oratory he at times used 
strategies derived from Cicero's Academic scepticism. 

University of Groningen 
Faculty of Philosophy 

59 Meaning and understanding in the history of ideas , in his Visions of Politics. Vol. 1 : Regarding 
Method , Cambridge 2002, 73. (A thoroughly revised version of his article that appeared 
under the same title in History and Theory, 1969.) 
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Juan Luis Vives 9 
Conception of Freedom of the Will 

and Its Scholastic Background 

LORENZO CASINI 

Abstract 
The aim of the present paper is to approach Juan Luis Vives' conception of 
freedom of the will in light of scholastic discussions on will and free choice, 
and point to some interesting similarities with the analysis of free choice con- 
tained in Jean Buridan's Quaestiones super decern libros Ethkorum Aristotelů ad 
Nicomachum. 

1. Introduction 

The Spanish humanist Juan Luis Vives (1493-1540) is perhaps best known 
as an educational and social theorist, as well as for his spirited attack on 
scholastic logic.1 His contribution to philosophical psychology, however, 
is also worthy of consideration. On account of his insights into human 
nature and conduct, he has occasionally even been called "the father of 
modern psychology".2 Vives5 philosophical reflections on the human soul 
are mainly concentrated in De anima et vita (1538). 3 This treatise, which 

1 For a general study of Vives' thought, see Carlos G. Noreña, Juan Luis Vives , The 
Hague 1970. 2 The first one to ascribe this epithet to Vives seems to have been Foster Watson. 
See Foster Watson, The Father of Modern Psychology , in: Psychological Review, 22 (1915), 
333-53. According to Gregory Zilboorg, "Vives was not only the father of modern, empir- 
ical psychology, but the true forerunner of the dynamic psychology of the twentieth cen- 
tury". See Gregory Zilboorg, A History of Medical Psychology , New York 1941, 194. For a 
more balanced assessment of Vives' originality, see Adolfo Faggi, Giovanni Ludovico Vives e 
la psicologia , in: Adolfo Faggi, Studi filosofici e letterari , Torino 1938, 210-23. 3 There is still no critical edition of Vives' De anima et vita. The most commonly used 
text is the one included in Juan Luis Vives, Opera omnia , ed. Gregorio Mayans y Siscár, 
8 vols., Valencia 1782-90; reprinted London 1964. References to this edition are preceded 
by the letter M. For an edition which can be called critical in the limited sense that it 
compares Mayans' text with the first edition of 1538, see Juan Luis Vives, De anima et vita , 
ed. Mario Sancipriano, Padova 1974. References to this edition are preceded by the let- 
ter S. All quotations from De anima et vita are taken from Sancipriano's edition. On the 
lack of critical editions of Vives' works, see Jozef IJsewijn, %u einer kritischen Edition der Werke 

© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2006 Vivarium 44,2-3 
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belongs to the late and philosophically more interesting and mature stage 
of his intellectual career, represents a mixture of old material and new 
ideas. Vives' originality lay above all in the importance he attached to 
observation and experience. For that reason, he is sometimes regarded 
as initiating the empirical study of the mind, and contributing to the 
development of modern psychology, that is psychology based on obser- 
vation and experience rather than on the traditional Aristotelian cate- 
gories so central to scholasticism. In the opinion of Wilhelm Dilthey, for 
example, Vives' approach marks the transition from metaphysical to 
descriptive and analytic psychology.4 

In spite of the relative originality of his approach, Vives also pays con- 
siderable tribute to tradition. A brief review of De anima et vita reveals 
that he was a man of encyclopaedic knowledge. His account adduces 
knowledge from a variety of sources, such as Aristotle, Cicero, Galen, 
Plato, Pliny, Plutarch, Quintilian and Seneca.5 Vives' indebtedness to 
the scholastic tradition is, on the other hand, more difficult to assess. Not 
a single medieval author is mentioned or quoted in De anima et vita. 
This fact is perhaps not particularly surprising given Vives' ambition to 
replace the scholastic curriculum with one more appropriate to a classical 

des J. L. Vives, in: August Buck (ed.), Juan Luis Vives: Arbeitgespräch in der Herzog August Bibliothek 
Wolfenbüttel vom 6. bis 8. November 1980 , Hamburg 1981, 23-34. 4 Wilhelm Dilthey, Weltanschauung und Analyse des Menschen sát Renaissance und Reformation 
in his Gesammelte Schriften II, Leipzig 1914, 423. On Vives' descriptive approach see also 
Mario Sancipriano, G. L. Vives e la descrizione delle passioni , in: Atti e memorie della Accademia 
Petrarca di lettere, arti e scienze, 44 (1981), 131-37. 5 A systematic treatment of Vives' sources is still lacking. For a discussion of Vives' atti- 
tude towards Plato and Aristotle, see Noreña 1970 (n. 1), 164-73; J. C. Margolin, Vives, 
lecteur et critique de Platon et d'Aristote , in: R. R. Bolgar (ed.), Classical Influences on European 
Culture A.D. 1500-1700 , Cambridge 1976, 245-58; and Isabel Trujillo, Juan Luis Vives e la 
tradizione aristotelica nell'umanesimo , in: Schede medievali, 24-25 (1993), 267-278. For an 
account of Vives' physiological approach, which is mainly inspired by Galen, see Raymond 
D. Clements, Physiological-Psychological Thought in Juan Luis Vives , in: Journal of the History 
of the Behavioral Sciences, 3 (1967), 219-35; A. A. Travili, Juan Luis Vives: A Humanistic 
Medical Educator , in: Canadian Bulletin of Medical History, 4 (1987), 53-76; and Simone 
de Angelis, Zur Galen- Rezeption in der Renaissance mit Blick auf die Anthropologie von Juan Luis 
Vives. Überlegungen zu der konfiguration einer " Wissenschaft vom Menschen " in der Frühen Neuzeit , in: 
Manuel Baumbach (ed.), Tradita et Inventa: Beiträge zur Rezeption der Antike , Heidelberg 2000, 
91-109. For Quintilian's influence on Vives' philosophical psychology, see Louis J. Swift 
and Stanley L. Block, Classical Rhetoric in Vives ' Psychology , in: Journal of the History of the 
Behavioral Sciences, 10 (1974), 74-83; and Matilde Conde Salazar, Presencia de Quintiliano 
en las "teorias psicológicas" de Juan Luis Vives, in: Tomás Albaladejo et al. (eds.), Quintiliano: 
Historia y actualidad de la retórica, 3 vols., Logroño 1998, III, 1209-1218. 
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education.6 It is also in light of this fact that Vives' constant effort to 
understand human nature not as a metaphysician but as a moralist and 
a pedagogue should be understood. 

But this does not necessarily mean that Vives was unfamiliar with the 
natural philosophy of the scholastics, especially given that he spent some 
years as a student of the faculty of arts at the University of Paris. According 
to the received view, Vives enrolled as a freshman in 1509 and left Paris 
in 1512. During those three years he devoted himself almost exclusively 
to the study of logic without publishing anything. Carlos Noreña, for 
example, provides the following assessment: 

Those who believe in a revolutionary progress of nominalistic physics in 
the fifteenth century will certainly be surprised not to find a single ref- 
erence to that movement in the books of Juan Luis Vives, a man with 
a great interest in the pragmatic side of human knowledge. The omission 
is especially intriguing because Vives [. . .] did encourage the inductive 
observation of Nature as a remedy against the speculative physics of the 
School; and also, because one of his most respected teachers, John 
Dullaert, was a recognized authority on Buridanus. However, if we keep 
in mind that the Parisian student had only one year for metaphysics, 
ethics, and physics, we will not find it strange that he completely ignored 
the very specialized questions elaborated by Albert of Saxony, Domingo 
de Soto, Buridan, and other nominalistic physicists.7 

Enrique González y González, however, has shown that Vives spent more 
time in Paris than was previously thought. In fact, he remained there 

6 Vives' reformational program begins with the publication of In Pseudodialecticos (1519) 
and is elaborated at great length in De disciplinis (1531). This encyclopaedic work is divided 
in three parts: De causis corruptarum artium (seven books devoted to a thorough critique of 
the foundations of contemporary education), De tradendis disciplinis (five books where Vives' 
educational reform is oudined), and five shorter treatises De artibus dealing mainly with 
logic and metaphysics: De prima philosophia, De censura veri, De explanatione cuiusque essentiae, De 
instrumento probabilitatis and De disputatone. On Vives' reformational program, see William 
Sinz, The Elaboration of Vwes's Treatises on the Arts , in: Studies in the Renaissance, 10 (1963), 
68-90; Cesare Vasoli, La dialettica e la retorica dell'umanesimo: 'Invenzione* e * metodo 3 nella cultura 
del XVe XVI secolo , Milano 1968, 214-46; and Valerio del Nero, Linguaggio e filosofia in Vives: 
L'organizzazione del sapere nel "De disciplinis 93 (1531), Bologna 1991. For a discussion of Vives' 
role in the debate between humanists and scholastics, see also Vicente Muñoz Delgado, 
Nominalismo, logica y humanismo , in: Manuel Revuelta Sañudo and Ciríaco Morón Arroyo 
(eds.), El Erasmismo en España , Santander 1986, 109-74; and Erika Rummel, The Humanist- 
Scholastic Debate in the Renaissance and Reformation , Cambridge, Ma. 1995, 153-92. 

7 Noreña 1970 (n. 1), 47f. 
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until 1514, the year in which he started his publishing career.8 This means 
that the question of Vives' scholastic background deserves more attention 
than it has received so far. As Cesare Vasoli has pointed out: 

even the most obsessive advocates of a return to the pure springs of 
classical learning and the studia humanitatis could not be unaware of the 
texts generated by Buridan and Swineshead which had spread as far as 
the Italian universities. Nor were they unaware of the disputations on 
logic and physics which, under the influence of the cakulatores or other 
teachers like Oresme, had come to be the principal activity in many 
scholastic circles.9 

In this respect it might perhaps be sufficient to examine briefly Vives' 
introduction to a course on Francesco Filelfo's (1398-1481) Convivia medi- 
olanensia that was printed in October 1514. The last paragraph of this 
praelectio is an invective against scholastic philosophers, personified by the 
name of Swineshead: 

Do you think then, my good man, that natural philosophy consists merely 
of Swineshead's nonsense and those useless sophistical discourses on the 
'intension' and 'remission' of qualities, on 'uniform motion', on 'motion 
uniformly deformed' and 'deformedly deformed', while it really is in fact 
something 'deformedly deformed', like you? I do not deny that this learn- 
ing was transmitted by very lofty minds, but it is certainly not worth 
spending so much time on.10 

In this passage, Vives mentions the intension and remission of qualities, 
as well as uniform motion and uniformly deformed motion. These terms 
do not belong to the subject of logic, but - as Vives himself points out - to 

8 See Enrique González y González, Joan Lluís Vives: De la escolastica al humanismo , 
Valencia 1987. For Vives' early career, see also Jozef IJsewijn, J. L. Vives ' in 1512-1517: 
A Reconsideration of Evidence , in: Humanistica Lovaniensia, 26 (1977), 82-100; and Marcus 
De Schepper, April in Paris (1514): J. L. Vives Editing B. Guarinus, in: Dirk Sacré and Gilbert 
Tournoy (eds.), Myricae: Essays on Neo-Latin Literature in Memory of Jozef IJsewijn , Leuven 2000, 
195-205. 

9 Cesare Vasoli, The Renaissance Concept of Philosophy , in: Charles B. Schmitt et al. (eds.), 
The Cambridge History of Renaissance Philosophy , Cambridge 1988, 60. 10 Juan Luis Vives, Praelectio in Convivia Philelphi : "Et putas, inquam, vir bone, naturalem 
totam philosophiam in Suisethicis quisquiliis, in perditissimis quibusdam cavillationibus de 
intensione ac remissione qualitatum, de motu uniformi, de motu uniformiter difformi et 
difformiter difformi, et bene profecto res ut tu difformiter difformi, consistere? Non eo 
infidas rem esse a summis ingeniis proditam, sed indignam sane in qua plurimum tem- 
poris consumatur". Quoted from Juan Luis Vives, Early Writings 2, ed. Jozef IJsewijn 
et al., Leiden 1991, 149. 
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natural philosophy. The intension and remission of qualities concern the 
controversy among natural philosophers about the motions of increase 
and decrease in the intensity of a qualitative form. Uniform motion and 
uniformly deformed motion refer, on the other hand, to what is known 
as the Merton mean-degree or mean-speed theorem, according to which 
uniformly difform, i.e., linearly increasing or decreasing, qualities corre- 
spond to their mean degrees.11 Apparently Vives became ( pace Noreña) 
fairly familiar with Swineshead's "thorny and useless quibbles" about the 
quantification of qualities through his teacher Jan Dullaert (d. 1513) who 
used to quote him frequently in his lectures on physics.12 Moreover, as 
Rita Guerlac has noted, "Vives demonstrated in his treatise on meta- 
physics that he had absorbed Dullaert's teaching, and the theories of 
Albert of Saxony and Marsilius of Inghen".13 

A scholastic influence might perhaps also be found in Vives' descrip- 
tive approach to the philosophical study of the soul. In one of the most 
frequently quoted passages from De anima et vita , he asserts: 

11 For an overview of these debates, see, e.g., Edith Sylla, Medieval Quantification of Qualities: 
the Merton School, in: Archive for History of Exact Sciences, 8 (1971), 9-39; Edith Sylla, 
Medieval Concepts of the Latitude of Forms : the Oxford Calculators , in: Archives d'histoire doctri- 
nal et littéraire du moyen âge, 40 (1974), 223-283; and Edith Sylla, The Oxford Calculators, 
in: Norman Kretzmann et al. (eds), The Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy , Cambridge 
1982, 540-63. 12 See M, VI, 201. Jan Dullaert was born in Ghent in Flanders and arrived in Paris 
around the beginning of the sixteenth century where he studied with John Major (1469- 
1558) at Collège de Montaigu. He taught a class at Collège de Montaigu between 1506 
and 1509 and then moved to Collège de Beauvais where Vives attended his lectures. See 
Hubert Élie, Quelques maîtres de l'université de Paris vers Van 1500 , in: Archives d'Histoire 
Doctrinale et Littéraire du Moyen Age, 18 (1951), 222-224; and González y González 
1987 (n. 8), 148-54. At the request of Francisco Cristóbal, a fellow student from Valencia, 
Vives wrote a short biography of his master Jan Dullaert when he died on September 10, 
1513. This obituary was printed in the second and posthumous edition of Dullaert's com- 
mentary on the first book of Aristode's Meteorology. See Juan Luis Vives, Vita Ioannis Dullardi, 
in: Juan Luis Vives, Early Writings 2, ed. Jozef IJsewijn et al., Leiden 1991, 10-15. According 
to IJsewijn, the topographical knowledge of the city of Ghent displayed in this short bio- 
graphical sketch suggests that Vives had seen the town. Since Dullaert returned to Ghent 
in 1512 it is possible that Vives accompanied him. See Jozef IJsewijn, Vives and Poetry , in: 
Roczniki Humanistyczne, 26 (1978), 24. Gilbert Tournay maintains that Vives considered 
it his duty to carry on his master's work and beside having the second edition of Dullaert's 
commentary on the first book of Aristotle's Meteorology printed, he also took over some of 
his courses. See Gilbert Tournay, Juan Luis Vives and the World of Printing, , in: Gutenberg- 
Jahrbuch, 69 (1994), 129. 13 Rita Guerlac, Introduction , in: Juan Luis Vives, Against the Pseudodialecticians: A Humanist 
Attack on Medieval Logic, ed. and trans. Rita Guerlac, Dordrecht 1979, 22. 
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We are not interested in knowing what the soul is, but rather how it is 
and what its operations are. Neither did he, who exhorted us to know 
ourselves, refer to the essence of the soul, but to the actions that mould 
our morals.14 

In this context, modern commentators tend to stress the novelty of Vives' 

approach, represented in their view by the progressive elimination of the 

analysis of metaphysical aspects of the structure of the soul in favour of 
its phenomenological manifestations.15 But it might also be observed that 
one can discern in late medieval psychology a development from the 
demonstration of the real nature of the soul on the basis of its evident 

operations to the simple explanation of the disparate functions of those 

operations. In this process, the philosophical study of the soul became 
gradually separated from metaphysics, and the question of the real nature 
of the soul, which was viewed as beyond the mandate of natural philos- 
ophy, was eventually abandoned.16 

This development, which had its roots in the naturalistic approach ini- 
tiated by William of Ockham and was carried through by Jean Buridan 
and several of his numerous followers, is perhaps best exemplified by 
Pierre d'Ailly's (c. 1350- 1420) Tractatus de anima}1 The organizing princi- 
ple of this treatise is indebted to the approach of faculty psychology, in 
which the soul is described as being composed of a number of different 
faculties or powers, each directed towards a different object and respon- 
sible for a distinct operation.18 The concept of the soul in d'Ailly's account, 

14 S, 188; M, III, 332: "Anima quid sit, nihil interest nostra scire: qualis autem et quae 
eius opera, permultum; nec qui iussit ut ipsi nos nossemus, de essentia animae sensit, sed 
de actionibus ad compositionem morům". 

15 See, e.g., Valerio Del Nero, Pedagogia e psicologia nel pensiero di Vives, in: Juan Luis 
Vives, Opera Omnia I: Volumen Introductorio , ed. Antonio Mestre, Valencia 1992, 211. 16 See Katherine Park, Albert's Influence on Late Medieval Psychology , in: James A. Weisheipl 
(ed.), Albertus Magnus and the Sciences , Toronto 1980, 510-22; Jack Zupko, What is the Science 
of the Soul?: A Case Study in the Evolution of Late Medieval Natural Philosophy , in: Synthese, 1 1 0 
(1997), 297-334; and Jack Zupko, Substance and Soul: The Late Medieval Origins of Early Modern 
Psychology , in: Stephen F. Brown (ed.), Meeting of the Minds : The Relations between Medieval and 
Classical Modern European Philosophy , Turnhout 1998, 121-39. 17 This treatise, which is one of the most important systematic works on philosophical 
psychology written in the fourteenth century, was widely read well into the sixteenth cen- 
tury and printed ten times between 1490 and 1518. For a recent study of this work, with 
critical edition, see Olaf Pluta, Die philosophische Psychologie des Peter von Ailly: Ein Beitrag zur 
Geschichte der Philosophie des späten Mittelalters , Amsterdam 1987. 

18 See, e.g., d'Ailly's scheme of faculties diagrammed in Pluta 1987, 3. 
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however, is, as Jack Zupko has pointed out, merely "an empty placeholder, 
whose real nature is not even relevant to psychology".19 

This transformation of scholastic psychology was also a consequence 
of the parsimonious way of doing philosophy connected to the ontology 
endorsed by Ockham and Buridan, according to which there are only 
individual entities in the world and universais should be identified as men- 
tal items that represent many things in reality.20 Vives shares the view 
that the only universal entities it makes sense to talk about are universal 

concepts, which metaphysically are singular entities like all others, when 
he writes that "there is no universal in imagination, nor in nature; but 
it is attained through discursive reason as a very indistinct and thin 

image when the mind strips itself off, as best it can, from the cognitions 
of fantasy".21 

The aim of the present paper is to show that also Vives' account of 
the will, which is contained in chapter XI of the second book of De anima 
et vita , is best viewed in light of scholastic discussions on will and free 
choice. It is argued that it shows interesting similarities with the analysis 
of free choice contained in Buridan's Quaestiones super decern libros Ethicorum 
Aristotelis ad Mcomachum. 

2. Jean Buridan on Free Choice 

Scholastic debates on free will and free choice ( liberum arbitrium ) were dom- 
inated by two traditions that took rather different stands.22 The first of 
them is often referred to as 'intellectualism' and associated with the posi- 
tion of Thomas Aquinas and his followers. According to this view, "the 
root of all freedom is found in reason".23 Human freedom comes from 

19 Zupko 1998 (n. 16), 137. 20 See, e.g., Paul Vincent Spade, Ockham' s Nominalist Metaphysics: Some Main Themes , in: 
Paul Vincent Spade (ed.), The Cambridge Companion to Ockham , Cambridge 1999, 100-17; 
and Peter King, Jean Buridan's Solution to the Problem of Universais , in: J. M. M. H. Thijssen 
and Jack Zupko (eds.), The Metaphysics and Natural Philosophy of Jean Buridan , Leiden 2001, 
1-27. 

21 S, 222; M, III, 344: "Universale nullum est in imaginatione, sicuti nec in natura: 
tantummodo a ratione discurrente attingitur, sub imagine confusissima ac tenuissima, dum 
mens, quantum efficere potest, phantasiae se notis exuit". 

22 For an overview of these medieval discussions, see Jerzy B. Korolec, Free Will and 
Free Choice , in: Norman Kretzmann et al. (eds.), The Cambridge History of Later Medieval 
Philosophy , Cambridge 1982, 629-41. 23 Thomas Aquinas, De ventate , q.24, art. 2. 
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following the intellect, and the will can never act directly against the 
intellect in choosing which goods it should pursue or which evils it 
should avoid.24 

The second tradition is usually called 'voluntarism' and identified with 
the movement that arose within the Franciscan order after Bonaventure. 
These thinkers, who, although they considered themselves good Aristotelians 
were also influenced by Augustine and Anselm of Canterbury, were unwill- 
ing to accept the Thomistic account of the relationship between intellect 
and will, and maintained instead that the will is an independent and self- 
determining power. According to their view, the will is free to act against 
reason's dictates. The will is entirely undetermined one way or another 
until it makes a choice, and it determines itself in the direction it chooses. 
In arguing that the will determines itself, voluntarists held that the will 
is a self-mover, in need of no efficient cause other than itself.25 

In his account of the contrast between these two different ways of 
thinking about will and free choice Calvin Normore has pointed to a 
number of key claims. He characterises the Aristotelian model, champi- 
oned by Aquinas and his followers, in the following way: a) everything 
which changes is changed by another; b) deliberation is always with respect 
to means rather than with respect to ends; and c) everything sought is 
sought under the aspect of (that is, because it is perceived to be) good. 
Voluntarists, on the other hand, came to hold a rather different position, 
according to which: a) the will is a self-mover; b) there is deliberation 
with respect to ends as well as means; and c) the will has no necessary 
orientation towards the good.26 

Vives' account is to a large extent voluntarist, but shows also inter- 
esting similarities with Buridan's analysis of free choice [libertas oppositio- 
ns) , contained in his Quaestiones super decern libros Ethicorum Aristotelis ad 
Mcomachum , and introduced by its author as a media opinio between the 

24 See, e.g., Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiae , I-II, q.17, art.l: "The root of liberty is 
the will as the subject thereof; but it is the reason as its cause. For the will can tend freely 
towards various objects precisely because the reason can have various notions of good. 
Hence philosophers define free choice as being a free judgement arising from reason , implying 
that reason is the cause of liberty". Quoted from Basic Writings of Saint Thomas Aquinas , ed. 
Anton C. Pegis, 2 vols., New York 1945. 

25 For a detailed account of the voluntarist tradition in medieval discussions of will and 
free choice, see Bonnie Kent, Virtues of the Will: The Transformation of Ethics in the Late 
Thirteenth Century , Washington, D.C. 1995. 

26 See Calvin G. Normore, Picking and Choosing: Anselm and Ockham on Choice , in: Vivarium, 
36 (1998), 23-39. 
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two opposed traditions mentioned above. Vives might have become famil- 
iar with this work during his years in Paris, where Buridan was highly 
renowned in the early sixteenth century and many of his works were 
edited and reprinted. As we have already seen, one of Vives5 most respected 
teachers, the Fleming Jan Dullaert, was a recognised authority on Buridan. 
Moreover, the work in question - which was, together with Aquinas' expo- 
sition, the most influential medieval commentary on Aristotle's Mcomachean 
Ethics - was printed in Paris in 15 13. 27 But it might also be the case that 
Vives became acquainted with Buridan's account through one of his 
numerous followers.28 

Buridan's media opinio consists in the idea that the will, although it is 
determined by the intellect to the extent that it can only choose what 
the intellect has judged as good, can nonetheless defer its choice when- 
ever the goodness of the object is in some way doubtful or uncertain. 
Since the intellect can err in its judgement, the will is not invariably 
moved by the greater good perceived by the intellect, but can - at least 
in the absence of evident knowledge - defer its act of acceptance. According 
to Buridan, whenever the intellect passes judgement on the goodness or 
badness of an object, the object appears to the will as good {sub ratione 
boni) or bad {sub ratione mali). This judgement generates in the will a cer- 
tain agreement {complacentia) or disagreement (< iisplicentia ) in relation to the 
object. This first act of the will, however, is a natural and passive incli- 
nation. If an object has been presented to the will as good, then the 
aforementioned act of agreement will necessarily arise in the will. Therefore, 
as Buridan readily concedes, the will is not free with regard to its own 
first act. Freedom of choice resides instead in the second act of the will, 
in which the will freely elicits from its first act an act of acceptance {accep- . 

tatio) or rejection {refiitatio). If there is no obstacle, these elicited acts are 
immediately followed by actual pursuit {prosecutio) or avoidance ( faga :).29 

27 On this work and its author, see Bernd Michael, Johannes Buridan: Studien zu seinem 
Leben , seinen Werken und zur Rezeption sdner Theorien im Europa des späten Mittelalters , 2 vols., 
Berlin 1985; and Bernd Michael, Buridans moralphilosophische Schriften, ihre Leser und Benutzer 
im späten Mittelalter , in: Jürgen Miethke (ed.), Das Publikum politischer Theorie im 14. Jahrhundert , 
München 1992, 139-51. 28 Henrik Lagerlund has suggested that Buridan's analysis had an influence on Marsilius 
of Inghen, Pierre d'Ailly, Gabriel Biel and John Major. See Henrik Lagerlund, Buridan's 
Theory of Free Choice and Its Influence , in: Henrik Lagerlund and Mikko Yijönsuuri (eds), 
Emotions and Choice from Boethius to Descartes , Dordrecht 2002, 200, n. 54. 

29 Jean Buridan, Questiones super decern libros Ethicorum Aristotelis ad Mcomachum , Paris 1513; 
reprinted Frankfurt am Main 1968, X, q.2, 205v. Henceforth QNE. 
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Crucial to Buridan's account, however, is the idea that, besides accep- 
tance and rejection, there is deferment (< iifferre ), which might be described 
as the activity of the will in a passive state and which consists in the 
choice not to follow the inclination. Deferment, therefore, does not result 
in an external action. Through the deferment of its act of volition, the 
will is able to not will (non velie) that which the intellect has judged to be 

good. Freedom of choice, Buridan explains: 

has been given to us for our good in this way, that if something is not 
steadily and clearly judged to be simply good or simply bad, we should 
defer acceptance or rejection until we have investigated as best we can 
whether the seeming good or bad is simply good or simply bad, so that 
we may finally accept the simply good and not the bad and reject the 
simply bad and not the good.30 

Buridan appropriates some terminology that is clearly voluntarist in his 

theory, such as the notion of not willing. Furthermore, his distinction 
between the first and the second act of will shows some similarities with 

John Duns Scotus' distinction between a natural, passive inclination toward 
the good or happiness, and an active power to elicit or not elicit it.31 But 
whether his media opinio is best understood as an attenuated form of vol- 
untarism, an attempt to provide a doctrinally acceptable defence of intel- 
lectualist principles, or a kind of genuine middle position between 
intellectualism and voluntarism, is a matter of debate among modern 
commentators.32 

30 QNE, X, q.2, 207v: "Sed sic ad bonum nostrum nobis data est ut de eo quod non 
est firmiter et clare iudicatum esse simpliciter bonum vel simpliciter malum, differamus 
acceptationem vel refutationem donee ad nostram possibilitatem inquisiverimus an illud 
apparens bonum vel malum sit simpliciter bonum vel simpliciter malum, ut finaliter accepte- 
mus simpliciter bonum et non malum et refutemus simpliciter malum et non bonum". 
Quoted from Jean Buridan, Questions on Book X of the Ethics , in: Arthur Stephen McGrade 
et al. (eds.), The Cambridge Translations of Medieval Philosophical Texts. Volume Two : Ethics and 
Political Philosophy , Cambridge 2001, 531. 

31 For an illuminating discussion of these aspects of Duns Scotus' thought, see John 
Boler, Transcending the Natural: Duns Scotus on the Two Affections of the Will , in: American 
Catholic Quarterly, 67 (1993), 109-126. According to Risto Saarinen, "Buridan's descrip- 
tion of the 'first' and 'second' act of the will resembles to some extent the Stoic-Augustinian 
model of 'desire' and 'consent'". See Risto Saarinen, Weakness of the Will in Medieval Thought: 
From Augustine to Buridan , Leiden 1994, 170. On this point, see also Lagerlund 2002 
(n. 28), 198, n. 35. Buridan's use of Seneca's works in his commentary on Aristode's 
Nicomachean Ethics is discussed in James J. Walsh, Buridan and Seneca , in: Journal of the 
History of Ideas, 27 (1966), 23-40. 32 For some of the most recent contributions, see Edward J. Monahan, Human Liberty 
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According to Fabienne Pironet, Buridan's theory is based on three prin- 
ciples: a) the will cannot will something bad as such, or will against some- 
thing good as such; b) the will cannot will that which the intellect has 
not judged to be good in some way or other; c) the will can never choose 
a lesser good while a greater good is taken into consideration, because 
the lesser good is bad in comparison to the greater good.33 As we shall 
see, Vives subscribes to all three of these principles. 

3. Juan Luis Vives 9 
Conception of Freedom of the Will 

Vives maintains that all knowledge is given for the sake of the pursuit of 
the good, so that when the good is known it will be desired and pur- 
sued. The faculty that seeks to attain this end in animals is the sensitive 
appetite; in human beings it is the will, which is defined as "the faculty 
or power of the soul to seek what is good and turn away from what is 
evil under the guidance of reason".34 According to Vives, there are two 
different acts of the will: approval (approbatio) and disapproval ( reprobatio ), 
from which our external actions follow. Approval, which pertains to the 
good, produces the effort to obtain it; and disapproval, which pertains to 
evil, produces either the reaction to overcome it or the retreat and the 
flight in order to avoid it.35 

and Free Will according to Jean Buridan, in: Mediaeval Studies, 16 (1954), 72-86; Jerzy 
B. Korolec, L'Éthique à Nicomaque et le problème du libre arbitre à la lumière des Commentaires 
parisiens du XIIIe siècle et la philosophie de la liberté de Jean Buridan , in: Albert Zimmermann 
(ed.), Die Auseinandersetzungen an der Pariser Universität im XIII. Jahrhundert , Berlin 1976, 
331-48; Risto Saarinen, John Buridan and Donald Davidson on Akrasia, in: Synthese, 96 (1993), 
133-154; A. Vos, Buridan on Contingency and Free Will, in: E. P. Bos and H. A. Krop 
(eds.), Jean Buridan: A Master of Arts , Nijmegen 1993, 141-55; Jack Zupko, Freedom of Choice 
in Buridan's Moral Psychology, in: Mediaeval Studies, 57 (1995), 75-99; Fabienne Pironet, The 
Notion of " non velie " in Buridan's Ethics , in: J. M. M. H. Thijssen and Jack Zupko (eds.), The 
Metaphysics and Natural Philosophy of Jean Buridan, Leiden 2001, 199-220; and Lagerlund 2002 
(n. 28), 173-203. 33 Pironet 2001, 202f. 34 S, 340; M, III, 382: "Cognitio omnis propter bonum expetendum est tributa, sen- 
sualis propter sensuale, mentalis propter mentale, ut cognitum bonum expetat, expetendo 
autem sequatur donee se illi adiungat, quantum quidem fieri possit, et congruat; sic enim 
illi erit bonum, nec aliter; malum vero, quod bono sit contrarium, aversetur et defugiat, 
ne se illi applicet, quo fiat ei malum. Facultas quae id exequitur, in brutis appetitus est 
sensualis, seu voluntas in homine. Est igitur voluntas, facultas, seu vis animi, qua bonum 
expetimus, malum aversamur, duce ratione: nam mutae animantes duce natura, quae sen- 
sus extimulat". 

35 S, 352; M, III, 386f.: "In volúntate actus sunt duo, approbatio et reprobatio, ex 
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Hereby Vives distinguishes, like Buridan and most scholastics, between 
elicited acts, i.e., approval and disapproval, which the will brings about 
in itself, and commanded acts, i.e., the pursuance, avoidance or reaction 
against some given object, which follow upon the will's elicited acts and 
are brought about externally if no hindrance is present. Approval and 
disapproval clearly correspond to what Buridan calls acceptance ( accepta - 

tio) and rejection ( refiitatio ). There is, however, an interesting difference in 
Vives' analysis of the actions that follow upon the act of disapproval. 
With regard to an object that appears evil, Buridan only discusses avoid- 
ance. Vives, on the other hand, introduces a new aspect, by distinguish- 
ing between two different kinds of commanded acts in relation to something 
that appears evil: the avoidance of or flight from the evil, and the reac- 
tion that aims at subduing it.36 

According to Vives, the will is the ruler and commander of all things, 
but since it has no light of its own, it is illuminated by the mind, which 
has been paired with it not in order to rule and force it, but to advise 
and guide it. The will does not try to pursue or avoid anything that has 
not been pointed out beforehand by reason. Thus, according to Vives, 
an act of will can be described as "conceived by reason, but delivered 
by the will".37 The human will has been declared free by God, and 
although it submits itself to reason, it is never bound to anything par- 
ticular. It is free between activity and privation {orbatio), to will (velie) or 
not will, to will against (nolle) or not will against. Vives seems hereby to 
identify the act of approval (approbatio) with willing, and the act of dis- 
approval (reprobatio) with willing against. Moreover, Vives also holds, with 

quibus actus exteriores proficiscuntur. Approbatio, quae est de bono, parit executionem ad 
illud consequendum; reprobatio autem, quae de malo, vel insurrectionem ad illud superan- 
dum, vel contractionem et fugam ad evitandum". 

36 Although Vives is sometimes credited for having abandoned the distinction between 
irascible and concupiscible motions of the soul, the distinction between motions that have 
the formal object "sensible good or evil taken absolutely" and motions that have the for- 
mal object "sensible good or evil taken as difficult or arduous", is nevertheless echoed in 
his distinction between motions of flight or avoidance from evil (a malo) and those that 
aim at subduing evil (in malum). 37 S, 340 and 342; M, III, 382: "Voluntas quidem ipsa domina est omnium et imper- 
atrix, sed per se nihil habet lucis; illuminatur a mente, hoc est a ratione ac iudicio, quae 
apposita est illi velut consultrix ductrixque, non ut regat aut torqueat, sed ut dirigat, et 
meliorum admoneat. Itaque nihil voluntas appétit, aut devitat, nisi a ratione praemostra- 
tum. Quocirca actus voluntatis a volúntate quidem producitur, a ratione autem iudicatur, 
et suadetur; atque, ut sic dicam, a ratione gignitur, a volúntate paritur. Magistra est igi- 
tur, et praeceptrix voluntatis ratio, non domina". 
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Buridan, that the will is not free in relation to opposing acts, because it 
can neither will anything that does not in some way appear good, nor 
will against anything that does not somehow appear evil. If something 
which appears good is presented to it, it is in the will's power to not will 
it, but it is not in its power to will against it, i.e., to reject and hate it. 
And, vice versa, if something that appears evil is presented to it, it is in 
the will's power not to will against it, but it is not in its power to will 
it, i.e., to embrace and love it.38 Thus Vives subscribes to the first of the 
principles in Buridan's theory outlined by Pironet, i.e., that the will can- 
not will something bad as such, or will against something good as such. 

When the will does not incline to either the acceptance of the good 
or the rejection of evil, there is what Vives calls 'privation' (i orbatio ).39 From 
his description, it would seem as if he had in mind some kind of indifference, 
due to which the will is not inclined one way rather than another. This 

might correspond to the passive state about which Descartes writes: 

But the indifference I feel when there is no reason pushing me in one 
direction rather than another is the lowest grade of freedom; it is evi- 
dence not of any perfection of freedom, but rather of a defect in knowl- 
edge or a kind of negation.40 

In the voluntarist tradition, however, there was another conception of 
indifference, which referred to the positive faculty of choice between oppo- 
sites. This positive indeterminacy, which Duns Scotus describes as "a 

superabundant sufficiency" of the will, consists in the capacity, when all 
conditions for acting are met, either to act or deliberately to refuse to 

38 S, 342; M, III, 382f.: "Voluntatem enim humanam liberam iussit esse autor suus, et 
quasi sui iuris ac mancipij; obtemperat quidem ilia semper rationi, sed nulli uni est alli- 
gata: sequitur autem, quamcunque libuerit ex propositis. Liberam quidem animo inter 
actum et orbationem, velie non velie, nolle non nolle, non inter duos actus contrarios; 
quando enim vis haec nihil potest velie, nisi sub aliqua boni facie: nihil nolle nisi sub mali: 
ostensa boni specie, non mali: potest quidem non velie, sed non potest nolle, hoc est aver- 
sari et odisse; vicissim quoque obiecta mali specie, non boni, potest non nolle, sed non 
potest velie, hoc est amplecti et amare". 

39 S, 340; M, III, 382: "Sunt ergo in volúntate actus duo, propensio seu amplexus boni, 
et aversatio mali; orbatio est utriusque, quum illa ociosa neutram in partem inclinât". 

40 René Descartes, Meditationes de prima philosophia , AT VII, 58: "IndifFerentia autem illa, 
quam experior, cùm nulla me ratio in unam partem magis quàm in alteram impellit, est 
infimus gradus libertatis, & nullam in eâ perfectionem, sed tantummodo in cognitione 
defectum, sive negationem quandam, testator". Quoted from René Descartes, The Philosophwal 
Writings of Descartes , vol. II, eds. John Cottingham et al., Cambridge 1984, 40. For a thor- 
ough discussion of Descartes' conception of the will and its scholastic background, see Lilli 
Alanen, Descartes' s Concept of Mind , Cambridge, Ma. 2003, ch. 7. 
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act. The will, by virtue of being a rational power, is such that it can, at 
the very moment at which it acts, act otherwise.41 

Vives' remark that the will is free between activity and privation seems 
to imply that, in his view, it is possible to refrain actively from willing 
what one is naturally inclined to will, by not eliciting any act of will. 
This, in turn, suggests that it is a conception of the latter kind he has 
in mind, and that privation could therefore be compared to the act of 
deferment in Buridan's account. As the latter points out: 

the power of not accepting an apparent good, or of not rejecting an 
apparent evil, is for our ultimate benefit not so that we might stand firm 
in this mode of non-acceptance or non-rejection, but so that, before 
accepting or rejecting an object, we might inquire into every good- 
ness or evil which follows upon that object, or is annexed to it, so that 
at last we would accept what is absolutely good and reject what is 
absolutely bad.42 

It seems that what Vives is trying to capture with the term 'privation' is 
similar to what Buridan describes as the "mode of non-acceptance or 
non-rejection". 

There are several references to this mode in Vives' account. The will, 
he writes, can impose a further deliberation and inquire whether some- 
thing better or more favourable can be found.43 He also observes that, 
in the process of deliberation, the will is free to defer the issue or to turn 
the mind's attention to something else, like a sovereign can command 
that the decision on some matter be put under advisement or postponed.44 
The view that the will can always turn the intellect away from consid- 
ering a given object, however, is also put forward by Aquinas, who writes 
that "no object moves the will necessarily, for no matter what the object 

41 John Duns Scotus, Quaestiones super libros metaphysicorum Aristotelů, IX, q.15. See also 
Allan B. Wolter, Duns Scotus on the Will as a Rational Potency, in: Marilyn McCord Adams 
(ed.), The Philosophical Theology of John Duns Scotus , Ithaca 1 990, 1 63-80. 42 QNE, VII, q.8, 145va. Quoted from Jack Zupko, Jean Buridan: Portrait of a Fourteenth- 
Century Arts Master , Notre Dame 2003, 256. 43 S, 344; M, III, 383: "Potest item voluntas ulteriorem deliberationem indicere, et quasi 
amplius pronunciare, ne ibi sistatur, sed inquiratur, an quicquam inveniri queat potius, et 
conducibilius". 

44 S, 342 and 344; M, III, 383: "Tum in ipsa deliberatione licet vel iubere rem differii, 
vel in universum silentium indicere, intentionemque mentis aliorsum convertere: non aliter 
quam princeps, qui consul tari de negocio quopiam imperat, vel omitti prorsum, vel reijci". 
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be, it is in man's power not to think of it".45 But since Aquinas main- 
tains that the will is to be considered as rational appetite, it would seem 
that the will is able to avert the intellect only if the intellect judges that 
this course of action is best. The issue of whether the will is necessitated 
to choose the greater good is, as far as I can see, also one of the bones 
of contention among modern interpreters of Buridan. Invoking the prin- 
ciple that "the will cannot will that which the intellect has not judged to 
be good in some way or other", Pironet has argued that deferment is 
possible "if and only if the intellect has judged that not-willing is the 
greater good at the moment".46 Henrik Lagerlund, on the other hand, 
maintains that "we may in fact choose the lesser, since we may defer on 
the higher good and then accept the lesser good".47 

In his characterisation of what we have called the voluntarist position, 
Buridan mentions an argument which maintains that the will can, all 
other things being equal, choose the lesser of two incompossible goods 
presented to it by the intellect: "For even if the intellect judges that one 
should go to church, the will can, nevertheless, while this judgement 
stands, not will to go - indeed it can also will not to go there but to the 
pub".48 This is, however, something he opposes, since "because of its free- 
dom, it cannot be that the will is able to will what is less good, since 
the will's freedom to choose has not been given to it - whether by God 
or by nature - because this is a bad thing, but because it is a good thing, 
since it is a condition pertaining to nobility or excellence, as everyone 
concedes".49 But this means only that "if the will should choose, it chooses 
the greater good by necessity", which corresponds to the third principle 
mentioned by Pironet, according to which the will can never choose a 

45 Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiae , I-II, q.10, art. 2: "voluntas a nullo obiecto ex neces- 
sitate move tur, potest enim aliquis de quocumque obiecto non cogitare". Quoted from 
Basic Writings of Saint Thomas Aquinas , ed. Anton G. Pegis, 2 vols., New York 1945. 

46 Pironet 2001 (n. 32), 207. 47 Lagerlund 2002 (n. 28), 188 and 200, n. 51. 
48 QNE, X, q.l, 203r: "Nam quamvis intellectus iudicaverit eundum esse ad ecclesiam, 

voluntas tamen hoc stante potest non velie ire, immo et nolle ire, sed ad tabernam.". 
Quoted from Jean Buridan, Questions on Book X of the Ethics , in: Arthur Stephen McGrade 
et al. (eds), The Cambridge Translations of Medieval Philosophical Texts. Volume Two: Ethics and 
Political Philosophy , Cambridge 2001, 502. 49 QNE III, q.4, 43vb: "ex sua liberiate, non potest habere quod posset velie minus 
bonum, probatur qúia illa libertas oppositionis quam habet voluntas non est sibi data, sive 
a deo sive a natura, propter suum malum, sed propter suum bonum, cum ilia sit condi- 
tio pertinens ab nobilitatem et excellentiam, ut omnes concedunt". Quoted from Zupko 
2003, 397, n. 50. 
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lesser good while a greater good is taken into consideration, since the 
lesser good, in this case going to the pub, is bad in comparison to the 
greater good, i.e., going to church.50 

Buridan also asserts, and this might be exactly what he meant by pre- 
senting his view as a media opinio , that it is "in the power of the will to 
command the intellect to desist from considerations of the greater good, 
and in that case, it could accept what is less good".51 In other words, 
the will is free ( pace Pironet) to avert the intellect from considering whether 
to go to church or to the pub, and consider instead whether to go to 
the pub or not. And since the latter is not something bad as such, the 
will can in fact choose what initially was the lesser good, namely to go 
to the pub. 

Vives holds the same view and explains that, when several things are 
presented to us, even if reason recommends one that is rightly the most 
worthy, the will is free, after having set the most worthy thing aside , to prefer 
another one, even if the latter appears good only in the slightest way.52 
This seems to be an expression of the third principle in Buridan's the- 
ory mentioned by Pironet. In other words, Vives agrees with Buridan 
that the will cannot choose a lesser good while a greater good is taken 
in consideration. They both appear to think, however, that the will is 
free to defer its act of volition whenever we lack absolute certainty about 
the goodness of an object. This is something which, at least according to 
Vives, seems always to be the case in human life.53 Vives maintains that 

50 QNE, III, q.4, 44ra-rb: "si voluntas debeat eligere, ipsa necessario eliget maius bonum". 
Zupko's translation reads as follow: "if the will is able to choose, it chooses the greater 
good by necessity". See Zupko 2003, 397, n. 50. 

51 QNE III, q.4, 44ra: "in potestate voluntatis imperare intellectui ut désistât a consid- 
eratione illius boni maioris, et tunc poterit acceptare minus". Quoted from Zupko 2003, 
397, n. 53. 

52 S, 344; M, III, 383: "Multis quoque propositis ostensisque, etiam si efficax et valida 
ratio unum aliquod probet, ac suadeat, si quod aliud tarnen faciem prae se fert boni ali- 
quam, quamvis tenuissima potest hue sese flectere, et ex sola suspiciuncula hoc sumere, 
altero repudiato, in quo insit permagna boni et species et essentia". 

53 S, 344; M, III, 383: "quam in rem magnam ei ansam praebet, quod res nostrae omnes 
mistae sunt bonis ac malis, tum ex nobis ipsis, qui ex rebus diversissimis constamus; 
multaque sunt nobis circumspicienda et respicienda in animo, in corpore, in externis". 
Cf. also Descartes' concluding remark in Meditations on First Philosophy : "But since the pres- 
sure of things to be done does not always allow us to stop and make such a meticulous 
check, it must be admitted that in human life we are often liable to make mistakes about 
particular things, and we must acknowledge the weakness of our nature". See René 
Descartes, The Philosophical Wrìtings of Descartes, vol. II, eds. John (Nottingham et al., Cambridge 
1984, 62. 
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it is even possible to refrain from pursuing a clearly perceived good, if 
for no other reason than wanting to demonstrate one's freedom: 

To show that it is the ruler, the will often rejects and dismisses every- 
thing, just like a prince, who in order not to seem governed by some- 
one else, excludes and rejects all the good advices of his counsellors, 
and it ends up as with the one in the satire who says: 'This I will, thus 
I command, let arbitrariness be the reason'.54 

Vives adds, however, that not even this is done without any form of the 
good, since the will cannot pursue or act without an intention which 
some reason has considered good.55 This last point is in agreement with 
the second of the principles in Buridan's theory outlined by Pironet, 
namely, that the will cannot will that which the intellect has not judged 
to be good in some way or other. 

There are also traces of Buridan's notion of the first act of the will in 
Vives' account. These are most evident in his discussion of the emotions 
{affectus sive ajfectiones ), which he defines as "the acts of those faculties that 
nature gave to our souls to follow good and avoid evil, by means of 
which we are led to the good and move away from or against evil".56 
According to Vives, the acts of the emotional faculty, "no matter how 

54 S, 344; M, III, 384: "Saepe edam, ut se ostendat voluntas esse dominam, reijcit ac 
spernit omnia, haud aliter quam princeps, qui ne videatur a quoquam regi, salutaria omnia 
consiliariorum suorum mónita excludit et respuit, fitque (quod dicit ille in satyra) Sic volo, 
sic iubeo, sit pro ratione libido ". Vives' quote from the Satires is not completely accurate. 
Juvenalis' text reads as follows: "Hoc volo, sic iubeo, sit pro ratione voluntas". See Juvenalis, 
The Satires , 6.V.223. The idea that the will can suspend its act for no other reason than 
to experience its freedom is to be found also in Bartholomaeus Arnoldi de Usingen. See 
Lagerlund 2002 (n. 28), 190. Cf. also with Descartes, who in a letter to Mesland (9 February 
1645) declares that "it is always open to us to hold back from pursuing a clearly known 
good, or from admitting a clearly perceived truth, provided we consider it a good thing 
to demonstrate the freedom of our will by so doing". See René Descartes, The Philosophical 
Writings of Descartes , vol. Ill, eds. John (Nottingham et al., Cambridge 1991, 245. 55 S, 346; M, III, 384: "Tametsi ñeque hoc sine boni forma, nihil enim potest volun- 
tas expetere, aut agere, nisi eo proposito, quod ratio aliqua bonum esse censuerit". 

56 S, 456; M, III, 422: "Ergo istarum facultatum, quibus animi nostri praediti a natura 
sunt ad sequendum bonum, vel vitandum malum, actus dicuntur affectus sive affectiones, 
quibus ad bonum ferimur, vel contra milium, vel a malo recedimus". On Vives' analysis 
of the emotions, see Carlos G. Noreña, Juan Luis Vives and the Emotions , Carbondale 1989; 
Lorenzo Casini, Emotions in Renaissance Humanism: Juan Luis Vives 3 De anima et vita, in: 
Henrik Lagerlund and Mikko Yijönsuuri (eds), Emotions and Choice from Boethius to Descartes , 
Dordrecht 2002, 205-28; and Lorenzo Casini, Aristotelianism and Anti-Stoicism in Juan Luis 
Vives* s Conception of the Emotions , in: Jill Kraye and Risto Saarinen (eds.), Moral Philosophy on 
the Threshold of Modernity , Dordrecht 2005, 283-305. 
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quick and hasty they might be, always follow the conclusions of judge- 
ment".57 As he stresses, the terms 'gooď and 'evil' in his definition of the 
emotions mean, not what is really good or evil, but rather what each 

person judges to be good or evil.58 Vives5 classification of the emotions 
is expounded in accordance with his definition, and distinguishes between 
movements toward the good, and movements away from or against evil: 

All the motions of the soul are about the good or the evil, as far as it 
is the opposite of the good. These motions are toward the good, away 
from evil or against evil. Good and evil can be present, future, past or 
possible. The absence of good is evil and the absence of evil is good. 
The good as soon as it becomes known to the mind pleases us at once. 
This feeling is first like the gentle breeze of a rising motion, which is 
called liking (< allubescentia ). If it is confirmed it becomes love {amor). The 
motion pertaining to a present good that we have attained is joy (lati- 
tici), the motion pertaining to a future good is desire (cupiditas) and falls 
within the boundaries of love. The first motion pertaining to evil is called 
vexation (i ojfensio ), which is the opposite of liking. If it is confirmed it 
becomes hatred (odium).59 

With the exception of some terminological modifications, the structure of 
Vives' classification resembles the account found in Buridan's Quaestiones 
super decern libros Ethicorum Aristotelis ad Nicomachum : 

The first act attributed to the will is favoring (complacentia) or disfavor- 
ing (i displicentia ) an object, which arises from apprehension of the object 
as good or bad, suitable or unsuitable. [. . .] Then, upon the act of favor- 
ing or disfavoring there sometimes follows another act which we are 
accustomed to call acceptance (acceptatio) or rejection (refiitatio). This act 
is properly speaking called volition or nolition, because what I accept I 

57 S, 456; M, III, 422: "reliqui omnes quantumcunque celeres et praerapidi, iudicij sen- 
tentiam sequuntur; non enim movetur animus, nisi praeiudicatum sit bonum esse, aut 
malum, id quod est obiectum". 

58 Ibid.: "Bonum et malum in praesentia id voco, non tam quod revera tale est, quam 
quod quisque sibi esse iudicat". 

59 S, 466; M, III, 426: "Motus omnis animi de bono est, aut de malo, quatenus con- 
trarium est bono; estque vel ad bonum, vel a malo, vel contra malum. Bonum autem et 
malum, vel praesens est, vel futurum, vel transactum, vel possibile; absentia boni pro malo 
est, mali autem pro bono. Bonum simulatque est menti cognitum, allubescit continuo: pri- 
maque est ea velut surgentis motus aurula, quae allubescentia nuncupatur; ea vero confirmata, 
fit amor. Motus autem de bono praesenti quod sumus assecuti, laetitia; de bono futuro, cupid- 
itas nuncupatur, quae intra amoris limites includitur. Primus motus de malo est offensio, 
allubescentiae contraria: quae confirmata, fit odium". 
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will, and what I reject I will against, and vice versa. And upon this act 
there immediately follows actual pursuit ( prosecutio ) or avoidance ( fuga ), 
if it [the thing accepted or rejected] is apprehended as pursuable or 
avoidable and there is no obstacle. [. . .] And, third, from the act of 
acceptance, or, properly speaking, of volition, there necessary follows 
love {amor) and from the act of rejection hate {odium); or perhaps the 
acceptance is , formally, love and the rejection hate.60 

It might be objected that no mention of the will is made in the passage 
from Vives' account of the emotions quoted above. But as Mario Sancipriano 
has pointed out, Vives seems to think that the emotions "act inside the 
will, so that, in some passages of the treatise, it is difficult to distinguish 
an emotion from the will itself".61 

The tendency to describe emotions as motions of the will is most evi- 
dent in Vives' discussion of love. "The will", he writes, "as soon as some- 
thing that is judged to be good is presented to it, is moved and attracted 
to it by means of a sort of natural conformity".62 This motion is called 
liking {allubescentia) and, if confirmed, it becomes love {amor). In his view, 
love is therefore best understood as an inclination or movement of the 
will towards the good.63 Although the will is the ruler and leader of the 
whole soul, it is in its turn led and dragged toward its own good by love. 
This motion, according to Vives, is the most impetuous, since it is the 

60 QNE, X, q.2, 206v: "Pro quanto ergo ibi dictum est, ponamus quod primus actus 
attributus voluntati sit complacentia vel displicentia in obiecto, que consurgit ex appre- 
hensione illius obiecti sub ratione boni vel mali, convenientis vel disconvenientis; de quo 
actu determinatum fuit in tertia questione tertii libri, quod voluntas non se habet ad istum 
actum libere, nec est eius domina dominio et libertate oppositionis; et hoc ibi requiris. 
Deinde istum actum complacentie vel displicentie sequitur aliquando alius actus qui solet 
vocari acceptatio vel refutatio, et ille proprie loquendo dicitur volitio vel nolitio, quia quod 
accepto hoc volo, et quod refuto hoc nolo et econtra. Et ad istum actum sequitur statim 
actualis prosecutio vel fuga si illud sit apprehensum per modům prosequibilis vel fugibilis 
et si non sit impedimentum. Et de ilio actu determinatum est in prima questione tertii 
libri et in duabus sequentibus quod ad eius actus productionem voluntas se habet libere 
et est domina eius dominio et libertate oppositionis; et hoc etiam ibi requiratur. Tertio 
autem ex ilio actu acceptationis, seu proprie diete volitionis, sequitur amor necessario, 
et ex actu refutationis odium, vel forte illa acceptatio est formaliter amor et refutatio 
odium". Quoted from Jean Buridan, Questions on Book X of the Ethics , in: Arthur Stephen 
McGrade et al. (eds), The Cambridge Translations of Medieval Philosophical Texts. Volume Two: 
Ethics and Political Philosophy , Cambridge 2001, 518. 61 Sancipriano 1981 (n. 4), 132. 62 S, 472; M, III, 428: "Quod bonum esse iudicatur simulac voluntati est oblatum, 
movet earn continuo, et allicit as sese congruentia quadam naturali". 

63 Ibid.: "Allubescentia confirmata est amor; hunc licet intelligere voluntatis sive incli- 
nationem, sive progressum ad bonum". 
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quickest and "on the verge of the will" (in precipiti voluntatis ), which, as 
he explains, means that it originates and develops with its complacence, 
so that it almost seems as it was falling off a slope. Love is therefore the 
strongest and most powerful of all the emotions. Moreover, it is also the 
origin of all emotions, since we follow and desire what we love, and shun 
and hate what is contrary to what we love.64 

Traces of Buridan's notion of the first act of the will are discernible 
also in Vives' chapter on the will. In connection with some remarks con- 
cerning animal behaviour that reflects some kind of dissimulation, such 
as the cautiousness shown by the cat when it hunts the mouse, Vives 
points out that the first motion, consisting in the impulse towards the 
object, is kept back by a contrary motion, coming from the fear of suffering 
or of losing the prey. In his view, however, this is not to be regarded as 
some kind of deliberation, but rather as the obstruction of the first act.65 
Vives' wording in this passage is very careless, since he seems to suggest 
that animals also have a second act in which a higher faculty corre- 
sponding to the human will elicits an act of acceptance or rejection. His 
point, however, is that animals, although they act on the basis of the sen- 
sitive appetite, can nonetheless have contrary impulses. 

4. Conclusion 

As we have seen, Vives subscribes to all the three principles that Fabienne 
Pironet identifies as the basis of Buridan's theory of free choice, main- 
taining that a) the will cannot will something bad as such, or will against 
something good as such; b) the will cannot will that which the intellect 
has not judged to be good in some way or other; c) the will can never 

64 S, 504; M, III, 440f.: "Primum voluntas est animi universi dominatrix et rectrix, vol- 
untatis amor; rapit enim illam amor ad suum bonum, qui motus est omnium incitatis- 
simus: quoniam celerrimus per se, et in precipiti voluntatis; nascitur enim et gliscit volente 
ipsa ac libente, ut tanquam impelli videatur per pronum; quocirca affectionum omnium 
amor fortissima est, et potentissima; ut merito sit illud consensu tot seculorum approba- 
tum: Amori cedere omnia tanquam victori. Et alioqui si quis subtilius perscrutetur, ex 
amore inveniet, quemadmodum antea dicebam, affectus omnes profluere; sequimur, et con- 
cupiscimus videlicet, quae amamus: fugimus et odimus contraria ijs, quae amamus". 

65 S, 348; M, III, 384f.: "Sunt quaedam ammalia ad simulationem et dissimulationem 
a natura facta, ut vulpes, et felis quum venatur murem: quae cautio nascitur ex metu, ne 
quid patiatur aut amittat; nam in bruto quum ad suum obiectum ruenti offertur pericu- 
lum, retardatur prior impetus ab aliterò contrario; non est ea consultatio, sed impedimen- 
tum prioris motus". 
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choose a lesser good while a greater good is taken into consideration, 
because the lesser good is bad in comparison to the greater good. 

In spite of these clear structural similarities with Buridan' theory, how- 
ever, the spirit of Vives' account is more straightforwardly voluntarist. 
For example, one of the analogies employed by late medieval voluntarists 
is the image of the soul as a kingdom in which the will has supreme 
power. The will can command all the other powers of the soul as a sov- 
ereign would command its subjects.66 Roland Teske has argued that the 
source of the image of the will as king and ruler among late thirteenth- 
century voluntarists is the writings of William of Auvergne.67 In his De 
anima , for instance, he maintains that 

the human soul bears the likeness of a well-ordered and well established 
city, because the will is present in it as king and ruler {rex et imperator ), 
the intellective or reasoning power is its counselor, while the lower 
powers, namely, the irascible, concupiscible, and moving powers, that 
is to say, those which carry out movement, are like ministers, whose 
office it is to carry out the orders of the will that reigns over and com- 
mands them.68 

There are several traces of this imagery in Vives' account. He describes 
the will as ruler {domina) and commander {imperatrix). The mind, i.e., rea- 
son and judgement, is, on the other hand, characterised as counsellor 
and guide {consultrix ductrixque ). He also compares the role of the will in 
the process of deliberation to that of a sovereign { princeps ) who can com- 
mand that the matter be put under advisement or postponed. Moreover, 
in order to show the supremacy of the will, Vives compares it to a sov- 
ereign who, in order not to seem governed by someone else, often excludes 
and rejects all the good advice of his counsellors. In De prima philosophia 
(1531), he also mentions the motive powers, saying that the will is the 
ruler, reason is the counsellor and the motive powers are the body of 
servants who carry out the commands of the will.69 

66 On the analogy between civil polity and the soul amongst late medieval voluntarists, 
see Ernst Stadter, Die Seele als " minor mundus" und ab "regnum". Ein Beitrag zur Psychologie der 
mittleren Franziskanerschule , in: Paul Wilpert (ed.), Uniuersalismus und Partikularismus im Mittelalter , 
Berlin 1968, 56-72. 67 Roland J. Teske, The Will as King over the Powers of the Soul: Uses and Sources of an Image 
in the Thirteenth Century , in: Vivarium, 32 (1994), 62-71. 68 William of Auvergne, De anima , c. II, pt. 15. Quoted from Teske 1994, 64f. 69 M, III, 227: "Habet ergo homo, ad Dei quandam imaginem, voluntatem, consilium, 
sive rationem, et vires, ut consilum suadeat, aut dissuadeat voluntati quae est imperatura, 
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Reaching a better understanding of Vives' philosophical study of the 
soul and providing a more accurate basis for the assessment of its orig- 
inality and influence on early modern conceptions of the human mind 
require a careful analysis of extensive textual material and an examina- 
tion of theories and concepts that were influential in the formation of his 
account. To achieve a definitive picture of the intellectual background of 
Vives' conception of freedom of the will is, of course, beyond the scope 
of the present study. I hope, however, that the reader has come to share 
my view on the significance of Vives' scholastic background and that 
what has been presented here will turn out to be a valuable clue to some 
of the important missing pieces.70 

Uppsala University 
Department of Philosophy 

voluntas imperet viribus ut se exerant ad opus, vires capessant jussa; voluntas ergo dom- 
ina est, ratio consultrix, vires mancipium". 70 Work on this paper was begun with the support of a Frances A. Yates Research 
Fellowship at the Warburg Institute in London. An earlier draft was presented at the 
annual meeting of the Renaissance Society of America held in Cambridge, England in 
April 2005. I wish to thank David A. Lines and Lodi Nauta, who organized the panel on 
Renaissance ethics and moral psychology, as well as the participants in the discussion for 
their helpful questions and suggestions. I am particularly grateful to Lilli Alanen, Martin 
Gustafsson, Henrik Lagerlund and Risto Saarinen for their valuable comments and criticism. 
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Isabel Iribarren, Durandus of St Pourçain. A Dominican Theologian in the Shadow of Aquinas. 
Oxford University Press, Oxford 2005 (Oxford Theological Monographs) xiv + 311 pp. 
ISBN 0-19-928231-5 

Durand of St. Pourçain has long been recognized as one of the leading intellectual figures 
at the University of Paris in the opening decades of the fourteenth century, often placed 
alongside Peter Aureol as representative of a turn toward a more critical philosophical 
approach in the years immediately after John Duns Scotus. Durand was the subject of a 
major work by Josef Koch in 1927 and well as numerous books and articles by others in 
the last century. 

Although Iribarren's work concerns only one area of Durand's thought, namely the doc- 
trine of the Trinity and the debate with the Thomist Hervé Nedelec (Hervaeus Natalis), 
she places both Hervé and Durand in a new and more nuanced context. The opening 
section examines conciliar and scholastic teaching on the Trinity from the Fourth Lateran 
Council through Scotus, with particular attention to Aquinas and theories on relation, the 
divine processions, and the Persons, which form the three areas of Trinitarian doctrine 
discussed at each point in the book. The second part examines the stages in the contro- 
versy between Hervé, as the leading opponent of Durand and head of the Dominican 
commission to examine his writings, and Durand. This doctrinad part begins with Hervé's 
teaching on the Trinity in his Sentences commentary (1302-03), Durand's pre-Parisian com- 
mentary on the Sentences (1307-08), the criticisms and responses of each theologian in their 
quodlibetal disputations (1308-13), the censure of Durand (1314), his response in his 
Excusationes, Hervé's corrective in his Reprobationes , the second censure (1317), and the finad 
redaction of Durand's commentary on the Sentences. 

Iribarren notes significant differences between Aquinas' views and what came to be the 
accepted "common" Thomistic opinion in the early fourteenth century among Hervé 
Nedelec, John of Naples, Pierre de la Palud, James of Lausanne, and other Dominicans. 
She also brings to light the shaping effect Franciscan thought had on the discussion of the 
Trinity, even among Dominicans, in the period after Scotus. The traditional interpreta- 
tion that saw Hervé as a defender of Thomas against a non-Thomist Durand is replaced 
by Iribarren with a picture of conflicts within two different Franciscan currents of thought. 
She uncovers Scotistic elements in Hervé's views, and sees in Durand a return to elements 
in the teaching of Bonaventure on the Trinity. Moreover, in place of a picture of Durand 
modifying his teaching in the direction of Thomas in response to pressure from his order, 
Iribarren shows that Durand adopted the technical wording of his opponents without aban- 
doning most of the principal elements of his position. Iribarren also calls attention to the 
historical significance of the doctrinad agenda of the second censure of Durand in 1317, 
which aimed at establishing the authority of Thomas as the common teaching of the order 
and the schools. Durandus, from the safety of his episcopal throne, preferred to reshape 
the final redaction of his Sentences commentary in keeping with what he felt was the teach- 
ing of the Fathers enriched and clarified by open scholastic debate. 

Beyond the intricacies of the doctrinad dispute and its philosophical foundations, Iribarren 
intended her book to be of interest both to theologians and historians by placing the 
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theological discussions in both a historical sequence and context. The two protagonists, 
Hervé and Durand, were resident together at the convent of St. Jacques in 1 303, albeit 
at different points in their academic careers, while Scotus was lecturing on the Sentences at 
the Franciscan convent. By the time his fellow Dominican theologians had censured him, 
Durand was in Avignon with the support of popes Clement V and John XXII. Iribarren 
characterizes this situation as a conflict between Parisian masters, attempting to assert their 
authority in doctrinal matters, and the papacy reasserting its superior authority in such 
matters. Papal support, which led to Durand's appointment to successive bishoprics, the 
last of which was Meaux to the east of Paris, placed Durand beyond the full reach of 
Dominican jurisdiction. Although this Paris-Avignon contrast should not be overstressed, 
it is worth noting that the other controversial theologian of the second decade of the four- 
teenth century, Peter Aureol, also benefited from papal patronage that led to his appoint- 
ment as archbishop of Aix shortly before his death. Hervé Nedelec, by contrast, participated 
in many of the judicial actions initiated or condoned by Philippe le Bel: the call for a 
council against Boniface VIII in 1303, the confessions of the Templars in 1307, and the 
response of Parisian theologians in 1308 to the king's questions concerning the Templars. 

The book concludes with an extensive bibliography and a thorough author and subject 
index. It is surprising, however, that Frederick J. Roensch's Early Thomisiic School (Dubuque 
1964) was not included in the bibliography or notes, although in fairness to Iribarren, it 
would not have altered her analysis or conclusions. 

Certain questions remain. How did Hervé at Paris in 1308 come to know or would 
even bother with a commentary delivered at a provincial studium in 1307-08 by a student 
who was not yet technically even a bachelor of theology? Durand informed his contem- 
poraries that the text of this first exercise was circulated without his permission, but by 
whom and among whom? Moreover, if, as Iribarren maintains against Koch, this first 
work was composed and attacked by Hervé in 1308 and 1309 while regent master and 
master provincial of France before Durand read the Sentences at Paris, how was it possi- 
ble for Durand to be appointed by the Dominican General Chapter to read at Paris in 
1309 or 1310, an appointment that normally took place two years in advance and required 
annual approval? Koch's view that Durand's prima lectura was the result of his lectures as 
bachelor of theology at Paris better explains the politics of these events and thus is still 
worth considering. 

Iribarren's book is one of the most important recent contributions to our knowledge of 
early fourteenth-century thought, to the development of Thomism in that period, and to 
the debates in Trinitarian theology. It clearly advances our knowledge of Durand and his 
contemporaries, for which we are much in her debt. 

Madison, Wisconsin William J. Courtenay 
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Anthony Kenny, Medieval Philosophy (A New History of Western Philosophy, vol. 2). Clarendon 
Press, Oxford 2005, xvii + 334 pp. ISBN 0 19 875275 X 

We live in a world of experts who know more and more about less and less. The study 
of medieval philosophy is no exception to this rule. Thanks to the sustained efforts of an 
international community of medievalists, a large number of scholastic sources and debates 
have been rediscovered in recent years. But individual scholars tend to have an increas- 
ing knowledge of a decreasing number of topics: some work on twelfth-century ethics, oth- 
ers on early fourteenth-century metaphysics, and still others focus on a single author or a 
single intellectual school. Specialized research, mostly presented in articles and books that 
are written for other experts, makes it difficult for outsiders to recognize any coherence 
in the scattered field. Non-professional readers may even have problems to get a vague 
idea of what medievali philosophy is about and how it has developed in the historical con- 
text. It is precisely this audience of non-specialists, who seek orientation and a solid intro- 
duction to more than a thousand years of philosophy, that Anthony Kenny addresses in 
this ambitious book. He charts the story of medieval philosophy from Augustine to 
Pomponazzi and focuses on major texts, thus giving students the chance to become familiar 
with the most important topics without drowning in the sea of scholarly literature. 

The book is divided into two parts. The first part (chapters 1-2) gives a short overview 
of the main authors and sketches the development from the fourth to the early sixteenth 
century. Kenny rightly points out that a history of Western philosophy "must include a 
treatment of philosophers who are not 'Western' in any modern sense" (p. xiv), and there- 
fore includes Avicenna, Averroes and Maimonides in his panorama. This is a wise deci- 
sion; because it makes clear right from the start that many theories in the Latin West 
could not have been developed without the intellectual input stemming from Muslim and 
Jewish authors. It would be erroneous to see medieval philosophy merely as a Christian 
response to problems posed by pagan philosophers. Muslim and Jewish philosophers for- 
mulated a number of problems, and developed sophisticated strategies to deal with them. 
That is why it is important to explore the ways in which Christian philosophers used these 
strategies, eventually transforming and combining them with other strategies that they bor- 
rowed from ancient authorities or invented themselves. What makes medievali philosophy 
so fascinating is the amalgamation of different traditions and the innovation that devel- 
oped due to the encounter between Christian, Muslim and Jewish cultures. Kenny focuses 
on this aspect and illustrates it with many examples. He nicely shows that thirteenth- 
century debates about intellect and imagination heavily relied upon Avicenna's and Averroes' 
psychology, and he explains that medieval debates about God's existence and attributes 
borrowed many elements from Islamic and Jewish sources. It is important to emphasize 
this multi-cultural aspect of medieval philosophy, especially now that it seems to be in 
vogue (even among intellectuals) to speak about a "clash of civilizations." 

The second, much longer part of the book (chapters 3-9) provides an introduction to 
crucial topics and sub-disciplines: questions of logic and language, knowledge, physics, 
metaphysics, mind and soul, ethics, and the study of God. This balanced list takes the 
major areas and problems into account. It avoids the danger of reducing medieval philosophy 
to metaphysics and philosophy of religion (which is the case in handbooks committed 
to Continental philosophy) or to logic and philosophy of language (a tendency to be found 
in the older school of analytic philosophy). Kenny successfully shows that medieval 
philosophers had wide interests, ranging from the problem of free will to questions about 
three-valued logic and puzzles concerning divine omnipotence. Any attempt to highlight 
a single interest or to emphasize the one "essential" medieval problem is bound to fail. If 
there is an essential mark at all, it is the fact that a plurality of problems and a vast num- 
ber of solutions were discussed during the Middle Ages. Kenny's long and detailed list of 
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problems illustrates this in an admirable way. His diligent discussion of these problems, 
always accurate and based on first-hand knowledge of the relevant texts, enables every 
reader to discover the flavour of scholastic debates - a flavour for clarity, subtlety and the 
serious ambition to get to the bottom of philosophical problems. 

Unfortunately, the volume lacks a chapter on political philosophy. Dante's Monarchia 
and Marsilius of Padua's Defensor pacis are briefly referred to but not discussed, Ockham's 
political works are only mentioned, and Giles of Rome's extensive writings are left out. A 
presentation of the major debates in political philosophy (e.g. about the nature of justice, 
the possibility of just war, or the legitimacy of monarchy) would have shown that this 
branch of philosophy is not just a modern invention, but a crucial ingredient of medieval 
philosophy. Furthermore, Kenny totally ignores the so-called "Golden age" of Spanish 
scholasticism. Neither Francisco de Vitoria, who wrote an important theory of justice, nor 
Francisco Suárez, an influential metaphysician, nor the Conimbricenses, who made significant 
contributions to psychology and philosophy of nature, are discussed. Of course, it is impos- 
sible to include every single late medieval author in one book, and drawing a sharp line 
between late scholastic and early modern philosophers is hardly possible. No period has 
clear boundaries. It is even dubious that there is such a thing as a definite period in the 
history of philosophy: each period is constructed as a historical entity by authors who 
intend to distance themselves from earlier philosophers and schools. Yet one should not 
ignore the fact that scholastic methods, styles of argumentation and theories were promi- 
nent far into the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Late scholastic authors did not simply 
repeat theories developed by Aquinas, Scotus or Ockham, but criticized and transformed 
them in significant ways. Kenny's book does not address any of these transformations. 
Hopefully, they will be taken into account in a subsequent volume that does not start 
with Descartes but pays particular attention to sixteenth and early seventeenth-century 
scholastic authors. 

Kenny is at his best when he presents Aquinas who, in his view, "retains the right to 
be classed as the greatest philosopher of the high Middle Ages." (p. xvi) This may sound 
like an old-fashioned Thomistic credo. Yet Kenny is far from being an uncritical narra- 
tor of Aquinas' philosophy. When he reconstructs his theories, he points out both their 
strengths and weaknesses, thus stimulating the readers to form their own opinion. In the 
chapter on knowledge, for instance, he convincingly shows that Aquinas is neither an 
empiricist who thinks that sensory experience is by itself sufficient for intellectual cogni- 
tion, nor a rationalist who assumes that there is a stock of innate concepts. Rather, Aquinas 
holds the view that the intellect needs to abstract concepts (so-called intelligible species) 
on the basis of sensory information (so-called phantasms). In light of this combination of 
empiricism and rationalism, Kenny states, alluding to a famous Kantian dictum: "Thought 
without phantasms are empty; phantasms without species are darkness to the mind." 
(p. 165) This is a perfectly clear and concise characterization of Aquinas' key thesis. But 
Kenny does not confine himself to reconstructing this thesis. He critically points out that 
it simply enables Aquinas to explain how the acquisition of concepts and cognition work. 
However, it does not help him to give an account of knowledge. In order to explain 
knowledge in the strict Aristotelian sense, it would have been necessary for Aquinas to 
spell out how a cognitive process yields to the formation of first principles - principles that 
are somehow based on sensory experience but nevertheless infallibly true. Kenny concludes: 
"The serious problem with Aquinas' theory is that it leaves quite unclear what is the role 
of experience and experiment in science." (p. 169) This is indeed a serious problem for 
which Aquinas has no clear solution.1 Kenny puts his finger on this weak spot, thus encour- 
aging his readers to look for a satisfying solution. 

1 For recent attempts to provide a solution, see S. MacDonald, "Theory of Knowledge," 
in: The Cambridge Companion to Aquinas , ed. by N. Kretzmann & E. Stump, Cambridge 1993, 
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Kenny does not only reconstruct Aquinas' theory concisely, he also shows how it differs 
from earlier and later ones. Thus, he points out that "for Aquinas the species was a con- 
cept, that is to say an ability of the intellect in question, for Scotus it is the immediate 
object of knowledge." (p. 172) Turning the species into an inner object, Scotus paved the 
way for a representational theory. For what is immediately present to the intellect is not 
the external thing, but the internal species that is only causally linked to the externad thing. 
Any attentive reader will see that this is a decisive moment in the history of philosophy 
of mind: a realist theory that stresses the immediate cognitive relation between intellect 
and material world was transformed into a theory that postulates inner representations. 
Kenny emphasizes this issue and thus enables his readers to become aware of a change 
that proved to be important not just for medieval philosophy, but for modern epistemol- 
ogy as well. 

Unfortunately, Kenny's high esteem for Aquinas has a drawback: it leads him to under- 
estimate other philosophers. One of them is Ockham who, according to Kenny, holds 
some implausible or even absurd positions. A closer examination of the texts reveals, how- 
ever, that this accusation can only be due to a misunderstanding. In the chapter on lan- 
guage, for instance, Kenny (no doubt correctly) states that Ockham appealed to a mental 
language consisting of mental words with grammatical features. But he is not impressed 
by this mentalistic approach to language. In his view, it is hardly convincing to assume 
that there are mental words such as the connective 'and' or the quantifier 'all': ". . . we 
may smile at his [sc. Ockham's] readiness to transfer idiomatic features of medieval Latin 
into the universal language of the mind." (p. 145) This is an echo of the old critique, ini- 
tially formulated by J. Trentman, that Ockham's mental language is nothing but a faint 
copy of spoken and written Latin. Yet a closer look at Ockham's texts reveals that this is 
not the case.2 First, he emphasizes that the mental language does not comprise all words 
and grammatical features, but only those that are necessary "propter significationem". 
Second, he points out that quantifiers like 'all' are required because they express crucial 
logical differences. For instance, we need a quantifier on the mental level because 'All 
men are running' clearly differs from 'A man is running'. Mental language is not simply 
a copy of the spoken one, but a language that (a) enables us to endow spoken sounds 
with a meaning and that (b) includes the basic elements necessary for a logical structure. 

Another critique concerns Ockham's theory of the soul. Unlike Aquinas, Ockham holds 
that the intellectual soul is able to grasp individual things under an individual aspect. But 
what then, Kenny asks, is the difference between the intellectual and the sensory soul? 
The sensory faculties, in particular sensation and imagination, also grasp individuad things 
under an individual aspect. "If that is so, then it seems a violation of Ockham's razor to 
postulate two different faculties with exactly the same function." (p. 247) This conclusion 
is not compelling if one takes into account that the intellectual soul is a linguistic faculty: 
it forms mental terms and sentences. The sensory soul, on the other hand, merely takes 
in sensory inputs and comes up with sensory images. Thus, when I imagine a tree, I sim- 
ply visualize something big with brown and green patches. When I think about a tree, I 
form the mentad term 'tree' and I am able to make predications like 'The tree is brown' 
or 'The tree has leaves'. It is therefore not superfluous to posit two psychological faculties: 
they deal with individual things in different ways. 

160-95, who presents a foundationalist solution, and E. Stump, Aquinas , London & New 
York 2003, 217-43, who opts for a reliabilist one. 

2 See Quodlibeta V, q. 8-9, ed. by J.C. Wey, Opera theologica IX, St Bonaventure, N.Y. 
1980, 508-518. For a detailed analysis, see C. Panaccio, Ockham on Concepts , Aldershot 2004. 
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These examples are not intended to question the overall quality of Kenny's exposition 
and philosophical analysis. On the contrary, they show that he invites the reader to engage 
in a critical discussion, to look at the original texts, and to try out different interpreta- 
tions. What one expects from a philosophical introduction to the Middle Ages is not just a 
list of authors and texts, nor a mere paraphrase of old debates, but a critical evaluation 
of these debates - an evaluation that takes medieval theses and arguments seriously and 
provokes the reader into judging their validity. It is exactly this philosophical engagement 
that Kenny stimulates with his comprehensive and lucid introduction to medieval philosophy. 

Berlin Dominik Perler 
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